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Abstract.

'A toaster with pictures' was the characterisation of television
by the former chairman of the united states Federal
communications commission and advocate of broadcasting
deregulation, Mark Fowler. It encapsulates the view of the neo-
liberal reformers who set about to deregulate broadcasting as part
of the wide-ranging economic attack on the structures of state
regulation. Broadcasting was a consumer industry like any other.
It conformed to the rules of economic behaviour and performed at
its optimum in an environment of a free market.

This thesis traces the deregulation of broadcasting in New
zealand from its theoretical origins, to its adoption by policy
advisors of the New zealand, Treasury, and its legislative
enactment by the Government in the late l9g0s and early 1990s.
But the account also traverses wider than those narrow
boundaries. It is argued that in order to understand why this
country undertook such a thoroughgoing reform of the
broadcasting sector it is necessary to look at its history and
account for the apparent wholesale rejection of the previous
structures which were portrayed as regulated public service
broadcasting.

It is also essential to the story of broadcasting deregulation in
New zealand to determine why this country was a pathfinder of
reform. The essential conditions which enabled the speedy
implementation of the policy whilst in other nations the reform
process in broadcasting was stalled, only partially implemented, or
rejected. The comparative overview also brings into focus the
arguments of the opponents of deregulating this ,particular' or
'peculiar' industry with its social and cultural role in society.

As New Zealand was the first nation deliberately to enact the
deregulation of broadcasting, the final sections of the thesis look at
the 'model' and assess its impact. The reforms have led to a new
marketplace of broadcasting in which the audience is viewed as
consumers rather than citizens. The dismantling of the social
contract in broadcasting between the state and citizens and its
replacement by supposedly individual contracts between
broadcasters and consumers is, it is suggested, dysfunctional for
democratic civil societv.
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INTRODUCTION

'!fedia policy is curtural poricy. As a consequence, production,distribution and consumption of curtural goods cannot be seenexclusively as an economic matter.'

Kurt Blaukopf, t 989.1

'...broadcasting is providing an arena in which industrial andcultural interests are coliiding, in which historically strongcultural varues are being assaurted by newly assertivecommercial values.'

Kenneth Dyson et al., tggg.2

'f!-t tangled web of hatreds, of complicities, of rivalries betweendifferent schoo.ls of thought and of Jhanges in mood causes eachatom in the intellectual world...to prefei itserf, while all atomsdetest each other....,
Jean Baudrillard. 1990.3

This thesis critically examines the deregulation of broadcasting in
New Zealand which was conceived and enacted in the relativelv
compressed timespan of the late lggos and early lggos.

The boundaries of the exposition, however, range far wider than
those years. It is argued that the genesis of why a deregulated
approach was adopted so comprehensively and rapidly, particularly
when compared to other nations, can only be understood in the
context of the country's broadcasting and political history and the
background of the perceived failure of regulated broadcasting. That
approach was deemed to have so little remaining utility that the
legislators after 1987 placed their toral faith in a rheorerical
blueprint which had no record of successful application.

I Blaukopf, Kurt. ( 1989) Beethoven's Saccessors in th,e ,Me4iamorphosis,:
cultural Policv for the Electronic Media. Heiden: Arthur Niggli. p.66. euoted byTrappel, Josef. (1991) 'Born Losers 

. 
or Flexible_ Adjustmenif rr,e Media policy

Dilemma of small states', European Journar of com,iunication,6: 355_371. p.355.2Dyson, Kenneth and peter Humphreys with Ralph Negrine and Jean-paulsimon' (1988) Broadcasting and New Midia policies in Weslern Europe. London:Routledge. p.4.
3Baudrillard, Jean' (r990) coor Memories. London: verso. p,gg.



New zealand policy-makers blithely accepted that they would be
pathfinding what they believed was the broadcasting future. This
commitment and adherence to the theory of deregulation gave the
policy a purity largely unsullied by any desire or felt requirement to
compromise with interest groups, broadcasters or the accumulated
detritus of previous approaches.

The account is for the most part experiential, looking at the
experience of New Zealand's adoption, enactment and the effects of
broadcasting deregulation. As the process of learning from
experience is an historical one this is an exercise in historiography
and the method of explication is fundamentally that of historical
narrative.4 It has been argueds that a sense of history is the greatest
lack in contemporary policy analysis, 'a lacuna which can probably
only be properly remedied by a focus on the experience of particular
cases'.

Comparative study reveals that there is no theoretical construct
which might provide, if not an iron law, at least a workable general
theory to outline the stages each deregulating nation will take.6 The

4 As elaborated by J.H.Hexter in Doing History, London: George Allen & unwin,1971. pp.29-30.
5 castfes, Francis _G.(ed.) (19g9) The comparative History of public poricy.
Cambridge: Polity press. p.l l.
6 several writers have posited theoretical frameworks to explain broadcastderegulation. Jeremy Tunstall is among those who u.gu" 'th^; 

broadcastderegulation is inseparable from the deregulation of telecommunicationsgenerally'. He suggests -that a key aim of teleJommunications deregulation is tomaintain 'the traditional position of the u.s. as orr.*"ro uno in all aspects ofelectronics /telecommunications /video /entertainment /computers/information technology... .' This may have been true of some industrylobbyists and may have assisted in. convincing American nolicy-61L"., but itcertainly doesn't explain the motivation of the broadcasting Jeregulationtheorists' [Tunstall,__Jeremy. (1986) Communications Deregulation. oxford: BasilBf ackwell' p-7.1 Vincent Mosco argues that deregulation was an economicresponse 'to the recognition thal telecommunications and its relatedinfonnatics and communiCations sectors have come to occupy a central placein the capital accumulation process' and a political response to the unleashingof 'new instruments of social control'. Mosco's thoughts *u, be faircontributions to the debate but fall far short of a possiblJ workin! model totrace the path of broadcasting dereguration. [Mosco, vincent. (r9gg)" ,Toward 
aTheory of State and Telecommunications Poiicy', Journal of Communication,

18(tl, -107-124. pp.l t9-r20.r Krasnow, Longrey and rerry "ho;; uigu"a thatderegulation is the result of a pluralist "poiiri.rl process where politicalbargaining is carried out among paiticipantr *itt no one of them continuallv



nature, form and extent of broadcasting deregulation and the speed
of its implementation displays a complete lack of cross-national
uniformity. The broadcasting and cultural traditions of each counrry,
their political culture and the nature of their broadcasting and
telecommunications infrastructures, are all important factors
modifying the almost universal thrust to deregulate.

The absence of what weber calls 'an ideal type or of an ideal-
typical developmental sequence'7, pushes theory, correctly in this
instance, into a secondary role as the servant of historical knowledge.
For any attempt to do the converse and force the record of history to
be the slave of a theory would risk 'doing violence to reality,. This
does not mean that the historical record is approached without
presuppositions and this is done in order that a univocal argument is
presented' The broadcasting events in any era are chosen for their
relevance to the arguments about broadcasting regulation. Empirical
data is used as verification of the narrative's unambiguity and
truthfulness. But although some of the techniques and methods of
the social sciences are used on occasion, they are complementary. In
this dissertation a tool of the human sciences, historical narrative, is
preferred and, because it would be a failing to impose theoretical
rigidities on this multi-layered and in many ways nationally-specific
story, deemed more accurate than a social science theoretical
approach.

dominating. policy-making.. The key characteristic of the ,policy output' in themodel is its incrementalism, a function of a policy-making process'that ,more
often moves slowly^ in_smail l!"ps ,!1n quickly in 

-iarg" 
reaps., [Krasnow, E.G.,L' Longlev and H.A' T9r,ry. (19{i2) The iotitiis 

-of 'Bioadcait 
nigit".iion. (Znd.Ed.) New York: sr. Mirtins press. p.2s l.l rhey have craimed that theirbroadc.asting policy-making model 

"rn explain" regulation as welr asderegulation' However, a took at the New zealand case example reveals thatunlike their model, regulation and deregulation are not continuousphenomena governed by th; same processes. Deregulation in New Zealand wasnot 'an incremental bargaining process' as would be expected by applicationof the Krasnow, Longley and- Tlrry schema, and contrary to their berief, oneparticipant, Treasury, did come to dominate the poti"y-,nuting f.o"".r.7 weber' Max (1949). on the Methodology of the social sciences. Glencoe, III.:Free Press. p.90.



Although there is no theoretical blueprint as to how the
deregulation of broadcasting in particular is implemented,B the
theory of general deregulation itself has proven ro have a
remarkably powerful universal influence, especially since the
beginning of the nineteen-eighties. That it has, seems to render it the
exception to the contention by Giovanni Arrighie that a theory which
is too precise and too clearly articulated does not. normally exhibit
great mobilising power as its distinctive features foster sectarianism
and lead to the paralysis of action.

New zealand was, not for the first time in its politicat
become a social and economic laboratory. Dereguration
applied throughout the economy and it was utilised in a
pure form to reform broadcasting structures.

So in the first chapter the rise of broadcasting deregulation theory
to become the dominant theoretical approach by the mid-l9g0s is
traced. It is argued that opposing paradigms had become quite
enfeebled by this time. The relatively inconclusive findings of
broadcasting effects research worldwide, the attack of dominant
discourse theory on established broadcasting institutions and the rise
of the post-modernist 'active audience' approaches to the study of
television eroded some of the critical foundations of public service
and regulated broadcasting and smoothed the way for those who
argued that a deregulated 'commodity' or market approach was the
most appropriate for the broadcasting media.

In the second chapter the technological promise of the so-called
'communications revolution' or 'information age' is examined. New
Zealand had experienced a special form of technological determinism.
Broadcasters in the television age had been most proficient in the
creation of the infrastructure of transmission in a geographically

history, to
theory was

particularly

SBeyond the. question of a general theory to account for how deregulation wasapplied to broadcasting _globally, the author shares the conviction of pierreSorlin t(1990) Mass Media. Routledge: r-onoon.- f1+2.1 that there is no generaltheory to account for the nature ana functions of the media but instead, arange of relationships and connections that can be invoked when it isnecessary to explain a particular situation.9 Arrighi, Giovanni (1978) The Geometry of Imperialism. London: NLB. p.2r.



challenging environment. The public were receptive to, and indeed
expected to receive the benefits of new technologies.

The arguments of the proponents of the new communication
technologies had great utility for the theorists of deregulation. The
promised cornucopia of radio and television services which would be
provided by new delivery systems undermined one of the
foundation stones of regulation - that limited space restricted
opportunity to utilise the radio spectrum. This had demanded that a
regulatory agency parceled out and policed the airwaves in the
public interest.

New technology also promised cheaper access for those wishing to
establish radio or television services. For the advocates of
deregulation this held out the prospect that special interest or
minority groups with only very modest resources could set up
stations to satisfy their needs in an open market and would therefore
not need public provision.

The public provision of broadcasting services to establish a
universal service, cater for the needs of minority and special
interests, utilise the educational possibilities of radio and television
and provide comprehensive information programming in an
environment independent of political and commercial pressure, were
the ideals of public service broadcasting of those nations which drew
on the British model. However, the model was followed with patchy
results. In chapter three it is argued that this model underwent
significant alteration in its transcription to New Zealand.

A cycle of regular and meddling political intervention is traced
with regulated broadcasting structures always lacking the type of
institutional independence accorded their counterparts in Britain.
Apart from the 'Imperial' public service model of the B.B.c., New
Zealand's broadcasting history is compared with that of the sister
white dominions, Australia and Canada. It is argued that these three'colonial' nations actuaily grappled not with public service
broadcasting on the British moder but with 'middre path, variations
between this form of non-commercial broadcasting and the American
commercial example.



In New Zealand the myth developed that the politically sullied
structures of our broadcasting past represented regulated public
service broadcasting. The discrediting of these institutions
coincidentally assisted in the defamation of this form of broadcasting.
By the 1980s New Zealand's broadcasting structures had few
defenders among the public or the broadcasters and thus were able
to be swept away with relative ease.

Thus the first three chapters deal with the concatenation of the
three main strands which prepared the ground for the legislative
implementation of broadcasting deregulation - the enunciation and
adoption of deregulatory theory as applied to this sector by key
policy-makers, the promise of the new communications technologies
and the lack of attachment to existing broadcasting structures.

There was a final chance for the structures of regulated
broadcasting to fight off the challenge of deregulation. During the
early part of the decade of the nineteen-eighties there were two
developments which might have cemented-in a structure that could
have resisted deregulatory reform. First, there was an internal
attempt within public broadcasting to re-infuse an ethos of public
service broadcasting. Second, a slightly ajar 'window of opportunity'
opened for the New zealand, newspaper owners to realise a long-
standing ambition to expand into the electronic media and become
the dominant players in private television. However, in chapter four
it is contended that division in the newspaper industry into two rival
groups with two opposing plans as to how to implement private
television, derailed the attempt to bring about newspaper
involvement in the industry. This lost opportunity foreclosed on the
possibility that a public/private television structure defended by two
powerful lobbies would be created with a powerful incentive to
oppose unregulated competition. when the issue of the
accommodation of private interests in the television industry as a
third regional service was adjudicated between l9g5 and lggT the
manner of its resolution undercut support for regulated broadcasting.

The following chapter, five, traces the development of the policy
of broadcasting deregulation in New zealand from the Treasury
submission to the Royal commission on Broadcasting in 19g5 to the



legislation enacted in 1988 and 1989. The nature of the 'capture' of
the policy process by a small group of officials and senior cabinet
ministers is outlined. The drive to draft and enact new broadcasting
legislation was also marked by a determination by the policy-making
elite to exclude interest group and public participation in the
decision-making process.

The rapid adoption of the deregulation approach in New Zealand is
compared with its more questioning reception in other polities in the
sixth chapter. Many nations stopped short of fully applying free
market policies to broadcasting. Either this area of structural reform
was left for later consideration or investigation was undertaken to
examine the appropriateness of fundamental change to an industry
long presumed to have a 'special' character. The factors inhibiting the
tide of deregulation overseas; the influence of interest groups, the
relative unanimity among broadcasters to defend existing
broadcasting structures, constitutional requirements for a 'balanced,
media and differing political views on policies for rhe medium; are
notably absent in New Zealand.

The seventh chapter rooks at deregulation in practice in New
Zealand broadcasting. It traces the approach of the new broadcasting
state owned enterprises in television and radio under the new
legislative regime and examines the claim by the emergent private
third channel that it was the first vicrim of rhe changed rules. This
chapter also seeks to assess changes brought about by deregulation
The effects on the quality and diversity of radio and television
programming are measured

The final chapter, eight, is a discussion of the New zealand,
deregulation experience as an important case study. As the country
can claim the distinction of being the first nation in the world to
implement the theoretical blueprint of broadcasting deregulation as
an act of deliberate policy, it might be perceived as offering lessons
to other nations contemplating similar reforms. It is argued that the
efficacy of new policy cannot be measured purely by gains to the
economic efficiency of the industry, but fundamentally on its social
and cultural significance - the elements that have been shuffled
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around the bargaining table as 'the piece of the puzzle that refuses to
fit'. I o

Furthermore the theory of broadcasting deregulation is an
example of 'extreme economic reductionism'l I which takes little
account of the particular circumstances within cultures or nations. In
the New Zealand context the universal paradigm is blind to the small
national market and the special bi-cultural demands and pressures
on the broadcasting structures. The New zealand 'model, offers
salutary lessons which highlight specific national problems and
universal 'untruths'.

Finally, it has been extensively argued that the term deregulation
is a misnomer. The law book is never cleared of regulation. In New
Zealand and Britain new regulations and regulatory authorities have
been established to set standards of 'good taste and decency,.
Reregulation - 'the reapportioning of relative rights'tz is considered a
more accurate description. This might be in terms of regulation in
support of corporate strategies and interests, or simply the shift of
greater power to advertisers or major corporate players in the
marketplace. Despite the validity of this argument the term
deregulation

terminology

I 0See Marc Raboy ( t 990) Missed
Broadcasting Policy. Montreal &.
p.337.

used in this account as it is the commonly recognised
describe the theory and process associated with this

IS

to

Opportunities: the Story of Canada,s
Kingston: McGill-Queen's University press.

ll A term used by Chalmers Johnson (1994)'The Developmental State: odysseyof a Concept', Department of International Relations' t-gg+ yencken Lecture,Department of International Relations, Research school of pacific and AsianStudies, Australian National University, Canberra. l6 November, lgg4. Johnsonargues-. that any social science worthy of the name must deal with both thegeneralisable and the particular without ruling either out of court.l2 Babe, Robert E. (1990) Telecommunications in Canada: Technology, Ind.ustry,and Government. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. p.245. Graham Murdochin a Seminar at Auckland Univlrsity, 'Barbed wire on the Informationsuperhighway', 29 Jury, rgg4, spoke of a new set of regurations in support ofcorporate communications interests' which altowed technoiogicalconvergence to happen with maximum speed. Also Vincent porter in his l9g9article 'The Re-regulation of Television: Pluralism, Constitutionality and theFree Market in the u.s.A., west Germany, France and the u.K.', Media, curtureand Society, I l:5-27 , argues that '"u.ry television system is regulated. If it isnot 
- 
regulated by public authorities, it is regulaied by tnJ laws of them arketpl ace'. (p.5 ).



component of neo-liberal
changes associated with
communications law.

economic reform
a deep bite

and it identifies the
out of traditional



Chapter 1.

A Prevailing Paradigm.

'A much more controversial alternative would be to abandon
regulati on by government fiat altogether and to substitute the
market,. bringing the market within the standard of ,'public interest,
convenience or necessity". There is nothing inheiently strange
about this idea.' Leo Herzel, lqSt.t

'The need for a fresh approach to broadcasting, now spurred by
competitive challenges from cable and other video provideri, is longoverdue. This new approach concludes that broadcasters best seruithe public by responding to market forces rather than governmental
directives.' Mark S. Fowler and Daniel L. Brenner, lgg?'.z

'I think we have been world readers in the way we have been able to
c.ome to grips with the new economic philosophies and have relatedthese to broadcasting.'

Jonathan Hunt (New Zearand's Minister of Broadcasting), 19g9.3

'what has been evident is a shift away from a concern with
broadcasting as culture to poricy that r.gaidt broadcasting in termsof economics.'

Jill Hills and Stylianos papathanassopoulos, lggl.4.

The most fundamental change in the
broadcasting has been driven by a theory.
economic blueprint, was applied to an
hitherto defied a simple economic solution.
the fact that an activity usually shaped
political responses or efforts to control
characterised by a deep suspicion about
constructs as tools, was remoulded to
prescriptive economic paradigm.

history of New ZeaLand
Deregulation, a theoretical
undertaking which had

There is a certain irony in
in this country by ad-hoc
'rogue' developments and
the utility of rheorerical

fit a rigid and narrowly

I Herzel, Leo' ( 1951) "'Public Interest" and the Market in cotor TelevisionRegufation', The university of chicago Law Review, rg: g02-gro. p.air.2Fowler, Mark s. and Daniel L. Brenner (lgg2) ,A Marketplace Approach toBroadcast Regulation', Texes Law Review, 60: 207:2s7. p.256.3Quoted in Smith, Paul (1989)'Media wait is No Joke,, Broad.cast,(u.K.) 2l April:a4-46. p.46.
aHills, Jill and Stylianos papathanassopoulos, ( l99l ) The Democracy Gap: ThePolitics of Information and Contmuniiation Technologies in the United Statesand Europe. New york: Greenwood press. p.75.

10



Three key groups determined the outcome. In a unique
conjunction, legislative advisors, state broadcasting executives and
legislators were united in their perception of deregulation as
sovereign remedy for quite separate ills. As Thomas Kuhn has
pointed out, probably the single most prevalent and effective claim
advanced by the proponents of a new paradigm is 'that they can
solve the problems that have led the old one to crisis'.S

Treasury, in this reform the partial and dominant source of
legislative advice, viewed deregulation as the essential component
which would lead to a more efficient sector.6 State broadcasting
managers saw deregulation as giving them freedom of action,
particularly from political pressures, in an increasingly competitive
environment. The immediate context was their experience of close
political scrutiny and financial restraint from lg75 to l9g4 under
the Muldoon administration. The politicians were convinced that
deregulation would improve broadcasting and reforms in this sector
formed part of the general plan to shrink the range of government
activity and spending.?

It was also notable that
broader deregulation the

broadcasting was to be in step with the
government was applying to the New

5 Kuhn, Thomas s. (l97o 2nd ed.) The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.chicago: chicago university press. p.153. Kuhn also stares (p.I 55) thar a newparadigm is also promoted in order to appeal to the individual's sense of theappropriate - the new theory is said to t; 'neater', 'more suitable' or ,simpler,
than the old.
6This.efficiency would not be gained by ,partial, reform acording to thederegulatory theorists. Friedrich Hayek, u'key theorist of neo-liberaleconomics and an important influence for the New Zealand reformers, arguedthat a 'middle way'_ seeking to bridge individualism and collectivism must beruled out. See Kley, Roland. (1994) Hiyek's Social and political Thoughi. oxford:Clarendon Press. p.4.
TMartin J' smith states that one of- the goals of deregulation and privatisationin Britain was to depoliticise certain issies and so iut back on 'government
involvement and a *perceived problem of government overload. smiih, MartinJ' (1993) Pressure, Power and 

-Policy. 
Heme-i Hempstead: Harvester Wheatsheaf.p'213' Neo-liberals have also drawn on the conclusions of the Virginia schoolof public choice 

, 
theory which postulated that in the era of the ,uilfure state,governments tend to get overloaded or overextended. In such a situationgovernment activity.. becomes dogged by the equivalent of business failure,without the disciplining mechanisms that markets provide to eliminate theless efficient. See Giddens, Anthony. (lgg4) Beyond Lift and Right: The Fu,tureof Radical Politics. Cambridge: poliiy press. p.35.

It



zealand economy. It might be argued that this inclusion of
broadcasting in a general government legislative design had occurred
only once previously when the incoming lg35 Labour Government
brought broadcasting and a number of other sectors under direct
state ownership and control. Normally broadcasting was not linked to
other government policy initiatives.

There is much which is distinctive about the deregulation of
broadcasting in New zealand,. In a number of ways it marks a clear
break with past approaches. First, it was Iocated in a generally
proclaimed new rhetoric. Second, in general and in its particularities
the economic blueprint largely excluded social or cultural
considerations. Third, only limited political division about the
changes was discernible and this concerned the detail of the plan and
not its fundamentals. Indeed, across the spectrum of those involved
or just interested in the future of broadcasting, there were few
voices of disagreement.

That this change occurred in the late nineteen-eighties is
essentially because of the cluster of deregulation policies for the
country's economy which were pursued by the government. But
explaining their application to an industry hitherto viewed as an
exception to such an approach requires further elucidation.

There are a number of crucial factors, in addition to the force of
the deregulation drive, which led to broadcasting being caught in the
wider net of change. Political disgruntlement with the practices and
outcomes provided by broadcasting regulatory bodies; particularly
the long drawn out process of determining the winner of warrants to
run the third television channel. The perceived impact of the
'Information or Communications Revolution' whose local Red Guards
warned of dire consequences for an unreconstructed industry.
Dissatisfaction by broadcasters with the restraints placed on them by
the 'public service broadcasting' approach and the undermining of
this model in the critical literature.s A wholesale rejection by the

8,The nature of. 'public service broadcasting' is outlined in Chapter 3. However,the general principles of a broadc-asting entity 'not orientated towards profitor propaganda' formed the establishing codl of the British BroadcastingCorporation and by the late 1980s were still embodied by that broadcaster. In
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government of the plan for a regulated future provided by the 19g6
Royal Commission on Broadcasting and the consequential need to
outline an alternative way forward. These issues are examined in
turn in following chapters.

In this chapter it is argued that whereas deregulation was
underpinned by a clearly enunciated theory agreed among the
protagonists, contending propositions supporting regulation suffered
from internecine arguments over degree and form. The dominance
which deregulation acquired in the conflict between theories was
further assisted by the seductive simplicity of its ideas and their
uniformity with approaches to be used in other areas of the
economy.

Paradigm Proposed.
The deregulation plan for New Zealand broadcasting emerged in

the Treasury submission to the Royal Commission on Broadcasting
and Related Telecommunications in september, 19g5. This
submission embodied all the essential elements of broadcasting
deregulation which had been developed by followers of the 'chicago
School of Economics' since the beginning of the nineteen fifties. That
the plan would be taken up in its purity by Treasury is part of a
pattern that Bruce Jesson identified as 'the modern embodiment of a
long-established New Zealand phenomenon: intellectual colonialism'.9
He commented that its work showed little sign of originality or of a
critical independence, but merely reproduced the work of a narrow
range of overseas thinkers.

What the New Zealand Treasury proposed
might be thought of as being at its third stage
first stage is identified as the articulation of

was an idea which
of development. If the
the paradigm and the

sengrll those principles * were that: Broadcasting should be universallyavailable. It should, 
-in its output, cater for a catholicity of tastes. There should

1" universality of payment. Broadcasting should be distanced fromGovernments. Broadcasting should be distancei from commerce. *principles asoutlined,by Madge, Tim. (1989) Beyond the BBC: Broadcasters and the public inthe 1980s. London: MacMillan. p.207,
tesson, Bruce (1989) Fragments of Labour: The story Behind th.e LabourGovernment. Auckland: penguin. p.42.
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second where it is responded to and picked up by converts and
attacked by defenders of an existing approach, the concept of
deregulating broadcasting had reached a third level where it could
be described as a 'ruling paradigm' almost uncontested in the
academic texts.l0 Commentators recognised that the proponents of
deregulation had 'captured the high ground of public debate about
the future of the media'.Il

For the New Zealand broadcasting archaeologist, the tracing of the
deregulation paradigm back to its origins leads to a ,comment'

entitled "'Public Interest" and the Market in Color Television
Regulation' in the chicago Law Review of rg5l. Here a writer, later
identified as Leo Herzelt2, argued that the price mechanism and not
regulation should be used to allocate the airwaves. 'This', he argued,
'is essentially an economic decision, not a policy decision.'13

The springboard for Herzel's new 'market' approach grew out of
his examination of how the Federal Communications Commission was
tackling the issue of which transmission standard to adopt for the
introduction of colour television from among those proposed by rival
companies. He felt this decision presented a 'very formidable
problem' for an administrative agency as it involved predictions
about the future of scientific development and about consumer
behaviour when confronted with new choices. A better approach,
stated Herzel, 'which was consistent with current views about the

| 0 Brian Winston identifies four phases in the 'natural history of anyparadigm'. First, the initial ariiculation of the idea. seiond, thecitation/dissertation phase when theory is mocked by the exponents of theprevious wisdom and extended and cited by converts. Third, the textbook phase
where . the paradigm is .sufficiently familiir to be revealed to undergraduates
and'. the fourth phase where the idea as received wisdom begins to seep intopublic consciousness via conduits such as upscale magazines and the qualitypress' winston, Brian. 'Paradigm Found', The Listener lBritain;, zl June 1990,p.l 6.
IlKeane, John. (199t) The Media and Democracy. cambridge: polity press. p.x.l2Herzel was identified as the author of the ,comment, the following yearwhen he wrote a rejoinder to a critical attack on his proposition.
I 3 Herzel, Leo ( 195 I ) 'Public Interest and the Market in Color TelevisionRegulation', university of chicago Law Review lg: g02-g16. p.g09.
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best organisation of economic life,'I4 would be to free the contending
systems to compete in the marketplace and allow the public to
determine the victor.

It was central to his thesis that what was being determined by the
FCC under its government-directed standard of assessing 'public
interest, convenience, or necessity', was securely part of a realm of
economic rather than cultural decision-making. He argued that the
debate was essentially one about the most efficient economic
approach which should be applied to the industry of broadcasting.
Broadcasting was no different to any other market commodity and
should be freed to follow the logic of the price mechanism.

This logic stated that people get maximum satisfaction through
free choice in the selection of goods. Given a level of income
consumers must be able to exercise this free choice in selecting from
the goods available to them.

Herzel tackled the issue [hat in broadcasting consumers do not
pay directly for the 'goods' (programmes) they receive as these are
paid for by the advertising. He felt that the end result was the same
as if the consumers had made a direct payment to make a particular
programme selection. For although the advertisers paid for the
programmes, the amount they were willing to pay depended on the
size of the audience they might expect to be watching and so, in the
end, the public did choose what was broadcasr.

It is interesting that Herzel did not portray his approach as
deregulation. He saw the transformation as being from regulation by
government fiat to regulation through the market process. It was
later writers who promoted these ideas as deregulation.

The first response to this thesis was argued as a defence of 'the
unique nature of the broadcast business'.r5 However, Dallas smythe,
a former chief economist of the Federal Communications Commission,
did not pursue at length the argument that it was a special industry
because of its educational and cultural role. He merelv brieflv

| 4Herzel, Leo. ( l 951) 'public Interest and the Market
Regulation', p.808.
I 5 Smythe, Dallas W. (lg5}) ,Facing Facts about the
Universiry of Chicago Law Review Z0: 96-106. p.96.

in Color Television

Broadcast Business'.
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restated an earlier argument of his in a previous journal article,l 6

that broadcasting had been established and should be seen as a
'novel institution...(which) was certainly not private enterprise as our
commerce and industry knew...the meaning of that term'.r7 His view
that Herzel had applied a model constructed for one purpose and
used it in a context where it simply did not fit, was to be a
counterclaim used repeatedly in the ensuing debate.

smythe devoted a considerable proportion of his case to the
technical problems associated with frequency interference and the
problems that would ensue from an 'open slather' market approach
to their use. The early years of radio in the United States were
marked by major interference problems as stations fought for
frequency space on the spectrum and indeed the Federal
Communications Commission came to have its power after a call from
the United States Navy that the chaos in frequencies was inhibiting
ship-to-shore and ship-to-ship communications.

Smythe then went on to argue on Herzel's economic field of battle
and focused in on his assumption that there could be substantially
perfect competition in a broadcasting market and argued that 'this is
far from the case'.1 8 Limited channels in the radio industry meanr
that monopoly was inherent in the nature of radio as each frequency
assignment confered some degree of monopoly position on each
licensee. Furthermore, Smythe stated, commercial broadcasters were
but a minor claimant on the spectrum and 'surely it is not seriously
suggested that the noncommercial radio users (such as police), the
non-broadcast common carriers (such as radio-telegraph) and the
non-broadcast commercial users (such as the oil industry) should
compete with dollar bids against the broadcast users for channel
allocations'.19

l^6See Smythe, Dallas W. (1950)'A National Policy on Television?,public
Opinion Quarterly, 14, 3: 461-474.

l7-Smythe, Dallas W., quoting his 1950 article'A National policy on Tetevision?,,Pttblic Opinion Quarterly, Vol.l4, 3. p.a6l.
l8smythe (1952) 'Facing Facts about the Broadcast Business,, p.102.l9Smythe (1952) 'Facing Facts about the Broadcast Business,, p.100.
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Hetzel replied in a Rejoinder2\ that it certainly was seriously
intended. 'such users compete for all other types of equipment or
else they don't get it.'2r without competition for frequencies, he
suggested facetiously, the government was saved from the self-
knowledge of what such services cost and, unlike other consumers,
would not have to decide whether they were worth it when
compared with other substitutes. As to smythe's passing point about
the 'special' nature of the broadcasting industry because of its
cultural and educational responsibilities, Herzel cited the existence of
private educational and print publishing entities and expressed a
willingness to take his chances with the market and the hope 'that
those with education and culture...will get their hands on a sufficient
amount of money to make their needs felt,.2z

From this first exchange it is clear that many of the essential
arguments in the economic debate over broadcasting deregulation
were outlined. For example, the issue as to whether or not
broadcasting was an abnormal industry which required exceptional
treatment. Smythe's defence on these grounds was insubstantial. He
only briefly and weakly made the case for the medium's cultural and
educational role and was lured into fighting his case in the economic
territory delineated by Herzel. The key pitfalls to a market approach
he outlined - technical interference problems and spectrum scarcity
would not prove major barriers to the march of deregulation. This
would become particularly the case when 'new technologies' such as
cable and satellite appeared to 'solve' the problem of limited
frequencies.

lj_r1er7gl, Leo (lg5z) 'Rejoinder', The university of chicago Law Review, z0:
I 06- I 07.
Zl-Herzel (1952) 'Rejoinder'. p. t 06.
Z2nerzel (1952) 'Rejoinder'. p.loz. see also the argument of Colin welch (1962)'Between commerce and the State: A Dissent,, EncoTnter May, 104:49_s4. welchargued that audiences were being denied 'a free choice between the widevariety of television services which are now or will soon will be technicallypossible' (p.49), and if users paid an economic rent for frequenciesbroadcasters would. emerge 'tempted to attract minority audiences and qualityadvertisingl....In,,!jt *ll,inteliigent people could hope to ger the sorr ofprogrammes they like without having to ruih to the state for tf,*rn., (p.53).
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Ronald Coase picked up the deregulation argument in the
University of Chicago's Journal of Law and Economics in October
1959 -23 Even at this time before the widespread dissemination of
cable and the use of satellites, he tackled the issues of dealing with
interference and spectrum scarcity and potential monopoly.

It was a commonplace in economics, argued coase, that almost all
resources used in the economic system were limited in amount and
scarce. The allocation of these resources in the economic approach
generally followed in the United States was to use the price
mechanism and not government regulation. In this sense it was
broadcasting, in the coase view, which was out of step. The chaos and
confusion which existed on the airwaves before lgzT when the
government moved in and imposed regulation, was not due to a
failure in the market system but a failure to create property rights in
the scarce frequencies.

Responding to the smythe criticism that it was not only
broadcasters who wished to use the spectrum but non-commercial
interests as well, he stated that the very multiplicity and variety of
the use of the spectrum 'would suggest that the advantages to be
derived from relying on the pricing mechanism would be especially
great in this case'.24 This proposition Coase further developed in an
article written in l97o which propounded that price rationing
encouraged greater use of the limited resources of the spectrum than
government protection.25 The deregulation case clearly spelt out that
the criteria for allocating spectrum space were economic. If
regulation of programming was deemed desirable then that, in his
view, was clearly a separate argument, irelevant to those that it was
necessitated by the technology or economics of the industry.
Although coase did question whether regulation argued on

23coase, Ronald H. ( r 959) 'The Federal communications commission,, T h eJournal of Law & Economics,2: l-40.
24coase (1959) 'The Federal communications commission,, p.16.
25coase' Ronald H. (1970)'The Economics of Broadcasting and public policy,, inPaul W' MacAvoy(ed.), The Crisis of the Regulatory Commissions. New york:
W.W.Norton. p.100.
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programming grounds would be compatible with the doctrine of
freedom of speech and of the press.

The Coase article was also notable for sweeping claims which are a
feature of the deregulation argument. He stated baldly in support of
Herzel that: 'A private enterprise system cannot function properly
unless property rights are created in resources, and, when this is
done, someone wishing to use a resource has to pay the owner to
obtain it.' At this point, argued coase: 'chaos disappears; and so does
the government except that a legal system to define property rights
and to arbitrate disputes is, of course, necessary. But there is
certainly no need for the kind of regulation which we now find in the
American radio and television industry.'zo

In staking out the ground for deregulation, Coase's article focused
on the regulatory body overseeing broadcasting and communications
regulation in the United states, the Federal communications
Commission. This commission had come into public prominence in the
late 1950s as a result of disclosures concerning the extent to which
pressure had been brought to bear by politicians and businessmen
with a view to influencing its decisions. This, said coase, was hardly
surprising and to be expected when rights worth millions of dollars
were awarded to one business interest and denied to others. If the
rights had been disposed of to the highest bidder then the reason for
any improper activities would disappear.

Paradigm Postponed.
In his 1959 article Coase concluded that at the present. time the

idea of using the pricing mechanism in the radio industry would be
coldly received. Nor was he optimistic that this attitude would
change in the near future. The belief that the broadcasting industry
was unique and required regulation 'is now so firmly held as perhaps
to be beyond the reach of critical examin ation'.27

There is no evidence that the arguments of Coase and Herzel were
being discussed in New zealand in 1959. In that year, economist and

26coase (1959)
2Tcoase (1959)

'The Federal
'The Federal

Communications Commission', p.16.
Communications Commission', p.39.
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secretary for Industries and commerce, w.B.Sutch, wrote a
monograph entitled The Economics of Television in New Zealand.
Sutch expressed the hope that the country was on the eve of a great
debate as to 'when, how and in what form television should be
introduced and operated and to examine the likely social and
economic effects of its introduction'.28 However, he did not include
any discussion of deregulation in his attempt to start the 'debate,.
The focus is on concerns over the power of this new means of mass
communication to 'influence judgement and actions'.29 The argumenr
assumes a regulated service by an 'operating authority' which set out
to ensure that 'the service provided is one especially suited to our
own needs and social requirements'.30

Sutch had been one of the architects of government economic
policies since the 1930s. These policies had contributed to an
approach that viewed New Zealand as a 'special' social laboratory
which had been created by state iniriative. In this design
broadcasting was an adjunct and tool of the larger political plan. The
later administrations of the 1960s in New Zealand were governments
of the status quo which eschewed social and economic experiment.

New Zealand was not alone in the absence of any public or overt
political consciousness of the new marketplace arguments for
broadcasting. The bandwagon, stalled in the universities, was
stymied also in the face of powerful countervailing forces of political
inertia' An inertia brought about by national economic health and the
reluctance by politicians to challenge powerful state unions and
departments. In any event, in New zealand public broadcasting was a
relatively compliant state corporation and so there was little political
initiative for change.

Government economic advisors, familiar with the arguments,
perforce waited on the election of administrations in Britain in lg7g,
the united States in 1980 and in New zealand in 19g4, which were

28Sutch, W.B. (1959) The Economics of Television in New Zealand. Wellington:
Industries and Commerce. p.l.
29sutch (1959) The Economics of relevision in New Zealand. p.4.
3Osutch (1959) The Economics of rerevision in New zeatand. p.22.
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better disposed towards deregulation and other market reforms and
willing to face down the traditionalists.3l

Paradigm Regained.
An important contribution to the emergence of broadcasting

deregulation from the backrooms of economic debate was the lgl2
publication of Fowler and Brenner's 'A Marketplace Approach to
Broadcast Regulation'.32 Mark Fowler had been appointed chairman
of the Federal communications commission by the Reagan
administration as one of a number of deregulators assigned to head
key regulatory agencies, and he proceeded to advocate and
implement a programme of broadcasting deregulation. The article in
the Texas Law Review, co-authored with his legal advisor, Daniel
Brenner, was the theoretical pilrar for his attack on existing
s tructures. He soon gained widespread repute for hi s public
utterances on the subject. Some, like his comment that 'Television is
just another appliance. It's a toaster with pictures',33 were used by
opponents to illustrate the way in which market approaches merely
saw broadcasting as a commodity. However, the Fowler era at the
F.C.C. saw the enthusiastic transformation of theory into a working
model.

As theirs was a plan of action, Fowler and Brenner were more
expansive on how the marketplace approach could be implemented.
Outside of the open commercial market of broadcasting there would
still be a place for a non-commercial component. They envisaged
public non-commercial broadcasting in the new environment as a
'merit good', which provided social services such as 'age-specific

3 I Marc Raboy sees 'the definite turning point in the ideological winds, as

9:ing ^.marked 
by the election of the thatcher government in Britain in lg7g.T!: first major .Western country with a govJrnment actually committed torolling back the boundaries of the state, raiher than doing so with rhetoricalreluctance in the face of fiscal crisis. Raboy, Marc. (1990) M i s s e dopportunities: Th^e story of canada's Broadcasting policy. Montreal andKingston: McGill-Queen's University press. p.13.

32Fowler, Mark s. and Daniel L. Brenner (19g2) 'A Markerplace Approach to
Broadcast Regulation', Texas Law Review, 60: 2O7_25'7.
33quo_ted by Abrams, philip and Jeffrey cunard (l9gg),,Liberty and Licence,,The Guardian, l8 January, 1988. p.9.
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programming', experimental programming, a forum for individual
access and other programmes that 'might not find their way on the
air through market mechanisms'.34

To finance this public programming provision, it was suggested
that the spectrum fees collected from commercial broadcasters could
be used. Also reflecting a social value beyond market efficiency was
the Fowler call for the reservation of certain broadcast frequencies
for public use.

Despite the recognition of a role for public broadcasting, Fowler
envisaged this to be tightly confined. Commercial broadcasters would
be absolutely free to pursue commercial objectives without regulated
'public interest' oversight. No longer would the Federal
communications commission urge broadcasters 'to carry public
affairs programs that broadcasters may not want to carry and,
apparently, few viewers elect to watch'.35 overall the F.c.c., in
enforcing an amorphous public interest standard had, according to
the authors, misled the public as to the role of broadcasting in the
united states. Broadcasting, stated Fowler unequivocally, was a
business.

The strong advocacy of the market approach presented by Fowler
and Brenner did, however, contain the acknowledgement that the
theory was not immaculate. The fact that the advertiser rather than
the consumer paid for the programmes meant 'the broadcasting
marketplace is indirect and imperfect'.3 6 Because of this
imperfection, their point was not that the marketplace was fully
efficient but that it was less harmful to the public good than the
regulatory or trusteeship model. To Fowler and Brenner there was no
question that the marketplace approach was superior because the
interests of consumers and broadcasters converged, albeit through
the market mediation of the advertiser.

34Fowler,
Broadcast
3 5 Fowler
Regulation'
3 6 Fowler
Regulation'

Mark S. and Daniel L.
Regulation'. p.252.
and Brenner (l 982)

. p.209.
and Brenner (l9SZ)

. p.232.

Brenner ( 1982) 'A Marketplace Approach to

'A Marketplace Approach to Broadcast

'A Marketplace Approach to Broadcast
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This more expansive description of how the theory might operare
in practice was used as a guide for reformers elsewhere. The New
zealand rreasury official assigned to assist the government
appointed committees advising on broadcasting deregulation reform,
acknowledged the important influence of Mark Fowler in his
formulating policy towards 'the management of radio frequencies
and first principle ideas on separating commercial and non-
commercial elements'.37

Yet Fowler and Brenner did not add anything profoundly new to
the paradigm. They essentially restated the arguments which Herzel
and Coase had made earlier. 'Our thesis is that the perception of
broadcasters as community trustees should be replaced by a view of
broadcasters as marketplace participants.'38 The difference was that
they were in a position to implement the theory and their paper
acted as a template for change to be undertaken at the F.c.c.

Fowler and Brenner also strongly linked their reforms in
broadcasting to the application of the same principles promoted by
free market advocates in the wider economy. They quote in support
of their case from the writing of another favoured Reagan advisor,
Robert Bork. In Bork's view 'social utility' was gained by 'promoting
competition, removing artificial barriers to entry, preventing any one
firm from controlling price or eliminating its competitors, and in
general establishing conditions that allow the price of goods to be as
close as possible to their cost of production'.3e

what also appeared to reinforce the paradigm in the Fowler and
Brenner article was the argument that technological change, and in
particular the impact of new technologies in overcoming the problem
of spectrum scarcity, was forcing a rethink of the role competition
could play in broadcast regulation. In essence the paradigm had
moved from the logical ideal of coase, which he conceded was

3Tlnterview with Doug Andrew, New zealand rreasury, wellington, l4 March,
1994.
3 SFowler and Brenner (1982) 'A
Regulation'. p.2O9.
3 9 Bork, R. ( I 98 l) Antitrust Theory and
Brenner (1952) 'A Marketplace Approach

Marketplace Approach to B roadcast

Practice, pp.93-4. Quoted in Fowler and
to Broadcast Regulation'. p.ZZl.
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nonetheless unlikely to be implemented, to an idea whose time had
come.

The Treasury in its submission to the Royal commission on
Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications in New Zealand, in
september 1985, tabled Fowler and Brenner's lggz article. As New
Zealand economist Brian Easton has indicated they made no attempt
to seek out, review, or provide to the Commission the subsequent
and numerous - criticisms of Fowler's views.4O In lines which could
have come straight from Fowler, the presenter of the Treasury case
Assistant Secretary Rob Laking said that 'broadcasting was a
business like any other. There was no reason open-market principles
applied to it would not produce the benefits they had created in
other businesses.'41

Jeremy Tunstall has stateda2 that in the 1980s communications
deregulation became a key goal of the neo-liberals in the united
States. He listed a number of 'think tanks' which produced studies on
deregulating the communication industries and claimed that the neo-
liberals, believing the media to have traditionally been leftist and
concerned with 'bad news' values in the past, was targeted as 'a k"y
territory to be conquered, second only to direct political power itself.
In New zealand the ne-liberal 'think tank', the centre for
Independent Studies, held its first policy seminar on communications
deregulation in May 1986. A press release claimed that'outdared
regulations were stifling the electronic communications revolution in
New Zealand'.a3 In November of that year an editorial in the Sunday
Star attacked the Broadcasting Corporation's'monopolistic television
empire' which seemed to believe 'it should be the exception to the
user-pays, more market approach to state activities'.44 While earlier

40Easton, Brian. (1988)'From Reaganomics to Rogernomics', pp.69-95 in AlanBollard (ed), The Influence oJ' United States Econ-omics on W"i Zealand: TheFulbright Anniversary Seminars. Wetlington: NZIER Research Monograph 42.
p.80.
4l'PSA Questions Treasury Idea', N.Z.Herald,5 Dec. 19g5. p.lg.
42Tunstall, 

-Jeremy. 
( l9s6) Communications Deregulation: The (Jnleashing ofAmerica's communication Industry. oxford: Basil 

-Blackwell. 
pp.l t-12.

43'Old Rules "stifling" boom', Auckland Star, 7 May 1936. p.13.
44'Licensed to spend' (editorial), sanday star, l6 November, 19g6. p.g.
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a N.Z.Herald editorial stated that having successfully deregulated
road and air transport, it would be consistent for the Government to
apply 'a similar philosophy to broadcasting, perhaps the most over-
regulated sector of the community'.4S The paper was responding to a
call by the chairman of the Broadcasting Corporation that FM radio
stations should be able to spring up all over the country without the
unnecessarily bureaucratic and expensive process of seeking radio
warrants.46 It was a proposal greeted favourably by the Minister of
Broadcasting, Jonathon Hunt.47

The broadcasting deregulation paradigm was growing in strength
worldwide although this was in no small measure due to the
enfeebled nature of opposing models.

Opposing Paradigms.
Until Mark Fowler began to implement the deregulation model

within the Federal communications commission, this body had
operated under a trusteeship standard for most of the first forty
years of its existence and 'steadily expanded its regulatory intrusion
into almost every aspect of broadcast station operation, including
Programming'.4 8

ln the early days of broadcasting life had been simple. During the
l920s,3os and 40s, considerable assumptions were made about the
power of the mass media to influence behaviour. It was assumed
that media messages were uniformly received by all members of the
audience and that they triggered immediate and direct responses. It
was widely believed that this ability, particularly of the broadcasting
media, demanded controls and oversight in the public interest.
Furthermore, a scarcity of frequencies for broadcasting required
them to be rationed and the preferred method world-wide was by a
government agency.

45'Free Market Radio' (editorial), N.Z.Herald, 26 July, I9g5. p.6.
46'Free-for-all Urged with FM Radio,, N.Z. Herald,24 July, 19g5.
4TJonathon Hunt commented:'I have long held the view that
can over-regulate in this area.'see'Freer Rein Favoured for

p.19.

sometimes you
FM Broadcasts',

N.Z.Herald, 25 July, t985. p.16.
4SFerrall Jr., Victor E. (lg8g) 'The lmpact of Television
and Public Interests', Journal of Commanication ,39(1):

Deregulation on Private
8-38. p.14.
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Unlike the attack from without by free market economists on the
regulated distribution of the spectrum, the assault on that other
pillar of justification for regulation, the belief that broadcasting had
the power to persuade, manipulate and control, came from within.
Broadcasting 'effects' researchers, seeking to demonstrate the
unlimited potential of broadcasting to effect its audience and operate
as a possible instrument of influence and control, instead found that
their findings were largely inconclusive.

One of the results of this strand of research activity was to
provide a weapon for the free market theorists. If the viewing and
listening public did not need protection from the impact of television
and radio then there was all the more justification for treating them
as market commodities. So many researchers who set out to justify
regulation could be said to have contributed to its later
dismantlement.

When the social science 'effects' researchers of the late 1940s and
early 1950s embarked on their task it was almost universally
accepted that their research would clearly identify the programming
and broadcasting practices to be circumscribed and those to be
sanctioned and encouraged. The dissemination of television in the
united States in the immediate post-war years lent a new urgency to
the investigation of the influence of broadcasting. If radio was a
powerful medium what then could be said of television where visual
images and words were combined and delivered into everv
household?

Vivid in the minds of regulators and legislators were the images
of the Nazi propagandist film-makers. Now, however, 'evil' messages
could by-pass the possibly mediating influence of a public theatre to
be delivered like a 'magic bullet' or 'hypodermic syringe' directly
down the airwaves to the viewer in the home.

Yet it was also clearly believed that this power could be used in
for 'good' purposes. Even American commercial broadcasting
executives were not immune from expressing high-minded,
seemingly uncommercial visions in the early nineteen-fifties, the so-
called 'golden age' of American television. In 1953, for example,
N.B.c.'s president sylvester L. weaver Jnr., described making
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programmes that 'serve the grand design of television, which is to
create an aristocracy of the people, the proletariat of privilege, the
Athenian masses - to make the average man the uncommon man'.49

This vision was soon to fade, particularly as what emerged from
the empirical evidence of effects research was apparently
inconclusive. An effects researcher involved in the early research
efforts of the forties and fifties has since written that they 'began
mass media research with...an assessment of short-run attempts to
influence or change opinions, attitudes and action. That research
didn't show any dramatic results - nothing like the results that the
early students of mass communication had anticipated... .'50

Denis McQuailsl identifies 1960 as a turning point. Researchers
began coming to terms with the accumulating evidence about the
lack of effect that was being monitored. Revisionists then set to work
to explain the apparently severely limited power of the broadcasting
media that was being demonstrated in the research results.
Approaches splintered, leading to the growth of a number of
research streams which sought to explain the lack of influence of
these media rather than demonstrating how influential they could
be. In a real sense the problem had been turned on its head. As Elihu
Katz wrote in 1959, 'less attention (should be paid) to what media do
to people and more to what people do with the media'.52 The notion
of the viewer actively making choices and engaging with the
television was advanced. 'Uses and gratifications' media research had
been born.

49Weaver Jr., Sylvester L.
Television Magazine l0:
(1989) Voices of a Nation:
MacMillan. p.483.

(1953) 'Television 1953: The Case for the Networks',
17. Quoted in Jean Folkerts and Dwight L.Teeter Jr.

A History of the Media in the United Staies. New york:

50Katz, Elihu (1988)'on conceptualising Media Effects,, Applied socialPsychologv Annual 8: 362-3. Quoted in Cuy Cumberbatch and-bennis Howitt(1989) A Measure of Uncertainty: The Effects of the Mass Media. London: JohnLibbey. p.3.
5 I McQuail, Denis ( l99l ) 'Reflections on Uses and Gratifications Research,, pp.g-27 in Robert K. Avery and David Eason (eds), Critical Perspectives on Media andSociety. London: The Guilford press. p.10.
52McQuail (1991)'Reflections on uses and Gratifications Research,, p.10.
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Other strands of 'effects research' highlighted the factor of
personal influence, the role of opinion leaders as mediators or
diffusers acting between the populace and the media. But this
'diffusion research' can also be seen as having an effect in defusing
the arguments of those who wished to regulate because of the
potency of broadcasting.

The initial simple effects notion was becoming essentially
muddied. 'The shift from the magic bullet theory to the perspectives
of the selective influence theories was one from a relatively simple
to a very complex conceptualisation. Suddenly, all the factors - both
psychological and sociological - that distinguished people from one
another were potentially intervening variables.'53 'Effects' research
in the united states was criticised for having 'no common model, set
of procedures or purposes' informing it and had come to be
'associated with manipulation and conservatism'.54 Jay Blumler
writing in the journal Media, culture emd society in l9g0 claimed
that effects research was seen by many European researchers as 'the
brothel of media studies... .'55 In their summary of mass media
effects research Cumberbatch and Howitt stated that it appeared 'to
offer a desert of inconsequential findings'.56 David Morley
commented that the kind of clinical empiricism which has dominated
American audience research in particular, substantially involves
processes of methodological isolation and abstraction and has 'led
media research up too many blind alleys'.5 7

The failure to demonstrate tangible 'effects' appeared to
significantly weaken the need for protective regulation in the public
interest. There is irony in the fact that a research stream which set

53Defleur, M. and S. Ball-Rokeach (1989) Theories of Mass Communication. NewYork: Longman. p.195.
54Mcquail, D. (1991)'Reflections on Uses and Gratifications Research', pp.l3,l4.
55Blumler, Jay' (1980) 'Mass Communication Research in Europe: Some origins
and Prospects', Media, Culture & Society Z: 367-376. p.369.
S6Cumberbatch, Guy and Dennis Howitt (1989) A Measure of Uncertainty: The
Effects of the Mass Media. London: John Libbey. p.ll.
57Morley, Davicl (1989) 'Behind the Ratings: The Politics of Audience Research,,in Janet Willis and Tana Wollen (eds.), The Neglected Audience. London: BFI.
p.6.
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out to justify regulated broadcasting seemed to provide evidence for
its demise.

The undermining of European public Broadcasting.
American-led 'effects' research was challenged from the late

sixties by more ideological streams of European mass media thought.
As the English media analyst James curran has reflected,

'...we wanted to resist the American domination of the field,
with what seemed to many of us at the time as its sterile
consensus, its endless flow of repetitive and inconclusive 'effects'
studies situated in a largely 'taken-for-granted' pluralist model of
society, and instead to generate a debate that reflected the
diversity of European intellectual thought.'s 8

This was an alternative research approach which one American critic
viewed as accompanied by an arcane and impenetrable voeabulary.5g

As in the American context, a major product of this academic
debate can now be identified as the subversion of regulated
trusteeship or, in Europe, public service broadcasting, and the
creation of a vacuum which the deregulation theorists gratefully
filled. Blumler stated in 1980 that a number of features of the work
of many European mass communication researchers were traceable
to the centrality of public service television in the communication
systems of their societies. In particular the preoccupation with the
role of the mass media (and especially broadcasting) in politics and
the tensions that arise between the supposed neutrality and
independence of television on the one hand and its many ties to
prevailing political structures, values and interests on the other.6 0
The proposition that this research undermined European public

5 8 Curran, James ( 1990) 'The New Revisionism in Mass Communication
Research: A Reappraisal', European Journal of communication 5: 135-164.
p,131.
59carey, James w. (1991) 'communications and the progressives', pp.2g-4g in
Robert K. Avery and David Eason(eds), Critical Perspectives on -Media 

and
Society. London: The Guilford press. p.29.
60Blumler, J.G. (1980) 'Mass Communication Research in Europe: Some Origins
and Prospects', Media, Culture and Society. 2:367-376. p.370.
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service broadcasting can be corroborated by a brief overview of the
trends in European media thought in the seventies and eighties.6l

The Glasgow university Media Group launched from the mid-
seventies a concerted attack on 'the pluralist conception of public
service broadcasting as a disinterested channel of information and
balanced forum of debate'.62 Their research studies sought to show
how much of television reporting reflected the assumptions of
dominant groups in society. This was a finding supported by
corroborating research by theorists who accepted the validity of the
Glasgow group's ideological approach. They saw a direct ideological
effect as the mass media supplied the frames of reference through
which people made sense of society. This occurred in an
unambiguous way with the audience's understanding of programmes
being determined in a general sense by the meanings immanent in
the texts.

Their view was that dominant social and political norms were also
reinforced by stereotypical and misleading portrayals of 'outsider'
groups such as union militants, welfare 'scroungers', youth gangs and
political protesters. These series of studies assumed that
broadcasting and other mass media were prime sense-makers of
society forging the way people viewed and understood their
communities.

These structures of dominance, they argued, were either a product
of media patterns of ownership or the indirect influences of the state
and the structures and logic of the market. That is, a political
economy explanation. As argued by Stuart Hall,63 they could be
explained as mainly the result of an ideological control which saw the
unconscious internalisation of the assumptions of the dominant

6lRaymond Kuhn (Kuhn, Raymond. (ed.) (1985) The Politics of Broadcasting.
London: Croom Helm) stated in 1985 that 'the BBC has often found itself without
support in the academic_ community. Intellectually, the critics of the public
service tradition as practised by the BBC have been in the ascendancy. fney
have dominated the debate, encountering only limited and beleagueied
opposition. p.l l.
62Curran (1990)'The New Revisionism in Mass Communication Research: A
Reappraisal'. p.137.
63see in particular Stuart Hall et al (r97g) policing the cri.rjs.. Mugging, the
State and Law & Order. London: MacMillan
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culture by journalists and the reliance by them on powerful groups
and institutions as news sources.

The subjective ideological content of the journalism was married,
in the view of a group of film theorists, with the practices involved
in the filming of items. Writers in the journal Screen outlined the
way that professional communicators used visual and narrative
techniques, such as the 'point of view' shot, which organised audience
responses in certain prescribed ways.

By the decade of the nineteen-eighties critical theory had served
to question public service broadcasting's claims of balance and
impartiality. Ien Ang argues that:'...this kind of ideological
analysis...is ultimately propelled by a will to demystify, denounce
and condemn; it is a deconstructive practice... '.64 Importantly it
undermined the philosophical foundations of existing European
public broadcasting structures.

In this account the significance of this questioning by critical
theorists lay in the opportunities it offered deregulation protagonists.
First, they faced a weakened incumbent approach. second, there
were fewer advocates willing to defend these broadcasting
structures. Third, if these broadcasters were not offering impartial
and objective information services and were merely conduits for the
dominant ideology, why not allow an open market of partial and
contending points of view.

The decade of the 1980s was marked in general terms by the
growth of a third research stream whose findings would also have
utility for the deregulators. Growing out of the 'uses and
gratifications' stream by theorists dissatisfied with its inadequacies,
it was a research view which stressed the autonomy of the individual
and also suggested a balanced or symmetrical relationship between
the broadcasters and their audiences which is entered into
voluntarily by both and apparentry on equal terms. Audiences
reflecting plural values in society manipulated the media according
to their prior dispositions and perceived needs. Thomas Lindlof

64Ang, Ien. ( 1990) 'Culture and Communication:
Critique of Media consumption in the Transnational
Journal of Communication, 5: 239-260. p.245.

Towards an Ethnographic
Media System', European
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argued65 that it is not often that a

development from start to finish, but this
'qualitative audience inquiry'. He cites
Morley in Britain and James Lull in
believed produced benchmark studies66
for audience research.

decade exhibits a narrative
was the case in the area of
two key researchers, David
the United States who he

which began the new project

Active Audiences.
Morley's research was part of a return in the l9g0,s to a concern

with audiences in Europe. He pointed away from a simple
determinacy of texts passing on an ideological message, to an
acknowledgement of far greater complexity. The possibility that
different 'readers' might produce different readings, elaborated on
earlier work by stuart Hall which had demonstrated that the
moment of decoding the message by the viewer or listener had no
necessary correspondence with the moment of its encoding by the
producer of the text. Morley argued, and undertook studies to show
that 'audience decodings cannot simpry be "read off" from class
position or textual practicg'.67 Viewers or listeners became 'active'
producers of different meanings.

James Lull pointed out that television viewing is a socially
constructed experience which is accessible through the researcher's
systematic participation. This approach appears to have had the
effect of atomising effects research as there developed an increasing
emphasis on exploring the varieties of individual reactions to the
media.

Both studies also marked a further erosion of the notion of 'the
audience' and its replacement by 'audiences'. The need for regulation
could no longer be justified because of broadcasting's uniform effect

65lindlof, Thomas R. (1991) 'The Qualitative Study of Media Audiences', Journalof Broadcasting and Electonic Media. 35 23-42.
66David Morley's The Nationwide Audience and James Lull's The Social Uses of
Te levis ion.
6TLindlof, Thomas R. (l99l) 'The eualitative study of Media Audiences,, p.23.
Paddy Scannell in the editorial to Vol.l2, Jan. 1990 i4edia, Culture & Society alsoperceives The Nationwide Study as a crucial 'point of departure for all recent
audience research in the field of media studies'. p.5.
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on a homogeneous audience. what was now argued was the
'polysemy' of texts with many potential interpretations and the
pos sibi lity that different 'readers' mi ght produ ce different
readings.6s And so the findings related to 'active audiences' were
deployed to considerable effect to refute a model of the media as an
agency of class control or as a means by which elites transmitted
influence downwards. Media power as a political issue 'slipped
almost entirely off the main research 4gend4,.6e

This research stream of active audience theory, variously
identified as a development of 'uses and gratifications' research,
'ethnographic' research or 'qualitative audience inquiry' was to also
neatly dovetail with an existing branch of European cultural studies
which championed the notion of 'popular culture'.70 This was
encapsulated in Raymond Williams' monograph title, 'Culture is
Ordinary'. His argument sought to place stress on 'lived experience'
and 'the recovery of the popular from its denigration or
sentimentalisation by cultural elitists'.71

Pierre BourdieuT2 contended that socio-economic position closely
corresponded to patterns of taste in art and music. cultural and
aesthetic judgments had no absolute, universal validity but were

6 8Although Morley was later to argue that in recognising the complex narureof the time of decoding a text does not necessarily abandon concern with thetexts communicated. See Morley, D. and Roger Silverstone (1990)'Domestic
communication - technologies and meanings! Media, Culture and Society,
l2:31-55. p.44.
69Corner, John- (1991)'Meaning, Genre and Context: The problems of ,,public
Knowledge" in the New Audience Studies', in James Curran and Michael
Gurevitch(eds), Mass Media and society. London: Edward Arnold. p.267. Alsoquoted by Paul cobley, (1994) 'Throwing out the Baby: populism and Active
Audience Theory', Media, Culture and Siiety, 16: 677-O-SZ. CbUtey states that inthe last ten years active audience theory has taken a central place in cultural
studies. (p.677.)
7 0Indeed it has been suggested that researcher Elihu Katz in 1959 waspropounding that the . uses and gratifications approach 'would hetp build abridge to the humanistic tradition of popular 

-culture'. 
Mceuail, b. ( I 99 | )'Refections on Uses and Gratifications Reseirch', p.lZ.

Tlwilliams, Raymond- 
- 
(1958, reprinted lgg3) ,culture is ordinary, pp.5-14 in

Anne Gray and Jim McGuigan (eds) (1993) Studying Culture: An' Iiiroductory
Reader. London: Edward Arnold.
72See Bourdieu, Pierre. (1986, Reprint) 'The Aristocracy of Culture', in Richard
Collins et al. (eds) Media, Culture and Society: A Criticai Reatler. London: Sage.
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merely ways of defining, fixing and legitimating social differences.
The boundary lines between high and low culture shifted over time
in response to strategies of exclusion pursued by elites seeking to
maintain their social leadership and in response to struggles over
material rewards and prestige within the artistic community.

other researchers have, however, attempted to make a case for a
clear division between high and popular culture and to insist that
this division was fixed for all time. The genre products of commercial
television, for example the soap opera or the action drama are
celebrated as popular culture whilst Shakespearean plays are seen as
high culture and inappropriate for the medium. Among other failings,
this view ignores shifting definitions. Shakespeare was popular
theatre in his time and one critic of this attempt to fix rigid
definitions examples 'film noir' as a form of 'popular culture' which
has crossed the borderline between popular and high culture to
become the preserve of academics and film clubs.73

The Cult of Popularity.
Despite its nature as a somewhat elusive construct, the

championing of popular culture became particularly fashionable
during the decade of the eighties. The task was seen as intervening
in intellectual culture 'in defence of popular representations'.7 4

Researchers, fleeing the social stain of elitism, have often applauded
these representations without discrimination and abandoned critical
judgement of the content of the television text. They have argued
that real cultural value can be obtained by the audiences from the
popular soap operas and serials. That Shakespeare's plays and
Dynasty have a comparable cultural validity since they generated
comparable audience responses.T5 Todd Gitlin argued that some
scholars have tried to equip television with genre pedigrees. when it

73Storey, John (ed.) (1993) An Introductory Guide to Cultural Theory andPopular culture. Athens, GA.: The university of Georgia press. p.g.
T4Hartley, John. (lggz) Tele-ology: Studies in Television. London: Routledge.
p.6
T5Schroder, K. quoted by James Curran (1990) in'The New Revisionism in Mass
Communication Research: A Reappraisal', European Journal of Communication
5:135-164. p.155.
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is pressed too far 'the impulse slips into pure apologia, as if once a
programme is located within a tradition it is automatically sanctified,
even seen as a repository of "emancipatory" learning5'.76

There was a particular virulence about the manner in which some
of the disciples of popular culture attacked rhose who in their view
brought a 'high culture' approach to the study of broadcasting.
Australian media writer Keith WindschuttleTT railed against the
newspaper critics of Australian television who brought to the media
their training in university departments of English literature. Their
criticisms were inadequate for television as they were elitist and
anachronistic. Also writing in Australia, John Hartley characterised
television studies as traditionally the preserve of 'a ratbag collection'
who thought television trivial: '...despised academics from despised
institutions looking at a despised medium, academics who couldn't
even explain what they did for a living to the grocer or
hairdresser'.7 8

The celebration of popular culture was that it was of the people
and not imposed upon them from above like mass culture.Tg In the
view of John Fiske: 'Television and its programmes do not have an
'effect' on people. Viewers and television interact....'80 The interaction
occurs at the point the television text is decoded by the viewer. The
outlining of this thesis in his 1987 book, Television Culture, has been
pictured as taking the idea of an 'active' audience to an extreme,
conceding to the audience almost unlimited freedom to construct the
meaning of the television programming as it wishes. A kind of

76Gitlin, Todd. (1g86) 'Looking through the screen', pp.3-g in Todd Gitlin (ed.)
lV_atching Television. New york: paniheon. p.4.
TTwindschuttle, Keith (1988) The Media. Ringwood, victoria: penguin. p.l5l.
T8Hartley, John. (lggz) Tele-ology: studies in Television. p.r5g.
79Mass culture has been defined as'the intensified and commercialised formof expressive culture, ,.created by and disseminated throughout society by thecommunications media. A series of standardised cultural - 

products
manufactured solely for the mass market.' Jacobs, Norman.(ed) ( 1959,Reprinted 1992) Mass Media in Modern Society. New Brunswick: TransactionPublishers. p.7.
80Fiske, J. (1987) Television Culture. London: Methuen.
mass culture is the repetoire, popular culture is what
it.

p.19. Fiske argued that
people actually made of
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'populist ideology of the empowered audience'81 which logically sees
no reason to alter programming on television when the ultimate
ability to interpret resides with the audience. However, in the act of
decoding the viewer or listener is restricted to the choice of texts
beamed at them. A great deal of the control of audience attention is
determined by what is presented and in this the broadcasting
industry gate-keepers respond to the demands and mores of those
who pay to buy audiences.

In their 1964 book rhe popular Arts, Stuart Hall and paddy
Whannel developed the idea that good popular culture is able to re-
establish the relationship between the performer and audience that
was lost with the advent of industrialisation and urbanisation. yet
the structures of broadcasting make it highly questionable whether
the medium can do this. The channels of influence back to the
producers are few, the nature of programme decision-making elitist
and exclusive.

A number of critics have expressed concern that 'active audience
theory' has Ied to the abandonment within cultural studies of an
earlier concern with the power of mass media systems and messages.
Writers in the discipline, such as Ien Ang82, believe that audience
research may be undermined as a tool for critique and social change.

The 'popular culture phenomenon' was an influential theoretical
backdrop to broadcasting deregulation decision-making. It was a
view that attributed new worth to mass audience popular
programming as catering to a range of legitimate audience interests
and pleasures, giving it a legitimacy and overturning its status as
merely undemanding and intrinsically worthless entertainment.
Active audience theory appears to champion the rights of the
audience conferring upon them the characteristic of free agency. In
this context, it is plain to see why commercial broadcasting

8 | white, Robert A. ( 1994) 'Audience "Interpretation,, of Media: Emerging
Perspectives', communication Research rrends. 14, 3: 3-32. p.9.

1'F:" Anq, Ien' ( 1990) 'Culture and Communication: Towards an Ethnographic
Critique of Media Consumption in the Transnational Media System', European
Journal of Communication, 5: 239-260.
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executives, advertisers and politicians would find the theory
attracti ve.

This popular culture aesthetic was incorporated into neo-liberal
rhetoric to attack the elitist cultural distortion of public broadcasting.
Deregulation theorist Cento Veljanovski stated 'that defenders of
public service programming sound to my ears pretentious,
paternalistic and patronising. They use a vocabulary and reflect
values that cares little for the tastes of the ordinary person.'83 At the
1989 Edinburgh Television Festival media mogul and deregulation
advocate Rupert Murdoch, denounced British television as snobbish.
timid and elitist, an 'integral part of the British disease'.84

Stark and bald catch-crys about popular culture and the 'active
audience' had filtered out to New zearand broadcasters, media
writers and government advisors in the mid to late 1980s and added
'evidence' to existing prejudices. The local debate focused on the
audience satisfactions gained from popular drama and entertainment
programming, the weakness of any 'effects' broadcasting may have
on its consumers and the decrying of 'high-brow' programming by
elitist public broadcasting managers remote from their audiences and
their tastes. writing in the New zealand sunday Times, broadcaster
Brian Edwards attacked those who saw themselves as intellectual
with cultured, high-brow tastes and who would not watch ,the idiot
box which is lowbrow, entertaining and worst of all - wash your
mouth out with soap and water! - entertaining'.8s In front of the
Broadcasting Tribunal, the managing director of rv3's Region 3,
George Andrews, said that his organisation did not believe that it was
the role 'of any broadcaster, public or private, to inhabit a ghetto of
worthiness'.8 6

!3Veljanovski, D.._ Cento. (1990)'Market Driven Broadcasting: Not Myth but
Reality', Intermedia. 18,6: 17-zl. p.l9.see also the monogriph by ttri AdamSmith Institute (1984) Omega Report: Communicatiorts pol-icy'. London: AdamSmith Institute.
84Harris, Robert. _(l_ggz)'The Diggers Tale', The Inclependent on sunday,
Sunday Review, 20 September. p.25.
S5Edwards, Brian. (1986)'The Good Stuff on Ty', New Zealand sunday Times, 14
December. p.8.
86'Mainstream Aim at TV-3', N.Z.Herald,3 May, 19g6. p.a.
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In New Zealand, because of a weak tradition of media academic
research, popular culture critiques of broadcasting were largely
expressed by broadcasters railing against what they saw as the
restrictive, unadventurous and stultifying system they operated
within. In submissions to the Royal Commission on Broadcasting and
Related Telecommunications in late 1985, two organisations
representing television producers had both been highly critical of the
public television broadcaster. The Independent producers and
Directors' Guild described Televison New Zealand as a 'monopoly
without parallel'and launched into what was reported as,a
consistent and sustained attack on the structure and attitudes within
Television New Zealand'.87 David Baldock representing the Television
Producers and Directors' Association spoke of the organisations lack
of planning and direction which had resulted in 'a sense of confusion'
...and 'lowering of morale'.88 when broadcasting deregulation was
being pushed through at the end of the decade very few voices from
within the industry challenged these verisimilitudes.

An Unintended Outcome.
Although affected by the popularity of the acrive audience

approaches, there was still a strong tradition of critical theory in
Europe. The original paradigm of a reratively straightforward
encoding and decoding of ideological messages in media texts was
revised. what had to be confronted, especially with the collapse of
the command economies of Eastern Europe in the late l9g0s, was the
'hidden reliance on the utopian notion that an end to the market
economy was around the corner'.89 Adjustments were made, but the

87'TVNZ "Monopoly without parallel"', N.z.Herald, 4 october, 19g5. p.10.
88'Management in TV "Too Remote"', N.z.Herald, ll october, 19g5. p.g. At the
beginning of the decade Brian Edwards had stated that the widespreai sense of
demoralisation in thg industry was a result of the 'monopolistic, penny-pinching, bureaucratised' system inherent in Television New Zealan-d.'Initiative is being stifled, creativity is being undermined, and the place is
becoming a paper jungle of rules regulations and memoranda.' Vincent,
Rosemary. ( 1980) 'Edwards on Broadcasting: Avalon and the Guardians' , N e w
Zealand Sunday Times,3l August. p.9.
S9Alvarado, Manuel and John o. Thompson (eds.) (1990) The Media Reader.
London: BFI Publishing. p.Z.
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cornerstone for these researchers remained the efficacv of their
dominant ideology thesis.

Reformulations of the ideological control postulate were
undertaken from the early 1980s to accommodate the findings of
research like the qualitative audience studies of David Morley.These
elaborations of the original conception were strongly influenced by
the writings of Marxist interpreters Antonio Gramsci and Louis
Althusser. They sought a recasting of the dominant ideology thesis in
which the dominant class was reconceptualised as a shifting and
often precarious alliance of different social strata and the dominant
ideology as a field of dominant discourses. This was an unstable
aggregation of ideas and themes likely, as a site of contest between
social forces, to break up at any time into its component elements.

In this revision of the theory it was still a central argument that
the media were skewed towards dominanf interests and news
organisations were assigned an even more strategic role because of
the surrounding instability among social forces. As such these
theorists still strongly attacked the credibility of impartial news
coverage and the 'independence' of broadcasting media organisations.
Two cardinal pillars of regulated public broadcasting.

The reality of the repercussions of this attack on public service
broadcasting led critical researchers to tone down the nature of their
analysis during the 1980's. But this reappraisal came too late to
influence the debate in New Zealand. Deregulating politicians and
officials had control of the policy-making processes from the l9g4
election. Reform could be said to have taken place in New zealand.
when the ideational base of the existing broadcasting structures were
deeply undermined and the paradigm advanced by the free market
reformers was at its most potent.

In Britain, and elsewhere, those opposed to the neo-liberal
broadcasting reforms had begun to regroup by the mid-eighties. 'The
possibility that broadcasting could be remodelled along the free
market lines of the capitalist press in Britain has prompted fresh
thought on how this would reflect relationships of power and
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struggle in society.'e0 The deregulation policy option presented by
the neo-liberals swung many radical researchers to rally to support
the public service edifice they were previously remonstrating
against. Thus public service news and current affairs programmes
were defended as more accessible to critical perspectives than
mainstream programmes and James Curran, for example, argued that
public service broadcasting was 'more open to popular opposition
movements than the more 'closed' organisations of the popular
press'.91

In a review of Paddy Scannell and David Cardiffs A Social History
of Broadcasting: vol.I, 1922-19i9, the reviewer noted that the
formerly Gramscian perspective of these authors was now missing
and that 'far from reproducing a reflex academic leftism, in which
the BBC gets its usual going over, what we now read from Scannell
and cardiff is a calculated defence... '.e2 public broadcasting, rather
than regarded as manipulative is seen as an unadorned public good
which has democratised and 'equalised' public life.

Even the advocates of 'popular culture' were by the end of the
decade reacting to the fact that their popular aesthetic had 'been
incorporated into neo-liberal rhetoric to justify the destruction of
public service broadcasting... '.e3 This suborning of their findings has
led to a very recent shift in emphasis within that research tradition.
There is the growing defence of existing broadcasting arrangements.

Among some researchers there has been the rediscovery of the
inherent power of the mass media. They are quick to point out that
this does not mean a simplistic return to the 'magic bullet' or
'hypodermic syringe' notions of easily influenced audiences
fashionable in the forties and early fifties. 'The Iesson that diverse

9 o curran,
Research:
p. I 57.
9l curran
p. | 57.
92schwarz,
9 3 curran
p. I 56.

James. ( 1990) 'The New Revisionism in Mass communicationA Reappraisal', European Journal of communication,5: 135-164.

( 1990) 'The New Revisionism in Mass communication Research,,

Bill. (1992) 'Review', Screen, 33,4: 455-461. p.459.
( 1990) 'The New Revisionism in Mass communication Research'.
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contingent conditions may block or variegate the process of media
influence has been absorbed all round.'94

The re-evaluation seems in part a reaction to the deregulators'
trivialisation of the media as mere market commodities and also
reflects the broadening of research parameters which now look
wider than purely the interface of media content and the audience.
The focus has turned to the broadcasting media's lack of plurality,
the limited range of actors with chances to speak, the exclusive view
which the 'sound-bites' of the media present to viewers and
listeners, as well as the nature and limited range of issues that
attract media attention and those given prominence in the news.
These issues, while not new, have now been moved to the top of the
agenda as the most germane aspects needing study. They are studies
attempting to influence an on-going debate about deregulation
worldwide but too late to influence change in New zealand, where the
new deregulation orthodoxy has already been cemented in.

94Blumler, Jay G., Daniel
Perspectives on Political
Journal of Comrnunication

Dayan and Dominique Wolton
Communication: Structures and
, 5: 261-284. p.263.

(1990)'West European
Dynamics', European
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Chapter 2.

The Big Bang Query.

'change in _broadcasting is inevitabre. The rate and pace of
technological development in the communications industry
means that our regulatory structures are outmoded.,

Richard Prebble, Minister of Broadcasting, l9gg.l

'The mood 
_ was optimistic: technical change and deregulation

would revolutionise the opportunities both for consumJrs and
broadcasters. More terrestrial channels, and the expansion of
satellite and cable would enable many more voices to be heard:
competition would guarantee quality.'

Meryl Aldridge and Nicholas Hewirt, lgg4.2

'[t's a consistent pattern in our response to new technologies, we
simultaneously overestimate th; short-term impa-t and
underestimate the long-term impact. And the reason ls simple:
technologies diffuse through society with remarkable slownesi.'

Paul Saffo, 1994.3

It was a stunning ideological achievement to have established the
new paradigm of deregulation at the expense of the old and deeply
entrenched orthodoxy of the need to regulate a medium as powerful
as broadcasting. In no small measure it was the promise of the new
technologies which contributed so tellingly to the notion of
inexorable and inevitable change. Interwoved, what the new forms
of communication and deregulation seemed to offer in contrast to
existing structures, was 'economic growth, technological progress and
social advance'.4

I Prebble, Richard. ( | 988) Speech to the Public Service Association
Broadcasting Group, Wellington, 23 May. p.3.
2eldridge, 

_Yg.yt and Nicholas Hewitt(eds.) (1994) Controlling Broadcasting:Access Policy and Practice in North Americq and Eurof,e. Manchester:
Manchester University press. p.xiii.
3Paul Saffo, a director at the Institute of the Future, Menlo park, California.
Quoted by Andrews, Edmund L. (1994) 'Slow Mo: changing the wi.irrg TakesTime', The New York rimes(The week In Review). october-30] p.l.
4 Robins, Kevin. and Frank webster ( I 990) 'Broadcasting politics:
Communications and Consumption', pp. 135-150 in Manuel Atvarad-o and John
O.Thompson(eds), The Media Reader. London: BFI publishing. p.146.
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Advocates of broadcasting deregulation had long been sceptical of
the technical limitation arguments which stood in the way of freer
competition. They believed they had been greatly exaggerated and
had been used as a smokescreen to protect entrenched interests,
particularly public service broadcasters. Writing in 1962, Colin Welch
argued that 'the enemies of freedom often pretend to be entangled
like Laocoon in these technical difficulties'.s Strip away all the
technical mumbo-jumbo about limited frequencies, he stated, and
their authoritarian posture is at once clearry revealed.

For Welch an immediate plan would be to tender the airwaves, in
his view a more efficient means of allocating the limited spectrum
than the decision of a regulatory agency. This should enable more
broadcasters to get to air until the range of what is technically
possible widens further, a development he envisaged was on the
horizon. There was the utopian belief that the future of greater
choice where the good was offered in lavish measure with the bad,
would encourage discrimination, sharpen the critical sense and create
a cultural field 'in which Gresham's Law may be expected fruitfully
to operate'.6

It would be only a few more years before the hucksters for the
new technologies would be claiming that the new era of choice had
arrived. Deregulation theorists and advocates 'were handed a useful
lever by the new communications technologies'.7 Armecl with it they
were able to convince others, especially legislators, that the new
technologies such as cable and satellite-delivered television services
were undermining and destroying the efficacy of intervening in the
broadcasting market. spectrum scarcity would no longer be a
problem and so there would be no further need for a regulatory
regime to ration the precious and limited airwaves.

To all of those who supported the broadcasting reforms there was

5welch, colin. (1962) 'Television. Between commerce and the state: A
Encounter, 104: 49-54. May. p.53.
6welch (1962) 'Television. Between commerce and the state: A Dissent"
7 Dyson, Kenneth. and peter Humphreys with Ralph Negrine and
simon. (1988) Broadcasting and New Media policies ii westirn Europe.
Routledge. p.8.

Dissent',

p.54.
Jean-Paul
London:
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the conviction that the industry was undergoing a 'big bang'. The
lifting of regulation, the operation of a free market in broadcasting
services and rapid advances in technology would usher in an era of
vastly expanded choice in both the content of what was offered the
viewer and listener and the way those services were delivered.

Hucksters Herald the 'Big Bang'.
The notion, perhaps more accurately described as the doctrine, of

a technological imperative driving communications change was
developed from the 1960s. It was a paradigm proselytised by
optimistic futurists such as Daniel Bell, Alvin Toffler and James
Martin.s Marshall Mcluhan carried the argument further ascribing to
technology the attribute that it even 'determined modes of thinking
in America'.9

To these popular soothsayers new technologies were transforming
not only industrial but also political, cultural and social relationships.
seemingly lost, or at least much reduced, was the human factor in
controlling or effecting change. There was little hint of the fact that
industrial plans and the technology are introduced by governments
and corporations and it is only in how they are used that the new
technologies then shape our lives.l0 The process was pictured as
being remorseless and nations were being transformed by this
'Communications' or 'Information Revolution'. In Daniel Bell's thesis
new technologies were bringing about a transition to a posr-
industrial or information society.tt

Into the void created by the discrediting, and apparent failure in
practice, of communist ideology as a force shaping future societies
grew a belief in the new technologies, almost an ideology of

8See Daniel Bell (1973) The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, Alvin Toffler,s
Future shock (1970) and James Martin (1978) The wired socieiyi.9In a letter written to Ezra Pound in 1951. Cited by Rutherford, paul (1990)
When Television Was Young: Primetime Canada Ig52-1967. Toronio: Universityof Toronto Press. p.27.
l0This point is made by Robert E. Babe in his 1990 book Telecommunications inCanada: Technology, Industry and Government. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press. p.12.
I I Bell, Daniel. (1973) The coming of the post-lndustrial society.Harmondsworth: Peregrine.
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technological determinism. As one writer pondered, how the belief
grew, with an almost victorian devoutness, 'of not just the
inevitability but also the benign power of these forces...is a large
guestion'.1 2

Fritz Machlup's 1962 book, The Production and Distribution of
Knowledge in the (lnited States, was an early attempt to identify and
explore the role and power within that country's economy of
information and knowledge production. Machlup identified a trend
since 1900 of a gradual but discernible change in the occupational
composition of the labour force from 'productive labour' to
'knowledge producing' workers.l3 This group, he found, accounted for
about 29 per cent of the U.S. gross national product in 1958. A later
study under the auspices of the Department of commerce,l4 declared
that by 1967 the 'information sector' accounted for more than 46 per
cent of the U.S. GNP. The study concluded that the United Stares was
now an 'information economy'.

It was Daniel Bell and the other 'information age' messiahs who
placed the information-related activities at the centre of what they
portrayed as post-industrial life. From Marshall Mcluhan came the
catch-cry 'the medium is the message'. In his view the special
attributes of radio, television or print, shaped the attitudes,
perceptions, modes of thinking and patterns of behaviour of the
recipient. The uses made of media content were largely ineffectual.
Mcluhan also spoke of a utopian 'global village' created by the
electronic media which broke down the barriers between individuals
and societies to create a single, global community.l s However, the

l2Jack, Ian' (1995) 'How to survive the 2lst. Century: Society', The Independenton Sunday: The Sunday Review. 9 April. pp.l6-17. p.16.
l3Machlup, Fritz. (1g62) The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in theunited states. Princeton, N.J.: princeton university press.
l4Porat, Marc. et al. (1g73) The Information Economy. washington: u.s.
Department of Commerce.
| 5 Although in reality the spread of information technology is from the
western nations and appears to replicate European colonisation of the
nineteenth century. A form of 'technological imperialism' with the ,re_
colonisation of global villagers'. The information superhighway being the Iate
twentieth century version of the roads and railways built for the 

"iploitutiu"purposes of colonial powers.
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element of choice is absent. Humans would use the new technologies
but they would also relate to them 'as servo-mechanisms'. That is
why society must, 'to use them at all, serve these objects, these
extensions of ourselves, as gods or minor religions'.I6

This focus on the 'hardware' of the media fetishised and
mythologised it. It was, however, in keeping with the bias of an age
which saw a post-war consumer goods boom and a public fascination
with the space race. James Halloran has since rounded on this aspect
of Mcl-uhan's thinking, making the accusation that: ,the blend of
idealism, technological determinism and sociological naivete led to a
monocausal, media/technology emphasis which, in turn, encouraged
an unquestioning faith in the benefits of technological progress...'.17

The literature of the information revolution encouraged both faith
in, and awe of, new technologies. They were autonomous with a life
and development of their own.l8 Alvin Toffler, who created populist
narratives from the idea of an information age, created the metaphor
of a wave of change and innovation surging into every area of
communications. This 'powerful tide surging across the world'l 9

was unavoidable and inescapable, transforming everything it
touched' The cause of the wave of change was not identified in his
work and therefore was imbued with the added cachet of being a
possibly unexplainable, transcendent phenomenon.

Even if the wave of new technology did not sweep all before it,
the idea certainly had persuasive power. Government policy advisors
were soon reflecting the enthusiasm of the new technology
hucksters. The Therrien committee, reporting to the Canadian Radio-
television and Telecommunications Commission(CRTC) in 1980 on the
extension of broadcasting to the canadian north, stated that: 'This
new technological universe is no longer to be regarded as visionary;

I6McLuhan, Marshall. (1964) (/nderstanding Media: The Extensions of Man.New York: Mentor. p.55.
I THalloran, James D. ( r 993) 'what we urgently require is a
moral responsibility', Intermedia. March-April, it,Z,+_l . p.7 .l8See. Langdon Winner (1977) Autonomous Technology:
control as a Theme in Political Thoughr. cambridge, Mass.: MITl9Toffler, Alvin. (1981) Third Wave. New york: Bantam. p.l.
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it is already taking shape at a pace that is inexorable.'2o
In New zealand there was widespread acceptance among

broadcasting industry opinion-leaders that all-powerful and all-
conquering technology was bringing inevitable and unstoppable
change to existing broadcasting structures. Reports written for
governments in the 1970s and 1980s preface their analyses with
excited references to future change.2l The Commission for the Future
in 1981 proposed a plan entitled 'Network New zealand,, a cabled
and interactive future for the country and felt that a Communications
Authority would be needed to assist with the advent of new
communications technology.22

New Zealand's Love Affair with New Technology.
The flirtation with new communications technology found

particular expression in those nations involved in the manufacture of
its hardware. Each new technology was heralded as rocking the
media world to its foundations. 'The onset of DBS(Direct Broadcasting
by satellite) in Europe', wrote one writer, 'will supply sufficient
"shock" to the cybernetic system to produce dynamic changes whose
direction and magnitude cannot be predicted with any &ccuracy.'23

But whereas in these nations the claims of technology enthusiasts

2oQuoted in Babe, Robert E. (1990) Telecommunications in Canada: Technology,
Industry and Government. Toronto: university of Toronto press. p.9.
2.1This. is perhaps best exemplified by the report of the steering committeecharged with restructuring the Broadcasting Corporation on -state-owned
e-nterprise principles' The second paragraph oi the executive summary statesthat ''..major changes in broadcasting aie inevitable. These changes are in
large_ part being driven by new and increasingly affordable technofogy. What
has been described as the Four Horsemen of tne Apocalypse: the video cassette
revolution, broad band cable, satellite broadcasting, lo*-po*"t local televisionservices; challenge the traditional national public service broadcaster.
Broadcasters will recognise not only the tremendbus challenges and problemsbut also the exciting opportunities.' Steering Committee on Broidcasting
( | 988), Report of ,h, steering committee -on the Restructuring of tnZ
B_roadcasting Corporation of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Vrn\ryks.
Wellington: Government printer. p.i.
22'communications Authority "Needed" for New Technology,, N.z.Herald, 24
September, l98l . p.3.
23Locksley, Gareth. ( l9S7) 'Direct Broadcast Satellites: The Media-Industrial
complex in the u.K. and Europe', Telecommunications policy, ll, 2(June): lgz-
207. p.2O3.
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were frequently challenged, in New Zealand, ironically a counrry
which has to purchase most of its communication hardware needs;
there was an almost unquestioning faith in its power and benefits.
The assertive influence of technical factors in policy planning and a
decline in the social dimension in communication policy-making had
been noted in this country 'with the introduction of more advanced,
sophisticated, and expensive technology...,.24 Furthermore, one of the
features of the New zealand broadcasting industry of which the
industry was most proud had been the dissemination of television
transmission over the country's two topographically challenging
islands. This had been one of the foremost national engineering
achievements of the 1960s and l970s.

There was a belief in not only the relentless march of
communications technology but also in its beneficial blessings. A
weighty submission to the Broadcasting Tribunal in June lgSZ from a
committee set up on the initiative of the Television Producers and
Directors Association under the title of a Code of Minimum Standards
for Television, noted that 'the present onrush of technological change
not only allows for but also encourages diversity... '.25 In the same
month the newly appointed programme manager of private
television aspirant, Alternative Terevision Network(ATN), predicted
that within about five years the benefits of interactivity and
convergence would be facts of television life. The television set
would be acting as 'a daily newspaper - it will be the telephone
directory, it will act as an order service for supermarkets and the
cable and satellite programmes will come through as well'.26

In the early 1980s the press in New Zealand committed itself to
expand into the electronic media. In part this was spurred by

24Stewart, Donald E._ and Logan Moss (1983) 'Communication policy in New
Zealand: Overseas Influence and Local Neglect', pp.256-28 | in patricia Edgarand Syed A' Rahim(eds), Communication- Policy' in Developed Countries.
London: Kegan Paul International. p.257.
25From the Committee Code of Minimum Standards for Television, ,submission
to the Broadcasting Tribunal for the Broadcasting Corporation Warrant
Application Hearing', June, lg8Z. Wellington. p.6.
26'sets will be used for various tasks,, Auckland star, l5 June, lggz. p. 13.(Interview with Don Hutchings)
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competition between rival groups. Wilson and Horton Ltd., the
publishers of the N.Z.Herald and a grouping of N.Z.News Ltd. and
Independent Newspapers Ltd.(INL), formed rival private television
groupings. These companies also pursued what they believed were
other electronic media opportunities utilising the new technologies.
For example, in February lg1z wilson and Horton became a major
partner in Cablevision NZ Ltd., a consortium formed to introduce a
cable television system in New Zealand2T and in April 1983 Video
Network News, a company 60 per cent owned by N.Z.News,
announced plans to link up a small suburban test area of about 2OO
homes with cable television by the end of that year. cable,
announced the general manager of N.Z.News Ltd.'s electronic division,
was the way the world was going.28 With similar conviction the rival
Cablevision group had announced that cable lelevision 'will come to
New zealand' and as one of its features provide channels for
educational, cultural and community needs which are not adequately
met by broadcast television.2g

The belief in the new technologies was unshakeable even when a

particular application did not seem appropriate for New zealand.
Cable television meant high capital costs to link individual dwellings.
The economics improved when viewers were 'clustered' in apartment
blocks or lived in high density communities. This was not the case in
New Zealand where suburban living was traditionally based on the
family dwelling on its 'quarter acre'. A report for the government on
cable television by the communications Advisory council in
November 1983 acknowledged the difficulties and adverse
economics of introducing this technology and suggested that New
Zealand could possibly leap-frog cable television and move straight
to satellite television instead. This sobering assessment of cable's
prospects did not appear to dent the enthusiasm of its promoters. In

27'Cable TV System planned,, N.Z.Herald, 10 February, 19g2. p.5.
28See 'Public Test of Cable Televison this Year', Auckland Star, l2 April, lgg3.p.42. 'Plea for New Zealand Tests on Cable Television', Auckland Star, ZO May,
1983. p.3. and'Firm Planning cable TV Test', Auckland star, z June, 19.g3. p.3.29'cable Television keeps public Better Informed,, N.z.Herald, l7 May, lggz.
Sect.3, p. l.
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January 1984 the N.Z. News electronic division announced that a trial
of thousands of sets would be set up on Auckland's North shore by
the end of that year.3 o

Recognition of New Zealand's small and scattered markets was
only occasionally acknowledged. when rhe ATN group investigated
the introduction of a UHF subscription channel they announced that
it could be viable even if it only served 700 sets. This may have paid
heed to limited audience potential but appears to be well adrift in
terms of economic viability. Later New Zealand's first uHF
subscription service, sky Television, would reach 150,000 households
without recording its first profit.

The unused broadcasting spectrum of ultra High Frequency
channels has long been viewed as a resource for specialised
television channels, although how these channels would derive their
income or be paid for was not the subject of detailed study in New
Zealand. Advised by the Communications Advisory Council that 60
UHF channels were available, the Minister of Broadcasting Ian
Shearer declared in June 1983 that they would provide 'exciting
possibilities for servicing the interests of minority groups, ethnic
groups, church groups, sporting bodies and so on'.3 t He was prepared
to consider a Ministry of Communications as a rational response to
the new complexities of the Information Age but the government
would not fund the new stations he envisaged.

It was in the nature of the new technologies that they promised
services ranging from the smallest to the largest scale. At one end of
the spectrum, television to the smallest niche market or provision for
small minority audiences, at the other, global services beamed in by

'o-9nof Target of N.Z.'s First cable TV plan', Auckland star, 19 January, 19g4.
q.l l. The managing director of N.Z.News' electronic division, Eric price, statedthat to link the whole of Auckland in a cable television network would costabout $50million to establish, 'working on figures of about $200 for each
household'' However, Broadcasting Corporation engineer Darryl Dorrington in
commenting on the use of cable to overcome poo. reception difficulties with20 homes in the Wellington suburb of Tawa, said that cabli cost at least $400 ahome to install old was not practical in country areas. Generally the
Corporation preferred to use transiators as a cheaper way of correcting- poor
reception. see 'cable is No Novelty for NZ Suburb', N.z.Heraid,4 May, I9g2. p.lg.3l'Minister backs Ethnic Ty', Auckland star,22 June, r9g3. p.4.
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satellites and owned by multi-national entities. The
of satellite television was a leitmotif in the comments
broadcasting industry spokespeople throughout the
I 980s.

The opportunities which satellite offered included a cheaper
means of disseminating new national television signals throughout
the country. The Post Office advised this as an option for transmitting
a third New Zealand television station in December 19g3.32 Seven
metre satellite reception dishes were also offered to motels and
affluent householders to tap into existing television signals beamed
across the Pacific. However, although TVNZ Director-General Julian
Mounter predicted viewers would soon be able to buy satellite
receiving equipment for about $2000, the leading satellite dish_
maker collapsed in March 1988 carrying with it the investment
hopes of a number of leading figures of the National Party, including
a former Minister of Broadcasting.3 3

The impending arrival of satellite-delivered overseas
programming was often used as a lever by local television interests
to advance or consolidate their positions to fight off the overseas
intruders. In 1984 an applicant for the third channel warned that
unless the Broadcasting Tribunal speedily determined who would
operate the service, by early 1986 'there will be enough satellites
around the South Pacific for it (a third channel) nor to be required
anyway'.34 Three years later, at a time when the Broadcasting
Corporation had sought a 'no warrant' decision on the third channel
from the Broadcasting Tribunal, BCNZ chairman Hugh Rennie said
that a greater threat was posed by satelrite television. The BCNZ

32'sateuite cheapest for TV', Auckland star, g December, 19g3. p.ll.33Wattwill Satellite Television Systems and a subsidiary company, Sat-Tel
Communications were wound up with debts reported to total tens of thousandso_f dollars. Major interests were held by for-e. general director of the
National Party, Barry Leay (who held mori than 707o of the shares and was
company chairman), former party president Sue Wood (also a director) andformer Minister of Broadcasting, Hugh rempleton. sat-Tel was formed toscreen satellite television in hotels. See Mitchell, David ( l ggg) ,satellite
Television Firm crashes', Nelson Evening Mail, l2 March.

11?"f- Hutchings, City Television in 'Private Channet opening is Still in theAir', N.Z.Herald,6 June, 1984. p.20.
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argued that there was no room in the market for a third terrestrial
television operator and that its presence would only weaken national
services at a time when they faced extra-national competition. And
in the year of its enactment, Television New Zealand executives
welcomed broadcasting deregulation and argued that its major
benefit would be 'a stronger television industry which is able to
withstand the onslaught of overseas services which will come out of
the sky'.3s It was argued that this 'onslaught' would impact within
two years.3 6

Satellite television was a particularly potent symbol of change for
the advocates of deregulation. In one of a number of speeches
announcing the government's deregulatory plans, broadcasting
Minister Richard Prebble in May 1988 instanced the arrival of
satellite television to illustrate the inevitability of transformation of
regulatory and policy frameworks. He stated that it was onty the
failure of a recent space shuttle which had 'prevented satellite
television being a reality now'.37 This claim was made despite the
fact that no Direct Broadcast Satellite capability would be available to
New Zealand until at least 1991.38

35see Dunlop, Michael. (1989) ,More Time Lower Rates
Business Review. 28 February. At this time Michael
Sales and Marketing for Television New Zealand.

for TV Spots', National
Dunlop was Director of

3 6Television New Zealand's director of planning stated that as early as lgglNew Zealand could have two direct broadcast by satellite channels available to
viewers. See'Local Agencies May feel the Pinch says TVNZ planner,, AdMedia,
February I 989.
3TPrebble, Richard. (1988)'speech to the psA Broadcasting Group,, wellington,
23 May. p.3.
3 8Dr Colin Franklin, a visiting engineering professor at Auckland University,
warned -in April 1988 that New Zealand tel,evision viewers should not expecr afeast of direct international satellite broadcasts. He said no new satellite would
be available until l99l or 1992.'Limited Satellite Cover Expected', N.Z.Herald, ZgApril, 1988. p.9.
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The Cross'Continent Celebrants of Communications Nirvana.
Planning for deregulation introduced the advice of overseas

consultants on communications' policies. Rowland and Tracy3g have
remarked that they are a constantly moving fraternity who are ,the

experts on the latest bell or whistle in communications technology
and market potential, the technocrats who celebrate the nirvana just
around the corner'. They argue that these communications
consultants lack any interior commitment to the social questions at
hand. Theirs is a utilitarian task whose intellectual parameters are
largely decided by the 'client' agency, be it private or public.

To assist the committee restructuring the Broadcasting
Corporation into a State-owned enterprise, consultants were brought
in from the international consuhancy Booz, Allen and Hamilton. They
were headed by Dr. Charles Jonscher, who had previously advised
the British Department of rrade and Industry, the Home office and
the Cabinet Office on the future of broadcasting. The London-based
magazine Business claimed that he had rewritten the intellectual
debate - most influentially by arguing the case for more television
services. 'It is a myth of broadcasters that the public is adequately
supplied with programmes,' he is quoted as saying. 'In countries like
the us, Japan and France, where there are more channels, the public
laps it up.'40 Jonscher imagined a range of opportunities opening up
with deregulation, or what the report portrayed as 'more flexible use'
of the spectrum.

The Booz, Allen and Hamilton advice on subscription television for
the Home Office had presented an optimistic outlook for this
particular technology and spoke of unsatisfied demand in the United
States. It contended that pay television had resulted in more
revenues going into broadcasting and the film industry than ever
before and consumers 'had been offered a wider range of choice of
programmes'.4 I

39Rowland, Willard. and Michael Tracey (l99l)
and the IIc', Intermedia, 19, 4-5: 26-29. p.26.
40Muy, David, Michael Leapman and Dominic
Heaven', Business, July, pp.64-71. p.67.
4 | Booz, Allen and Hamilton ( l9S7) Subscription

'Communication Studies, God,

Prince ( 1988) 'Pennies from

Television: A Study for the
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In his view of later twentieth century economic trends, Jonscher
firmly placed himself in the tradition of Daniel Bell and Alvin Toffler
as a publiciser of the post-industrial society. He wrote that it was
'easy to forget that manufacturing now constitutes only 20 per cent
of the economic activity of modern countries...services, presently 7O
per cent of economic activity, will be the basis of the 21st century's
economic wealth'.42 Broadcasting would be a k"y input into an
increasingly leisure-intensive consumption sector.

In his advice to the New zealand, Broadcasting soE steering
Committee Jonscher said that there were three pressures
internationally for deregulatory change; the development of new
technologies, pressure on funding existing services and a new respect
for consumer choice. He argued that in Britain the broadcasting
establishment now knew that it could not continue to keep up the
barricades. Janice Hughes, a fellow Booz, Allen consultant
characterised the scene in European broadcasting with the impact of
new fechnologies, as leading to great diversity of choice.a3

As part of their input into the committee's final report, the Booz,
Allen and Hamilton consultants contributed a section entitled 'The
Changing International Broadcasting Environment'. The first of four
factors producing 'exceptionally strong pressures for change, they
identified as 'the advent of new technologies such as medium and
high powered satellites (notably DBS), Broadband (multi-channel)
cable television networks, HDTV (High Definition Television) and
videocassette recorders (VCR5)'.++ In the selective nature of their
advice the consultants reinforced the dramatic view of the
communications industries undergoing profound and irrevocable
change with the new technologies as fundamental factors in this
development.

Home Office. London: HMSO. p.28.
42Jonscher, Charles. (1989)'Fortress Europe or a Strong Europe?' Intermedia,
17,5: 14-17. p.14.
4.3Broadcasting SOE Steering Committee, (1988) 'Minutes of a Meeting held atthe conference Room of the THC Auckland Airport Hotel, 25 and 26 June.#Report of the Steering Committee ( 1988) Restructuring the Broadcasting
Co-rporation o.f New Zealand on State owned Enterprise Piinciptes. Wellington",
July. pp.Dl-DI0. p.D1.
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So What Was New?
There is a sense in which the romance with the new

communication technologies has been conducted in an historical
vacuum.45 After all, the term 'communication revolution' has been
applied to more than one development in the long history of the
media, from the fifteenth century invention of the printing press
through to the present epoch of the 'convergence' of the worlds of
computers, telecommunications and broadcasting. Yet the current
revolution has lost sight of its historical tradition and lacks that
reassessment of each revolutionary claim 'which either points to
more continuity than had been thought to exist or attributes the
seeming effects to some other cause'.46

Herbert Dordick points out47 that global economies and global
markets are not recenl phenomena created by new communications
technologies. Ancient Greece, Rome and Islam were world economies
and by 177 5 European trade circled the globe. Information diffused
within these world economies, as revealed by the way prices of
commodities were available remarkably quickly at the most remote
corners of these economic empires. communications may not have
been immediate but they did reach out to all the extremities of the
then known world. In any event, says Dordick, communications are
only one of several infrastructural requirements for performing
economic and political tasks - national boundaries and national
personas will remain and may even be reinforced because of the
history, social structure and institutions unique to the nation. Indeed,
the dismemberment of the former Soviet eastern bloc has seen the
growth of national and regional sentiment and the fissuring of
countries into smaller national states despite the claimed

45The British Broadcasting Research Unit has commented that the debate about
the new. .technologies in Britain 'has been characterised by a lack of any graspof the historical background to the present state of broadcasting.' nroaucaiting
Research unit ( I 983) 'A Report from the working party on the New
Technologies', London, BFI. p.33.
46McQuail, Denis. (1984) Mass Communication Theory: An Introduction.
London: Sage. p.19.
4TDordick, Herbert s. (1991) 'In Defence of the old world,, Intermedia 19,2: lo-
I l. p.10.
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homogenising influence of the new communications systems.
As it was with the automobile where'the 1980s saw the start of

real techno-fads in the world of motoring',48 so it was in the world of
broadcasting. In both cases some of the technology had existed for a
long time before it became fashionable or was perceived to have
some attraction for consumers. with cars the turbocharger or
streamlining; with broadcasting the relatively 'old' technology of
cable television or the use of the UHF or microwave spectrum.

It was not merely that some of the technologies were not new.
The ways in which they were used were often not breaking new
ground. Before the invention of the wireless and the beginnings of
broadcasting, the telephone had been used as an instrument of
general communication. In 1894 a service was initiated in London
which was already paralleled in Paris and Budapest: subscribers
received a service of news, concerts and religious services through
their telephone apparatus, to which were attached four or five sets of
headphone receivers.4 9 Cross-national or international radio
broadcasting is as old as radio itself. Listening to global short-wave
radio has been a widespread and popular activity and even today,
over 80 countries transmit these services and they are still
expanding. s0 Two BBC researchers, Graham Mytton and carol
Forrester, predict that in a world of rapidry changing electronic
media technology 'one of the oldest, and in some ways crudest,
means of delivery seems likety to continue to prevail'.51

The pace at which new technologies are utilised or taken up by
the consumer is often misjudged. This has been particularly the case
with the 'technology adrenalin rush' of the seventies and eighties.
There has been plenty of precedent for a more sober assessment. In
its early years radio was a technology rooking for a use, rather than a

4SGlancey, Jonathan. (1993)
Sunday: The Sunday Review,
49Smith, Anthony. (1g74)
Charles. p.20.

'Slaves to the cd factor', The Independent on
24 January, 1993. p.57.

British Broadcasting. Newton Abbot: David &

l0Mytton, Graham and Carol Forrester ( 1988) 'Audiences for International
Radio Broadcasts', European Journar of communication,3: 457-4gL p.45g.
] I Mytton, Graham and Carol Forrester ( 1988) 'Audiences for International
Radio Broadcasts', p.479.
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development in response to a consumer demand for a new kind of
service. In its content, as with television, it borrowed heavily from
existing media and its most popular elements are derivative.

Once a use had been found for the technology of radio it boomed.
This was not rrue of television. In lg23 the president of the RCA,
David Sarnoff, was predicting that very shortly 'television will make
it possible for those at home to see, as well as hear, what is going on
at the broadcast station'.52 However, technical setbacks and the
depression considerably slowed the momentum. Even when
television receivers became available in the Iate 1930s, they met
considerable consumer resistance. Gerard Jones comments53 that
anyone who wanted to watch the local broadcast of the opening of
the New York World's Fair in 1939 would have paid between two
hundred and a thousand dollars to watch a nine-inch-wide white-
streaked image of something he or she could see a few weeks later in
a cinema newsreel for twenty-five cents. 'That was a high price to
pay for immediacy.' Television was little more than an interesting
new technology for nearly twenty years.

Although television had a prolonged birth, there was no shortage
of ambitious pronouncements when it found favourable consumer
response with the economic boom at the time of the Korean war. The
vice-president of the CBS announced in Ig48 that: 'Television is
about to do to radio what the Sioux did to Custer. There is going to be
a massacre.'S4 The belief that new technology buries the technologies
it supersedes is a persistent but empirically disproven assumption. It
is the language of the salesperson rather than the rational planner
and yet with the communications industry it has frequently achieved
the status of a truism.

In fact, what has marked cultural forms in the twentieth century
has been their persistence in spite of the rise of new electronic
entertainments. It has been said that the only two cultural forms

52Jones, Gerard- (lgg2) Honey, I'm Home! Sitcoms: Selling the American Dream.
New York: Grove Weidenfeld, p.Zg.
53Jones (lgg2) Honey, I'm Home! sitcoms: seiling the American
54MacDonald, Fred J. (lg7g) Don,t Touch that Diat! Radio
American Li.fe, 1920-1960. Chicago: Nelson-Hall. p.g5.

Dream. p.3O.
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that have died in the last 100 years have been the music hall and the
letter55 - yet even those two'deaths'are questionable given the
recent popularity of Karaoke and the spread of fax and e-mail use.

Post-war the coming of television as a mass entertainment
medium was part of what was portrayed, certainly in North America,
as part of the 'world of tomorrow'. This would be 'an imminent
millenium of abundance and comfort that science would create to
enhance the lives of ordinary people'.56 By the l9gOs this utopian
optimism had been replaced by a revised view shaped by the failure
to reach that millenium. New technology was still to play an essential
function but now it was seen more as the saviour for stalled
economies. In a highly competitive economic world those who
climbed aboard the new technology bandwagon would remain
healthy whilst those that didn't risked stagnation and decline.

When 'old' technologies like radio and terrestrial television were
challenged in the 1970s and 1980s it was by new technical
distribution systems rather than by 'new media'. The advent of the
new hardware did not necessarily bring significant change to the
essence of broadcasting, the programmes.5T These remained largely
anchored in traditional 'genres' and new types of programmes or
new ways of using the new distribution technologies have not been
developed. Essentially the term 'new media' was a misnomer.

What was new was the fact that the proponents of deregulation
had utilised the appearance of novel media forms to bring in a new
idea about the organisation of broadcasting. Sheltered within the
'Trojan horse' representing a communications revolution came the
ideological programme of profound economic reform. New zealand
opened the gates and welcomed the horse ignoring doubts that it
might not bring the benefits promised.

5 5 Lawson, Mark. (1995) 'How to survive the 21st century: culture,, T h e
Independent on Sunday: The Sunday Review. 9 April. p.lg.
56Rutherford, Paul (1990) When Television was Young: primetime Canada
1952-1967. Toronro: University of Toronto. p.10.
57For example, in 1988 Sissel Lund commented that it was'not obvious that
satellite broadcasters have created a medium completely different from the oldterrestrial one'. Lund, Sissel ( I 988) 'Satellite Television and Media Research,,
European Journal of Communication. 3: 345-353. p.346.
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Technology Fails to Deliver.
If the New Zealand advocates of the broadcasting revolution had

looked at the picture elsewhere by the mid-r9g0s it would have
strongly indicated evolution rather than revolution in broadcasting
developments. The evidence and outlook would have confirmed the
maxim that the diffusion of innovations is normally a slow and
gradual process and that the futurists in the l9T0s were wildly
premature when they predicted that the emerging communication
systems would overwhelm and co-opt the citizen.S 8

There was ample evidence from experience overseas with the new
communication technologies that they were not ushering in profound
or inexorable change. The actual benefits were even harder to
discern. As New Zealand introduced broadcasting deregulation at the
end of the 1980s, 'the evidence for greater diversity and consumer
choice [was] still not there'.59

In communications the example of the United States is often held
up as a mirror of the future. From the late 1970s the three television
networks began to see their hegemony of the television audience
nibbled at by new services, particularly those delivered by cable. But
most of the predictions by the new competitors were over-optimistic.
Turner Broadcasting, owners of Cable Network News, forecast in
1 9 8 3 60 that the three-network share would decrease to 53 per cent
in 1990, the actual level was 69 per cent. Cable television had taken
most of its share from the networks but what researchers found was
'a slow maturation of the public's understanding and use of this new
communications technology'.61 By 1991, in assessing why media

58For the claim see carey, J. and J. euirk,'The History of the Future', pp.4g5-503in G.Gerber et al.(eds) (1973) Communications Technology and Sociif policy:
understanding the New 'cultural Revorution New york: wit"y.
59Negrine, R. and Sl Papathanassopoulos (1990) The Internationalisation ofTelevision. London: Pinter. p.7.
60Dimmick, John and Mikel wallschlaeger (19g6) ,Measuring corporare
Diversification: A _Case Study of New Media Ventures', Journal of "Broadiasting
and Electronic Media, 30, 1: l-14. p.2.
llsparkes, Vernone M. and NamJun Kang (1986)'Public Reactions to CableTelevision: Time in the Diffusion Process', Journal of Broadcasting and
Electronic Media, 30, 2:213-229. p.227. What these researchers found in their
case study in Syracuse, New Ysrk was that cable uptake was governed by lowentry cost and that what subscribers responded to first was Jubl"'r abilitv to
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mogul Rupert Murdoch opted to launch a fourth terrestrial network
in preference to launching a cable service in the United States, it was
being predicted that cable penetration would likely never reach the
levels enjoyed by the broadcast networks.62

Cable television had developed into a significant industry in the
united states which had changed the landscape of television
watching. However, it was an additional service for viewers giving
them a greater numerical choice of stations and had not replaced the
networks. Those influenced by the United States 'model' felt that
cable television's influence could be greater in Europe because of the
relative absence of choice, with many nations at the beginning of the
1980s having only one state broadcaster pursuing a high-minded
rather than popular approach to programming. constrained by these
factors it was felt that the new option of cable would be seized upon
by the public. The results for the promoters of cable television were,
in contrast to those expectations, very disappointing. By 19g5, after
a concerted three year push to connect homes to cable systems, well
under l lmillion homes received it. This was only six per cent of the
total homes in the European market. And that figure disguised the
fact that six million of those cable subscribers were to be found in
just three countries - Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
Germany had only 1.7 million, Britain 0.15 million and France o.4
million households connected to cable.63

In France the cable plan was advertised as a great adventure
when it was adopted at rhe end of l9g2 but by the end of the decade
it was being concluded that the new technologies strategy had not
produced the results hoped for.64 The Bundespost in West Germany
made a massive investment in its cable programme of DM one billion
per annum in the years lg84-1986. However, the actual numbers

provide more of what was already known.
62Thomas, Laurie and _Barry R- Litman (lg9l) ,Fox Broadcasting company, whyNow? An Economic Study of the Rise of the Fourth BroaJcast 'iNetwork";,
Jo,urnal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media, 35,2: l3g-1s7. p.l4g.
6 3 Figures from Negrine, R. and s.papathanassopoulos ( I 990) T h e
Internationalisation of Television. London: pinter. p.2g.
64Miege, Barnard and Jean-Michel salaun (19s9),France: A Mixed system.
Renovation of old concept', Media, culture and society, ll: 55-66. p.62.
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subscribing to the service in 1986 'represented a thoroughly
disappointing penetration rate of only one-third of homes p?ssed'.65

In Great Britain the cable revolution was to be led not by the
public telecommunications entity but by private enterprise. Cable
television was to spearhead the 'revolution' of the new media. Early
predictions of eight million cable subscribers by 1990 were rapidly
revised. By 1988 there were under 200,000 cable subscribers - less
than one per cent of British households.66 Writing in the journal New
society, Tom Forrester in 1985 asked: 'what has happened to the
broadcasting revolution?' and 'Where is the "Wired Society"?'67 He
concluded that the story of cable television and satellite broadcasting
in Britain was a saga of excessive hopes and punctured boosterism
with hopes of boom turning to gloom.

In 1986 the peacock Committee6s painted a scenario of a second
stage of new technology where there would be a proliferation of
broadcasting systems, channels and payment methods occurring 'well
before the end of the century' and this would lead to a third stage of
an infinite number of channels. Only a year later this prediction was
being denigrated as 'extreme to the point of caricature,6g in a

Department of rrade and Industry discussion document.
In researching the impact of cable on West German audiencesT0 it

was found that viewers did not treat this development in the same
way as the introduction of other new media in the past. There was no

65Humphreys, Peter. (1990) Media and Media policy in west Germany: The
Press and Broadcasting since 1945. New york: Very. p.i6+.
66Figures from Negrine, Ratph. and Andre Goodfriend (l9gg) ,public
Perceptions of the New Media: A Survey of British Attitudes', Media, Culture
and Society, 10, 3: 303-321. p.303.
6TForrester, Tom ( 1985) 'The cable that snapped', New society. 24 January,
pp.l33-135. p.133.
6SPeacock Committee (1986) Report of the Committee on Financing the BBC.
London: HMSO, Cmnd 9824. p.136 and p.147.
69Negrine, Ralph and Andre Goodfriend (19S8)'Public perceptions of the new
media: a survey of British attitudes', Media, culture oia siciety, 10,3: 303.
Negrine and Goodfriend are quoting from a Department of Trade and Industry
discussion document. The Development of IIK Communications Systems, lgg7.
p.8.
T0Pfetsch, Barbara and Albrecht Kutteroff (1988)'The Short-term Impact ofcable Television in west Germany: preliminary Findings from a euasi-experimental study', European Journal of communication, l: lzs-z+3. p.341.
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discernible change to individual and family routines to accommodate
its advent. What was apparent was that subscribers watched more
television than comparable non-subscribers and devoted more time
to entertainment programming. This trend was most marked among
segments of the audience that already had high television
consumption. The main impact of cable television was that it further
reinforced and intensified existing patterns of media use.

Experience in the United States found that cable's anticipated role
as an original producer of narrow-appeal programming sharply
focused to viewer interests was not being fultilled by the late 1980s.
Many cable channels were being used as an 'aftermarket' for broad-
appeal programming that had already appeared in other media. This
fact indicated the need 'to re-evaluate the widely perceived role of
cable television as a narrowcast medium'.7 r In theory, cable
television's ability to offer special interest narrowcasting was to be
its contribution to the multimedia revolution. However, the hitch was
that very few channels of this type got off the ground and many of
those that did fell flat. In September 1994 The EconomistT2 was
speculating that the niche cable channels in the United States with
the brightest future may be those financed by the big broadcasting
networks who could draw on their existing resources and back
catalogues of programming.

The fact that cable television did not fulfil the expectations of
most of its promoters in the 1980s was matched by the stuttering
progress of satellite television. Although delivering television by
satellite included a number of dimensions, such as the delivery of
up-to-the-minute news between stations and the broadcasting of live
sport from almost any spot on the globe; it was the possibility of
Direct Broadcasting by Satellite(DBS) ro small, individual dishes rhat

7 I waterman, David and August Grant ( l99l ) 'cable Television as an
Aftermarket'. Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, 35, 2: 179-lgg. p.lg6.72"'Not now, Darling": American Cable Television' , The Economist, 3 September,
1994. p.69. The report outlined why fewer than one-third of new cable niche
services are expected to break even - high start up costs, small audiences andthe fact that unlimited channel capacity has not io-" as quickly as pundits
predicted. Most cable channels can handte fewer than 80 

"irunn"ir, squeezingout some of the specialist niche services.
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attracted most attention. This was looked upon as the next most

promising development of the medium of television after terrestrial

broadcasting. Yet by the time that New Zealand policy-makers were

saying that broadcasting deregulation was needed in order that local
broadcasters would have the flexibility to adjust to the 'invasion' of
satellite services, similar doubts were being expressed about DBS

that had been made about cable television. There was particular
uncertainty over potential consumer demand not only for
programmes but also for receiving equipment.

To a degree DBS was a victim of its own rapid technological
progress. Initial systems were 'high-powered', but technical advances

with satellites and receiving systems made this requirement
obsolete. Almost similar results could be obtained by lower power

satellites at a fraction of the cost. By 1985 the Thery Report for the

French government 'was declaring high-powered DBS obsolete'.?3

At the time of the broadcasting deregulation legislation in New

Zealand, Richard Collins wrote in his book Satellite Television in
Western Europe that 'the prognosis for satellite television in Europe

is rather gloomy'. Three years later in a revised edition, he stated

that the prediction 'remains broadly true'.74 European satellite
television had been most successful where terrestrial television had

been relatively weak.

Collins identified several variables which influenced the viability
of DBS. The technological configuration (with lesser costs associated

with lower power systems), the regulatory regime, the status of
competing services and the corporate strategy of the satellite service

provider.T5 In Britain, British Sky Broadcasting(BSkyB) had become

something of a darling of the British stockmarket by 1995 when it
started producing healthy profits after many years of losses. Its key

strategy was based on securing rights to major sports, most

73 Dyson, Kenneth and Peter Humphreys with Ralph Negrine and Jean-Paul
Simon (1988) Broadcasting and New Media Policies in Western Europe. London:
Routledge. p.l l.
T4Collins, Richard. (1992) Satellite Television in Western Europe. London: John
Libbey. p.l.
T5Collins, Richard. (1992) Satellite Television in Western Europe. p.107.
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significantly, the British Premier Soccer League.76 BSkyB used the

lower power Astra satellite, had retreated from a European-wide
service to focus solely on the British market,77 its competitive
position was aided by European and British regulatory law and it
faced no pay television competitors in the British market.

Initially Rupert Murdoch's Sky satellite service had faced a

competitor in British Satellite Broadcasting. The effective bankruptcy

of this operator dashed its hopes to launch a comprehensive
'programme-led service'. Its fall has been described as 'one of the

greatest commercial disasters in British history, and certainly the

greatest in the history of the British media'.78 Merged with Sky to
form BSkyB, the accumulated losses at transmission were estimated

at over one billion British pounds.Te The merger eliminated
potentially destructive competition between the two satellite
broadcasters in a market which despite its size, 'was almost

universally regarded as being too small to sustain two competing
(Direct satellite) broadcasters'.80

In Japan commercial satellite television services have struggled to
gain a foothold in the market. Their failure illustrates an important

characteristic of satellite television - consumers view it as an add-on

and not a core media service. Japanese consumers turned frugal
during a period of economic downturn, satellite television, 'along
with designer clothes, is now viewed as out-of-fashion conspicuous

T6British commentators have attributed soccer rights as the critical element in
turning around BSkyB's performance from loss to profit. As one writer states:
'The Premier League made BSkyB'. See Farrelly, Paul (1995)'Sky tackled by the
Referee', Independent on Sunday, Business, p.6. Farrelly also charts BSkyB's
share performance from 250p in January 1995 to 440p in December 1995 but
noted that the Office of Fair Trading was opening an inquiry 'into Mr
Murdoch's near stranglehold on Pay TV'.
77sky Television was launched over Europe in 1982 and was a lossmaking
service with low viewership. The merger with BSB took place in 1990.
TSChippindale, Peter and Suzanne Franks (1991) Dished: The Rise and Fall of
British Satellite Broadcasting. London: Simon & Schuster. p.xi.
T9Collins, Richard. (1992) Satellite Television in Western Europe. p.109. Collins
estimates that by Spring l99l the figure of total accumulated funds invested in
this service had risen to 1.5 billion pounds(p.108). Problems with BSkyB forced
Murdoch to reach agreement with his major creditors a year after its launch
in order to ensure his company's survival.
80collins, Richard. (1992) Satellite Television in Western Europe. p.lt0.
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consumption'.81
Research in the 1980s indicated that the public was embracing

new technologies warily with familiarity being an important factor.
The public was willing to pay for improvement but not change.8 2

Also, merely having many channels did not mean that the viewer
would automatically watch them.83 It was found that channel
availability was weakly related to channel repertoire - that limited
number of services viewers noted they would actually use. Cultural
and linguistic boundaries continued to be important determinants of
popularity and cross-national services such as satellite television
made Iimited headway against strong terrestrial national
broadcasters.

For existing terrestrial broadcasters a major development during
the 1990s was expected ro be High Definition Television(HDTV).
HDTV was portrayed as a revolutionary technology bringing such an
enhanced picture that it was poised to bring the cinema into every
television home. At the beginning of 1989 it was predicted that New
Zealand could have high definition television by rhe mid-1990s8a and
a Television New Zealand planning document, dated october 1990,
agreed with this timetable and pronounced that the introduction of
HDTV would rival the change from black and white television to
colour.85 Television New Zealand, convinced that'viewers will
overwhelmingly prefer HDTV' planned to begin its first production of
locally-made programmes in HDTV (for the international market) in
199r.

Yet by 1993 this new broadcasting technology was being

8l'Off Beam: Japanese Satellite Television, , The
62-63. p.62.

Economist, 23 January, 1993. pp.

ltt"l, for example, sparkes, vernone M. and NamJun Kang (19g6),public
Reactions to Cable Television: Time in the Diffusion ProcJss', Journal of
Broadcasting & Electronic Media. 3O,2:213-229.
mFerguson' Douglas A. (lgg2) 'Channel Repertoire in the presence of RemoteControl Devices, vcRs and cable Television", Journal ;f Broadcasting &
Electronic Media. 36,1: 83-91.
84wakefield, Phil. (19g9)'High definition or high obsolescence?,, EveningPost, l8 January.
85tvNZ Planning Department (1990) New Zealand and the International
Television Industry. Auckland: TVNZ. p. 17.
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portrayed as a victim of the hyp" surrounding the 'information
revolution'.86 A year long study concluded that in the medium term
at least, HDTV would provide 'niche, cable-satellite delivered, high
quality television services to businesses and affluent households,
with a correspondingly small take-up by viewers of a maximum of
5Vo of households'.87 The researchers found little hard evidence that
viewers sufficiently valued the improvements in quality offered by
HDTV when measured against the additional cost to gain it. Japanese
experience by 1993 appeared to confirm rhis research with only
10,000 high definition receivers sold after two years of regular HDTV
services.8 8

In the view of Television New Zealand's planning department the
arrival of HDTV would also hasten the convergence of television and
computers. This convergence and interactivity between computers,
telecommunications and audio-visual equipment was to be facilitated
in the domestic home by the Integrated services Digital
Network(ISDN), which was scheduled in the mid-eighties ro bring
fast data transmission, video conferencing and other wonders of the
digital age to almost any telephone line. once more a technology
revelled in by engineers and futurists failed to spark the imagination
of consumers. Few could see why they would need it, especially if it
entailed a heavy premium on their telephone accounts. ISDN 'became
known as "Innovations Subscribers Don't Need"'.89

convergence technologies, like ISDN, which had the potential to
bring together the worlds of computing, the telephone and broad-

86Joosten, Matthieu (1993)'The Debate about HDTV-l:'Let the market decide,-
but can it? Intermedia. Zl,Z:ZB-30.
87carse, Philip and Mark Shurmer (1993)'Why rhe US srandard will have thecfearest "market focus"', Intermedia. zl ,2: 

-30-32. 
Nicholas Negroponte theDirector of the M-I.T. Media Lab. has also expressed strong cautiJn about the

immediate prospects for HDTV. 'Some people t^ttlnt the nexi revolutionary srepin television is high definition. That is-a lot of rubbish. That is silly. if youwalk down the street and ask somebody what's wrong with television, you,renot going to find ,anybody who says: Resolution.' (NiChotas Negroponte quotedrn Doyle, Marc (1992) The Future of Television: A GlobaT Overviiw oJProgramnting, Advertising, Technorogy and Growth. Lincolnwood, Illinois:
NATPEA{TC. p.165.)

ll'oo not adjust your set', The Economist 27 February, 1993. pp. 67-6g.
89'ISDN: Back to the Future', The Economist. T January, r995. p.5g.
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casting, remain a technological and investment promise as well as a
major battleground between corporate mammoths in the cable and
telecommunications sectors. But for all the significant expenditures it
attracted in the 1980s, the sightings of it in operation by the early
part of the following decade were rare.9O

As New zealand began the process of deregulating its
communication industries in the expectation it would smooth the
way for the information revolution, the international experience of
the new broadcasting technologies indicated dashed expectations. In
a review of the electronic mass media in ten nations in l9g7s | , a
pattern emerged of an optimistic belief in the coming 'information
age' which was followed by later doubt as new technologies appeared
to offer limited gains or the consumers were apathetic to the
attractions of the new services.

For the consumer the desire to pick-up the new services was far
less enthusiastic than predicted. In Britain, for example, research
indicated that very small numbers of consumers were prepared to
pay for satellite or cable television channels.

90See Quinn, Brian ( 1990) 'Convergence of
I nte rmedia. I 8,3: 44. Quinn states that the
technologies 'is somewhat like the abominable
around you, and occasionally you see the odd
encountered the beast'.

Communication Technologies',
convergence of communications
snowman. You can feel it all
footprint, but nobody has yet

9 I De bens, Elsa and Manfred Knoche(eds) (1987) Electronic Mass Media inElrope. Prospects and Developments: A Report for 
'the 

FAST - programme of thecommissiott of the European communities. Doidrecht: D.Reidel.
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Likelihood of paying for Satetlite or Cable Television channels.
Respondents who do not currently have a satellite dish or cable television.

Satellite TV Channels Cable Television Channels

Subscription Pay per view Subscription Pay per view

Table from Gunter, Barrie and Jane sanch-Aldridge and paul winstone
Tlte Public's view 1993. London: John Libbey. p.22. The aurhors nore
to pay for additional television services was closely linked with age,
having children aged up ro 15 years living at home,

(1993) Television:
that being unlikely
working status and

(1985) 'N.2. Television Audience Ratings Defy Video Boom',
27 March. p.12.

Where the consumer did purchase new technology there was little
evidence that this impacted significantly on existing services. Even if
policy-makers ignored, or merely were unaware of the faltering
progress of the 'communications revolution' overseas, there was a
recorded example in New Zealand of how a competitor to terrestrial
television was a success with consumers but had tittle impact on its
more traditional competitor. S ales of the Videocasserre
Recorder(vcR) rose sharply in the mid-1980s. In June l9g4 a survey
concluded that only 8.5 per cent of New zealand homes then had
VCRs. A little over a year later this figure was estimated to have
increased to close to a quarter of households. Despite fears that the
trend of increased vcR ownership would impact on television
viewership there was no discernible impact.92 Videocassettes were
merely providing a limited amount of additional viewing.

92Tattersfield, Brad.
Christchurch Press.
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Another Agenda.
There appeared to be no evidence to support a scenario which

pictured New Zealand electronic media rapidly dominated by new
communication technologies. Neither the speed at which they were
impacting nor their effect on existing services justified an urgenr or
wholesale change of approach on the part of existing broadcasters or
legislators.

New Zealand certainly lacked independent agencies which offered
advice on communications developments and questioned the
hyperbole of technology manufacturers and promoters. Those nations
with whom New Zealand normally compared notes on broadcasting
developments had such advisory bodies and their input was
significant. Across the Tasman there are many examples of a more
measured view of forthcoming change. At the beginning of the l9g0s
an Australian Broadcasting Tribunal Report noted that 'the days of
mass audiences may well be passing' but 'it is certain...that changes
will be slow'.e3

And in another commonwealth nation which has provided models
of development for New zealand, canada, it was noted by policy
advisors that the early introduction of cables and satellites into the
broadcasting mix9a did not bring about a 'revorution' in the use of
broadcasting. By 1987 the actual use of the new broadcasting
services still represented only two per cent of total viewing time.9 5

Most importantly, observers noted there was an economic barrier to
accessing and using the new services. The Task Force on Broadcasting
Policy (1985/1986) was srruck by the number of groups with whom
they consulted who had little or no access. Their final report
commented that: 'the introduction of a new multi-channel

93Jones, Colin and David Bednall (1980) Television in Australia: Its Historythrough the Ratings." Melbourne: An Australian Broadcasting Tribunal
Research Report, August 1980. p.44.
94BY 1980 about SoVo of Canada's households had access to a cable system andtwo-thirds of that number actually subscribed. 'Canada's Communications
Kafeidoscope', Interrnedia. 8,6: 6. November, l9g0
95R.aboy,-Marc. (1990)_-Missed Opportunities: The Story of Canada's BroadcastingPolicy. Montreal & Kingston: McGill-eueen,s Univ"ruity 

-pr"rr. 
p. 319.
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environment increases the number of doorways but does not
necessarily open them.'e6 William Melody also noted that the cost
was not only to the individual consumer, for most countries the price
of rapid adoption of new technologies was further strain on their
balance of payments with technology providers, a high clegree of
technological dependency and 'a concentration of benefits to a small
portion of society and a significant cost to other sectors'.97

The substantive reason why overseas lessons were not heeded in
New Zealand was that policy advisors and legislators had another
agenda. Intent on deregulatory reform, new technologies and their
promise were convenient allies for the protagonists of deregulation.
It added, in their view, a formidable quiver of arrows to aim at the
naysayers. For example, the belief that new cross-national satellite
services would render attempts at regulatory control futile. Or the
argument that the range and diversity of new services would
provide for all tastes without the need to impose regulations to
ensure minority tastes were catered for or information needs met.

To the promoters of broadcasting deregulation the new
technologies imparted a sense of inevitability, of an unstoppable
forward momentum which demanded 'root and branch' change. Mark
Fowler in his deregulation blueprint paper of lggz, recognised the
utility of these arguments and had harnessed them to the service of

96quoted by Raboy, Marc. (1990) Missed Opportunities: The Story of Canad.a,s
Broadcastirtg Policy. p. 309. The Task Force had a number of tlndlngs which
would have been of utility to New Zealand broadcasting planners. Miiistry of
Commerce officials looked to Canada when framing th; deregulatory reforms.
However, they appear to have ignored key aspicts of ttre rait Force's
conclusions. For example, the Task Force found thai the most profitable sectorsof Canadian broadcasting (the Canadian independent teleiision stations)
contributed least to. Canadian programming, production and diversity. Further,that programme choice was unequally disiributed in the Canadian ,v.t". andas the Task Force stated: 'A new class division has appeared beiween the
information rich and the information poor.' (Raboy, p.30g.)^
97De Bens, Elsa and Manfred Knoche(eds) (198?) Electronic Mass Media in
E_urope. Prospects and Developments: A Report for the FAST - Programme of the
Commission of the European Communities. Dordrecht: D.Reidel. pl+eS See alsoTraber, Michael(ed) (1986) The Myth of the Information Revolution: Social andEthical Implications of Communication Teihnology. London:Sage. Traber
expresses the view that new information technologies, concentraled in the
hands of a few, lead to a 'closed sky' and 'informat-ion implosion' rather than
explosi on. (p.356).
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deregulation. 'Technological plenty', he wrote, 'is forcing a

widespread reconsideration of the role competition can play in
broadcast regulation.'98

As exciting new technologies came on stream regulation was
represented as a barrier, a gate across the path of progress. Richard
Prebble, Minister of Broadcasting stated in May 1988 that regularion
hindered the development of new technologies and that New
Zealand's 'regulatory...framework was no longer viable in the rapidly
changing broadcasting environment'.99 His advice to his fellow
ministers in February of that year was that there was 'increasing
demand for new technologies' and that cabinet should 'agree that
cable, satellite and other transmission technologies be permitted
without special restriction'.100

Very few voices challenged the Minister's public utterances about
the changing world of broadcasting and very few eyes saw the
documents which were setting out the government's thoughts on
legislative reform in this area. However, the Chairman of the
Broadcasting Corporation, Hugh Rennie, was asked for his comments
on Richard Prebble's memorandum on broadcasting which he had
presented to the cabinet SOE committee. Rennie responded that the
increasing interest in new technologies was real but there was no
evidence to show that 'any of these new technologies are yet
commercially viable; and considerable evidence to show that in many
applications they are nel'.101 He stated that unless Telecom or some
other major telecommunications entity laid wideband cable as part of
an overall telecoms network, it was impossible to envisage that cable
delivery would be economic in New Zealand. Whilst the liberalisation
of communications was desirable it was essential, in his view. that

9SFowler, Mark s. and Daniel L. Brenner (19g2) ,A Marketplace Approach to
Broadcast Regulation', Texes Law Review, 60:207-2,57. p.209.
99Prebble' Richard ( I988) 'Speech to the PSA Broadcasting Group', Wellington,23 May, 1988. Speechnotes p.3.
l00Prebble, Richard (1988) 'Broadcasting: competition policy andImplementing Government's Social Objeciives', babinet State-Owned
Elterprises Commirtee Paper SOE (88) 16. 24 February. p.6.
1 0 I psnnis, Hugh. ( | g88) 'comments - Recommendations set out in theMinister's Paper on reform of the Broadcasting Industry in New Zealand'.
March. p.3.
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the policy also ensured that the core of the present broadcasting
services were sustained until it was proven that the newer systems

provided the full range of programming offered by existing
broadcas ters.

The scepticism about new technology expressed by the BCNZ's
chairman were not included in a subsequent confidential
memorandum to the Minister of Broadcasting which summarised
discussions between the BCNZ and officials. It was argued in this
paper that cable, satellite and other new transmission technologies
should be permitted without special restriction. It was noted that

'the recommendation did not imply that these technologies are any

more commercially viable or economically efficient than existing
technologies' but no further assessment or questioning of their
impact was made.

In his covering letter to the Minister, however, the co-ordinating
officiall02 stated that the BCNZ and officials had agreed on the

desirability of early decisions on broadcasting reform. He set out six

reasons for this including: 'pressures on current policies from
technological and other developments, especially international
broadcasting by satellite and keen interest by entrepreneurs in
narrowcasting.'l or

Doubts about the power of the new technologies were suppressed.

Assumptions about the benefits they would impart were accepted

uncritically. Standing in the way of progress and consumer
satisfaction was regulation. Regulations were to blame for reducing
'the sector's capacity to take advantage of new technologies to meet

evolving and differentiated consumer de6andr.l04 The deregulating
minister and his policy advisors claimed that private broadcasters
had been prevented from providing new services which included
pay-per-view television and using technologies such as direct

10216s Assistant Secretary, Communications, Department of Trade and
Industry, J.R.A.Stevenson.
I 03Stevenson, J.R.A. ( I98S) 'Broadcasting Policy Review', Memorandum to the
Minister of Broadcasting, 24 March. p.2.
I 0 4 p1s661s, Richard ( 1988) 'Broadcasting: Competition Policy and
Implementing Government's Social Objectives', Cabinet State-Owned
Enterprises Committee Paper SOE (88) 16. 24 February. p.3.
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satellite broadcasting and microwave multipoiut distribution
systems(MDS)" b'ut the,re was nothing other than the Minister's wish-
list to support his argument at the time. Five years aften the

der.egulation of broadcasring these services had yet to emerge in New

Zealand. The path of the eo.mmunications rcvolution had instead
provided ample eviderrce to que,ry the- idea of a 'big bang'. The

revolution was an ideological, not a technological, one.
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Chapter 3.

Predisposed to Deregulation: A Comparative Perspective.

'It is not history itself that is here presented. We might more
properly designate it as a History of History; a criticism of
historical narratives and an investigation of their truth and
credibilitv.'

G.W.Hegel, 1823.1

'Myth deprives the object cf which it speaks of all History. In it,
History evaporates.'

Roland Barthes, 1972.2

'...the broadcasting systems of the world conceal layer upon layer
of suppressed conflict; many of the unresolved neuroses from
which nations suffer can be found reflected in the ways they
choose to organise radio and television.'

Anthony Smith, 19n.3

'We need to have a minister who, day by day, works with
broadcasting in its interests. It was a mistake to break up the
NZBC. It was also a mistake to remove the minister. That is not the
way the New Zealand system works.'

Hon. H.C.Templeton, 1976.4

A transformation of the myths of New Zealand's broadcasting past

into a reading of its actual history is essential to any understanding of
why New Zealand adopted a deregulated model for broadcasting in the

late 1980s. For a pnzzling feature of the deregulation of broadcasting in
New Zealand was the muted response of the general public, of interest

groups and of the broadcasting industry itself to the thoroughgoing

reforms. There was little defence of old structures and a widespread

belief that reform was not only necessary but that even the untested

reforms of deregulation would have to be an improvement on what had

gone before.

I Hegel, G.W. 'Philosophy of History. Introduction' (translated by J. Sibree) in
J.Loewenberg (ed.) (1929) Hegel: Selection. New York: Scribners. p.346.
2Barthes, Roland. (1972) Mythotogies. New York: Hill & Wang. p.15l.
3 Smith, Anthony. ( 1973) The Shadow in the Cave: The Broadcaster, The
Audience and The ,Stale. London: George Allen & Unwin. p.14.
4New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), Vol. 408 (1976), p.4388.
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New Zealand' s broadcasting history has been ideologically
reconstructed and simplified by the protagonists of deregulation into
pre- and post-deregulation periods. The pre-deregulation era, marked
by the adoption of British public service broadcasting, was charged with
bestowing on the country unresponsive, unimaginative and timid radio
and television whose output was dominated by the limited and elitist
vision of administrators rather than the imaginations of programme
makers.

Change was required to loosen the shackles restraining broadcasters,
to respond to consumers' desires, to strip away deadening and
expensive bureaucracy, to allow greater expression of New Zealand
'voices' and to move broadcasting away from the grasp of the state and
self-interested politicians. In the words of one independent producer,
New zealand with deregulation moved determinedly away from a
'Polish-type broadcasting system...where the question used to be
Reithian: what should we give them? To one where it is: what do they
want?'5

The crudeness of this categorisation, quite apart from its crass and
false characterisation of Polish broadcasting, is naturally exposed when
subjected to critical analysis. However, elements of this simplistic
narrative are sufficiently entrenched that they have helped to shape a
popular but erroneous view of New Zealand broadcasting, in particular
the core notion that New Zealand had regulated public service
broadcasting on the British model from the 1930s until the broadcasting
policy reforms of the late 1980s. The perceived failure and discrediting
of this facsimile helped predispose New zealand to try a radical
alternative deregulation.

A Comparative Framework.
To direct a critical light on the mythology of a public service

broadcasting past, it is useful to employ a qualitative comparative
historical approach. First, as a tool in the task of demonstrating how
New Zealand modified and, it is argued, nullified rhe British ideal of
public service broadcasting. second, by widening the comparative

SRoberts, Neil. (lgg2) seminar at Auckland university, l0 June.
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framework to include two other Dominions which claimed to be
following the British public service broadcasting lead, Canada and
Australia, the nation-specific character of Britain's model is underlined
and ^ potentially fruitful domain of cross-national comparison between
the similar broadcasting policy solutions of New Zealand, Canada and
Australia is revealed. Implicit in this approach is a simultaneous focus
on both similarity and difference, tracing not merely variations from a
supposedly common policy origin but particular anomalies and the
elements of national uniqueness in the deviation New Zealand. in
particular, took from the British example.

The adoption of a comparative historical perspective 'grounded in
national distinctiveness' has recently been advocated as a means of
rej uvenating comparative public policy analysis, currently
'characterised by a serious decline in marginal utility'.6 In this instance
it serves to answer the puzzle as to why the apparent adoption of the
same public policy led to such disparate outcomes in New Zealand, and
Britain. Broadcasting policy in these two nations could be described as
sharing an'illusory commonality'.2

The philosophy of public service broadcasting seems to be a common
feature and yet it leads to quite different outcomes, its causal
significance dramatically altered by local political, historical and social
context. New Zealand, Canada and Australia may have begun as settler
societiess structurally connected to the Imperial centre but they
adopted and profoundly modified public service broadcasting ro serve
purposes in developing colonial nations which were distinctly different
from those advocated in Britain.

6 castles, Francis G. ( I 98g) 'puzzles of political Economy,, in Francis G.
Castles(ed.) The Comparative History of Public Policy. Cambridge: polity press.
p,l.
TRagin, Charles. (1987) The Comparative Method: Moving Beyond eualitativeand Quantitative Strategies. Berkeley: University of Califoinia iress. p.+S.
Ssee Fieldhouse, David (1984)'Can Humpty-Dumpty be put together again?Imperial History in the 1980s' pp.9-23 l; R.p.iroiland and d.Rizvi leds)Perspectives on Imperialism and Decolonisation: Essays in honour ofA'F.Madden. London: Frank Cass. p.l3.Morrell used the phrase'Englishmen
living overseas' to describe New Zealanders. Morrell, W.P. 1ti35y New Zealand.
London: Ernest Benn. p.vii. W.H.Oliver wrote of the emigranis 'bringing the
mental furniture of their homelands.' oliver, w.H. (1960) The story- of New
Zealand. London: Faber & Faber. p.269.
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The British Public service Broadcasting Ideal and the
Dominion's Utilitarian Test.

The earliest key decisions about public service broadcasting in
Britain reflected the legacy of the Victorian middle class's ideal of
service and notions about how a modern society worked. The
philosophy of the BBC's founding father, John Reith, can be traced back
to Matthew Arnold and other nineteenth century theorists writing
about mass education. 'Culture,' asserted Arnold, 'seeks to do away with
classes; to make the best that has been thought and known in the world
current everywhere.'e This finds its echo in the statement by Reith that
the 'Broadcasting Service should bring into the greatest possible number
of homes in the fullest degree all that is best in every department of
human knowledge, endeavour and achievement'.10 It is an argument
that positioned broadcasting as a cultural, social and educative force for
the improvement of society.

This view of broadcasting as an educative servant of culture gives,
according to Anthony Smith,l I the whole discussion about broadcasting
in Britain 'a certain unity'. Through the various investigations of
broadcasting and the parliamentary acts there is this singularity of
ideal. Expressed by the Crawford Committee of 1926 which established
the BBC as a public corporation, it was stated in terms of the
broadcasting entity 'acting as a Trustee for the national interest, and
that its status and duties should correspond with those of a public
service... '.12

It is fair to add that, worldwide, broadcasting was born with a sense
of social responsibility. But it was John Reith, as the Director-General of
the BBC, 'who first gave "public service" in broadcasting an institutional

9Arnold, Matthew. (1859) Culture and Anarchy 185g. in rhe 1932 edition edited
by J.Dover wilson. cambridge: cambridge university press. p.69.
loMemorandum to the Crawford Committee by Reith, 1926. euoted in R.H.Coase
( 1950) British Broadcasting: A Study in Monopoly. London: London School of
Economics/Longmans. p.47.
f lSmith, Anthony, (1974) British Broadcasting. Newton Abbot: David & Charles.
p.l 5.
l^24e,nor1 of the committee on Broadcasting, lg25 cmd. 2599, p.15. euoted inSmith, British Broadcasting. p.53.
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f orm' . I 3 Although it is claimed I a that 'Reith's achievement was to
transform ideals into reality', a rigorous evaluation of the success of
matching the ideals to later performance in Britain is not attempted
here. Rather New Zealand's experience is examined by considering how
essential founding ideals, such as pubtic service broadcasting's
educative, cultural and social role and its 'arms length' distancing from
political interference, were transfigured in the journey to the colonies.t5

of all the possessions bound by the silken bonds of empire, New
Zealand has been described as not only 'the youngest of the daughter
countries but also the daughter that takes most after her mother'.16 As
other white empire nations strove towards Dominion status, New
Zealand reluctantly followed the same course only because other
Dominions would accept no less as they 'did not have the same
unquestioning faith in British policy...'.17 Indeed, in lg22 prime Minister
W.F.Massey stated that he preferred the concept of colony to that of
dominion. New Zealand saw the Imperial connection with its guaranteed

l3McDonnell, James. (1991) Public Service Broadcasting: A RearJer. London:
Routledge. p.l.
| 4 Scannell, Paddy and David Cardiff (lggl) A Social History of British
Broadcasting:Volume One .i922-j,939 Serving the Nation. Oxiord: Oxford
University Press. p.14.
l5These ideals are^.embodied among the eight main principles of public service
broadcasting identified by the Broidcasting Research- Unii in its l9g5 booklet
The Public Service ldea in British Broadcasting - Main Principles(London,
1985)' The complete list identified ( I ) Univeriality: geographii - broadcast
programmes should be available to the whole population; - 

Qj Universality ofappeal - broadcast programmes should cater foi ilt interests and tastes; (3)
Minorities, especially disadvantaged minorities, should receive particuiai
provision; (4) Broadcasters should recognise their special relationship to the
sense of national identity and community; (5) Broadcisting should be distancedfrom all vested interests, and in particular from those of the government ofthe duy; (6) Universality of payment - one main instrument oI broadcasting
should be directly funded by the corpus of users; (7) Broadcasting should b;
structured so as to encourage competition in good programming rather than
competition for numbers; (8) The public guidelines foi broadcastilng should be
designed to liberate rather than restrict the programme makers. See also Jay
Blumler, Brynin M., and Nossiter T., who list-seven principles of public serviclbroadcasting in 'Broadcasting Finance and piogramme euality: AnInternational Review', European Journal of communiiation (London, l9g6),Vol.l, pp.343-363.
l6Morrell, w.P. ( 1935) New zealand. London: Ernest Benn. p.vii.lTcondliffe, J.B. and w.T.G Airey (1960) A short History of New zealand.
Auckland: Whitcombe and Tombs. p.254.
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access for primary produce as a protection against 'competition and
even the possible imperial designs of the young new Commonwealth of
Australia'.1 8

This did not mean, however, that New zearand sought to copy public
service broadcasting for the high-minded cultural reasons which were
expressed in Britain. Accounting for this apparently errant behaviour
can be explained by what historian W.H.Oliver has termed the
'utilitarian test'.le This was applied rigorously to those imported ideas
which had 'the most immediate bearing upon the practical satisfaction
of economic demands'. This unfailingly applied test could often totally
transform the original model. In New zearand,, oliver notes, 'may be
observed the quick reshaping of the patently useful, and the
emasculation of the apparently decorative'.

The obedience to the demand of utility grew from the conditions of
settlement. Country members of the New Zealand, Parliament, along with
rural politicians in Canada and Australia, were quick to appreciate the
benefits of wireless in linking geographically scattered populations. That
the government should assist in bringing the benefits of broadcasting to
all communities, no matter how remote, was an important motif
justifying public funding involvement in the medium in all three
nations.2o

Francis Castles comments2l that the colonial conception of the state
was fundamentally Benthamite, essentially existing to advance the
public good. He quotes James Bryce, who wrote in lg2l that Australians
saw the government as 'an instrument ready to hand to be employed
for diffusing among themselves and their neighbours comfort and

lSBorrie, w.D. (1994) The European peopling of Australasia: A Demographic
History 1788-1988. Canbena: ANU. p.Zll.
l9oliuer, w.H. (1960) The story of New zealand. London: Faber & Faber. p.270.20Hall, J.H. (1980) The History of Broadcasting in New zealand: Ig20-1g54,
Wellington: BCNZ, quotes (p.7) early New Z{aland broadcasting experimenter
Professor Robert Jack of Otago University. 'No country stands to benefit morethan New Zealand by having the disadvantage of iiolation removed.' Robert
Babe (1990) Telecommunications in Canada. loronto: Univ. of Toronto press,
states that 'national llity through communication hardware, (is) a recurring
theme in Canadian public policy,. p.2ZO.
2 I Castles, Francis G. ( | 989) 'Social Protection by Other Means: Australia,s
Strategy of Coping with External Vulnerabiliry', pp. iO-SS, in Francis G. Castles(ed.) The Comparative History of Public Policy. iambridge: Potity press. p.42.
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prosperity, the things they really care for...'. To pursue the public
economic good, the state in all three dominions was afforded a far
greater degree of leverage than that existing in Britain.

This publicly sanctioned direct state involvement meant that another
fundamental foundation of the British public service model - protection
of the broadcasters from political pressure - was observed far less. The
structures established for broadcasting in New Zealand, Canada and
Australia lacked the impediments to political interference that were set
up in Britain.

The importance of shielding public service broadcasting not merely
from commercial pressures but from political pressures as well was not
in doubt to Reith and others drawing up the blueprint for the BBC. They
shared the view that the medium had immense social and political
power. During the First World War there was the experience of the use
of propaganda by the politicians of the adversaries. The 'ensuing
reaction against the black art they had perfected'22 was a profound
influence on those shaping public broadcasting. The new medium, they
felt, must not be directly controlled by the government of the day. The
issue of freedom became one concerning ownership and control of the
media, the form of the debate one about 'the precise proximity to
government at which broadcasting should be placed'.zr The result of the
debate was the decision that public broadcasting should be independent
of government.

In Britain, the principle of the BBC's political independence and
impartiality was well established by the mid-1930s. This occumed not
merely through the personal beliefs and force of personality of John
Reith; it was a widely held view among those who had turned their
attention to the structuring of the new medium. writing in lgz4,
C.A.Lewis stated that although under government licence, 'broadcasting
is not governmental, it would be fatal for it to become the cats-paw of
any political policy. It must establish itself as an independent public
body, willing to receive any point of view in debate against its

22smith, The shadow
23Smith, The Slzadow

the Cave, p.37.
the Cave, p.32.

in
in
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adversary.'24 And the Crawford Committee of 1926, whose report on
British broadcasting was adopted by the government, was clear that the
new monopoly public corporation could be hampered by 'too rigid rules
and too constant supervision by the State....The Commissioners should
therefore be invested with the maximum freedom which Parliament is
prepared to concede.'25 The fact that the BBC's ultimate accountability
was 'to Parliament rather than to government was fundamental,.z6

The Crawford Report mirrored Reith's view. As a result of his
pressure the Charter of the BBC was granted under Royal Seal and was
to initially run for ten years. Windlesh am27 argues that Reith then
cemented the autonomy of the new corporation by standing fast against
the desire by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Winston Churchill, to
have the BBC completely commandeered during the 1926 General Strike
as a propaganda instrument for the government. Although the BBC did
not survive this first stern test of its independence from the politicians
without severe criticism, its right to determine its own editorial
decision-making had been preserved.

It must be added that Reith firmly saw the BBC as 'an institution
within the constitution'28 committed to the existing social and political
order. This framework excluded in practice views on the outer edges of
the political spectrum. As the Annan Report critically commented, the
ideals of public service broadcasting were those 'of a middle class
culture'.2 9

24McDonnell, Public Service Broadcasting: A Reader, p.13.
25Crawford Committee Report, para.l6. Quoted in Coase, British Broadcasting: A
Study in Monopoly, p.60.
26Windlesham, David J.G.H. ( 1980) Broadcasting in a Free Society. Oxford:
Blackwell. p.22.
2Twindlesham, Braadcasting in a Free Society, p.23.
28John Reith quoted in Tacey, M. (1977) The Production of political Television.
Londcn: Routledge. p.l5l. Raymond Kuhn (Kuhn, Raymond. (19g5) The politics
of Broadcasting. London: Croom Helm.) observes that the 'Goldilocks view' of
the BBC's political output, 'not too Conservative, not too Labour, just right,, has
always been a misleading description. 'The BBC has never been ideoLgically
neutral....' (p.l l)
29The Annan Report. (rg77) London: HMSO. p.14. John MacKenzie in his
history of the BBC during this period describes its culture as one of 'adherence
to the establishment line'. See MacKenzie, John M. (1986) 'In Touch with the
Infinite: The BBC and the Empire, l9z3-53', pp.l65-l9l in John M. MacKenzie
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Within these parameters there were guardians who, in the national
interest, were to safeguard the independence and judge the public
service of the broadcaster. The BBC's Board of Governors, as a body of
responsible lay members of the public, acted to govern and criticise the
functioning of the BBC. Their prestige has been a major factor in
securing independence and stature for the organisation, and their
guardianship, and their restraint from close interference in the
activities of the broadcasters, contrasts sharply with some of the actions
of the Boards of the public broadcasting entities in New Zealand.

Another strength of British public service broadcasting is that the
concept has not been static. It has moved with the social tenor of the
times, although critics have frequently rounded on the slow response to
social change exhibited by the BBC. In the 1950s, Director-General Ian
Jacob discerned the BBC's audience as plural in its tastes and so justified
the segmentation of its radio services to cater for those different tastes.
A decade later Hugh Greene further broadened the view of that
audience as plural not only in tastes but also in values. His conception of
public service 'marked the end of public service broadcasting as a
simple expression of cultural and moral consensus'.30

It was Greene during his period as director-general who also
introduced to the lore of public service that it had a task to 'encourage
the examination of views and opinions with an attitude of healthy
scepticism'.31 His philosophy saw a legitimate place for programmes
that were designed to challenge, shock and provoke. The notion that a
public service broadcaster could serve the public even by antagonising
substantial portions of it, countermanded the Reithian insistence on
avoiding anything rhat might be hurrful.

In 1977 the Annan Committee articulated
that in a new multi-choice environment it was
service broadcasters to preserve diversity

the growing perception
an objective of public
and so vitality in

("d.) Imperialism and Popular Culture. Manchester: Manchester University
Press. p.165.
3OMcDonnell, Public Service Broadcasting. p.50.
3 I McDonnell, Pubtic Service Broadcasting. p.50.
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broadcasting.32 It is examples like these of the reinterpretation of the
public service tradition that has led observers to comment that in
Britain it 'has proved remarkably adaptable and resilient'.3 3

The Dominions' Selective Adoption of Public Service
Broadcasting Features.

Despite the 'Britishness' of the institutional framework created for
public service broadcasting, it became the admired example for others.

In 1936, Clement Davies, an M.P. and member of the Ullswater
Committee on Broadcasting, said: 'We were fortunate in hearing
evidence from various countries, and were glad to know that other
countries regarded our system on the whole as being the ideal system

and the one which they desired now to copy and, in particular, it is the

one, I understand, which the Dominions now desire.'34 In terms of
policy models Britannia ruled the airwaves. The role of the state in
public broadcasting, however, was to be an area of essential difference.

From the earliest days of radio in New Zealand the government

played a developmental, yet also a meddling and self-interested role.
Anthony Smith comments that the controls to which broadcasting is
subject reveals a great deal about the society in which it resides.3s New

Zealand's approach to the new medium involved caution and restriction.
A wireless enthusiast wishing to own a receiving set in the early days of
radio had 'to pass a test in morse, sign a declaration before a Justice of
the Peace and supply a certificate of character'.36 Underlying such

strictures was the ethos of the small, relatively homogeneous
community striving to better itself and underpinned with a strong social
pressure for conformity.

MacKay states that nowhere else in the English speaking world was

broadcasting so rigidly controlled. The first radio regulations, gazetted

32Whitelaw, William. (1985)'Thirty Years of Independent Television', in
Independent Television: 30 Years and Beyond. London: IBA. p.4.
33McDonnetl, Public Service Broadcasting. p.8.
34Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, April 29, 1936. Quoted in Coase,
British Broadcasting: A Study in Monopoly, p.129.
35smith, The Shadow in the Cave. p.14.
36Mackay, Ian K. (1953) Broadcasting in New Zealand. Wellington: A.H. &
A.W.Reed. p.20.
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in 7923, prohibited the broadcasting of 'propaganda of a controversial
nature' and anything that could be considered 'of a seditious, profane,
obscene, libellous or offensive nature'. The main motivation for these

strictures was the uncertainty of the possible impact of the medium on

the community. Yet despite any laudable motive and popular sanction,
the legacy of the legislation was to establish 'a principle that the

broadcaster was answerable to government...'.37

In 1925 the regulations were extended to require broadcasters to

transmit any communication the government, or any department,
desired to send out. It might be argued that New Zealand began with
not only a restrictive but also a dependent notion of the role of
broadcasting. Broadcasting was firmly regarded as existing to support
the purposes of the state.

The strict application of the regulation proscribing the broadcasting

of 'propaganda of a controversial naturer severely restricted what could

be heard over the air. Government was essentially paternalistic, the

governing party seen to mirror and embody the expectations of the

polity as a whole. Although presented as an exercise in the pursuit of
social harmony it was rightly criticised with embuing the broadcasting

system with a totalitarian character.3 8

Through the 1920s New Zealand broadcasting was the realm of
private operators and enthusiasts operating under tight government

regulation. There was a structure which comprised of more powerful
main centre 'A' stations supplemented by 'a raggle-taggle army of local
outfits',39 the lower-powered 'B' stations. A new direction towards the

admired BBC-style was suggested with the structure announced to run

national 'A' station radio broadcasting from January 1932. Board control
was to take over the services of the private but government-supported

3Tcregory, Politics and Broadcasting: Before and Beyond the NZBC. p.274.
3Scregory, Politics and Braadcasting: Before and Beyond the NZBC, p.3l; quotes
a letter which appeared in the (New Zealand) Listener on I July, 1949, in
which the principal of Victoria University College, Sir Thomas Hunter,
complained that (New Zealand) broadcasting 'is not democratic in nature and
can be made so only if all shades of opinion may be heard on the air....Until
(then) the totalitarian character of our broadcasting system will remain'.
39Carter, Ian. (1993) Gadfly: The Life and Times of James Shelley. Auckland:
Auckland University Press. p.202.
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and regulated, Radio Broadcasting Company. An independent Board of
three members would control the service which would continue to be
financed by licence fee revenue. Neither the members of the Board nor
its employees were to be members of the government bureaucracy.

Although opposed by the business community and the press,4o the
public generally accepted the new order on the understanding that
listeners would receive a better service and that there were safeguards
against the possibility of political control. But those safeguards were
never put in place. lndeed, the first three members of the Board were
all political appointments4t with no background or even previously
expressed interest in broadcasting.

The Board was fond of the catchcry that it was 'following the BBC'
and emulating that organisation's success, but the local version was not
viewed as anywhere near as effective by the listening public.
Dissatisfaction continued over the standard of programming, the Board's
meekness in not allowing controversy on air and the slow progress
being made in the extension of national coverage. The Board
concentrated on providing two station coverage for the four main
centres while many regional areas still suffered from poor reception.
Rather than remove pressure from the government, the
accomplishments of the Board actually added to them.

The early history of radio broadcasting in Australia outwardly
mirrored the New Zealand pattern with 'A' and 'B' class stations. Both
were run by private companies under licence. In this case, however, the
'A' class radio stations were financed mainly by revenue collected by
the postmaster-general from listeners fees, whereas 'B' class stations,
unlike their New Zealand counterparts, could sell advertising.a2 As in

40n'ly.Z.Herald editorial remarked: 'There has never been a more foolish
example of State interference in a field positively marked for private
enterprise nor one that will be more vehemently condemned by the general
public.' Quoted by MacKay, Broadcasting in New Zealand, p.32.
4l One Board member was an announced candidate against the prime Minister,but withdrew after receiving his appointment. See Mackay, Ian K. ( 1953)
Broadcasting in New zealand. wellington: A.H. & A.w.Reed. p.+0.
4 2 Note that this was an important distinction between the two nations as
advertising income allowed for retative financial security for B stations in
Austrafia' Australia had a definite 'dual system' whilst in New Zealand the B
stations struggled on limited sponsorship and supporters' contributions.
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Canada and New Zealand the broadcasters were concentrated in the
more heavily populated areas and politicians representing rural
constituencies were pressed for government intervention to ensure
services for outlying areas. Here again the thrust for public broadcasting
was the demand of coverage for all.

In early 1932 the Australian Postmaster-General received
representations that the British approach be adopted. As in New Zealand
there had been considerable public disquiet at the slow pace at which
coverage was being extended and dissatisfaction over the standard of
programming. Government intervention was to give Australians 'what
private initiative had proved unable to deliver,.4 3

In March 1932 the Australian Broadcasting Commission Bill was
introduced, beginning with a reference to the government's decision to
adopt, in principle, the British system of control. Despite the imperial
design, the modifications to the British public service archerype were
significant. The Commission was born without the BBC's 'brute force of
monopoly' as the 'B' commercial stations were well established. In New
Zealand the government's somewhat limp defence for the Broadcasting
Board's failure to establish a BBC pattern was that they were hampered
by the existence of the local service privately-owned 'B' stations,
depriving the national broadcaster of a clear field.

The ABC was also not to have its British counterpart's longer leash
from the politicians. Even after a debate in which some Members of
Parliament argued that the ABC should have the same independence as
that enjoyed by the BBC, the Postmaster-General retained the right to
prohibit the broadcasting of any matter he desired. He could also veto
any ABC project involving expenditure of more than five thousand
pounds. There was no founding charter for the Commission, and the
guardians of the body's independence - the chairman and the
commissioners - were granted a lowly status and very little
remuneration. Nor were the Commissioners obviously non-partisan. Of
the five member Commission, four had connections to the government.
When pressed on this issue, a government spokesperson remarked that

43Inglis, K.S. (1983)
I932-I983. Carlton:

This is the ABC: The Ausnalian Broadcasting Commission
Melbourne University Press. p.17.
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'the type of person required to run the ABC was unlikely to be found
among the ranks of [opposition] Labour Supporters'.44

The founders of the ABC believed that the qualities they admired in
the BBC were transferable to an Australian setting. The Ig3Z ABC Act
theoretically gave Australia its own BBC, but in practice it proved
difficult to graft desirable features of the British organisation on to its
antipodean counterpart. As in New Zealand, the public service vision
was distorted by local peculiarities, especially the more censorious
approach to the issue of controversy in broadcasting imposed by a close
political eye.

A totally commercial system also existed in Canada prior to lg31. In
1929 a Royal Commission (the Aird Commission) had recommended
complete public ownership to operate public service broadcasting on the
British model, but this was never instituted. The Broadcasting Act of
1932 set up a public broadcasting authority charged with carrying out
national broadcasting objectives and responsibilities.

A broad consensus had emerged in Canadian society around the view
that only a public broadcasting service could serve all communities,
providing an 'equality of service' across the nation. Hitherto private
radio stations had mostly established themselves in the larger centres
and there was criticism by neglected rural dwellers and from French-
speaking Canadians. There was also 'a fairly general unease with the
quality of programme service and the increasing stridency of radio
a d v er ti s i n g' .4s The pre-eminent rationale for public ownership,
however, was that it was required as a defence against the domination
of the airwaves by broadcast services from the United States. Thus the
move away from the American model to the 'Empire' model reflected an
emphasis on 'national purpose' rather than 'public service' and was
motivated by issues of quality of service, national coverage and
defensive nationalism rather than a desire to promote broadcasting's
educative role or independence of voice.

44lnglis, This is the ABC, p.18.
4 5 Peers, Frank W. (lg7g) The
Canadian Broadcasting lg52-lg68.

Public Eye: Television and the Politics of
Toronto: Toronto University Press. p.4l 8.
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Canadian governments seemed unwilling to make any clear choice
among the several options that were theoretically open to them.46 As a
result the broadcasting system was a curious hybrid, neither a public
service system on the British model, a commercial system on the
American, nor a dual system on the Austrarian example.

'Public Servant' Broadcasting.
The existence of the unpopular Broadcasting Board in New Zealand,

was terminated by the election of a new government in 1935. In over
three years of existence, it never established an attachment with the
listening public. By contrast, only two years after its formation the BBC
was 'an institution, a recognised power in the state as well as in
society'.41 The failure of the Board discredited the Corporation control
that proved so successful in Britain and made the vision of ministerial
control appear as a welcome alternative.4 8

The term 'ministerial control' rather understates the relationship
between broadcasting and politician. Control of the national broadcaster
was vested in a full government department and the Minister in charge
was the Prime Minister. Michael Joseph Savage's rationale for state
broadcasting prominently included the fact that other avenues of
publicity had been denied his party, which viewed the conservative
press as irredeemably hostile.

'The government has a duty to the people not to keep them
in the dark. what the newspapers neglect to do the
Broadcasting service will do. we have a far-reaching
programme and we want the people with us everywhere. The
government is going to be the master of publicity.'+e

This was essentially the role Winston Churchill had advocated for the
BBC in the General Strike of 1926.

46Peers, The Public Eye, p.xiii.
4TBriggs' Asa' ( 1985) The BBC: The First Fifty Years. Oxford: Oxford University
Press. p.58.
48MacKay, Broadcasting in New Zealand, p.57.
49M.J.savage in a_speech reported in the N. z.Herald, 9 June 1936. euoted by
Stewart, Donald E._ 1nd Logan Moss (19s3) 'communication policy in New
Zealand: overseas Influence and Local Neglect', pp.Z55-294 in patricia Edgar
and Sayed Rahim (eds.), Com,munication Poliiy in Divetoped Counties. London:
Kegan Paul Inrernational. p.275.
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For what the party considered to be both important and politically
expedient reasons, Labour's ideals about an independent fourth estate
were not to extend to the structure of broadcasting. State control,
following private and board approaches, marked the third political
experiment for broadcasting in ten years. It ushered in a period that
could be described as public servant rather than pubtic service
broadcasting. s o

The private 'B' stations, outside of the national system, had been
promised advertising prior to the election and this they were given.
When faced with the prospect that they might come under newspaper
control, however, the government decided to bring all broadcasting
under departmental control. It unveiled plans for a state-owned
commercial service to operate alongside the national non-commercial
network. Prime Minister Savage, an avid radio listener, was moved in
office by his fear of newspaper monopoly away from his previous
opposition to government control of the medium.5l The 'B' station
owners could join this service by selling to the government or they
could remain outside of this structure but without advertising. Most
accepted the government's offer.

Prior to the 1935 election Savage was considered to be an ally of the
'B' stations. The broadcasts of the Reverend Colin Scrimgeour (Uncle
Scrim) on IZB prior to the 1935 election were seen as 'anti-government'
and had thus been helpful to the opposition Labour Party. They also
provided clear examples of the power of radio broadcasting which was
not lost on the politicians. Scrimgeour's 'Friendly Road' sessions on the
Auckland station fumed against the condition of those hit hardest by
the depression and the inadequacy of government policies to deal with
the hardship. When IZB came under political pressure because of his

50The Sykes Committee of Inquiry into Broadcasting in Britain in lg13 rejected
state control. Among other reasons they thought that a government which hadto select the news and talks to be broadcait 'would U" constantly open ro
suspicion that it was using its unique opportunities to advance the interests of
the 

- 
political party in power; and, in thJ endeavour to avoid anything in the

slightest degree controversial, it would probably succeed in making its service
intolerably dull'. Para.Zl, Sykes Committee Repoit. Quoted in Coase, R.H. (1950)
British Broadcasting: A study in Monopoly. Lbndon: LSE/Longmans. p.39.
5l Gustafson, Barry. (1986) From the cradle to the Grave: A Biography of
Michael Joseph Savage. Auckland: Reed Methuen. p.l4l.
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controversial broadcasts52 he drew 20,000 Aucklanders to a protest
meeting at Carlaw Park. The uproar surrounding the jamming, by
apparent government order, of his last session before the 1935 election
was said to have helped make the difference between 'a mere win for
Labour and a landslide win.'53 The message of Scrim's crusade,

according to Ian Carter was that 'radio was popular. Used skilfully, it
might influence elections.'54

The live broadcasting of parliamentary debates, authorised by the
government in 1936, helped to disguise the completed political
domination of broadcasting. Parliament was viewed as the primary
arena for political dispute and Savage would claim that for the first
time, anywhere in the world, the public had direct access to the words

of their elected representatives in action. It was a disarming argument

to those who claimed that placing broadcasting under direct ministerial
control constituted a threat to New Zealand's democracy.

Prime Minister Savage certainly fulfilled his promise to become the

master of radio publicity. He spoke directly to the radio audience
through his regular fireside chats on Sunday evenings. The fact that

there was no right of reply by opposition politicians was explained
away by the argument that all sides were covered in the broadcast

proceedings of Parliament. Rather than antipathy, there was popular
enthusiasm for the relaying of Parliament and Savage's Sunday talks. In

a time of dramatic political change, rather than expectedly dull and

worthy, they were viewed aE 'vitally alive and real'.55

Savage appointed a New Zealand 'Reith' to run the non-commercial
national network. Professor James Shelley came to the post of Director
of Broadcasting from the Chair of Education at Canterbury University
College. He had a reputation as a dominating and powerful personality, a

5 2Scrimgeour's talks had a reflection in Australia where Edward Alexander
Mann('The Watchman') commented on international affairs on the ABC. His
criticism of government policies in September 1939 led to a government threat
to remove him from the air.
53Edwards, Les (1971) Scrim: Radio Rebel in Retrospect Auckland: Hodder &
Stoughton. p.98.
54Carter, Ian ( 1993) Gadfly: The Life antl Times of James Sheltey. Auckland:
AUP. p.203.
ssMacKay, Broadcasting in New Zealand, p.79.
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progressive thinker and an authority on drama, art and education.
Shelley echoed Reithian views in a Reithian tone: 'There was once a

wicked lady called Circe, who was reputed to turn human beings into
swine. The object of broadcasting should be the exact opposite.'S6

Yet on the question of the broadcasting service's independence from
the politicians, Shelley didn't appear to have any objections to the

reality of direct government control. As one of the architects of Labour's

education PolicysT there can be no doubt that he saw Labour's victory in
1935 as a new dawn. State-controlled broadcasting was seen to be as

self-evidently desirable as a state system of education. He is reported to

have argued that: 'Broadcasting is too powerful an instrument to be in
the hands of anyone except the state, or an organisation responsible to

the state.'58 Although extolling the benefits of the BBC approach to
programming, he evidently did not distinguish the independence that

organisation had secured - and which it considered vital in its
relationship with the politicians - from his own. James Shelley's
biographer, Ian Carter, writesSe that as Director of Broadcasting Shelley
felt constrained to abide by government-imposed restrictions on

controversy, and to temper his principled opposition to censorship. He

undoubtedly saw his service as contributing to the post-Depression
construction of the country's welfare state, particularly with his
recognised cultural contribution to music, drama and the arts. It was a

New Zealand focus on the utility of the institution as part of the

country's development. Nevertheless New Zealand broadcasting under

Shelley's direction saw little progress towards the development of those

public broadcasting functions deemed essential to the emergence of an

open society.

State or administrative broadcasting operated without Governors,
Commissioners or ^ Board providing a buffer between the politicians
and the broadcasters. Its operation relied on the close working
relationship of the broadcasting administrator and the minister. By its

56Keith, Hamish and William Main (eds.) (1984) New Zealand Yesterdays: A
Look at our Recent Past. Sydney: Reader's Digest. p.160.
57see Carter, Gadfly: The Lifu and Times of James Shelley, p.198.
5SGregory, Politics and Broadcasting:before and Beyond the NZBC, p.30.
59Carter, Gadfly:The Life and Times of James Shelley, p.237.
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nature this was a partnership of absolute inequality. The minister and

his government called the tune. The structure also encouraged
politicians to consider broadcasting as their fiefdom and they were
jealous of administrators seeking to build independent power bases.

Under Savage's successor as prime minister, Peter Fraser, political
direction of the medium became even more pronounced. As part of a

continuing pattern in New Zealand, it was notable that, although Fraser

had two Ministers of Broadcasting during his term of office, Frederick
Jones and David Wilson, they were lesser lights within the Cabinet60 and

the Prime Minister took the key decisions himself. The extent of Prime
Ministerial overlordship of this portfolio is reflective of the national
distinctiveness of New Zealand' s demo cracy as being 'more
Westminister than Westminster' in the extent of executive power. For

example, during the post-war conscription referendum Fraser
instructed that only the 'yes' campaign was to be publicised on the air

and under no circumstance was any time to be made available to the

'no' case. After pressure he finally agreed to one talk being given for the

'no' case, but he nominated the speaker.6l

One result of this party political use of the medium was that the

party in opposition was always deeply suspicious of any broadcasting
policy enacted by the party in power. There could not be the cross-

party agreement under which the BBC operated. In New Zealand few
subjects were more capable of arousing controversy, and it became a

football to be kicked around by both parties.

The two other Dominions appear to have shared the comparative
feature of moving towards greater political controI as the 1930s

progressed. The ABC shared with the BBC the influence of a 'founding

60MacKay, Broadcasting in New Zealand;, describes Jones as 'cautious, and out
of his depth in handling broadcasting', and Wilson as a minister who 'revelled
in day to day administrative matters'. pp.l04-5.
6f MacKay, Broadcasting in New Zealand, p.108. See also Day, The Radio Years,
p.298, who confirms that Fraser's initial intention was not to allow groups
opposed to conscription to broadcast at all. And Qualter, T.H. (1962) 'Politics and
Broadcasting: Case Studies in Political Interference', in The Canadian Journal
of Economics and Political Science, 28:2 pp.225-234, quotes statistics from press
and radio news bulletins. Twenty-five separate news items reported speeches
and meetings favourable to the government with only three items where
views on the issue were said to be 'mixed'.(p.231).
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father'. In the Australian case it was william James cleary, who was
chairman of the Australian Broadcasting Commission for ten years from
1934. Cleary was at least a persistent advocate of the ABC's educative
and cultural responsibilities. However, to achieve some measure of
political independence he instituted a 'play safe' philosophy with regard
to political controversy.

In part Cleary's cultural aims were assisted by the high penetration
of commercial radio in Australia. By I94O there were 100 commercial
stations as against 26 ABC stations.62 Their activities partly released the
ABC from the BBC's task of satisfying a popular audience, allowing it to
cater for minority interests. The policy of catering to 'high culture' was
safe ground. The ABC, like its contemporaries in New Zealand, and
Canada, developed a formula for survival based on self-censorship,
keeping well within parameters it thought its political masters would
approve of.

The Institutionalisation of political Compliance in Canada,
Australia and New Zealand.

In Australia political interference was closely bound up with political
control of the ABC's finances. Reductions in the licence fee were merely
threatened throughout the 1930s, but in 1940 it was cut without
consultation. At this time full ministerial control was also a possibility
as Australian politicians, especially on the left of the Labour party,o:
looked across the Tasman at what had happened in New Zealand. That
example was not followed. In fact, the Broadcasting Act of lg47
introduced checks on political interference by requiring that ministerial
notices be given in writing and details be included in the Commission's
Annual Report. But the 1942 Act also created a parliamentary standing
committee on broadcasting. Although this committee was established to
report merely on matters of policy referred to it by parliament or the

62Figures from Thomas,
Two Decades. Carlton:
63The Labour Party in
to use public radio to
Chifley came close to
1948. See Inglis, This is

Alan. (1980) Broadcast and be Damned: The ABC,s First
Mefbourne University Press. p.76.

Australia, like their New Zealand counterparts, sought
counter the bias of a conservative press. Prime Minister

attempting the full nationalisation of broadcasting in
the ABC, p.132.
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minister, the level of its activities led the ABC to complain that it was
being subject to almost daily supervision. Alan Thomas comments6a that
'its "nark" role inhibited ABC freedom of action throughout the 1940s'.
The close observation of the broadcaster by the politicians meant that
the ABC remained politically compliant. This 'compliance' is said to have
created a tradition, 'even an institutional ideology',65 that has continued
to affect its operations to the present day.

It was also true in Canada that public broadcasting achieved neither
the degree of political independence of the BBC nor its monopoly status.
In 1936 an incoming Liberal government in Canada set up a new pubtic
agency, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, but again the 'British
influence was not strong enough to induce the government to set up a
totally non-commercial slStem'.66 A positive feature in defending public
broadcasting's independence was the existence of a powerful lobby
group, the Radio League. In New Zealand no such group emerged. Public
broadcasting's proponents and allies in Canada, especially the League,
were able to convince Prime Minister McKenzie not to vest its control in
a government department or allow private radio station owners
unlimited scope for expansion.

However, the independence of the new Canadian public broadcaster
was restricted during the Second World War when the governmenr
moved to tighten its control over broadcasting, eclipsing the CBC board
in the name of the wartime necessity for a close day-to-day relationship
between government and public broadcaster. In Canada it has been
dubbed 'administrative broadcdsting',67 a period when, as with
'departmental broadcasting' in New Zealand,, the public interest clearly
ends up second best to the interests of the state.

once in power and in control of the levers of broadcasting
governments in all three Dominions proved extremely reluctant
them go. Although in New zealand, the National party railed
Labour's use of radio from 1935 onwards, when National came to

power,

to let
against
power

64Thomas, Broadcast and be Damned, p.lT4.
65Thomas, Broadcast ancl be Damned, p.9l
66Peers, Television and the Politics of Canadian Broadcasting tg52-l96S, p.421.
!7-naUoy, Marc. (1990)_.Missed opportunities: The Story of Canada's Broadcasting
Policy. Montreal & Kingston: McGill-eueen's university press. p.ll.
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in 1949 it retained full departmental control of the New Zealand
Broadcasting Service, though this was clearly in conflict with the stated
ideal of the organisation as independent and impartial.6s

Formal departmental control of broadcasting ended in New Zealand
with the Broadcasting Act of 1961. The following year the New Zealand
Broadcasting Corporation took over from the New Zealand Broadcasting
Service. Again the BBC model was raised as the inspiration for the new
order. But the new corporation was more 'a product of political
compromise and administrative practicality'6g than of any commitment
to a philosophy of an independent public broadcaster. old habits
persisted; not only traditional managerial practices but political
tentacles could be found in the governing legislation of the new
corporation. under section 11 of the Act, the NZBC was to 'comply with
the general policy of the Government of New Zealand with respect to
broadcasting, and shall comply with any general or specific directives
given in writing by the Minister pursuant to the policy of the
Government in relation thereto'. The government also maintained a
tight control over capital expenditure under Section 12 of the Act and
appointed the highest positions in both the administrative and policy
areas of the corporation under Sections 3 and 16. The Act seemed to
'carry ample clauses to ensure that the government continued to have
the whip hand'.70

The differences between the old departmental and new Corporation
structure were simply that in the new system the control lines were
more subtle. But they were just as strong. Writing at the time, Alex
Toogood observedT l that the end result of this name changing exercise

6-8An_ opposition member noted during the l95l Waterfront Dispute that: ,By
th9 Emergency Regulations the press was practically blacked 'out 

except i;
relation to government statements. The radio was used only by those who werein support of the government.' New Zealand Parliamentary debates, Vol. Zg4,
p-65. Quoted by Day, Patrick (1994) The Radio Years: A iittory of Broadcastingin New zealand. voL1. Auckland: Auckrand university press. p.:oi.
69Gregory, Politics and Broarlcasting, p.39.
70Rhodes, Martin. (1977) 'The Management of Broadcasting in Advanced
Capitalist Society: The Media, The Miss Public and the Stale', Unpublished
Sociology M.A. Research Essay, University of Canterbury, November lgi7. p.ZS.
7 I Toogood, Alex. ( 1969) 'How Independent is New Zealand's Broadcasting
Corporation?' Journalism Quarterly, 46., 105-l13. p. 107.
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was far from clear. Robert GregoryTz identifies the main reason behind
the change as the introduction of a nationwide television service and
the decision to keep both radio and the new medium under public
control. To assuage elements within the National caucus who looked for
the introduction of private broadcasting, part of the structure was
borrowed from the canadian model. In canada the cBC was the
regulator of private broadcasters. Thus the NZBC was given the powers
to grant warrants to private radio and television stations. But the
moment was lost to debate widely the introduction of television through
a full public inquiry or a Royal Commission. There was considerable
political reluctance to relinquish the 'partisan privilege of shaping the
administrative structure of public broadcasting'.73

Unsurprisingly, the NZBC failed to show the independence its new
corporation status appeared to imply.Ta Most of its employees had spent
many years as departmental public servants: '...the same faithful, loyal
devoted crew, rowing with the same cautious minds in the same
direction...from habit and years of conditioning, these men wanted a
quiet life free from any controversy likely to offend the politician.'7 5

Les Cleveland commented at the end of the sixties that in New Zealand
the media may prefer 'to see themselves as custodians of approved
social values' and 'the journalist's relationship to the state resembles
that of a well-behaved draught horse rather than a vigilant watchdog'.76

In the 1l years of the corporation from 1962 to 1972, respective
Ministers of Broadcasting replied to an average of 37 questions a year
about the day-to-day administration of the NZBC compared to an
average of 14 for the preceding l l years of departmental
administrati on.77 Section I I of the Act requiring the corporation to

Tz3regory, Politics and Broadcasting, p.39.
T3Gregory, Politics and Broadcasting, p.41.
74Hugh Rennie comments (Personal Interview, l2 March, lgg4) that when he
arriv_ed as newly appointed chairman of the Broadcasting Corporation in t 984he found 'a government department that had never found its wav to become a
corporation'.
75Bick, Gordon. (1968) The compass File. christchurch: caxton press. p.96.
T6Cleveland, Les. (t969) 'The New Zealand Mass Media System: Functions and
Responsibilities', Political Science, 2l (Z): 36-4g. p.3g.
77 A\ attempt by Director-General Gilbert Stringer to create a triumvirate of
equal power between the NZBC Board, himself ind the minister is documented
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comply with the general policy of the government, also kept the door
open to allow a significant role for informal influence out of the public's
gaze. In 1968 a former current affairs producer commented: 'In a small
intimate society, where relationships are very informal, pressures can

easily be applied on a friendly basis by a mere telephone call
ministers, the director-general, and departmental heads, are all on first
name terms.'78 Five years later the 'Adam Committee', set up to make

recommendations on restructuring the NZBC, saw as one of its main
tasks'to get rid...of what has been described as'the omnipresent
environment of political conscience'.79

It has been arguedS0 that the sixties were, in an important sense, a

wasted decade for public broadcasting in New Zealand. The application
of corporation control did not lead to independent public service
broadcasting, but to its discrediting. Radio stagnateds l and applications
by several groups for private warrants failed as the NZBC protected its

own fiefdom. Robert Chapman argues82 that public television was

parasitically built out of public commercial radio, eating into its
advertising, robbing it of its surpluses and sapping its resources and

people. However, one pirate radio station, Radio Hauraki, broke the

mould and public support for the station was such that the government

was forced to intervene, removing licence-granting power from the

NZBC in 1969 and vesting it in a Broadcasting Authority. Over the next

few years seven private radio warrants were issued.

The main achievement of the 1960s was in the spread of a television
signal throughout the nation.83 Again the 'utilitarian test' of bringing the

by Gregory (Politics and Broadcasting, p.62.). In practice this soon broke down.
He argues that Stringer understood the paradox that political independence
could be diminished rather than enhanced by the change from departmental
to corporation control with a politically appointed board guaranteeing neither
competence nor non-partisan administration.
78Bick, The Compass File. p.104.
79Adam Committee (1973) The Broadcasting Future of New Zealand: Report
the Committee on Broadcasting. Wellington: Government Printing Office.
July. p.8.
SOcregory, Politics and Broadcasting, p.84.
8lsee Stewart & Moss, 'Communication Policy in New Zealand', p.276.
82chapman, Robert (1992) Seminar at Auckland University, I I March.
8 3 In Canada the CBC in the 1930s and 1940s prided itself on building a
communications infrastructure 'that only a government corporation could

of
3l
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service to the whole population was of paramount importance, and the
NZBC saw its primary mission as the extension of coverage rather than
the creation of an independent information service or a focus on the
range and quality of its output. The organisation was happier fulfilling
technical tasks, what it saw as its 'primary mission' of extending
coverage. It preferred to focus on this rather than deal with questions
concerning its philosophy of broadcasting, particularly the controversy
generated by the establishment of a news service.

Grappling with the Bush of Thorns: News and Current Affairs
Broadcasting.

The lack of progress down the path of public service broadcasting in
New Zealand can be measured by the time it took to establish a
comprehensive news service. A former chairman of the Independent
Broadcasting Authority in Britain, Lord Thomson, pictured broadcast
journalism, 'informing the public accurately and with due impartiality,
IasJ an essential element of public service broadcasting, on any
definition of the term'.84 The BBC began to create its own news service
after the granting of the 1927 Charter. One of the objects of the BBC as

stated in the Royal Charter was: 'To collect news of and information
relating to current events in any part of the world and in any manner
that may be thought fit and to establish and subscribe ro news-
agencies.'(Clause 3c)8s

In New Zealand 'state broadcasting did not foster any distinctive
tradition of news journalism'.86 Before direct state control, the
Broadcasting Board established in l93l made no attempt to set up its
own news service and relied on permission to read from the daily
newspapers. Prime Minister Savage authorised the broadcasting of a

have achieved'. Hodgetts, J.E. (1946) 'Administration
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,, Canadian

and Politics: The Case of
Iournal of Economics and

of Independent Broadcasting', pp. I l -20
Beyond, London: IBA..p.14.

Political Science, 12 (4): 454-469. p.460.
S4Thomson, Lord (1985) 'Thirty years
in Independent Television:30 Years and
85Coase, British Broadcasting, p.62.
86Hope, Yuyl" (l?9g.'Media Represenrations of the New Zealand Economy: An
exercise in Critical Theory', Unpublished Ph.D Thesis, University of Auckland.
p.l12.
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supplementary daily'government news service'in 1938 and told the
House of Representatives that nothing went out without his authority.sT
It consisted largely of official government handouts prepared in the
Prime Minister's Department. The aim was a bulletin of 'positive' news
from the government to counter the 'negative' press.

An incoming National government in 1949 responded to the criticism
of government control of radio news by an administrative sleight of
hand. The new Prime Minister, Holland, announced in 1950 that
henceforth the news would be prepared by the Tourist and publicity
Department and not by his own officers. The fact was, however, that he
was the Minister in charge of that department. The government
regularly used the bulletins to announce its own good news or vilify its
opponents, as it did during the l95l Waterfront strike. The most glaring
exampleS8 was when in 1950 the government announced in a special
national link-up the conclusion of a national railway strike on terms
favourable to itself. The bulletin was read on air by the acting prime
Minister K.J.Holyoake. Writing in 1953 the broadcaster Ian Mackay
bemoaned the'absence of a news service worthy of the name,.89

In the era of the NZBC, the setting up of a comprehensive news
service created problems new to the administration's experience.
Broadcasting news and current affairs sharply focused political
attention on them. The politicians were particularly sensitive and
suspicious about what the new corporation did with a service which had
been more directly their preserve and touched so closely their personal
interests. Chapman claims that New Zealand legislators reacted to the
advent of television by trying [o control its news and current affairs
content.9 o

8 7 Qualter, T.H. (1962) 'Politics and Broadcasting: Case Studies in political
Interference', The Canadian Journal of Economici and Political Science. 28,2:
225-234. pp^232-3.
8Scregory, Politics ond Broaclcasting, p.21. Also eualter, p.233.
89MacKay, Broad.casting in New Zealand, p.9.
90chapman, Robert. seminar at Auckland university, I I March lggz.
A-ccording to a journalist involved in the early days of NZBC news and current
affairs there was little for the politicianJ to fear. Self-censorship in an
atmo,sphere of political Eaze eschewed grappling with controversy. 'Left toitself, New Zealand's television system will - err on the side of ciution, wilt
prefer the safe to the toey, will feel more at ease with a report about harbour
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Until 1969 the NZBC sought to insulate itself from polirical criticism
by seeking to operate a policy of strict, or perhaps better expressed as
restrictive, impartiality in its news and current affairs programmes.
'Mandatory balance' within each programme allowed politicians to
prevent controversial issues from being dealt with simply by refusing
to take part. Their refusal to appear meant that neither could the point
of view of their opponents be presented. The ABC in Australia adopted a
more flexible definition of 'balance' in programming in June 1946.
Controversial political material could be broadcast provided that 'over a
reasonable period' care was taken to present alternative views.g l

The nature of public affairs programming would also dominate
debate about the CBC in Canada throughout the 1960s. Raboy commenrs
that political pressure to have the CBC reflect consensus rather than
conflict became intense. The 1966 controversy over the public affairs
programme This Hour Has Seven Days led the producer to comment that
the CBC simply did not want to do controversial programming.
Journalists and programme producers felt that such incidents
undermined the legitimacy of the hierarchical administrative
institutions the CBC and NZBC had become. The amending of this
'mandatory balance' stricture in New Zealand to enable balance 'over
time' in 1969 allowed journalists far greater opportunity to interpret
political issues. It was a convention the BBC had operated since the
thirties but its application in New Zealand, allowed for the somewhat
late flowering of current affairs programming.

The popular British Gallery programme gave birth to a New Zealand
counterpart, also called Gallery, marked by its vigorous and challenging
interviews of politicians. The Board of the NZBC had particular difficulty
with this type of programme. In their view news and current affairs
programming in the turbulent social climate of the late sixties and early
seventies, attacked the traditional New Zealand desire for consensus by
concentrating on the negative and destructive in society.g2 The board

facilities than with examining aborrion.' Johnsrone, Ian ( l96g) The Right
Channel. Dunedin: John Mclndoe. p.38.
9l See Thomas, Broadcast and be Damned, p. 16l.
92For similar comments by Canadian broadcasting administrators, see Raboy,
Missed Opportunities, pp.l4I-2 and p.165.
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sought to influence producers by passing resolutions of commendation
or reproof on particular programmes.e3 Coverage of the Vietnam War
and New Zealand's involvement was of particular concern to the board
and to counter accusations of anti-government bias, the then Chairman
of the NZBC, Brigadier McKinnon, invited the Defence Minister to give
the government's version of the situation in Vietnam in time specially
set aside in the middle of a television news bulletin.

Events such as this show how shallowly rooted any traditions of
independent public service broadcasting were in New Zealand. During
the sixties in Britain the Director-General of the BBC, Hugh Greene,94 It
his interpretation of public service broadcasting was seeking to
encourage his producers to examine views and opinions in an
atmosphere of 'healthy scepticism', and he sanctioned the production of
programmes bitingly satirical of
initiative was forthcoming from
Zealand.

Yet even in Britain there grew up a widely held belief that
programme-makers and journalists were acting on their own behalf as a
pressure group for certain kinds of social change. They were, allegedly,
trivialising politics, sweeping away established mores without general
consent and dictating changes in attitude without the understanding or
the right to do so. The change was frequently summed up in the term
'trendiness'.95 In New Zealand the reaction by politicians to the
activities of broadcasting journalists was personified in the direct attack
by National Party leader Robert Muldoon against the 'trendy lefties' of
broadcasting. It brought with it an implication of cultural dictation and
the foreboding of an impending backlash.

93Gregory, Politics and Broadcasting, p.53.
94Rutherford, When Television Was young, p. 130,
adaptive vision of Hugh Greene with ttraf of CeC
Ouimet.
95Smith, British Broadcasting, p.l g0.

the nation's politicians. No such
broadcasting administrators in New

unfavourably contrasts the
Director-General Alphonse
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Similar trials: Canadian Pubtic Broadcasting in the Fifties and
S ixti es.

The establishment of television in Canada in the fifties followed the
pattern of radio: partly state-supported, partly commercial. For the
rapid expansion of the national service, private affiliates were used to
supplement coverage. A reliance was placed on the co-operation
between public and private development.

The arrival of television intensified the struggle between the
proponents of a predominantly public system, and a system that was
mainly commercial in emphasis and basis of support. The key interest
group for public broadcasting, the Canadian Radio League, had gone out
of existence so the burden for speaking for the public structure fell
more and more on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation itself. The
result was that at times it acted, and was seen to act, as a self-
interested pressure group. Even SO, it was restrained in what it put to
air as a broadcaster by its own wish not to become embroiled in
political controversy.

As the 1950s progressed, Government support weakened for the
'Canadian compromise' of cooperation between public and private
sectors, with the CBC as the central institution. The private sector grew
in strength with the CBC 'outflanked, surrounded and hemmed in to a
subordinate place in the structure of Canadian broadcasting,.g6 There
was unease about the heavy costs of television and, on occasion, about
the degree of independence displayed by the CBC in its programming
policies. The CBC's political masters hoped the corporation would
generate more of its operating revenue from advertising, whilst the CBC
sought to appropriate the language of commercial television and spoke
of the contribution of advertising revenue to the expanding volume of
Canadian programming, a move interpreted as 'a clever ploy to associate
the CBC with the cause of private enterprise much favoured during the
1950s'.e7

luSPtt, Graham (1991), former head of the Canadian Radio League quoted in
Review of Missed Opportunities: The Story of Canada's Broadcaiting 

-policy 
in

Media, Culture & Society, l3 (4), p.578
9TRutherford, Paul ( 1990) When Television was Young: Primetime Canada
1952-1967. Toronto: University of Toronto press. p.45.
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The CBC modified its programming to preserve its commercial
revenues and satisfy its private affiliated stations. The character of its
programme mix changed: 'the programmes became less distinctive,
were less likely to appeal to minority tastes, particularly in prime
time...the Canadian people...were being offered less in the guise of
more.'9 8

By the early 1960s the President of the CBC and his Board changed
emphasis and were promoting the view that the Canadian system
should be 'disentangled', the corporation dispensing with its private
affiliates to see the creation of a simpler private and public 'dual
system' on the Australian model. By this initiative the CBC would be
freed from the demand of trying to fulfil two different sets of
objectives, those of trying to be commercially appealing whilst carrying
out its assigned socio-cultural objectives. This perpetual tension was
mirrored in New Zealand where the NZBC faced a similar dilemma.ee In
the event the Canadian government decided not to abandon the 'single
system', seeking instead to strengthen the regulatory board's powers
and to delineate more precisely the responsibilities of the CBC and the
objectives of broadcasting as a whole, in the hope that refurbishing the
system would make it work better.

A pressing objective for the CBC after 1963, in the government's
eyes' was as an instrument of national unity as the Quebec separatist
crisis became the country's number one concern. In response to
political pressure the cBC management was guided by a finely tuned
sensitivity to political controversy and political wishes. It could be said
that the New Zealand public broadcaster during this period exhibited a

very similar approach. Critics in Canada depicted rhe CBC in the mid-
1960s as 'a middle-aged and rather frumpy organisation that had lost
its 29s1'.1 00

98Peers, The Pubtic Eye, p.430.

3_n_":t a description of the New Zealand example see Farnsworrh, John. (1993)
'Mainstream or Minority: Ambiguities in Staie or Market Arrangements for
New Zealand Television', pp.lgL-207 in Deeks J. and N. perry (eds.), -Controlling
Interests: Business, the State and Society in New Zealand. Auckland: Auckland
University Press.
l0oRaboy, Missed Opportunities: The Story of Canada's Broadcasting policy,
p. l6l .
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The Australian Dual System and the rntroduction of
Television.

The 1948 Broadcasting Bill in Australia changed rhe way the ABC
was funded. From that point all of the Commission's income would come
from consolidated revenue. Further features of the Bill were that
funding would be on a triennial basis, which would have relieved the
ABC from seeking a yearly handout, and the replacement of the
Parlamentary Standing Committee with a Control Board and the
enlarging of the ABC's Board to include two government officials, one
from Treasury and one from the Postmaster-General's Department.

The Control Board gave less trouble to the public broadcaster than
the Standing Committee but the appointments of the civil servants
'increased the avenues for government supervision and 61.""1i9n'.101
Furthermore, the triennial funding notion was dropped as it was 'a
practice uncongenial to Treasury officials'.102 [1 the time the change to
consolidated revenue funding was decried as lessening the ABC,s
independence, particularly by English observers who believed finance
by licence fee was essential to the character of the BBC. However, ABC
administrators were less concerned, for, as was to happen in New
Zealand in the 1970s, government refusal to increase the licence fee
level had become a stick to keep the ABC in line. In justifying the
change in financing, the Australian government also argued that the
licence fee had a disproportionate impact on the lower paid and the
rural dwellers who received a lower level of service, and therefore
benefit, than their urban counterparts. The government claimed public
reaction to licence fee increases as a prime cause for making the change,
as the ABC, unlike the BBC at that time, was a minority broadcaster. A
budget allocation meant that the government did not have to convince
all Australians to pay a fee for a 'minority service'. For the broadcaster
the length of the funding period was more critical than the method of
funding. Three year grants would have provided greater stability and
enabled better planning.

lo116otnor, Broadcast and
l02lnglis, This is the ABC,

be Damned, p.167.
p. I 33.
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Television began transmission in Australia in 1956. This was four
years after the Canadians and, as in New Zealand,, political reluctance
was a factor in the delay.lo: [n a repeat of the history of radio in
Australia, the ABC was to play 'the junior role in the development of
television'.104 Yet its significant status as national information provider
was taken seriously as the ABC's news and current affairs departments
sought to play a questioning and independent role in the 1960s. It was
a role that, as in New Zealand and Canada, the politicians were very
uncomfortable with. In early 1967 the chairman of the ABC, Dr James
Darling, was told that the government was not intending to reappoint
him. 'The reason, as he understood it, was the government's objection to
Four Corners and other such political programmes, which opposed, or
could be said to oppose, the government's policy.'I05

The New zealand 'Hybrid' seeks An Iilusive stability.
The guiding principles for an incoming Labour administrarion in New

Zealand in late 1972 were decentralisation (to break up the perceived
stifling and conservative broadcasting bureaucracy), independence (to
break the chain from National politician to National appointed board
members)106 and the introduction of a competitive environment within
publicly-owned enterprises as an alternative to allowing the
development of a privately-owned second television channel. It was a
drastic reconstruction in what was to be a decade of restructuring. The
plan embodied principle, political expediency and circumstance, in the
last case the need to make a decision on the structure of the second
channel. The public service principle of independence was married with

1031n*11t, This is the ABC, p.t93 remarks that prime Minister Menzies
its arrival as long as he could easily manage'.
l04Bailey, Julie J. (l97g) Australian Terevision: Historical overview.
Australian Film and Television School. p.5.
| Oslnglis, This is the ABC, p.322.

'delayed

Sydney:

l061hs inquiry into the lg72 'Macleod Affair' - the dismissal of the editor ofThe Listener - highlighted the fact that five out of the seven appointees to the
Board of the NZBC were 'open supporters' of the National parti, four of thembeing party members(one of whom was a dominion councillor). See Gregory,
Politics and Broadcasting, p.66.
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the political interest of wresting broadcasting from National's control
and placing it'beyond the grasp of any future National governmen6'.107

The detail of the new order was supplied by a four-person
Committee on Broadcasting (the 'Adam Committee') working within the
parameters laid down by the Minister, Roger Douglas. It embraced three
independently-operated public corporations for two television channels
and radio, overseen by a Broadcasting Council of New Zealand (BCNZ).
The Adam Committee stressed that the new structure should empower
the producers rather than the administrngelslOs and sought to give the
three services an operational emphasis. The notion of a 'guided
enterprise' was to replace the bureaucratic constipation that had gone
before.

The new structure as enacted in the Broadcasting Act 1g73,
enhanced the de iure independence of the new structure by abolishing
the ministerial portfolio of broadcasting and by not including any
provision similar to the section l1 requirements of the previous Act.
Where 'guiding' was to be done, it was theoretically to be done by the
Broadcasting Council's administering the structure of 'guided
competition'.

Production staff praised the new structure after the restrictions of
the NZBC. The 1975 Annual Report of Television Service One spoke of 'a
tide of creative and innovative broadcasting which in retrospect can
only be described as astonishing'.109 Des Monaghan, a programming
executive with that channel, later dubbed the L973 reforms as 'the most
intelligent, coherent plan for broadcasting in this country'.1r0

loTcregory , Politics and Broadcasting, p.90.
l0-8The antipathy felt by New Zealand producers towards the administrators ofpublic broadcasting and expressed at the time of deregulation can be traced to
NZBC administration. Gregory, Politics and Broadcasting, pp.80-81, writes that'there developed within the organisation, and umong journalistic staff inparticular, a strong antipathy towards an out-group, the administrators
'villains' who were seen to represent all that was worst in an apparently
subservient and stultified organisation,.
1-o9 Report of Television Service One for the year ended 3l March 1976,
Wellington. p.3.

] ]ouul wetering, victor ( 1988) 'Monaghan - Moving on,, Inrerview with Des
Monaghan in The Evening Posr, Wellington, 13 Octobbr. p.14.
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Those who were soon to help dismantle the system have a rather
different view. Ian Cross, who was to be appointed by the returning
National government to be chairman and chief executive of a reformed
BCNZ, has written that the competition between the two television
channels meant that the rating game had been played at the expense of
the range and quality of programmes. 'This was the real threat to
broadcasting.'l I t

It was also the case that the new services had faced immediate
financial problems. This was not only due to the stress of introducing a

second colour television channel, but also because of the fact that Radio

New Zealand was starved of revenue previously drawn from the general

financial pool. There was also the strain imposed by the growth in
staffing levels brought about as each entity duplicated administrative
staff and services.

Whether such a structure could successfully operate to provide
complementary programme choice in television while the two channels

operated under conditions of relatively unrestricted commercial
competition was never fully put to the test. An incoming National
government in I97 5 worked to dismantle the edifice. Cracks had

already begun to appear, however, which suggested that the marriage
of competitive yet complementary programming would soon end in
divorce. Competition had emerged as the mode of relationship between

the two channels, and they failed to meet common programme junctions

as one channel sought to steal a march on its competitor. The Adam
Committee did not appear to recognise that the public service ethic was

weak in New Zealand and lacked structural defences. The commercial
imperatives soon overwhelmed the public service requirements.

As for the much vaunted opportunity for greater independence from
the grasp of the politicians, the de jure independence never developed
to become de facto. Although the 1975 Labour Party election literature
claimed to have 'achieved the complete independence of broadcasting

from political qsnhsl'l I 2 there were early signs that the politicians

l I I Cross,
Nicholson
l I 211un1,

Auckland

Ian ( I 988) The U nlikely Bureaucrat.
Press. p.25.
J.L. ( 1975) Election Speechnotes,
Political Studies Archive.

Wellington: Allen & Unwin/Port

J.L.Hunt Papers, University of
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would not relinquish day-to-day influence. The Postmaster-General,
who under the new order was onry meant to deal with general
questions about public broadcasting, soon found himself obliged to
answer questions on daily operational matters. The rationale, which
took little account of the principle of independence, was that he could
speed up communication between parliament and the new corporations.

National looked back to the temple of rhe old NZBC in rhe 1976
Broadcasting Act. Operational and administrative duplication and waste
were the prime arguments for the change. The separate entities for
television and radio were integrated under the control of a single board.
To further reimpose a tighter control, the office of Minister of
Broadcasting was re-established and given powers to issue written
directives. The earlier credo commanding the NZBC ,to comply with'
government policy was transmuted to the phrase 'have regard to'. The
provisions encountered trenchant broadcasting and opposition criticism
in their Passage through parliament and as a consequence the Act in its
final form kept matters concerning particular programmes or
complaints beyond the scope of ministerial direction. These and other
matters, such as the granting of warrants for radio and television
stations and the policing of standards, became the responsibility of a

Broadcasting Tribunal. However, the Minister could effectively delay the
broadcasting of an offending programme by referring it to the Tribunal
for adjudication.

Safeguarding any principle of public service independence was nof a
key priority of the government. Parliament's intent was enunciated by
the new Minister of Broadcasting, Hugh Templeton: 'No corporation as
big as broadcasting should work without ministerial control, and it was
important to provide for some government direction...broadcasting is
too important to leave to the broadcasters 4l6ns.'l l3

The political demand for change was also driven by the desire to
replace the Labour Party's Board appointees with the Government's
own. The new leadership, and especially Prime Minister Robert
Muldoon, were not averse to applying pressure if and when it felt the
need. Muldoon continued his record of strong criticism of broadcasting

I l3Templeton, Hon Hugh (1976) reported in The christchurch press,2 Dec.
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journalists in particular in a sustained campaign which was viewed by
his opponents and observers as designed to undermine their
professional credibility in the eyes of the public. The Government's
other method of attack was couched in terms of the financial
irresponsibility of the broadcasters, and it refused to countenance a rise
in the public broadcasting fee even though the rate of inflation was
running well into double figures through the late 1970s. In 1983 licence
fee revenue accounted for less than 20 per cent of the BCNZ's total
revenue, compared with 50 per cent when the fee was last raised eight
years earlier. This pressure forced the BCNZ to an ever-greater reliance
on advertising revenue with the flow-through effects this had on
programming decisions. Commercial imperatives arguably began to
pervert public service commitments.

As far as the broadcasters were concerned, their administrators
appeared supine when faced with these threats. Gregoryl la instances
the occasion in 1979 when the BCNZ readily acceded to the Muldoon
request for simultaneous time on radio and television to make a
statement on the government's wage control actions. There was also the
apparent refusal of the corporation's chairman and chief executive, fan
Cross, to publicly defend his journalistic staff and instead he proffered
the advice that they should 'grin and bear it'.l l5 His dual roles seemed
incompatible: as chairman he was the supposed defender of public
interest, as chief executive he was the presumed champion of his
organisation and staff.

Suspicion of politically-initiated restructuring meant that when the
Chairman and Chief Executive of the BCNZ sought a further major
reorganisation of the television services in 1979 to ensure, as he saw it,
complementarity in programming,l l0 many of his staff cynically viewed
the change as a further strengthening of administrative and political
control. Indeed Gregory charges that the fact that Cross held both posts

l l4Gregory, Politics and Broadcasting, p.95.
I I scregory , Politics and Broadcasting, p.95.(March, l9g I ).
I l6cross, The IJnlikety Bureaucrat, p.62. Ian Cross quotes an article he wrote inThe Listener which he believes put, the situation succinctly: 'It is simply notpossible to produce a cross between the fighting coiks of commercial
competition and the love-birds of complementary programming.'
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as an overarching official meant that 'the wheel may have turned full
circle: that, as had been the case for 26 years of direct departmental
control, once again the public broadcasting organisations top official is
appointed by and holds office at the government's pleasurs.'l17

The change was not viewed as a belated attempt to embody in public
television one of the fundamental tenets of the public service ideal
that is seeking a universality of appeal by catering to a range of
interests and tastes - but rather as a further example of the repressive
nature of regulated broadcasting. As the global tide of deregulation
began in the early 1980s, the 1979 changes stood as a final gasp in rhe
half-hearted and doomed attempt to transplant the ideal of public
service broadcasting to New Zealand.

Public Service Broadcasting: The Illusive Ideal.
The history of New Zealand broadcasting is one inextricably bound

with the politicians' belief in their inalienable right not merely to
determine policy, but to be involved in a day to day oversight of an
area in which they had a vested interest. Their panacea for curing
broadcasting ills has been the restructuring of the medium to rit their
agenda. They have largely rejected approaches based on principled
belief, broadcasting philosophy or the seeking of wider public
consultation. Consequently New Zealand has fallen into 'patterns of
party political decision-making and pragmatic, shortsighted solutions to
problems and issues'.1 I 8

New Zealand appears to share with Canada a

disruptive broadcasting history,lto one that has failed to

disrupted and
give the public

I lTGregory, Politics and Broadcasting, p.106.
ll8Stewart, Donald E. and Logan Moss. (19S3) 'Communication policv in New
Zealand: Overseas Influence and Local Neglect,. p.255.
I lgMacKay, Broadcasting in New zealand, p.104, comments that in the tenyears from the mid-1920s to the mid-1930s, New Zealand. experimented withprivate, Board and Ministerial control. Gregory, Politics oni Broad,casting,
states that in the seventies few, if any, of New Zealand's political institutions
have b_"9n subject to such drastic and repeated change as tt "t experienced by
the public broadcasting system. Whilst Peers, The puUttc Eye: Tilevision andthe Palitics of Canadian Broadcasting, p.xiii, comments that broadcasting in
!a1ada engendered continuing controveisy. 'Nothing seemed settled.' Andcollins, culture, contmunication antl National lientity, p.37, talks of 'an
enduring Canadian concern with broadcasting policy, a concern that, in spite
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a consistency of policy or a stable broadcasting order. Mirroring the
constant tinkering with broadcasting policy in New Zealand, between
1928 and 1978 there were 13 policy commissions and five revisions of
the broadcasting acts in Canada.l2O As a result the consumers have little
attachment or sentiment for public broadcasting and have shown a
weak response in recent years to defending it.

Broadcasting in Canada evolved as a 'peculiar hybrid' - an instrument
of national, social and cultural policy and commercial enterprise - and
was thus a system'fashioned out of an uneasy compromiss'.I2l This had
occurred in spite of the endorsement of public service principles by the
1929 Royal Commission and the fine words of subsequent committees.
In that country the defence of the public broadcaster tends to be
framed in terms of cultural sovereignty and national purpose rather
than social or public service objectives. The CBC has nailed its colours to
this notion of a nationalistic role.

In canada, as in New zealand, the public broadcaster became
subjected to commercially-driven logic and so increasingly strayed
across to the commercial side of the highway. t22 The historic as well as

the current confusion surrounding the Canadian system is rooted in this
hybrid situation. Rutherford argues that it's not difficult to see what
should have been done: 'The politicians should have dispensed with the

of governments' continued attention, has produced no policy consensus or
stable broadcasting order'.
l 20Tiger, M (19S5) 'Canadian Communication Policies and Practices: Two
Solitudes and Uncle Sam', The London Journal Of Canadian Studies.2:33-4. p.34.
This can be contrasted with Australia where Inglis, This is the ABC, p.+zo,
states, that the principal pieces of legislation affecting the ABC since lg32-- the
Broadcasting Acts of 1942 and 1948 and the Broadcisting and Television Act of
1956 - had left the structure recognisably intact.
| 2l Peers, The Public Eye, p.437 .

l.z.zcarter, Gadfly: The Life and rimes of James shelley, p.246, writes that for
thirteen years Shelley lhad struggled to make sense oi a broadcasting system
required to maximise disinterested public service and naked profit at the same
time'. Rutherford, When Television was Young: Primetime Canada IgS2-l96Z,
p.64, ascribes the loss of the substantial broadcasting lobby of the radio age in
Canada to a growing perception by 1960 that CBC-TV wai 'merely a commlrcialoperationr. -
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nonsense about a single, mixed system and moved...along the lines of
the Australian model.'123

The ABC in Australia was a minority share broadcaster from the
outset' In mid- 1936 the results of a McNair survey showed it was
reaching about 20 per cent of the audience, very close to current
estimates.tz4 However, the same McNair survey found that a majority
saw its public value and were in favour of paying the licence fee for the
service. This separate non-commercial status gave the ABC in its first 50
years a far greater structural stability than its cousins in New Zealand
and Canada. From the founding legislation in 1932 through to the
Broadcasting Acts of 1942 and 1948 and the Broadcasting and
Television Act of 1956, the structure was left recognisably intact
although the ABC could not be described as having achieved
independence from political interference or universality of appeal in its
programming.

This comparative overview has shown that the Imperial adaptations
of the British public service broadcasting model by New ZeaIatd, Canada
and Australia were all fundamental distortions of the original ideal.
Instead the idea was reshaped to fit distinctive national demands. The
experience of these three nations appears to reinforce the view that
public service broadcasting is uniquely British, confirming the doubts of
those that do not believe that this particular and peculiar 'regulatory
system could be exported'.1 25

If public service broadcasting is a creature of British eccentricity
then the record of such institutions taking root in New Zealand is poor.
w.H.oliver comments that 'the subtleties, the anomalies, the
eccentricities of English behaviour and institutions have been piece by
piece discarded'126 in this country. Yet it could be argued that it was

l23Rutherford, When
p.l3l.
lz4lnglis, This is the
p.75.
l25whitelaw, William
In the tBA publication
IBA. p.9.
l26oliver, The Stom of

Television was Young: Primetime Canada Ig52-1967,

ABC: The Australian Broadcasting Commission tg32-1983,

(1985)'Thirty Years of Independent Television', pp.3-10.
Independent Television: 30 Years and Beyond. L-ondon:

New Zealand, p.275.
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less the eccentricity of the model or its nature as'an idealised notiop,t2T
that was the inhibiting factor than the lack of political wilt. The
distinctive feature from the earliest days of radio was that British
governments were prepared to countenance the role of broadcasting as
a part of an independent fourth estate;t 28 the governments of New
zealand,, canada and Australia immediately saw the value of the
medium as a political tool to be used for the purposes of national unity
in young and geographically far-flung nations, to build and protect
cultural and political sovereignty and for party political propaganda and
the imposing of a government-decreed consensus.

Of the three Dominions, New Zealand had the weakest and most
politically sullied structures, lacking the strength of the national cultural
role of the cBC or the alternative purpose of providing the non-
commercial programming of the ABC in the Australian 'dual system'.
New Zealand also suffered from the particular problems shared with the
broadcasting entities of other small states. The special conditions that
affect the broadcasting structures of small nations have been identified
by Josef Trappell29 as small internal markets, shortages of resources,
external dependency and vulnerability, and political corporatism. The
last point should be modified in the New Zealand context to 'political
intimacy', to reflect the particularly intimate nature of this country's
small democracy with its close informal links between politicians and
broadcasters.

New Zealand's 'pseudo' public service broadcasting structures, like
those of Canada, struggled to gain the public attachment accorded a
'true' public service broadcaster like the BBC. After years of
'administered' or 'state' broadcasting, they had very attenuated links
with the viewers and listeners. The 'middle path' systems of New

1.27 Broadcasting Research unit ( l g83), A Report from the working party on
the New Technologies. London: BFI. p.32.
l28pat, The Radio Years, p.319, believes that the failure 'to allow New Zealand
broadcasting to report and discuss freely, emasculated the medium' and
Gregory, Politics and Broadcasting, p.103, argues that independence is the sinequa non upon which the entire philosophical justification of public
broadcasting is to be founded.
l29Trappel,- Josef (1991) 'Born Losers or Flexible Adiustment? The Media policy
Dilemma of Small States', European Journal of Comunication. 6:355-371. p.355.
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Zealand' and Canada were also fissured and contradictory, the goals
variously sought are mutually antagonistic. The NZBC, BCNZ and cBc
attempted to straddle the divergent demands of public service
programming, commercial revenue maximisation and the promotion of
national identity through local production. Raboy remarks, in a
statement analogous to New Zealand, that in the process of building the
Canadian system, 'social and cultural aspects have been consistently
subordinated to economic and politicat interests...stripping broadcasting
of its democratic potential'.I30

At the end of the 1970s, New Zealand's broadcasting structures were
unloved and deemed to have failed. When they were washed away in
the tide of deregulatory policies, swept with them was the instrument
of regulation in the public interest and the unfultilled ideal of public
service broadcasting.

l30Raboy, Missed Opportunities, p.xiii.
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Chapter 4.

Regulated Broadcasting's Last Hurrah.

'...what if this move turns out to be the best thing for public
service television since the invention of the tube itself.'

Ian Cross, (Chief Execurive BCNZ), 1980.1

'This system has all the hallmarks of the old NZBC....Initiative is
being stifled, creativity is being undermined, and the place is
becoming a paper jungle of rules, regulations and memoranda.'

Brian Edwards, (Broadcaster), 1980.2

'There will always be a place for newspapers, but companies like
our own must move into the field of television, which in New
zeahnd is dominated by a state monopoly which we consider is
not being efficiently operated.'

Neville Webber (Managing Director, N.Z.News), 1980.3

'The ability to survive a protracted inquiry before an
administrative tribunal is a poor test of ability to operate a
television station.'

The Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, 1986.4

'The battle was really won and lost in the late r 970s and early
l980s. I think that period could really be called the wasted years
in broadcasting. we failed, as a community, to have a national
debate about the kind of television services we required.'

Des Monaghan (ex TVNZ Director of programming), 1989.5

The characterisation of the late 1970s and the early 1980s as 'the
wasted years in broadcasting' by the former Television New Zealand,
executive, Des Monaghan, was an apposite phrase to sum up the last
years of regulated broadcasting. At the beginning of this period very
few questioned the need for regulation and broadcasting was under

I Ian Cross, Chief Executive and Chairman of the BCNZ writing to Board member
George Fraser on his announcement of his resignation from the Board. Cited in
Cross, Ian. ( 1988) The Unlikely Bureaucrat: My Years in Broatlcasting.
Wellington: Allen & Unwin/Port Nicholson press. p.62.
2 vincent, Rosemary. ( I 980) 'Edwards on Broadcasting: Avaton and the
Guardians', Sunday Times,3l August. p.9.
3'Templeton Denies Bias over Rival TV' (1980) Auckland Star, 6 November. p.2.
4-Comment by the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal during the hearings for
the third commercial channel in Perth. See Oram, Ric. ( I 9-96) 'Long Haul for
Third Channel Contenders', N.Z.Herald, 3 May. Sect.Z. p.5.
5Meares, Belinda. (1988) 'Parting Broadcast', OnFilm,6, l: 5-6. p.5.
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the embracing regulatory overlordship of the Broadcasting Tribunal.6
Yet by mid-1988, when the Government unveiled plans to deregulate
broadcasting, there were few voices questioning the need for change.
Regulators, regulated broadcasting and the services it produced had
been discredited.

Three strands can be identified in New Zealand broadcasting in
the late 1970s and early 1980s and all three assisted, however
unwittingly, in the sweeping away of the regulatory approach. First,
in February 1979, the chairman and chief executive of the
Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand, Ian Cross, announced a
plan to restructure the organisation to move it back from quasi-
independent and pseudo-commercially competitive entities for
television and radio to a more centrally managed and directed
structure. This was pictured by one writer as carrying out the plan
presented to Cabinet ministers some three years earlier by the New
Zealand-born British broadcasting executive Sir Geoffrey Cox. Cox
advised that the Government had 'a unique - and possibly the last
opportunity to construct a genuine, dual channel, public service
broadcasting slstem.'7 Whether or not Ian Cross was influenced by
the Cox advice, he certainly used 'public service' argumentsS to
justify the restructuring changes. He was unable, however, to
convince many of his staff, the politicians or the general public that
the revamped organisation was an improvement on what had gone
before.

second, the failure by the owners of the country's leading
newspapers to present a united case to government for their

6An example of the detailed regulatory powers of the Broadcasting Tribunal
was its edict in December 1979 that both television channels were granted an
extra- l0 hours programming time a month for emergencies and for special
broadcasts of unforeseen happenings. But the Tribunal told the BCNZ that it
would 'take a serious view' if the l0 hours was exceeded in any month. In
November 1978 South Pacific Television (TV2) was rapped over itre knuckles
by the Broadcasting Tribunat for running more than an hour past its
advertised closedown on election night.
TLockstone, Brian. (lg7g) 'Government Delighted at TV Move', Auckland star,
17 February. p.9.
SSee Cross, Ian. (1988) The lJnlikety Bureaucrat: My Years in Broadcasting.
pp.4l-42.
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involvement in private television led to a dissipated and ultimately
failed attempt to secure a place in broadcasting. It is argued that this
was probably the most important reason that the regulated approach
was dispensed with. If the newspapers had gained a television
licence or licences, they would have provided a powerful bastion for
the regulated status quo. A dual structure of public and newspaper-
controlled private television would have discerned deregulated
competition to be totally opposed to their interests and they would
have used their full resources to block any deregulatory reform.

Third, in the view of politicians and the press the key regulatory
authority, the Broadcasting Tribunal, discredited regulatory control
with the manner of its adjudication in determining warrant holders
for the third television channel between 1985 and 1987. It was felt
that a less expensive, more speedy, efficient and 'neutral' method
had to be found for gaining broadcasting licences.

At the beginning of rhe decade of rhe 1980s rhe need for
regulated broadcasting was unquestioned by all those involved in the
industry. All applicants to run the third television channel presented
themselves as models of regulated broadcasting. Existing operators,
especially the private radio industry, generally looked upon the
regulators as a necessary and, indeed, protective force who would
ensure that destructive competition would not be allowed in the
marketplace. The fundamental issue in broadcasting during this
period was not the policy choice between regulation or deregulation,
but the accommodation of private television into the broadcasting
mix. The opening up of the market to all and sundry would merely
make the planned introduction of private television more difficult.
The contenders to operate private television, if they succeeded in
gaining licences, expected to face only the services of the
Broadcasting Corporation. Thus deregulation could be seen as an
inappropriate theory to resolve the key broadcasting issue of the
1980s.
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A Last Opportunity for a
System?

Public Service Broadcasting

on February 14, 1979, Broadcasting corporation of New zealand
chairman, Ian cross, announced a major revamping of public
television services. The two channels were brought back under single
control and served by one television news operation headquartered
in Auckland.

The history of New Zealand broadcasting since the 1960s has been
marked by disputes between the contending forces of broadcasters
and the government, and broadcasters and their managing
bureaucracies. However, even against this background, the cross
restructuring stands out in the nature of the intense bitterness which
it generated. For many broadcasters, especially news and current
affairs journalists,9 the changes represented the reimposition of
political control after a brief period of relative independence. Many
broadcasting journalists viewed the changes as politically inspired,
that is, as an attempt to bring about a tighter management control
which would lead to less criticism of the Muldoon government. Yet
the announcement of the reformed structure did not lead to any
lessening of the critical attacks from politicians. By August 1979 Ian
cross was describing broadcasting as the 'battered baby' of New
Zealand's parliamentary democracy.l0

There was an attempt to sell the changes to broadcasting staff and
the public in the name of public service broadcasting. The Minister of
Broadcasting, Hugh Templeton, stated that the new structure should
'help meet the public's desire for improvement' and offer 'greater
scope to staff in their professional desire to maintain first class

nf!" president of the Association of Broadcasting Journalists, Simon Walker,
claimed in March 1979 that the morate of telJvision journalists was 'rock
bottom - they are leaving in droves and more would leave if a channel was
sold'.'sPTV sale a cost Paring option', (lgig) Auckland star, 13 March. p.l. onthe l3 May, Brian Edwards writing in the Sunday Times, stated that
'broadcasters in New Zealand had become pawns in a political game. politicians
toy with their futures, their careers, their security, their seif worth, as if
rhese were matters of no importance....' Edwards, Briin. (lg7g) 'Those Great TV
Myths', Sunday Times, 13 May. p.l & p.52.

]olr.. u speech in Wanganui on the l6th. of August. 'Broadcasting a "battered
baby"', Auckland Star, l7 August. p.3.
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public service television.'l l Ian Cross added that Broadcasting
corporation objectives included providing complementary
programming on two public channels; catering to minority and
cultural audiences at more suitable times; fulfilling the social,
cultural and educational potential of television; eliminating those
competitive practices that annoy viewers; rationalising the use of
existing production resources and avoiding duplication of effort and
offering scope for regional television.

The 'cross Plan' may have once more raised the banner of public
service broadcasting but its appeal to the Muldoon government was
that it appeared to address the criticism voiced by politicians and the
press that commercial competition between the two public channels
was 'at once synthetic and expensive'.12 An Auckland Star editorial
remarked that the latest administrative model 'looks more suited to
the place and the rimes than the lumbering three-headed job
trundled out in 1975'.r3 By answering the Muldoon criticism on
duplication and waste cross also sought the quid pro quo of an
increase in the licence fee. The Minister of Broadcasting, Hugh
Templeton, appears to suggest a linkage between the reforms and
the fee issue when he stated in April lg79t4 that the review of
television had begun after Ian Cross had advised him that without an
increase in the licence fee the corporation would be unable to
complete its capital development programme.

The government was reported to be 'delighted' at the measures
outlined by cross although publicly it had given rhem a low-key
reception. l5 The reforms meshed with changes signalled in the
National Party's manifesto of the previous year and provided a

solution to the Muldoon condemnation of two competing public
television news organisations. One reason advanced for the muted

ll'TV faces a shake-up again', (lg7g) Auckland Star, 14 February.p.l.
l2'Television - the latest model', (1979) N.z.Herald, Editorial, l5 February. p.6.
l3'Television shake-up', (lg7g) Auckland star, Editorial, l5 February. p.4.
I4'Newspapers May share Running of rv service', (lgjg) Auckland star. 12
April. p.l .

l5Lockstone, Brian (1979) 'Government Delighted at TV Move,, Auckland star,
17 February. p.9.
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reception was a reluctance to make any public comment 'which
might get the broadcasting staff up in arms agail'.16

Ian cross has written of 'an initial acceptance and even
enthusiasm among the staff for the change'I7 but later describes the
trouble waiting for him when he went to explain the details of the
plan to a staff meeting at Avalon. He accuses those organising the
meeting as being afflicted by 'Muldoonaphobia' and encouraged by
an earlier visit by the architect of the discarded competing services
plan, Roger Douglas. Yet even staff in Auckland, a centre which would
gain considerably from the changes, 'grilled'18 the broadcasting chief
for two hours.

The reamalgamation of services marked a move north and away
from the political centre for television production generally and news
and currenf affairs in particular. In broadcasting circles this was seen
as the favouring of the Auckland-based South Pacific Television
(TV2) executives at the expense of their Avalon-based Television
One colleagues. No structural or planning reasons were offered for
the shift north. Ian Cross alluded to dissatisfaction with the editorial
judgement of Television One's news and current affairs executives
when he stated that making 'good editorial decisions and the quality
of journalis6'19 were reasons for moving network news to Auckland.
Yet this view contrasts with that of the former chairman of South
Pacific Television who, in a piece marking the end of its
'independent' status in January 1980, remarked that SpTV's 'greatest
weaknesses have been in the special area of current and public
affairs'.2o The new controller of news, current affairs and sport for
the combined channels, Bruce Crossan, stated that he accepted the
appointment on the basis that he could stay in Auckland and
although the decision was not necessarily made because of this. it

l6tuia.
I 7 Crorr, Ian ( 1988)
Wellington: Allen &
18'staff Grill chief on
l9'Why Auckland Got
2oFraser, K.G. (1980)
p.l L

The Unlikely Bureaucrat: My Years in Broadcasting.
Unwin/Port Nicholson Press. p.72.
TV Change', (1979) Auckland Star, l6 February. p.18.
News', (1979) Auckland Star. l4 September. p.8.
'End of Significant Era Next Month', N.Z.Herald, 7 January.
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'was one of the factors'.2l
The move to Auckland was made despite the fact, as the public

Service Association president pointed out, that extensive facilities at
Avalon 'designed quite specifically to be the centre for network
Dews,22 would be underutilised or stand idle. Moreover, whilst the
transmission studios in Auckland were in Shortland Street, the news
was actually compiled a kilometre away in Hobson Street. News
items therefore had to be taken by car for transmission. The move
also saw the amalgamation of news and current affairs divisions, a

decision which was also condemned by many staff. The president of
the Television Producers and Directors Association, Tony Isaacs, saw
this as one of the disturbing aspects of the reorganisation, stating
that 'they should be separate and they must be seen to be so, both in
the minds of the public and the politicians'.23

In the face of scepticism and staff anger, Ian Cross sought to sell
the positive benefits of his reforms. He argued that the latest
reorganisation meant programming would 'for the first time on a

two-channel system be complementary - really complem ertaty'.24
Cross maintains that early in 19782s he believed that reforms would
have to be made because the interests of the audience were suffering
as the complementary ideals 'originally expressed by Kenneth Adam
in his 1973 report were being torn to bits in a scrap worthy of
Kilkenny cats'.26 The latest 'shuffle' would correct a major flaw

2l'Where the Boss Lives...', (lg7g) N.Z.Herald. 29 September. p.10.
22Avalon's Suite 4 was reputed to be the most sophisticated news suite in the
southern hemisphere. It had cost at least $3million ro build and equip but with
the shift of the network news to Auckland, would be used regulariy only for a
half-hour regional 

. news programme everyday, and for Wellington reporters
to pre-record their items. See 'TVl gets nod for news' (1979) Auckland ^Srar, 8
September. p.4.
23see 'TV Fade-out Plan Brings Protest', (197g) N.z.Herald, 14 May. p.5. lsaacs
was reflecting the view that the two divisions had different taski - one the
succinct impartial reportage of daily news, the other the indepth analysis and
comment upon current events. It was feared that the amalgamation of the two
divisions would be at the expense of the current affairs section which news
chiefs would shape to have shorter items and less commenr.
24ran cross interviewed by Pamela Cunninghame, (lgi.g) 'From the one with
the Word', N.Z.Herald. 12 May, Sect.2, p.4.
25cross Ian. ( 1988) The unlikely Bureaucrat: My years in Broadcasting. p.42.
2 6Ibid, p.4l . The Kenneth Adam report he refers to is the Report of the
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inherent in the original grand design 'for "commercial" 
n

"complementary" and "competition" are three words that do not sit
comfortably together'.27

Broadcasting Corporation news and current affairs staff were not
mollified by their chairman's comments and suspected that the
impetus for the changes was not his desire for better services in the
public interest but political pressure to curb errant journalists.
Television presenter Ian Fraser suggested, at a meeting of medical
students in wellington,28 that the restructuring process be stopped
until a Royal Commission into Broadcasting was set up to investigate
criticism of the medium by politicians. He accused Prime Minister
Muldoon and other National spokespeople of a sustained attack
which was 'designed to get a politically acquiescent broadcasting
slstern'.29 At the same meeting, Ian Cross told the audience that he
was not alarmed or upset by Mr Muldoon's 'prolonged ruminations
and criticisms' and expressed the view that politicians and the pubtic
should be able to debate the performance of the television channels
without the broadcasters getting 'hot and bothered' about it. He
maintained his greater concern was surveys which showed nearly
half the population thought broadcasting was guilty of bias to some
degree.30 In his book he charged that TVI's public image was being
spoilt by some who played politics either because they viewed
themselves as rescuing public broadcasting from Muldoon's evil spell
or because 'they saw television as an influence which should be used

committee on Broadcasting (chaired by Kenneth Adam) ( 1973) T h e
Broadcasting Future for New Zealand. Wellington: Government Printer. 3lJuly. This provided the detail for the 1972-1975 Labour government's
broadcasting plan of complementary but competitive publiJ television
channels.
27 lan Cross quoted by Cunninghame, Pamela ( 1979) 'shuffle after shuffle to
find formula', N.Z.Herald, 24 February, Section 2, p.8.
28On the 16 May, 1979.(see footnote 18 for press report).
29'Front Man Deplores"TV under Seige"' (lg7g) Auckland star, l7 May. p.4. Thefollowing month the opposition Labour party took up the "uit for an
independent inquiry into broadcasting. This was still the parry's policy whenit cam,e to power in 1984 and set up a Royal Commission.Bi tgg+, however, the
core focus was not the concern that broadcasting was heading back to the olddul! of political control which was expressed by leader Bili Rowling in June
1979. see'Labour Eye on Broadcasring'(1979) N.z.Herard, g June. p.3.
3otu i o.
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to proiect their personal, social and political views, and resented the
corporation for frustrating them'.31 He accused staff at TVl's Avalon
studio centre of an attempt at rebellion that was linked with
'superficial, antagonistic and occasionally libellous journalism in
Wellington'.32

This focus on the question of bias seemed to position Cross as

sharing the same concerns as the Prime Minister and further
antagonised his journalists. The granting of time in July l97g to rhe
Prime Minister to announce a new wages policy on both television
channels and national radio, further reinforced staff belief that their
chairman was a willing pawn in Muldoon's exercise of power over
public broadcasting. In October 1980 this granting of simultaneous
time on radio and television was repeated when Muldoon repealed
the Remuneration Act. The mechanism enabling this to happen was
set out in a memorandum of agreement between the government
and the Broadcasting Corporation established after controversy had
greeted Muldoon's earlier broadcast. The agreement left the decision
in the hands of the Prime Minister to determine whether the
circumstances of an announcement were of such importance to
warrant a broadcast.33 A N.Z.Herald editorial remarked that this
allowed a prime minister considerable discretion and questioned
whether a bill like the Remuneration Bill, already in its second
reading in Parliament, could be considered of sufficient national
importance to justify Muldoon's actions in commandeering the
national radio and television outlets.3 4

3lCross, Ian. (1988) The IJnlikely Bureaucrat: My Years in Broadcasting. p.57.
32tUiA, p'64. Cross's comments about his journalists fuetled speculation that he
was seeking to bring them into line in accordance with Muldoon's wishes. As
Cross acknowledges, further fuel was added when Muldoon in his weekly
column in the tabloid Truth, praised Cross but said that he still had 'a very bigjob ahead of him, because even after the reorganisation of the service, he still
bears the overall responsibility for standards and that includes the standardsof journalism'.(p.70.)
33Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand Annual Report (1980) Appendix D,
'Memorandum on Broadcasts of Political Statements', Wellington: G^overnment
Printer. p'32. The wording reads: 3. The Prime Minister or Acting prime
Minister will decide whether the circumstances are of such importance as to
warrant a broadcast made in terms of this Memorandum.
34'Politics on the Airwaves' (1980) N.z.Herald, Editorial, I November. p.6. The
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The idea that the Broadcasting corporation acted as an
independent body in the same manner as the BBC in Britain was paid
some lip-service in statements by politicians, but in practice the
separation between public broadcaster and politician at times
appeared non-existent. In reacting to criticism about the decision to
shift the centre of national news from Wellington to Auckland, the
Minister of Broadcasting, Hugh Templeton, said that it was a matter
for the Broadcasting Corporation 'acting as a trustee of the national
interest'.35 But when in March l98l Muldoon criticised a CIose-up
current affairs programme as containing political bias and lacking
balance,36 the issue was resolved by Corporation representatives
agreeing to meet with him and discuss the programme. It had been
the Prime Minister's suggestion that he would not use the formal
mechanism of the complaints procedure but would invite someone
from the corporation 'to sit down with me and go through the
programme'. An editorial in the Sunday Times criticised this action,
stating: 'No politician should enjoy privileged treatment in this
respect, since television is not an arm of the state.'3 7

Controversy about defening to the wishes of the Government also
arose when the Broadcasting Corporation decided to ban the showing
of the British-made film Death of a Princess, a drama about the death
of a member of the Saudi Arabian royal family. Cross confirmed that
political and trade considerations had figured in their decision and
appeared to indicate that they had bowed to pressure from the New
Zealand Government. He remarked that: 'It would be irresponsible of
us to jeopardise $150 million worth of trade just to prove that we are
independent.' The decision was condemned by the Council of Civil
Liberties and the Labour Party but received the endorsement of the

Auckland Star, 3l October (P.6) also questioned the importance of the broadcast
and commented that it was probably more a response 'io twitting in the House
about the pending repeal of the Remuneration Act'.
35'News Move Defended' (lg7g) N.Z.Herald, 25 October. p.16.
3 6 He had earlier accused it of being ,an hour of
government propaganda'. See 'pM Slams ,,Anti-Govt.
N.Z.Herald, 25 November. p.3.
37'Whose TV Service' (1981) Sunday Ti,mes, Editorial,

unadulterated anti-
Programme"' ( 1980)
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Prime Minister who stated that the Corporation had acted correctly.3 8

Ian Cross was clearly having trouble convincing his journalists
about the reasons for his new order. Yet he also failed to convince
Muldoon that his plans also needed an increase in the licence fee. The
Prime Minister's initial, though probably not enrirely serious,
response to the request for an increase in the licence fee was to say
that the state could achieve economies in its television monopoly
simply by shutting down TV2.

The close-down suggestion was one of a number of 'options'
discussed by the National Party caucus. The selling of TV2 ro private
enterprise or the leasing of the channel from Friday evening to
Sunday closedown were also raised. Prime Minister Muldoon wrote
about broadcasting and brought up the 'options' in a number of his
columns in the newsweekly tabloid Truth in mid-1979. These ideas
were coupled with remarks implying bias or distortion in news and
current affairs programmes. According to one writer, the column
held 'a terrible fascination for broadcasters, who see their future
foreshadowed in its paragraphs'.3 9

The 'options' were viewed by some in the broadcasting industry
as a continuation of a form of psychological warfare against
broadcasting which Muldoon had deliberately practised since coming
to power in 1975.40 In April lgTg Muldoon reinstituted the posr-
cabinet and caucus meeting press conferences which he had
suspended the previous December. However, he stipulated that only
one television camera was to be permitted at the conferences and
that the news media organisations were to be Iimited to one
representative. The Prime Minister also said that he did not wish to

3 8See 'TV Board Rejects "Princess" Film with Harsh View on Content' ( | 980)
N.Z.HeraId,9 July. p.3. The BCNZ Board made its decision without viewing the
programme.
39wallis, Gerry. (lg7g) 'seeking happier raring for TV', N.z.Herald, 4 Augusr,
Section 2, p.l.
40The former Labour Minister of Broadcasting, Roger Douglas, accused
Muldoon of running an obsessive and persbnal vendetta against the
broadcasting system and challenged Ian Cross to 'stand up and speak out on
fundamental issues'. 'M.P. draws daggers in television roil, (1g7gi A uc kland
Srar, l0 April. p.26.
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be questioned on 'a wide range of frivolous rnotters',4l |n an edict
where he determined what was defined as frivolous.

For the Broadcasting corporation the pressing concern was an
increase in the licence fee. After a $4.2 million surplus in rhe
previous financial year, it announced in March 1979 the expectation
of a $500,000 loss in the forthcoming financial year and warned that
a failure to increase the licence fee would result in a stop to the
expansion of coverage and a reduction in non-commercial activities.
The BCNZ had not received a fee increase for four years and the
chairman stated that the fee was paying for only 34 per cent of
broadcasting, 72 per cent less than in 1975.

The pitch was greeted with a distinct lack of enthusiasm,
Government M.P.s baulked at a ten dollar lift in the fee. After
delaying its decision on the licence fee issue, the Government finally
decided in June that it did not believe broadcasting needed higher
fees to meet its budget. Indeed Muldoon announced that extra
revenue could be gained from extra advertising time and by lifting
the advertising rates. Although claiming at the time that he was not
worried by Muldoon's ruminations, Cross later accused the Prime
Minister of having once more 'smashed his way into broadcasting's
china shop'.42 He argued that the Prime Minister criticised the high
cost of television on the basis of the wrong figures and was being
provocative in his insistence that it was staffed by irredeemable
spendthrifts.

The Broadcasting Corporation concluded that 'it was most unlikely
it was going to get a licence fee increase as long as Muldoon was
Prime Minister'.43 The Board approved television programme cuts
and the closure of the studios in Hamilton, although the expansion of
regional television services was one of the stated aims of the
restructuring plan. The determination was that it was better ro
'batten down the hatches now to ensure that we survived any
economic storms ahead'.44 One of those potential storms was the

4l'Ne* Rules on the
42Cross, Ian. (1988)
43Cross, Ian. (1988)
44Cross, Ian. (1988)

P.M.'s News',
The Unlikely
The Unlikely
The Unlikely

(1979) N.Z.Herald. 3 April. p.3.
Bureaucrat: My Years in Broadcasting. p.71.
Bureattcrat: My Years in Broadcasting. p.85.
Bureaucrat: My Years in Broadcasting. p.85.
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looming impact of a private competitor in television.
Ian Cross later records in his book, The Unlikely Bureaucrat, that

the restructuring of public broadcasting laid the groundwork for it to
flourish. Other members of his staff have less positive memories of
this period. When he left Television New Zealand in December 1995,
deputy chief executive, Darryl Dorrington, reflected that the early
1980s were:

'An unhappy time in television. Things stagnated. There
wasn't new investment, facilities became run down. And
management was split between Auckland and wellington
so there was a lot of internal tension and argument about
how the organisation should be run.'45

There appear to be parallels between the amalgamation of the
television networks in 1979 and that of the National Commercial
Broadcasting Service and the National Broadcasting Service in 1943.
Since 1936 these two radio services had been separately
administered under separate heads. Ian Mackay, a member of the
commercial service, wrote that this structure provided 'that degree
of competition so necessary in the field of entertainment'.46 He
described this structure of competition between two public networks
as a distinctly 'New Zealand system of broadcasting that appeared
responsive to democratic influences'.47 The attitude of public
television broadcasters to their organisation in the early l9g0s
mirrored that of their commercial radio counterparts in the 1940s.
They were disgruntled that their competing services were sewn
together and felt that a golden era in broadcasting was passing.

To the television broadcasters of the two public channels the
spectre of a private television competitor was to be welcomed. They
trusted that it would provide much needed competition and optional
employment. They saw its advent as an opportunity rather than a

threat and their attachment to their new 'complementary' service
was weak.

45Lawrence, David (1995) 'TVNZ Deputy Heads for Japan', N.z.Herald.,2
December. p.22.
a6_{1ckay, Ian K. (1953) Broadcasting in New zearand. welington: A.H. &
A.W.Reed. p.16.
47Maekay, Ian K. (1953) Broadcasting in New Zealand. p.104.
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A Lost Opportunity for the Press.
The omens looked good for the introduction of a private television

competitor in the the late 1970s. The reamalgamation of the
competitive public television structure set up by Labour and its new
focus on oftering centrally-managed complementary services meant
that if the public system was going to be subject to competition this
was going to come from without.

The press certainly believed that the time was ripe for their
involvement in the electronic media. They had suffered from a

declining share of the advertising cake as television increasingly
gobbled an ever larger slice. one newspaper grouping seeking an
opportunity in television presented figures showing that in 1,975 the
newspapers had 46 per cent of all advertising agency billings, and
television 27 per cent. By 1980 the figures were newspapers 25 per
cent and television 54 per cent.48 The newspaper owners were still
somewhat seduced by the now dated argument from fellow Canadian
newspaperman, Lord Thomson. After his investment in British
commercial television in the 1960s, he stated that the medium was a

licence to print money. They also professed an awareness of the
'communications revolution' and the impact of new technologies.
They sensed that the 1980s were to be a time when they either
became part of the new communications era or were left behind. At
this time the newspaper companies made a number of investments
in television companies, video production houses, cable television
operators and radio stations.4e It is interesting to note that few of
these investments showed a return and they withdrew from almost

48Figures from'Trio Aiming for Fairer Share of TV Market'(1980) Auckland
Star,4 November. p.3. The 1975 figures came from the National Business
Review and the 1980 percentages were Television New Zealand predictions. The
group, ATN, stated that there were two aspects to the trind. First, the
independent media were hurting financially and second, the figures were a
reflection in terms of what's happening in terms of influence.
49For example, Wilson and Horton Ltd.(publishers of the N.Z.Herald) invested
in the Auckland FM radio station Stereo FM and Cablevision Ltd., as well as its
major third televison channel investment in Northern Television Ltd.
N.Z.News and INL invested in the video production companies VidCom and
Concept Video respectively and N,Z.News was a majoi shareholder in a
company called Video Network News.
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all these investments progressively through the 1980s.
The New zealand press had condemned the attempt to provide

competitive television without recourse to private enterprise
involvement. 'Commercial competition between two publicly run
channels seemed at once synthetic and expensive, without proving
particularly creative,'50 stated a Herald editorial in February lg7g.
And "Marlow", writing in the sunday Times, said that the reforms
restructuring the Broadcasting Corporation carefully avoided striking
at the heart of the trouble, which was that '...broadcasting in New
Zeal,and is part of a monstrous public service monolith'.S t

The National Party stated in its 1978 election manifesto that it
favoured private enterprise involvement in television. Early the
following year the Minister of Broadcasting, Hugh rempleton,
revealed that the newspapers had expressed an interest to him about
becoming involved with private television services. He saw no
problems with cross-media ownership and expressed the view that
they were logical groups to run private television.

At this time the government was examining the leasing of time on
the public television networks as a means of involving private
enterprise. It was an option that apparently grew out of the wrangle
over increasing the broadcasting licence fee. Late in 1978 Ian Cross
had advised that without an increase in the licence fee the
Broadcasting Corporation would not be able to complete its capital
development programme or continue the existing level of service. In
response, in March 1979, Prime Minister Muldoon suggested shutting
down Tv-z. This helped to encourage the first of two newspaper
groupings that emerged ro propose that they should takeover Tv-z.

ATN (Alternative Television Network) was a consortium of two
newspaper companies, N.Z.News Limited and Independent
Newspapers Limited (INL), and the private radio station, Radio
Hauraki.52 Appointed to head the group was a former director and

5o'Television - the
5l'New Structure
February. p.l l.
52The initial plan
per cent holdings

Latest Model' (1979) N.Z.Herald, Editorial, l5 February. p.6.
is Doomed to Failure', by "Marlow" (lg7g) Sunday Times, l8

was that each of the shareholding companies would have Zz
with the balance of 34 per cenr being offered to the public
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founding partner of the advertising agency, Colenso Communications,
Michael Wall. The group believed that a third channel would not be
viable 'at present'.53 Private enterprise involvement on the existing
services, the group claimed, would lead to a better service overall
and would prevent an increase in licence fees with 'new economies in
the whole television field'.sa

The group stated that it had conducted a five-month study and
found that there was a 'strong demand' for a television service with a
distinctly younger profile than that offered by either of the networks
operated by Television New Zealand. They further alleged that there
was a large quantity of television programming that TVNZ was not
buying and which the New zearand viewer never saw. Further, that
the talent and resources were available in the country to enable
them to spend more on production than TVNZ and to provide 1300
hours a year of 'quality local programming'. These were contentions
which were also made by other contending private groups but no
detailed evidence was ever presented in support of them. ATN also
pronounced that they would put 'the emphasis where it should be, on
production and not on legions of administrators'55 and they made a
commitment to involve independent local producers. These were
essentially catchcrys meant to appeal to popular sentiment rather
than satisfy needs found as the result of rigorous research.

The day after the announcement of the formation of the ATN
group, a rival newspaper consortium launched their plans with a
proposal for a regionally-based third channel. wilson and Horton,
publishers of the N.Z.Herald, brought together most of the remaining
independent press interests who were not part of N.Z.News or INL.
The formation of two blocs with two rival schemes, presented the

with a reservation of shares for the staff. The group's executive director
claimed that 10,000 New Zealanders would have a stake in Alternative
Television. (See 'Three Media Companies in Bid for Private Enterprise TV'
(1980) Auckland Star, 4 November. p.l.)
53'Hauraki in Bid for TV Time'(1980) N.Z.Herald, ll June.p.l5.
54Ibid, p. 15.
55Claims stated in'Trio Aiming for Fairer Share of the TV Market'(19g0)
Auckland star, 4 November. p.3. And "'superior" Network is offer' (19g0)
Auckland Star, 4 November. p.3.
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politicians with two opposing options for newspaper involvement in
private television. The press had failed to put forward a united plan
or a concerted approach. Instead the industry was riven by bitter
rivalry and factionalism and this served to confuse the politicians as
to which plan had the greater merit. For the next four years political
support yawed between one option, the private enterprise 'take-over
of TV2; and the other, a regionally-based private third channel.

The battle between two fairly evenly matched consortia served
only to delay the introduction of private television and exhaust the
combatants. By July 1984, when the Government was finally to
decide on the third regional plan for private television, the press
were faced with other rivals. Furthermore, within a few weeks a

change of government would see the imposition of controls on cross-
media ownership which ensured that any press grouping would be a

minority shareholder in any private television company. The
opportunity to dominate private television had slipped from the
grasp of the press and the blame was largely their own.

The origins of the internecine dispute between the newspaper
groups dated back to 1978. New Zealand's only local supplier of
newsprint, the Tasman Pulp and Paper Company, was in crisis. It was
selling newsprint on long-term contracts at prices it believed were
ruinous. As the Government was at that time a major shareholder in
the company it felt could not afford to see Tasman collapse. The
newspaper companies were asked to tear up the existing contracts
and agree to pay more for their newsprint supplies. The newspapers
apparently agreed if the Government favoured their involvement in
private television.5 6

This agreement was reached because of the Government's ability
to deal with the newspaper industry as a whole through the channel
of the Newspaper Publishers' Association. For many years the press
had worked through this organisation to resolve disputes between
members and reach industry consensus on key issues. The

56This account is based on an interview with the Wilson and Horton managing
director, Michael Horton, by the N.z.Herald journalist E.H.Reynolds. s"E
Reynolds, E.H. ( 1982) "'Heroes or crazy" - which Class for TV pioneers,,
N.Z.Herald, 17 April. p.12.
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regionally-based nature of the newspaper groups also meant that
they carved out 'spheres of influence' and agreed through the NpA
not to compete in each others markets.

This 'cosy cartel' was torn apart, according to Michael Horton,
wilson and Horton's managing director, when the INL and N.Z.News
groups decided to press their own interests in setting up private
television. United in their anger at being excluded, other members of
the Newspaper Publishers' Association formed their own consortium
under Wilson and Horton's leadership.

From the outset the rivalry was intense and bitter. Michael Horton
described his rival's plans as 'grandiose and monolithic' whilst ATN
claimed that regional television was Horton's euphemism for
'Television Auckland'.57 The wilson and Horton plan, they asserted,
assured that company of the largest market, Auckland, with the
expansion of the signal south dependent on the lesser resourced
papers in the group. ATN's chairman, the Mayor of Christchurch,
Hamish Hay, said that the Wilson and Horton-led regional plan meant
that South Islanders would be deprived of private television 'for
many years to come'.58

Each group used the pages of their own publications to advance
the cause of their own private television plans. ATN chief executive,
Michael wall, wrote an article promoting the ATN case in the
N.Z.News paper, the Auckland star.se An editorial in the same paper
on the day that ATN was launched said that its proposal embodied
'choice, economy and quality'.00 In the other camp, the N. Z.Herald
greeted the formation of its own group's plans with the headline: 'TV
Proposal a "Genuine Alternative"'. A day earlier it had headlined
ATN's launch with: 'Minister Foresees "Problems" in plan for New TV

ll'tu Proposal a "Genuine Alternative"' (1g80) N.z.Herald, 6 November. p.3.
S8'Independent ATN Role for Hay' (1980) Aucktand star, 12 November. p.32.
59wdl, Michael. (1980) 'Private TV - Its Aims and Market', Auckland Star,29
November. p.5. see also'Time we had a choice'(1980) sunday News, l6
November. p.24. Also a series of articles by Rosemary Vincent in the Sunday
Times on the 9th(p.1.) and l6th of November(p.2.):'what you didn't Hear'(ATN
managing director Michael Wall on 'what he hadn't been allowed to say on
state television'), 'Yes, say the Stars'(top TV personalities want an alternative
channel) and 'ATN Promise: Chance for film-makers'.
60',4 Choice in TV'(1980) Auckland ^Stnr, Editorial,5 November. p.6.
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Network'.6 t

At first political support appeared to favour the wilson and
Horton grouping. The Minister of Broadcasting, Hugh Templeton,
announced himself in favour of the third regional television option as
'the way I would have thought that any modern, developed country
would eventually go'.62 He also foresaw 'real problems' with the ATN
proposal and thought that their suggestion of 'taking over a complete
channel that is not yet complete' was 'really quite extraordir&ry'.6 3

Reacting to the Minister's apparent preference for his opponent's
proposal and his non-attendance at the launch of ATN, Michael Walt
argued that it was doubtful that Hugh Templeton understood the
proposal as well as the 'half of his caucus who did attend and gave us
an enthusiastic reception'.64 The political battle lines had been drawn
with the National Party roughly split down the middle in its
allegiance between the two options.

Prime Minister Muldoon, however, appeared to remain aloof from
the competition for private enterprise television. He commented that
he had not given the two proposals a high priority and his own view
was that it was going to be a long-drawn-out affair and he had 'too
much to do at this stage to get involved in it'.65 He seemed to be the
least enthusiastic of his cabinet and caucus for private television.
This was despite his intense interest in media coverage of his
government. Hugh Templeton later66 described Muldoon cabinet

6 I 'TV Proposal a "Genuine Alternative"' ( 1980) N.Z. H e rald,
And 'Minister Foresees "Problems" in plan for New TV

6 November. p.3.
Network' ( I 980)

N.Z.Herald, 5 November. p.3.
62'Minister Foresees "Problems" in plan for New TV Network' (1980) N.Z.Herald,
5 November. p.3.
63Iuio, p.3. TV-2 had yet to reach
64'TV Venture will not Involve
November. p.3.

lt_'ptut stays out of Private TV Plans' (1980) N.z.Herard, 7 November. p.3.
66In his book: Templeton, Hugh. (1995) AII Honourable Men. Auckland:
Auckland University Press. Ian Cross also described Prime Minister Muldoon as
having'an obsessive interest in journalism, especially its television practice,
which went far beyond that of any other politician. He was positively
gluttonous in his consumption of its daily output.' cross, [an. ( l ggg) T h-e
unlikely Bureaucrat: My Years in Broadcasting. wellington: Allen &
Unwin/Port Nicholson Press. p.45.

the coverage of its sister channel TV-l.
Foreign Money' ( I 980) Auckland Star, 5
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meetings as invariably beginning with analysis and criticism of the
media.

It could be concluded that Muldoon had achieved, in his view,
control over the number of journalists who reported on his
government and the nature of that reportage. The amalgamation of
the news services of the two public television channels answered one
of his key criticisms over the wasteful use of resources and at the
same time reduced the number of journalists reporting on
government affairs. A private channel could not be influenced by a

refusal to increase licence fees or other methods of applying financial
or political pressure.6T The possibility of allowing another potentially
critical eye on the government was certainly not a priority for the
Prime Minister. one of his MPs, John Banks, said that of the two
options presented by the press groups the Prime Minister 'would be
quite hoppy to take the third option - do nothing. He would have
preferred that.'6 8

As far as the Broadcasting Corporation was concerned, there was
no choice between the two options proposed by press interests. The
threat of private competition and the possibility that one of the two
public channels might be leased out, were not among the reasons for
amalgamating the two television services outlined by Cross to his
board.69 However, he was later to write that in addition to the major
benefits advanced for it at the time, it was his belief that the move
would pr.otect TV-2 from being taken over by private enterprise.T0
In his view what the country needed from private enterprise, once

67For example, through changes to its Board.
6 8 John Banks was a keen advocate of private television stating that the
Government 'must disenfranchise the state monopoly.' He called on the private
companies to stop 'scrapping among themselves' and present a united case.
'National MP Urges Private TV Merger Deal'(1983) Auckland Star, t5 October.
p.A3.
69In his book he listed what he felt looked like the irrestible arguments for
amalgamation:'more efficient and effective use of facilities, improved
programming, lower costs, greater regional participation, more eflective
direction of advertising, the elimination of bad scheduling practices between
the channels', and states that his argument to board members made no
mention of protecting TV-2 from possible sale. Cross, Ian. (1988) Th.e Untikely
Bureaucrat: My Years in Broadcasting. p.55 & p.57.
ToIbid, p.57.
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the new structure for Television New Zealand had been bedded-in,
was a third channel. This would allow one of the public channels to

become non-commercial.
The first response by the Broadcasting Corporation to potential

private competition was to offer unused daytime hours on TV-z. The

decision to make this offer to private enterprise Ian Cross saw as 'a
matter of principle and of pragmatic commonsense'.7l He pointed to

the mistake made by the old NZBC in refusing to grant warrants to

private radio stations. The result was that the power to issue

warrants was taken away from them.72 In fact, there were strong

pragmatic arguments in favour of offering unused time. First, it
blunted the thrust of ATN in their bid to takeover TV-2. Second,

private contenders were apparently to be offered the generous

chance to show what they could do and their case would be

weakened and the public might be non-plussed if the offer was

turned down. Third, the move also bought the Broadcasting
Corporation time. This could be spent selling the 'new look' Television
New Zealand to the public and the politicians.

The two newspaper contenders for private television realised that

they could not reject out of hand the time offered by the BCNZ. They

were to a degree caught in the sticky web set for them by the

Corporation. ATN's Michael Wall was pleased that a first step had

been made down the road to private television but added that it was

'not the first step we would have taken' and that the BCNZ was

'stacking the dice a wee bit'.73 Both groups announced their intention
to tender for time whilst declaring that this in no way could be seen

as a substitute for their ultimate plans. The Wilson & Horton
grouping, now operating in the name of one of its regional entities,

Northern Television,Ta was more enthusiastic than ATN. Michael

7 I Ibid, p,98.
72It was given to a newly created regulatory body, the Broadcasting Authority.
73'Private Operator will get Use of Time on TV-2' (1981) N.Z.Herald, 12
February. p. l.
74On the 12 December 1980, Wilson & Horton, and the other newspaper groups
in the consortium it led, announced the formation of three regional television
companies. These were called Northern, Central and Southern Television.
Northern, the entity which would provide services to the top half of the North
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Horton declared it to be 'a very good start for private enterprise in
television transmission'.75

When the detail of the BCNZ offer was announced it was on a

much smaller scale than the newspaper groups envisaged. The

successful bidder was to supply up to 3l hours a week on TV-2 on

weekdays between 9am and Zpm and on Sunday between 9am and

noon. These were hours that Television New Zealand was not using.
Ratings at these times were very small and there was doubt as to
whether they could be programmed profitably. It would allow
private television on an extremely limited scale.

ATN having examined the tender hours decided on a limited
tender for the weekend hours only. The company announced that its
budgeting had shown that the potential advertising revenue for all
the lease time offered was half of that required to programme the

screen time properly. The company's limited bid was, it stated, not

budgeted to make a profit but to participate in the first opening for
private television.

Northern Television, on the other hand, found the tender
sufficiently attractive to announce in March 1981 that it was to

proceed with its plans to build a studio complex in Auckland. The

announced cost was $5million and Michael Horton said that the

money was being spent because the successful tenderer should be

ready to be on air by Christmas. ATN questioned whether there was

a private undertaking between the Broadcasting Corporation and

Northern Television which gave the company the confidence to

proceed. Horton denied any secret deal lay behind his decision to
build studios before the winning tender had been announced.T6 He

Island was the only one of these three companies to employ staff and set up a
studio complex. Wilson & Horton was the majority shareholder in this company
which covered an area roughly equivalent to that of the N.Z.Herald
newspaper.
75'Private Operator will get Use of Time on TV-2'(1981) N.Z.Herald, 12
February. p.l. See also 'Group Ready to Bid on Any Spare TV Time' (1980)
N.Z.Herald, 22 January. p.5
76'TV Hopeful Denies "secret Deal"' (1981) N.Z.Herald, l7 March. p.3. Michael
Wall of ATN claimed that: 'No responsible businessman commits millions of
dollars of his company's funds to build a facility which he has no guarantee
will ever be used.' See 'lnspection of Studio Refused' (1981) Auckland Star, 18
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believed that the facility would be attractive to other companies if
his bid failed and that it could be used for making programmes and
commercials. However, Northern's facilities were purpose-built for
regional television with the initial fitting our providing sufficient
facilities to provide only for the daytime television production
requirements of the tender. Northern Television had very limited
facilities for the production of commercials or general programmes.T1

Against this background of controversy as to whether one of the
tenderers had been 'favoured', the BCNZ announced in August lg8l
that neither of the tenders had been accepted. The official reason
offered was that the formats were unacceptable but this statement
was not elaborated on. Northern, its studios well on the way to
completion, asked the BCNZ to re-examine its tender and in February
1982 they were granted one hour at llam on weekdays to provide a
programme entitled Good Morning!

Meanwhile the political climate appeared to swing towards
favouring the rival ATN group. In July 1981 a cabinet reshuffle saw
warren cooper appointed as Minister of Broadcasting. As the
previous holder of this portfolio had expressed views close to those
of Michael Horton, so Cooper appeared to echo those of Michael Wall.
As ATN pushed for opportunities on evening prime-time television,
the Minister stated that competition was needed between private-
sector and public-service television in peak commercial viewing
hours. And he reiterated the point made by Michael Wall that
morning television may only offer an opportunity restricted to
cheaper programming which would give the private sector a bad
name.7 8

March. p.15. The following day he claimed that the partners of Northern
Television agreed to apply for morning television in early December 1980
although the BCNZ did not announce the time tendering proposals until early
February. ("'spell out TV Deal," ATN Says' (1981) Auckland star, 19 March. p.2.)
7 7 At this time the majority of television commercials and most television
drama productions were shot on film. Northern was equipped with video
cameras and was an almost wholly video facilitv.
TSCooper said he wanted'a place for both puuii" and private sectors on one of
the two existing channels in the more lucrative afternoon and evening hours'.
See 'Let Private TV Share Peak Hours' (1981) l/.Z.Herald, l3 July. p.5. Warren
Cooper was also unsympathetic to a licence fee increase for the BCNZ. 'They
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warren cooper was to have a limited tenure as Minister of
Broadcasting. In the cabinet announced after the November l98l
general election he was re-assigned to be Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Prime Minister Muldoon appointed a less ardent advocate of private
television to the broadcasting portfolio, Dr Ian Shearer. The new
minister, unlike his predecessors, declared that he had no
preferences as to how private firms should take part in television
and said that the options were wide open.Te

He did express the view that because of the cost of establishing
private television the two companies competing could have to
consider amalgamation. Co-operation seemed an obvious move and
ATN had first suggested it when the BCNZ rejected the private
daytime television tenders. At that time Michael Horton, as chairman
of Northern Television, stated categorically that there was 'no way
we could consider amalgamating.' In response to the same suggestion
from the minister, Horton argued that his company had gone too far
along the track to consider merging its interests with ATN.80

Northern's studios were opened in April 1982 with the company
then assessing their cost at $Smillion. Promotional booklets
distributed at the opening ceremony announced that the time for
private commercial television had finally arrived. Northern
proclaimed that all of New Zealand's daily newspapers except those
owned by two companies (involved with the rival ATN), were
represented by its shareholders. Sixteen newspaper companies
publishing 19 daily newspapers. The booklet listed them according to
their circulation figures rather than their shareholding in the
company. This masked the fact that with 57.9 per cent of the shares
Wilson and Horton was by far the largest shareholder. The next
largest holding was 8.6 per cent and the Marlborough Express had a

have a marvellous ability to spend money, but whether their programmes
would be a lot better I'm not certain.' Quoted by Cunninghame, Pamela. (1981)
'View from the Hill', N.Z.Herald,25 Juty. Sect.2 p.8.
79'Options in TV "Open"' (1982) N.Z.Herald, 1? March. p.16.
80see 'ATN says TV Rejection Means New Approach' (1981) Auckland Star, 14
August. p.3. And 'Private TV Decision "Fairly soon"' (1982) N.z.Herald,9
February. p.3.
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mere .2 per cent of the shares.S l

The opening of the Northern Television regional studios took place
at a time when the Minister was expressing doubts about the
viability of a third channel in New Zealand. He said in a television
interviews2 he believed'on the basis of the economics of the
situation' that the third channel would not be economic at present.
Michael Horton, however, argued that 'Auckland could support two
regional stations, in addition to TV-l and TV-2'.83 The basis of this
claim was that smaller regional stations in Australia could run on an
advertising turnover of only NZ$2 million. But this argumenr
neglected to mention that the Australian regional stations had a

monopoly on television advertising in their markets and that their
mainstream programming was supplied relatively cheaply under
agreements with the main Australian metropolitan commercial
networks.

Northern Television's Good Morning! programme went to air in
June L982 with the Minister promising specific government
proposals for further private sector involvement by the end of the
year. Good Morningl did not advance the cause. The best thing the
N.Z.Herald's own critic could say was that it would probably satisfy
its target audience. In television terms he felt the show belonged in
the 1960s and that it overstepped the mark with'its liberal use of
commercial plugs'.s+ The rival group's New Zealand Times said that
private enterprise television's first foray onto New Zealand screens

SlFigures from Allison, E. Brian (Management Consultant). (1983) Proposed
Merger: Northern Television Limited - Alternative Television Network Limited.
Auckland: Document produced for the directors of both companies. 9 February.
Appendix F.
S2'Television One News' 6.30pm, 2 March, lgBZ.
83'Private TV "Can Pay Own Way"' (1982) N.Z.Herald, 25 May. p.5.
84The Public Service Association lodged a formal complaint to the Broadcasting
Corporation that the show breached its advertising codes. The Producer, Kevin
Moore, was sub-contracted by Northern Television to make the programme
and he in turn was paid by presenters for slots within the format. The
presenters then sought sponsors to pay for their segments. Critic Jane Clifton
wrote that'a host of products, services and entities were quite shamelessly
plugged on Good Morning!" see clifton, Jane. (1982) 'Doom Merchants were
Justified', New Zealand Times, 27 June. p.26.
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'was an enterprise that should indeed have been kept private'.8 s

In July, to the consternation of the newspaper groups, the
Minister of Broadcasting decided to go back to the drawing board and
called for comment from interested parties on l0 options for the
introduction of private television. However, to journalist Jane Clifton
he indicated that he personally felt that the Broadcasting Corporation
should keep its 2 channels and that private television would
'ultimately' run a third channel. It was an admission of his
preference only hours after he had refused to be drawn on which of
the options he favoured.

Newspaper interests expressed criticism that a review of options
would further delay the introduction of private television. The
Coalition for Open Government was critical that the review was not
more extensive. This interest group maintained that if the
Government was genuine about consulting the public, a more wide-
ranging public discussion process was required. It was certainly true
that the debate about private television had to this point not
canvassed the public's views and nor had it involved any detailed
examination of the economics of an additional television service. The
Minister ruled out a public inquiry as it would take too long and
indicated that market analysis was unnecessary when 'most of the
work has already been done overseas'.86 Yet this analysis was not
directly appropriate to the New Zealand market.

In October the Government received a report on the ten options
from the Communications Advisory Council.sT The Council had
assessed the 28 submissions received in response to the Minister's

85See 'Viewpoint' (Television criticism by Colin Moore)(1982) N.Z.Herald, 22
June. p.15. Also Clifton, Jane. ( 1982) 'Doom Merchants were Justified', N e w
Zealand Times, 27 June. p.26.
86'Scenario for Private TV by the End of the Year' (1982) N. Z.Herald, S June.
p.2.
STCommunications Advisory Council (1g82) Suggested Options for Private
Enterprise Involvement in Television in New Zealand. Wellington. October.
This 'report' was a relatively slim document of l3 pages which did not examine
the economics of the various options in any depth. Its discussion was in broad
terms and favoured the third regional option because a majority of the
submitting parties favoured 'options which would not have a deleterious effect
on the existing BCNZ organisation, its finances, network, and services'. (p.2).
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invitation. It came down in favour of the third regional channel
option and the Minister of Broadcasting indicated that this
recommendation was the one most likely to be adopted by the
Government. On the 27 October, cabinet decided to recommend this
option to the National Party caucus.

The following day the caucus decided to opt for private television
to be given time on TV-I. This surprising turn of events was seen as

a victory for the rural lobby within the caucus. Members
representing provincial electorates were concerned that a third
regional channel would only be seen in Auckland in the first three
years and might never reach the remoter parts of the country. Strong
opposition to the regional television plan had been voiced by rural
groups, especially Federated Farmers.SS If private interests were
given time on channel one in the mornings to offer 'breakfast
television', then 99 per cent of the country would have the
opportunity to see private television.

This option was one that was not favoured by either of the
newspaper-based groups. For Northern Television it was a case of so

near yet so far. Their option was favoured by the Communications
Advisory Council and Cabinet only to be rejected by the National
Party caucus. ATN, on the other hand, had made the case to lease TV-
2 or to be given access to prime evening time on one of the channels,
only to be offered untried and financially dubious morning hours on
TV-I. with their hopes once more dashed, the press made a further
attempt to join forces in order that a united front might be presented
to the politicians. An independent management consultant was hired
to investigate the proposal to merge their respective interests in
private television.s 9

8 8 see 'Rural Lobby sways Government on Private TV Decision' ( 1982)
N.Z.Herald,29 October. p.1. Michael Wall of ATN commented that'...having been
through more than two years of debate the Government has opted for the
option which, of the 28 submissions, was favoured by only one party - the
farmers'. (Quoted in veysey, Alex. (1982) 'Morning TV Ruling surprises', New
Zealand Times, 3l October. p.3.)
89On at least one previous occasion, l0 March 1981, ATN had made a formal
approach to the shareholders of the rival newspaper group suggesting a
merger. They were offered a 30 per cent shareholding in ATN. Michael Horron
as Chairman of Northern Television replied the following day. The response
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There was another imperative for the press. A new non-
newspaper contender had emerged. City Televisione0 was a small
Auckland company but it saw its major attraction as being the fact
that it was not linked to press interests. Concerns about cross-media
ownership had found political expression within the Labour Party.
Shortly after the announcement of the Government's decision on
breakfast television, the Deputy Leader of the opposition, David
Lange, said that his party favoured a wide diversification of media
ownership and that it was sceptical about a private television
monopoly going to an organisation which already had substantial
holdings in the media.e t City Television believed that it provided
regulators with an option to press dominance of private television.

City, Northern and ATN, with varying degrees of enthusiasm,
initially stated they would probably bid for the breakfast television
time. Northern Television was the most positive about the prospects.
Michael Horton said the evidence was that such a show would be
profitable to the company. However, when the detailed planning for
breakfast television was undertaken the company found that the
'evidence' was not at all encouraging. City Television and ATN were
more sanguine. The managing director of City Television thought that
the economics of breakfast television would be very difficult and
that 'the thing that will suffer will be programme standards'.92 When
applications for the time closed at the end of March 1983, ATN was
not a contender. Its research had pointed to the morning hours being
unprofitable and it believed overseas experience confirmed that this
was almost universally the case with breakfast television except in
the very largest markets.

In mid-July, 18 days before the Broadcasting Tribunal was to hear
the warrant applications for breakfast television, Northern and City

was terse and appeared to offer no room for negotiation. It read: 'Your letter of
March l0 is acknowledged. The shareholders of Northern Television, Central
and Southern Televison were apprised of its contents and the proposal was
rej ec ted.'
g0city Television went public with its plans on the 26 October, lg8?..
9l'Media Monopolies Alarm Labour' (1982) N.Z,Herald, l2 November. p.8.
92Mr Andy Tyler, managing director of City Television, quoted in 'Private TV
Hopefuls Likely to seek Morning Time' (1982) N.z.Herald, zg october. p.3.
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Television withdrew. Both contenders cited high fees for access to the
BCNZ transmission system as the reason behind their pulling out.e 3

For Northern, Michael Horton described the charges as 'provocative'.
He said that the company had budgeted to lose $2.25 million in its
first year of breakfast television but the Corporation charges would
push this up to almost $Smillion. An editorial in his company's
newspaper, the N.Z.Herald, stated that the Corporation seemed 'to be
deliberately strewing the path to private television with
obstacles...'e4 and its actions must appear to the public to be those of
'a monopoly seeking to protect itself'. But the Minister did not
discern any sinister motives on the part of the BCNZ. He noted that
the companies had apparently passed up a chance to renegotiate for
a reduction of the charges and suspected that they had withdrawn
because 'they have decided they are not interested in pursuing the
morning television option and are hopeful of an alternative'.95

Wilson and Horton certainly sought to refocus the debate back to
the question of a third channel. on the 16 July, an article in the
N.Z.Herald stated that the adoption of the Communication Advisory
Council report recommending the establishment of a third channel
would have avoided 'the present impasse over Broadcasting
Corporation charges'. And five days later the paper stated that
private regional stations could be on air by August the following year
given Government approval for that type of service.g6 As the press
proprietors had done throughout their push for a place in the
electronic media, the pages of their newspapers were used to
promote their own interests.

A statement by the managing director
to reinforce the Minister's claim that the
reason why the private groups withdrew

of City Television appeared

BCNZ charges were not the

their applications. Mr Andy
Tyler described the level of charges proposed by the Corporation as

93'TV Fee Called Provocarive' (1983) N.Z.Herald, 16 July. p.l.
94'Television Obstacle Course' (1983) N.Z.Herald, 16 July. p.6.
95'Minister Says Fees May Not Be cause of rv pull-outs'(1983) N.z.Herald, rg
July. p.3.
96'channel No3 one Answer' (1983) N.z.Herald, l6 Juty. p.3. And'Regional rv
Hopes for Next Year' (1983) N.Z.Herald, 2l July. p.l.
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'probably very fair'e7 and clarified that his unhappiness had related
more to the time it had taken them to produce the figures.
Furthermore the findings from a confidential report commissioned

by Northern Television from the AGB:McNair marketing research

companyes became available to it just before the BCNZ charges were

made known. This report was very sombre in its assessment of
potential audiences for breakfast television. It showed that only four
per cent of television viewers watched any felevision at all before

noon and that the statistically marginal numbers of between one and

two per cent of those surveyed stated that they definitely would
watch a breakfast television programme. By contrast between 66 and

74 per cent (depending on the time of the programming) said they

definitely would not watch it.ee

The collapse of the morning television proposal left the issue of
private television in limbo. Northern was keen for the government to
re-look at regional television but Prime Minister Muldoon said he

was in no hurry to satisfy new calls from private television
companies.100 The newspaper groups also failed to join forces on this

issue. The attempt by the independent management consultant to

find common ground foundered despite his belief that opportunities
to participate in private television would be very restricted and his

assessment that the political climate 'discourages continued
fragmentation of sffqlls'.l o l

The consultant's view was that the ATN approach of taking over

one of the existing public channels appeared to be 'politically

97'Government to Ponder Full Inquiry into Private TV' (1983) N.Z.Herald, 23
July. p.3. Ian Cross claimed in September, 1983, that one applicant had
informed him personally that 'almost regardless of our own assessment of
what costs would be, they had reached a conclusion that breakfast television
was not viable for them anyway.'(Quoted in'Criticism over BCNZ Action'(1983)
N.Z.Herald, l2 September. p.3.)
98AGB:McNair (1983) Survey of the Potential Audience for Morning Television
in New Zealand conducted for Northern Television Limited. Auckland: McNair
Surveys NZ Ltd., July 1983.
99lbid, figures from p.l5 and p.33.
10O'pdvnlg TV Inquiry Unlikely, says PM' (1983) Auckland Star,26 July, p.A2.
l0lAllison, E. Brian (Management Consultant). (1983) Proposed Merger:
Nortlzern Television Limited - Alternative Television Network Limited. p.l.
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impracticable in the short run'. On the other hand the conditions
imposed for a merger on the part of wilson and Horton suggested a

lack of flexibility. They clearly spelt out the intention of the company
to dominate the private television market in the Auckland region to
mirror its domination of the newpaper market. Wilson and Horton
required that all parties must agree that future opportunities for
taking up regional television warrants should involve only the
companies with newspaper interests in the region concerned.
Further, that those shares should be taken up in proportion to the
normal newsprint tonnages used in the region by the respective
companies.l02 The consultant noted that Wilson and Horton identified
itself as a regional company which did not wish to invest in activities
outside its present area of newspaper operations. This was a clear
indication of why this company was so angered by the breakdown of
the regional spheres of influence of the press agreed to by the
members of the Newspaper Publishers' Association.

With the newspaper groups still divided in their approach to
private tslsvl5isn,l03 the National Party reflected those divisions and
swung first towards one option and then back towards the other.
lronically, in view of the management consultant's advice about the
political impracticality of the ATN approach, an investigation of the
privatisation of Tv -2 was the next move approved by National's
caucus. The chairman of the Broadcasting Corporation assured the
Prime Minister that he would prepare 'a completely unbiased study
on handing TV-z partly or fully to private €rterprise',I04 although he

102616, p.8. David Lange, now Leader of the Opposition, commented on the 18
August, 1983, that 'the goal of Wilson and Horton to have in the Auckland
region the vast circulation of the N.Z.Herald in the morning coupled with
their network on a regional basis at night as not being in the interests of New
Zealand'.'TV Options Deferred by Caucus'(1983) N.Z.Herald, 19 August. p.3.
l03411hsugh a confidential memo written by one of the ATN directors, Nevitle
Webber of N.Z.News, on the 24 January 1983 indicated that ATN was willing to
compromise on most of the points raised by Wilson and Horton, agreement on
amalgamation was not reached. In the memo Webber states that N.Z.News was
not adamant that a leased second channel was the only solution and that his
company was 'pragmatic' about whatever opportunites were available. He was
also willing to see Mr Michael Wall replaced as ATN chief executive if this
would aid a compromise.
1O4'4rrurunce from Mr Cross" (1983) N.Z.Herald, 27 August. p.3.
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noted there was a viable proposition in existence to provide a third
channel for the entire country.

Essentially, as the N.Z.Herald observed in one of its h.u61ines,l05
private television was on a 'slow track'. According to the report, at
the root of the problem was the fact that the Government had
determined to introduce greater private participation in television
during its term of office without working out how to achieve that
promise. Instead the caucus was swinging between small majorities
in favour of one option or another according to the last persuasive
argument presented to the 'swinging' M.P.s.

Predictably Broadcasting Corporation advice was firmly against
the selling or leasing of Tv -2 to private enterprise. This was
supported by a report prepared by ministerial advisors to help Ian
Shearer persuade his colleagues who questioned the third regional
plan. This report argued that regional television could cover all but
the most remote country areas within five years. Finally, on
December 8, 1983, the caucus endorsed the report presented by the
Minister and approved in principle the introduction of a regionally-
based third television channel. The Minister asked the regulatory
body, the Broadcasting Tribunal, to call for submissions and write a

report on its introduction, 'without delay'.
An interim report was received by the Minister from the Tribunal

at the end of March 1984 but it was not until the calling of the snap

election of July 1984 that he issued a directive for private regional
television. National was thus able to honour its previous election
pledge of providing an opportunity for private television during its
three-year term by giving the go-ahead 25 days before polling
day.lo0 But there was one substantive change between the Tribunal's
advice and the directive calling for applications from interested

105'pdvsls TV on Slow Track' (1983) N.Z.Herald, 29 August. p.22.
l06Government dissatisatisfaction with public broadcasting, especially its
coverage of the 1981 election campaign, apparently manifested itself in a
determination to push ahead with private enterprise TV in late 1981, according
to parliamentary reporter Jane Clifton. She wrote that private enterprise
television 'can be expected to fast track its way up Cabinet's list of priorities'.
Clifton, Jane (1981)'Private TV Ripe for Government Action', New Zealand
Times. 13 December. p.5.
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parties. The Tribunal had recommended limits on cross media
ownership. The papers were to have no more than a 30 per cent
shareholding in any regional warrant holder. In its report the
Broadcasting Tribunal said that 'the record in New zealand of the
newspaper industry reporting on itself leads us to believe that
despite editorial independence there will, without some safeguards,
be an influence of proprietorial interest on editorial gsnlsnl'.107
However, in the minister's directive this restriction was missing. It
was retained only for the separate news company which would
supply news to the regional stations.

The non-newspaper contender which had started out as City
Television, and was now called 11y,108 immediately took out a High
Court injunction to stall the directive on the grounds that it had been

issued after Parliament had been dissolved. This successful action
was taken with the understanding of the Labour Party's shadow
minister of broadcasting who had stated that his party would re-
instate the cross-media restrictions if elected.

With the election of the 1984 Labour Government the directive
was duly changed and reissued. Newspaper interests could now only
be minority shareholders even if they managed to secure the
regional television warrants. Yet they were to be singularly
unsuccessful even in this effort to secure a much reduced role in
private television. When in August 1987 the Broadcasting Tribunal
announced its decision on the four regional warrants it awarded
them to an applicant who had made a virtue of the fact that it had no

newspaper shareholders.

I 0 7 Sroadcasting Tribunal ( 1984) Regional Private Television
Recommendations of the Broadcasting Tribunal. Wellington. March. p.17. The
Tribunal also noted that proprietorial influence on editorial content 'has
already been displayed in newspaper coverage of television interests held by
newspaper proprietors'.
1086n the 12 April, 1984 this company announced that it was backed by the
Owens Group and would be known henceforth as Impact Television(ITV). On
the same day, the former head of entertainment programmes for Television
New zealand, Tom Parkinson, launched another group to seek regional
television warrants Tele-Vid Ltd. (TV-3)
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The Regulatory Opportunity
Broadcasting Tribunal.

which Discredited the

For the Broadcasting Tribunal the third channel hearings were its
first major licensing decision in television. It was an opportunity to

shape the future of television and would be closely scrutinised by

the industry to gauge the Tribunal's position on ownership, local and

independent production, provision for Maori and other cultural and

educational needs and how it saw the mix of services to be provided

by public and private sectors. In terms of the value of the warrants

to be issued and the impact on the public, it was unquestionably the

Tribunal's most important test.

When the confidential report prepared by ministerial advisers in
November 1983 favoured the introduction of third regional
television 'without delay', it believed that the Broadcasting Tribunal

could determine the most suitable licencee or licencees after a two

month inquiry.loe The Tribunal's own estimate of the likely length of
the hearings was from two to five weeks with a further four to six

weeks needed for decisions to be completed. There was a rider that

the time taken would partly depend on the number of applications to

be dealt with in each region and the 'nature and extent of opposition

to those applications'.110 But in summary the Tribunal stated that if
Government policy was determined by mid-April 1984 it should be

possible for hearings to be held at the beginning of October and a

decision to be made at the end of the year. In the event, from the

issuing of the second directive by the incoming Labour Government,
it took the Tribunal just under three years to determine the most

suitable group to hold the warrantc.l I I This process was estimated

by the government at the time of deregulation to have cost $20

109'pgpsil Puts Case for Regional Private TV'(19S3) iV.Z.Herald, l4 November.
p.l.
I l0groadcasting Tribunal (1984) Regional Private Television
Recommendations of the Broadcasting Tribunal. p.8. Para.l.9.
I I l lhs second directive was issued by the new Labour Government in
November | 984 and the Tribunal's decision announced in August 1987 . There
were 17 months of hearings within that time. (September 1985 to January 1987
inclusive).
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million.l12 Finally, the postscript to the whole exercise was that the

group awarded the warrants because its structure and management

alone merited them being chosen, I I 3 was to collapse into
receivership five months after 'going to air'.

The record of time taken and the cost involved provided the

opponents of regulated broadcasting with telling evidence against the

efficacy of this method of determining who should have the right to
broadcasl.ll4 The processes of regulation could be readily portrayed

as grindingly slow and expensive. The Independent Broadcasting
Association's executive director, Brent Impey, believed that the

theorist officials had managed to sell the whole deregulation package

to Prebble 'as part of the backlash against the hearings'.lls
There were few arguments put forward as to the benefits of the

Broadcasting Tribunal. When it was abolished as part of the

deregulation reform process, the only voices raised in its defence

were those within the broadcasting industry who had benefitted
from its decisions - the Independent Broadcasters' Association (IBA)
representing private radio licence holders, and TV-3. Regulated
broadcasting had served existing private radio operators in the

market by limiting the number of new entrants and overseeing a

system where competition was managed under the protective eye of
the Tribunal. As the system had worked in their favour, existing
private radio operators had actively wooed and cosseted the

Tribunal. In the battle between Radio New Zealand's commercial

services and the private broadcasters it has been charged that 'the

l 12pr"661g, Richard. (1938) Address to the National Press Club, Speech Notes.
Hotel Waterloo, Wellington. 26 April. p.6.
I l33.on6"asting Tribunal (1987) Applications for Television Warrants and
Television Programme Warrants: Decision. August 198'7. p.l14. The Tribunal
stated that on the grounds of structure and management alone TV-3 merited
the award of the warrants.
I l4[11*6 Rennie writes that: 'Government frustration grew. Money was being
spent on lawyers and arguments, not programmes and broadcasting. The
delays produced a barely-concealed political reaction and further demand for
change.' Rennie, Hugh. (1992) 'Broadcasting Following Deregulation', pp.60-72
in Comrie, Margie and Judy McGregor(eds.) Whose NewsZ Palmerston North:
The Dunmore Press. p.63.
1156o.1s1, Alan. (1989) 'Airwaves Auction in for Bumpy Ride', New Zealand
Financial Review, August, pp.37-42. p.39.
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Tribunal was consistently listening to challenges to every move by
Radio New Zealand to increase its servics'.I16

The former chairman of the Broadcasting Corporation, Hugh
Rennie, has claimed that Broadcasting Tribunal chairman Bruce Slane

wished to control the broadcasting scene to a far greater degree than

the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal and that as far as the new

period of public and private competition in television was concerned

it was always his intention to impose restrictions on the Broadcasting

Corporation to ease the way for the third channel.llT
The scenario has been su1[insd,l l8 especially by advocates of

deregulation, that regulatory agencies can become captured by the

very industries they 'regulate'. The regulatees come to recognise that

the better wisdom is not to abolish regulation but to utilise it. Donald
Brownell9 comments on accusations made in Australia and the

United States that the regulatory agencies are more sympathetic to
the broadcasters than they are to the public because 'agencies and

broadcasters "understood one another", "talk the same language", and

so on'.

In the third channel hearings, losing groups said that TV-3 was

favoured because many of its personnel were familiar to the

I f 6p2s1ing, Brian. (1994) '70 Years of Radio - An Overview', pp.l-38 in Helen
Wilson (ed.), The Radio Book 1994. Christchurch: New Zealand Broadcasting
School, Christchurch Polytechnic. p. 24. Some support for this statement could
perhaps be found in the Broadcasting Tribunal's attitude towards RNZ's three
ZM pop stations which it said (in April 1982) should be de-commercialised to
make room in the Marketplace for private FM services. At the same time the
private-enterprise dominated Communications Advisory Council said the ZMs
should not be unfairly penalised by the introduction of FM. (See 'RNZ Lobbies
to Retain ZMs' (1982) New Zealand Times,4 April. p.5.).
I lTpgnnis, Hugh (1994) Personal Interview with the former chairman of the
Broadcasting Corporation. l2 March.
I I 85sg, for example, Adams, Walter and James Brock ( 1986) The Bigness
Complex. New York: Pantheon.
I l9Brewns, Donald R. (1989) Comparing Broadcast Systems: The Experiences of
Six Industrialised Nations. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press. p.37. Marc
Raboy in his book on Canadian broadcasting policy, Missed Opportunites
( 1990), states that the Canadian regulatory body the CRTC increasingly in the
1970s became 'a captive of the industries it regulated'.(p.243) And Richard
Collins, Culture, Communication and National Identity (1990), says that
Canadian broadcasting historians view the earlier regulator, the BBG
(Broadcasting Board of Governors), 'as a classic instance of a regulatory
agency "captured" by the interests it was to police...'.(p.65)
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Tribunal as private radio operators or lobbyists.t20 Counsel for the

ITV group, E.W.Thomas Q.C., wrote in a confidential report to the ITV
Board that the Tribunal's written decision awarding the warrants to
TV-3 was 'an overt and extreme rationalisation of the Tribunal's
predetermined decision to grant. TV-3 the warrants' and that there

was 'every prospect of establishing a "real likelihood" or "real
suspicion" of bias on the part of the Tribunal'.I2l

Officially the politicians praised the activities of the Tribunal at

the time they abolished it. The Minister of Broadcasting, on the day

he was announcing deregulatory reform, paid tribute to the Tribunal
chairman, Bruce Slane. But for his ability said the minister, 'a clearly
under-funded, under-resourced and legislatively inadequate body
would have failed'. I 2 2 Yet the Tribunal did not question the

Government's regional plan nor ask for the time and resources to

thoroughly investigate it. On the contrary it became an active
supporter of the regional concept for private television. It noted,
when asked to make recommendations on regional television, that
the lack of time to research the topics under review was the cause of
'considerable concern' to a number of those making submissions. But
it felt there was little to favour a longer inquiry and it had no

difficulty in coming to the conclusions it placed before the

1201y-3 Counsel and Shareholder, Brent Impey, was the chairman of the IBA.
Other private radio operators associated with the TV-3 group included Derek
Lowe, Managing Director of Radio Pacific, Trevor Egerton, Managing Director
of 9lFM in Auckland and George Wadsworth, an Auckland financial advisor
with a long history of involvement with the private radio industry.
1 2 I Thomas, E.W. (1987) Letter to the Chairman of ITV re: Broadcasting
Tribunal's Decision, 28 August. In his elaboration of the "bias" towards TV-3
Thomas cites the Tribunal's conduct of the hearing, its promotion of an
amendment which benefited TV-3 during the course of the hearing, its
predisposition to adhere to its 1984 Report notwithstanding the contrary terms
of the Minister's direction, and the Chairman's professional relationship with
two TV-3 executives (Tom Parkinson was a client of Mr Slane's firm and his
partner had acted for Parkinson and Trevor Spitz during the 1983 Commission
of Inquiry into the That's Country programme).
I 22pr"661., Richard. ( l988) Address to the National Press Club, Speech Notes.
Hotel Waterloo, Wellington. 26 April. p.16. Donald Browne, (1989) Comparing
Broadcast Systems: The Experiences of Six Industrialised Nations, writes that
universally 'the regulatory bodies that have emerged often have been ill-
equipped to deal with the plethora of services and applications that have
characterised the media explosion'.(p.380).
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Nlinis1s1.l23 In its third channel decision the Tribunal enthused that
an 'emphasis on regional coverage by the third service will at least
double the exposure of regional activities and reflect regional
community of interest on fslsyisient.l24

Thus the Tribunal must bear considerable responsibility for the
fact that regionally-based private television did not prove to be
economically feasible when TV-3 came to implement it. The regional
structure was abandoned, with Tribunal approval, before the channel
went to air. This was despite the fact that regionalism was to be the
fundamental foundation stone of the new private television service.
The Tribunal had made its decision based on applicants plans for
regional ownership, transmission and programming. In its own words
'the Tribunal regarded regionalism as one of the most important
aspects of the applicatiol5'.125 The abandonment of the regional
structure inherently made a nonsense of many months of the
Tribunal hearings and could be said to have severely undermined
the whole rationale for the awarding of the warrants.

The assumption that the country could have supported a third
television network structured on a regional basis was a damning
miscalculation on the part of government and regulators. That so

much money was spent and resources expended without any
detailed investigation of the concept's feasibility was an
unpromulgated scandal. Yet the Broadcasting Tribunal was to 'top off
this structure of cards with a decision which fundamentally called
into question its expertise and ability as a regulatory body.

In awarding the regional warrants to TV-3 the Broadcasting
Tribunal accepted a number of features of the applicant's case which
were fundamental to its viability. These essential assumptions were
confirmed in evidence by TV-3's financial advisor, George
Wads1ars16tll26 and included the integral element that all four regions

l23groadcasting Tribunal (1984) Regional Private Television
Recontmendations of the Broadcasting Tribunal. pp.4 & 5.
l24Broadcasting Tribunal (1987) Applications for Television Warrants and
Television Programme Warrants: Decision. August 1987. p. ll.
l25g.ou6"asting Tribunal ( 1987) Applications for Television Warrants and
Television Programme Warrants: Decision. p.Zl .

I 2 63tou6"asting Tribunal ( I 9S5- 1987) Transcript of the Third Channel
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of the network had to operate profitably from day one of
transmission. This was a highly unusual feature for any commercial
enterprise let alone a private television station which had to woo
audiences before it became attractive to advertisers and gained their
advertising support. TV-3 was also in a market competing against a

long-standing two channel operator. An opposing counsel described
this as 'plainly commercially u6rur6'.127

other features of TV-3's case which profoundly affected its
prospects of viability were the highest estimates of advertising
revenue of any of the applicants;l2a the company needed successful
public floats and loan funding of the order of $80 million; there had
to be an increase in total television advertising spend;l2e the regional
companies had to meet their targeted revenue outlined to the
Tribunal and keep within the parameters of estimated costs; and
there had to be a simultaneous start to transmission in all four
regions reaching 80 per cent of the population. The only elements of
this essential list which the company managed were to gain just
sufficient borrowings and support from a public float to get to air.

The Tribunal recorded that in its first year of operation TV-3's
estimate of net advertising revenue was 35.4Vo higher than the
average of the other applicants.l30 Acceptance of an applicant
dependent on revenue forecasts which were so much more optimistic
than other contenders was to credit them with a greater degree of
predictive accuracy over the other contenders. I 3 I Yet as the
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal was to point out, on the question of
the assessment of levels of revenue available in the future a

Hearings. p.4074. See also 'Audience Appeal Big Question, Says
Auckland Star, 27 March. p.4.
I 27Thomas, E.W. ( 1987) Letter ro the Chairman of ITV re:
Tribunal's Decision, 28 August. p.8.
1285"" Broadcasting Tribunal (1987) Applications for Television Warrants and
Television Programme Waruants: Decision. p.86. Table 3.
1291n TV-3s first year on-air this did not occur. Television's advertising spend
was static.
1 3 031on6gasting Tribunal ( l937) Appliccttions fo, Television Warrants and
Television Programme Warrants: Decision. p.86.
I 3 I gn page 88 of its decision the Tribunal criticises the revenue forecasts of
two of the applicants for being 'unduly pessimistic'.

TV3" (1986)

Broadcasting
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'Tribunal is clearly not able to predict what will actually happen,

because of the uncertainty of the many relevant factors and their
complex inter-relationships'.132 Later, in the decision on granting a

third commercial television licence in Perth in 1986, the Australian
Tribunal commented that 'estimates of future performance can only
be broadly indisalive'.133

It might be said in defence of the New Zealand Tribunal that there

was evidence of strong growth in television's share of advertising
revenues during the 1980s. The growth rate of total media
advertising was faster than that of the overall GDP growth 141s.134

Furthermore, the 'boom mentality' before the October 1987

stockmarket crash added to the already noted 'Klondyke
atmosphere'135 that tends to surround the whole business of
television licence enfranchisement. Yet there was consternation that

the Tribunal had accepted TV-3's revenue assumptions. The then

Broadcasting Corporation chairman, Hugh Rennie, admits that his

organisation only had a skeletal presence at the hearings when the

evidence of TV-3 was submitted and that he was 'extremely angry'
when he learnt this had happened.l 3 6 He believes that the

Corporation should have strongly attacked TV-3 and its revenue
projections at the hearings. He also stated that the corporation had

evidence that there had been 'enormous gaps' between revenue
projections and actuals when the co-author of the TV-3 'Media
Growth Chart' and channel Sales Director, Maurice Urlich, had been

head of sales with South Pacific Television (TV-2).

I 3 24u511a1ian Broadcasting Tribunal ( 1986) Licence Grant: Commercial
Television Station Perth. Volume I: Decision and Conclusions. August. p.29.
para.5.4.
1331616, p.33. para.S.22.
l34p1sssn1ed in evidence to the Tribunal by TV-3 in their 'Media Growth Chart'
and in TV-3 (1987) Final Submissions to the Broadcasting Tribunal, January,
Section 4, p.l.
I 3 5 4n16sny Smith used this term to describe the British independent
television franchise hearings in 1967. Smith, Anthony. (1974) B rirish
Broadcasting. Newton Abbot: David & Charles. p.l3l. Smith notes that within a
year of the award of the franchises disaster struck the companies as
advertising revenue did not grow at the level anticipated. In particular,
London Weekend Television found itself in dire straits.
l36pglsenal interview with Hugh Rennie, 12 March, 1994.
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The Broadcasting Tribunal was to leave other important interests

questioning its judgement after the third channel decision. Two
groups who might normally be expected to support regulated
broadcasting felt that their needs had not been given appropriate
recognition by the Tribunal. The independent television production
industry had wanted a local content quota and a direction from the

Broadcasting Tribunal that the winning applicant should
'commission-in' a proportion, if not all, of its local production outside

of news and sport from independent producers.

The Maori Council had promoted an applicant, Aotearoa
Broadcasting System Incorporated (ABS), which sought the third
channel warrants to broadcast a mix of programming in Maori and

English. Initially also supported by the Broadcasting Corporation, this

applicant finally reached an understanding with another, ITV, which
promised to incorporate ABS programming within its schedule if it
secured the warrants. The Tribunal, however, did not believe that

the ABS's programming proposals were of 'a mass audience kind
which could compete with the existing BCNZ services'.I37 lnstead it
accepted the argument of TV-3, which was 'opposed in principle to
specific minority interest programmes', arguing that its 'policy of
"mainstreaming" involved the treatment of such programme material
in a manner which the wider television audience would
appreciate'.138 To this "mainstreaming" the Tribunal added a

condition of the warrant that by its third year on air TV-3 should

schedule 52 hours of "commercial" programming which were clearly
intended for a Maori audience and others particularly interested in
or concerned with Maori matters. This provision was viewed by most

of the Maori interests concerned with broadcasting to be totally
inadequalel39 and led to deep suspicion as to whether broadcasting
regulators were truly cognisant of, or sympathetic to, Maori needs.

I 3 Tsroo4sasting Tribunal ( 1987) Applications for Television Warrants and
Television Programme Warrants: Decision. p.54.
13816i6, p.79.
I 3 96v"tt during the course of the hearing the co-opted Maori member of the
Tribunal was to question whether 'TV-3's cure for a shortage of resources and
experience in Maori broadcasting was to put the Maori people on hold'. See
'Criticism Aimed At Maori TV Bid' (1986) N.Z.HeraId, 17 April. p.12.
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Later, as the government was implementing deregulation reforms,
the Maori Council initiated a high court injunction stopping the

transfer of assets to the new State Owned Enterprises for radio and

television in order to secure resources for Maori broadcasting.

On the issues of local production and independently-produced
local programming, the Tribunal chose an applicant opposed to local
production quotas and scornful of the abilities of the independent
production industry. In its final submission to the Tribunal, TV-3
said that in a New Zealand context, 'the independent sector has yet to
demonstrate that it has the human or material resources in place to
deliver a range of programmes consistently and effectively'.140 On

the issue of a local content quota, TV-3 expressed the view that
'because of the inhibitions it would inevitably place on the warrant
holders' ability to allocate resources as they think fit, a quota could

in fact work against the development of a vigorous third channel'.l4l
For these reasons the Independent Producers Guild and the Film
Commission opposed the application of TV-3 and described it as

'totally unacceptable'.

In normal circumstances the Tribunal could have overrode
criticism of its actions by groups it could portray as self-interested

lobbyists or meddling politicians. But the situation by 1987 was far
from normal for regulated broadcasting. After the 1987 election the

Labour government moved to the second phase of its economic
reforms and embarked on reform of government and quasi-
government administration. It began to examine the role of every
regulatory body and question its necessity. This demanded that such

bodies justified their continued existence. The Broadcasting Tribunal
needed staunch supporters and it had none. It should have been able

to show that its regulation of broadcasting had been efficiently and

neutrally administered in the public interest, Many observers of its
actions doubted whether this had been the case. Despite its
protestations that the blame for 17 months of third channel hearings

1 a 01y-3 ( 1987) Final Submissions to the Broadcasting Tribunal, January,
Section 17, p.5.
| 411616, sect.l7, p.3.
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should be placed firmly with contending groups seeking the warrant

and their lawyers,l42 the Tribunal had been discredited by the

experience.
By late 1987 few obstacles stood in the way of deregulatory

reform. The television services of the Broadcasting Corporation were

not cherished by the community as public service entities which
must be vigorously defended and their role carefully preserved and

secured against the threats of deregulated, open market competition.
The press had failed to secure a role in private television and thus a

powerful lobby which might have been created in favour of the

regulated broadcasting status quo was lacking. Finally, the key
regulatory agency, the Broadcasting Tribunal, had been enfeebled by

its actions and its disbandment occurred without a fight and with the

shedding of few tears. The opportunities of the early 1980s had been

lost. An accepted structure of regulated broadcasting had not been

consolidated and those determining broadcasting policy had failed to
conduct a national debate about the kind of broadcasting the

community required.

1421rr December 1985 and 1986 the Broadcasting Tribunal chairman, Bruce
Slane, commented on the length of the hearings. On 14 December 1985 he
stated: 'The Tribunal has already told counsel in private, in no uncertain
terms, that the blame for the length of these proceedings falls squarely on the
shoulders of the parties and their counsel.' (James, Colin. (1985) 'Stop haggling
TV Tribunal tells Lawyers', Aackland Star, l4 December. p.Al0.) On 12
December, 1986, after | 6 months of hearings, Slane commented that counsel
for applicants had decided the length of proceedings by the amount of time
spent on cross-examination. 'TV Deadline Extended' (1986) N.Z.Herald, 12
December. p.9.
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Chapter 5.

Elite capture: the formulation and implementation of New
Zealand's policy of broadcasting deregulation.

'Our perspective is that of the New Zealand Community as a whole. We
have analysed the industry and the Government policy issues from the
position of trying to achieve the best allocation of the economy's
scarce resources and the optimal pattern of consumption in the
community.'

Introduction to the Treasury Submission to The Royal Commission
on Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications, September 1985.1

'The greatest danger to liberty today comes from...the efficient expert
administrators exclusively concerned with what they regard as the
public good.' Friedrich Hayek, 1960.2

'Our consumer sovereignty model is, of course, an ideal, a standard and
a goal; not a fully specified mechanism to be pulled off the shelf
tomorrow by a trigger-happy central planner.'

Peacock Committee, 1986.3

'Recently in my bleaker moments I have thought that a small country
like New Zealand can suffer a collective derangement without anyone
articulate and confident noticing and saying it is happening....we are
subject to waves of intellectual fashion which strike us after they
have abated at source, and that there is not, here, the conservative
inertia that operates as a safety drag mechanism in larger, longer-
established societies.'

C,K.Stead, 1989.4

The notion of policy-making being captured by a group of public
bureaucrats is usually dismissed by public policy scholars. Civil
servants can be powerful players but when policy is fashioned each

group of actors involved brings to the decision-making a separate

definition and separate interests. A process of bargaining and mutual
adjustment must normally then take place.

I The Treasury ( I 985) Treasury Submission to the Royal Commission on
Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications. Wellington. S eptember.
Introduction p. l.
2Hayek, Friedrich. (1960) Quoted by Keane, John. (1991) The Media and
Democracy. Cambridge: Polity Press. p.52.
3Report of the Committee on Financing the B8C(Peacock Committee) (1936).
London: HMSO (Cmnd. 9824). Para. 586.
4Stead, C.K. (1989) 'The New Victorians', Metro. February pp.l18-124. p.124.
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Many models of policy making emphasise the obstacles which
arise if any one actor seeks to impose a particular position. In most
cases legislation will only emerge after a disputed and disjointed
development and is, reflecting a tortured passage, usually tentative
and incremental. There is no linear trail from theory to enacted
legislation, rather what emerges often does so as a result of
'muddling through'.s Policy, it is argued, simply 'cannot be shaped in
the way that a ship can be steered, a machine directed, or an

electronic system controlled'.6
These models have no utility for the analysis of the formulation of

New Zealand's broadcasting policy reforms in the later half of the
1980s. In this instance there is clear and traceable policy-making by
one arm of the public bureaucracy, Treasury. From its portals came
the theoretical framework, the shaping of the theory into a blueprint
for structural change and, with the enthusiastic support of key
ministers and other elements of the public bureaucracy, the
enactment of that plan into legislation. This was achieved with the
minimum of disputatious debate or any sign of 'muddling through'. It
can be stated without equivocation that New Zealand's broadcasting
policy is Treasury policy.

The Power of Treasury.
The Treasury has long had a reputation as the first among the less

than equals within the government bureaucracy. While most, if not
all, government departments desire power, in Treasury's case power
is deemed a necessity. In its most familiar role it is seen as the body
which must successfully resolve the inevitable conflicts between
spending proposals and available financial resources. In order to
exercise this role as adjudicator and guardian of fiscal responsibility
it must obtain power and influence.

5 See Lindblom, C.E. ( | 969), 'The Science of "Muddling Through"', in A.
Etzioni(ed), Readings on Modern Organisations. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall.
6Smith, R.F.I. and Patrick Weller (1976) Public Servants, Interest Groaps and
Policy Making: Two Case Studies. Canberra: Occasional Paper No.12, Department
of Political Science, Research School of Social sciences, Australian National
University. p.3.
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The power acquired by Treasury in this capacity is usually
portrayed as negative. Patrick Weller and James Cutt in their study

of the Australian TreasuryT cite an ex-Treasury officer who has a

resonant apophthegm for those subjected to the department's
budgetary scrutiny. 'Is there a Treasury view? Yes, it is "no".'

For other government departments the Treasury can be an object

of fear and loathing.s A secretary of the Treasury Board in Canada

claimed that in the minds of many public servants the institution in
that country 'could be likened to Kafka's Castle: the apparent if
unknown authority which governs the village (the Public Service)

remote, mysterious, all powerful...'.9
Isolation in their 'castle' has bred camaraderie within the

department and generated an ethos which places a high premium on

loyalty. In an environment of conflict with politicians, interest groups

and other bureaucrats, 'unity is indeed strength, a shield to deflect
persistent attacks'.1 o

In his discussion of the New Zealand Treasury, Jonathan Boston
identifies seven factors which contribute to the organisation's power

and influence.l l To the role of adjudicator and guardian of the public
purse he adds what he believes is its most important influence, that

of setting the theoretical framework within which most policy
options are formulated and derermined. In this way Treasury 'is able

to define the central questions for analysis, exclude certain issues

Tweller, Patrick and James Cutt (1976) Treasury Control in Australia: A Study in
Bureaucratic Politics. Sydney: Ian Novak.
I Weller and Cutt provide another aphorism on the attitude of other public
bureaucrats to Treasury officials. 'What makes a Treasury man smile? I used to
think it was stopping some of our expenditure. Now I know it is stopping all of
it.' A Departmental officer quoted on p.55.
9Johnson, A.W. (197l) 'The Treasury Board of Canada and the Machinery of
Government of the 1970s', Canadian Journal of Political Science, 4, 3(Sept.).
p.246.
l0Whitwell, Greg. (1986) The Treasury Line. Sydney: Allen & Unwin. p.17.
I I Boston, Jonathan. (1992) 'The Treasury: Its Role, Philosophy and Influence',
pp.l94-215 in Hyam Gold(ed), New Zealand Politics in Perspective. Auckland:
Longman Paul.
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from consideration, and reject policy solutions which do not conform
to the accepted wisdom'.12

These two elements are shared with the like-named institutions in
other nations. However, the other factors which contribute to the
power of the Treasury in New Zealand are more nation specific. For
example, the absence of significant bureaucratic rivals. Boston and

Richard Mulganl3 comment on the numbers and quality of Treasury's
policy analysts and the former notes their relative dearth in other
departments which has 'been a long-standing weakness of the
Wellington bureaucracy' .t4

The hiring of the brightest and the best has flowed through to a

career path pattern which has seen Treasury officers move to senior
positions in other departments and to directorships with New
Zealand's leading companies. This widening of the net of Treasury
influence can mean that politicians ignore the advice of this
department at their peril. Powerful interest group pressure,
including the weighty issue of 'business confidence', could be focused
if it was felt that the advice of government's leading financial
advisors was being continually ignored.

Treasury normally is represented in this country at the highest
levels of the Executive. This applies not only within Cabinet where
the Minister of Finance usually has a high ranking, but to the fact
that on occasions in recent decades the Prime Minister or Deputy
Prime Minister has also held the finance portfolio. Boston also draws
attention to other channels of influence at Executive level. Since 1973
Treasury reports have been circulated to the full Cabinet in an
initiative aimed at promoting more concise advisory reports.
Previously they were limited to the Minister of Finance, the Prime
Minister and relevant departmental Minister(s). Further, after 1984
there has been a greater emphasis on short-term task forces and

l2Boston,
p.205.
I 3 Mulgan,
University
I4Boston,
p.2O9.

Jonathan. (1992)

Richard. ( 1994)
Press. p.149.
Jonathan. (1992)

'The Treasury: Its Role, Philosophy and Influence',

Politics in New Zealand. Auckland: Auckland

'The Treasury: Its Role, Philosophy and [nfluence',
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review committees to provide advice for executive policy-making.
Treasury has been prominently represented on these bodies.

A picture thus emerges of a government department in the
ascendant. No other part of the public bureaucracy could challenge
its degree of influence or the breadth of its oversight of economic
and social policy. However, this influence is still within the realm of
advice, the claim of policy 'capture' by Treasury requires telling
evidence.

The Question of 'Capture'.
The term 'capture' is absent from the accounts of Treasury's role

in policy formulation and implementation of the neo-liberal reforms
enacted since 1984 in New Zealand. Most writers stop short of such a

potent and uncompromising epithet. However, it has been argued
that advice from officials was often 'an approach of advocacy rather
than dispassionate consideration'.15 The claim has also been made

that when comparison was offered it was usually between the flawed
existing system and an idealised characterisation of the preferred
alternative.l 6

Treasury outlined its economic ideal in two briefings to
government after the 1984 (Economic Management) and the 1987
(Government Management) elections. A two-pronged economic
programme which in general terms sought in the first instance to
apply a 'more market' approach to the economy, and in the second, to
realise the neo-liberal prescription for 'less government'. Bruce
Jesson describes both phases as 'Treasury led'l7 but with leadership
which appears to be defined as providing the ideational framework
rather than capturing and driving the policy to implementation. He is
clear in ascribing policy responsibility to a group of actors which also
included members of the 'Libertarian Right'18 and a group of

l5Easton, Brian. (1994) 'Economic and Other Ideas behind the New Zealand
Reforms', Oxford Review of Economic Policy, 10, 3: 78-94. p.81.
16lbid, p.80.
l TJesson, Bruce. ( l9S8) 'The Almost Uncontested Victory of the
Right' ', The Republican, 64: 7-14. p.7.
I 8 The 'Libertarian Right' worked through groups such as the
Roundtable and the Centre for Independent Studies to promote

'Libertarian

Business
their ideas.
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powerful politicians within cabinet. They came together in'a
simultaneous concentration of economic and political power'.19

The other players in policy-making often placed checks on the
scope of Treasury's activities. An important intercession by Labour
Party politicians to forestall Treasury influence in social policy
formation between 1985 and 1987 is outlined by both Jesson and
Paul Dalziel.z0 The Labour Party's Women's Council is identified as

realising in 1985 that before long Treasury would turn its attention
to social issues. They decided that it was pointless to resist the
reforms occurring in the business and financial sector but that it
might be possible to protect social policy. To this end they
successfully pressed for the establishment of a Royal Commission on
Social Policy. At cabinet level this movement found expression in the
insistence that 'social policies would remain in the public domain'21
and a number of Labour ministers sought to erect ramparts around
the 'welfare' policy areas of health, housing, education, social welfare
and national superannuation.

Elitism is a term that has been used to describe the approach and

actions of the cabal of Treasury officials and key Cabinet Ministers
and their supporters which drew up and pushed through the
structural reforms after 1984.22 Roger Douglas had determined well
before returning to cabinet office as Minister of Finance that 'not
only was it possible to design economic policies without input from
social and community groups; it was essential that policymakers

Members of these organisations held prominent positions during the reform
process or contributed in an advisory capacity. To name a few examples: Rod
Deane, a former deputy governor of the Reserve Bank and head of the State
Services Commission, was a Trustee of the Centre for Independent Studies.
Roger Kerr, one of the authors of the Treasury document Economic
Management and later executive director of the Business Roundtable. Rob
Cameron, another of the co-authors of Economic Management was a former
union official and an executive member of the Centre for Independent Studies.
lgJesson, Bruce. (lgg}) 'The Disintegration of a Labour Tradition: New Zealand
politics in the 1980s', New Left Review, 192:. 37-54. p.45.
Z0Dalziel, Paul. (1992) 'Economic and Social Policy Options', An Address to the
Social Policy Forum, Auckland, 6 May 1992.
2l Ibid, p.7 .

22see Oliver, Hugh. (1989) 'The Labour Caucus
1981-1984', pp.ll-52 in Brian Easron (ed.),
Auckland: Auckland University Press.

and Economic Policy Formation,
The Making of Rogernomics.
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were isolated from such pressure groups'.z3 This position required a

belief in the incontrovertible correctness of the policies and took the

view that all opposition to the reforms was coming from privileged
or vested interests.24 Although the theme of consensus politics was

very prominent in Labour Party circles in the early 1980s, by 1984

it was 'mere rhetoric and was to form no part of subsequent actions

in government'.25

Treasury advice, or at least a period of close collaboration
between Roger Douglas and a seconded Treasury advisor, Doug

Andrew, coincided with Douglas' 'Road to Damascus' conversion from
economic interventionism to a belief in the unfettered operation of
the free market. Yet the precise degree of influence can only be

guessed at and Hugh Oliver cites two instances26 where Douglas
diverged from the Treasury approach. This is presented as evidence

that he was not 'captured' or completely in the thrall of his economic

advisors.

The Distinctive Features of Broadcasting Policy-Making.
If Treasury power and influence generally fell short of the

'capture' of policy-making during the term of the Fourth Labour
Government, this was not the case with broadcasting. Broadcasting
policy-making was in this sense exceptional. The guiding hand of
Treasury can be traced from the initial 'think-piece' submission to
the Royal Commission on Broadcasting and Related
Telecommunications through to the enacting legislation of 1989. No

other significant stream of advice was taken note of and the findings
of the Broadcasting Royal Commission, which represented an

opposing policy schema, were ignored. There were no challenging
counter-arguments or proposals from any other government

Z3Dalrziel (1992).'Economic and Social Policy Options', p.5.
24see Easton, Brian. (1994) 'Economic and Other Ideas behind the New Zealand
Reforms', Oxford Review of Economic Policy, 10, 3. p.80.
25Oliver (1989) 'The Labour Caucus and Economic Policy Formation, l98l-1984',
p.ll.
26lbid, p.z}. The two economic policies exampled by Oliver of where Roger
Douglas deviated from the Treasury approach in 1983 were a proposal to
devalue and his advocating of a 'central fund' to assist industrial development.
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department and no significant interest group or public pressure

which found expression in changed policy. Further, there were no

discernible influences from Cabinet Ministers seeking to impose their
own view. Finally, there were no dramatic changes in external
conditions, such as a shift in social attitudes or a change in economic

circumstances, which impacted on or slowed the progress of policy
reform.

In this area of policy-making Treasury, and the reforming
ministers, appear to have succeeded in a clear example of 'top-down'
policy implementation. The work of David Mazmanian and Paul

Sabatier identified six 'sufficient and generally necessary
conditions'27 for this to take place. There had to be clear and

consistent objectives; policy interventions had to incorporate an

implicit theory about how to accomplish change; the implementation
process had to be legally structured to enhance compliance by

implementing officials and target groups; there had to be committed
and skilful implementing officials; the policy had to have the support

of legislative and executive sovereigns throughout the
implementation process; and changes in socioeconomic conditions did
not substantially undermine political support. Treasury's
broadcasting policy met all of these conditions.

The only unusual feature was the nature of how it was first
presented as a submission to the Royal Commission on Broadcasting

and Related Telecommunications. Doug Andrew acknowledges2s that

Treasury does not normally initiate such investigations or
submissions without requests for involvement by the Prime Minister
or other Cabinet Ministers. This submission was solely a Treasury

initiative in part justified by a traditional Treasury concern about the

financial performance of a government department or corporation. In
this instance it was the Broadcasting Corporation which, states

2 7 Sabatier, Paul A. ( 1986) 'Top-down
implementation research: a critical analysis
of Public Policy, 6, 1986, pp.2l-48.
28lnterview with Doug Andrew, Treasury. l4

and bottom-up approaches to
and suggested synthesis', J ournal

March, 1994.
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Andrew, had provided 'no dividends ever'.29 This, however, rather
disingenuously overlooks the fact that it was never before asked to
do so.

The submission of September 1985 opens with a statement as to
why Treasury felt the Commission's review was important. It spoke
of the valuable contribution the review can make to the development
of appropriate Government policies in broadcasting 'which will
facilitate the development of the industry in the direction of the

Government's overall economic and social objectives'.30 From the

outset Treasury appears to be signalling that the only appropriate
conclusions for the Royal Commission were to guide broadcasting
policy down the deregulatory and free market path which the
government was following in its policies for the rest of the economy.
These policies, according to Treasury, would fulfil the Government's
social objectives in broadcasting, although officials were not
expansive as to what these were and the Treasury submission is

fundamentally an argument about economic efficiency.
Treasury certainly saw their contribution to the Royal Commission

as being quite different in purpose and content from the other
submissions. The opening address by their counsel argued that the
submissions which the Commission had received to that point were
directed, in one fashion or another, to an improvement of the present
system of broadcasting. In his words, the Treasury submission in
contrast invited 'the Commission to address the more difficult
question: "Is the present system of broadcasting the most efficient
way to answer our needs?"'3l The Treasury case was that there were
alternative ways of structuring the broadcasting system which were
more flexible, efficient and less costlv.

2 9 tUiO. Although the Treasury initiative of a submission to the Royal
Commission on Broadcasting was unusual, its blueprint for corporatisation,
competition and deregulation was 'on the table'; set out in the document
Economic Management for the incoming Labour Government in 1984.
30The Treasury (1985) Treasury Submission to The Royal Commission on
Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications. Wellington, September. p.l.
3lTranscript of the Proceedings of the Royal Commission on Broadcasting and
Related Telecommunications (1985)'Evidence in Support of Submissions by the
Treasury', 28 November, p.l.
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Thus needs were identified as those leading to greater economic
efficiency and flexibility. Nearly all the other submissions to the

Royal Commission identified needs in terms of the programmes - the

essential 'product' of broadcasting which consumers are interested in.
The Treasury submission was notable for the absence of any analysis
of the output of the Broadcasting Corporation in terms of the actual
programmes it produced or the services it provided and whether
these met the public's needs.

Although in Andrew's view the submission 'needed considerable
more work done on it',32 it is notable that nearly all the conclusions
of the Treasury case were to become key components of the
legislation reforming broadcasting four years later. First, there was a

call for a more market-based plan for allocating the spectrum.
Treasury in its submission argued that transactions concerning the
radio frequency spectrum should be left to the market after an initial
allocation of frequencies. This was later modified to a system of
competitive tendering for twenty year rights in the 1989
Radiocommunications Bill. This tendering process was to be

administered by the Ministry of Commerce. The essential elements of
the Treasury plan, however, remained unaltered. Tenders were to be
judged solely on the question of the sum tendered without any
consideration of the quality of service proposed by the tenderer, and
winning tenderers were granted property rights to the spectrum.

Second, in the area Treasury describes as 'Broadcasting outputs',
the conclusions reached would also find their way into subsequent
legislation, in this instance the Broadcasting Act of 1989. For
example, the notion that social objectives would be achieved by
means of explicit contracts with broadcasters. At this stage Treasury
saw this as being handled by a variety of existing institutional
structures including the Queen Elizabeth Arts Council (cultural
programming), the Department of Maori Affairs and rhe Film
Commission (local production). The later development of a new
Broadcasting Commission (later New Zealand On Air), to carry out
these functions, can be seen as a refinement of this concept.

32lnterview with Doug Andrew, Treasury. 14 March, lgg4.
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The notion that these bodies could undertake such a role by
explicit contract shows the degree to which Treasury thinking was

governed by the theoretical models it was following. The meshing of
the cultures and requirements of these organisations with that of the

Broadcasting Corporation is difficult to imagine, quite apart from the

issues of agreement on programming cost and editorial control.
Furthermore, the view that a contract between the Ministry of Maori
Affairs and the Corporation could meet Maori needs indicated a very
narrow view of the Treaty of Waitangi. An attitude rhat this
community would be satisfied with specific minority audience slots
with no recognition of 'bi-culturalism' and overall 'mainstream'
programming requirements. This was a clear example of economic
rationalism ignoring social contract. The Treasury approach to this
issue during the reform process was to lead to major problems in
implementing the new policies as Maori groups used the Treaty and
the courts to gain greater recognition and concessions than those
originally acknowledged by reforming officials and politicians.

As part of the submission's discussion on the 'economics of
broadcasting and government intervention', Treasury proposed that
the Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand should be corporatised.
Subsequently after the 1987 election, the BCNZ joined a list of other
government agencies destined to be restructured into State Owned
Enterprises (SOEs), with many ultimately privatised.

On the issue of public ownership of broadcasting entities, the
Treasury submission to the Royal Commission does not make a firm
recommendation. Despite this, Easton argues that it must be
supposed that 'the ultimate destination (of the Treasury case) was
privatisation'.33 Treasury's arguments do lead inexorably to the

33Easton, Brian. (lgg4) 'Broadcasting Policy: Two views', A paper to the annual
conference of the New Zealand Sociological Association at the University of
waikato:6-8 December l99l and reprinted 25 August 1994. p.3. subsequent
statements by Roger Douglas, after he had resigned as Minister of Finance,
would indicate that he saw privatisation of the State Owned Enterprises as the
next phase of the economic reform process. As a reflection of his position in
1994 he stated: 'What you get when the state runs things...is inefficiency,
complacency and a general all round third rate attitude.' Quoted in Legat,
Nicofa. (1994) 'The Roger Douglas Roadshow', Metro, August. p.72) In his book
Unfinished Business, Roger Douglas outlines five benefits of privatisation and
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conclusion that this was indeed the aim. They recommend that the
non-commercial objectives should be removed from the Broadcasting
Corporation of New Zealand to be replaced by explicit contracts with
the Government for the undertaking of such activities.3a A move
which would have imposed Government discretion and real control
over whoever was contracted to provide non-commercial
broadcasting. It is a feature of the State-Owned Enterprises Act that
the Crown and the State enterprise shall enter into into an agreement
if the Crown wishes that enterprise to provide a non-commercial
service.35 But Treasury's desire to apply this schema without
modification to broadcasting indicated that the officials had no
recognition of the implications of Government-directed media. It was

not part of Treasury's thinking that broadcasting was a particular
case or 'special' industry.

The advantages of privatised broadcasting were signalled in a

three page annex to the submission entitled 'Rationale for Continued
Public Ownership'. The authors of the Treasury submission argue
that the BCNZ 'is not the only vehicle for delivery of broadcasting's
specific non-commercial services'36 and goes on to argue that as the
vehicle for these services 'public ownership is likely to result in
supply of broadcasting services at a higher overall economic cost

says the sale of SOEs will free the Government from the conflict arising from
its multiple roles as owner, regulator and producer. (Douglas, Roger. ( 1993)
Unfinished Business. Auckland: Random House. pp.182-l83.)
34The Treasury (1985) Treasury Submission to The Royal Commission on
Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications. Wellington, September. p.63.
Achieved with the Broadcasting Commission controlling the allocation of the
Broadcasting Fee and their ability to channel these funds to any broadcaster.
35see The State-Owned Enterprises Act, 1986, No.l24, Part I Principles, Clause 7
- Non-commercial activities - 'Where the Crown wishes a State enterprise to
provide goods or services to any persons, the Crown and the State enterprise
shall enter into an agreement under which the State enterprise will provide
the goods or services in return for the payment by the Crown of the whole or
part of the price thereof.' The final mechanism to provide non-commercial
broadcasting was the creation of the Broadcasting Commission(New Zealand On
Air). However, this organisation was extremely restricted in its ability to
determine which non-commercial programmes were produced and when they
were played - as these decisions were the preserve of the commercially-driven
broadcasters. See discussion on this point in Chapter 8.
3 6 The Treasury ( I 985 ) Treasury Submission to The Royal Commission on
Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications. Wellington, September. p.67.
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than if produced by a privately owned enterprise...'. There was,
therefore, the section concluded, a priorf grounds for a more rigorous
examination of the justification and merits of public ownership in
broadcasting. The onus was on the defenders of public broadcasting
to justify its existence with the clear inference from Treasury that it
was unnecessary and economically wasteful.

The implications of the Treasury argument were not lost on the
Broadcasting Corporation. When it became clear that the Treasury
policy of deregulation would prevail, the BCNZ sought to position
itself to become 'a successful competitive commercial SoE' in the
expectation that 'privatisation can be contemplated as an obvious
next step'.37 It sought to argue against a fragmented approach to
privatisation which would separate the activities of the BCNZ and
thus allow private competitors to dominate the market. That
scenario, the BCNZ stated, would not maximise the return to the
Government. This positioning by the public corporation explains why
it did not seek to rigorously defend its pre-deregulation status and
was not a strong critical voice opposing the Government's plans.

The only recommendation of the Treasury submission which did
not find its way into legislation was the sixteenth and final one - that
the television licence fee should be abolished with any necessary
government interventions into broadcasting being funded from
general revenue.38 However, this one'failure'was a minor loss
compared to the major structural changes foreshadowed in the rest
of the document. Indeed, even Treasury comment on so-called 'other
issues', appended as an annex to the submission, were to be later
reflected in broadcasting policy. Treasury here3e recommended no

37Foster, W.P. (1988) Letter to Alan Cocker, SOE Steering Committee from
W.P.Foster, General Manager, Corporate Planning and Resource Services, BCNZ.
'Notes on Approach to the Task'. l5 June, 1988. p.4. Foster assumes that
privatisation is the 'hidden agenda' of the restructuring of the BCNZ.
38Brian Easton argues that as the Broadcasting Fee was a 'tagged tax', and so
not under the full control of Treasury, grants from general revenue would
have brought the funding more under Treasury's influence. Easton, Brian.
(1994) 'Broadcasting Policy: Two Views', A paper to the annual conference of
the New Zealand Sociological Association at the University of Waikato: 6-8
December l99l and reprinted 25 August 1994. p.3.
39lbid, p.54.
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restrictions on cross-media and overseas ownership. Amendments to
the Broadcasting Act by the National Government which came to
office in 1990, have followed this course.

The Treasury submission was the only one of the 282 submissions
presented to the Royal Commission which made the case for the
deregulation of broadcasting. Easton states,40 that other than the
Treasury evidence there were no economic submissions. The Royal
Commission did not make 'economic' recommendations aside from a

dissenting addendum by one of the Commission members. It has

been observed by a participant in the procedings that in the process
of cross-examination the Treasury case suffered 'grievous damage'
and one Treasury official, 'badly bruised from the cross-examination,
is said to have muttered as he left the room, "You bastards think you
have been very clever. [t took us ten years to get Forestry, and we'll
get you too."'41

The official's retort might be seen to be prophetic. The strike rate
of Treasury recommendations which were enacted in later legislation
might be compared with that of the majority report of the
Commission. It could be commented that the only recommendation of
the 186 put forward to policy-makers which is discernible in the
1989 legislation is that the broadcasting licence fee is preferable to
direct government funding for non-commercial broadcasting.

The minority addendum to the Royal Commission Report, by
L.A.Cameron, reflected many of the the key Treasury
recommendations. Cameron comments42 that it'was extremely
disappointing that those making submissions placed a great deal of
emphasis on the past and the defence of the status quo'. He
welcomed the Treasury submission for placing broadcasting into the
broad picture of the New Zealand economy and the competition in
the marketplace. He drew attention to the theoretical antecedents of

40Easton, Brian. (1990)'Broadcasting:1985-1990 Commercialism vs Culture',
Landfall, 44,3: 276-290. p.286.
4lIbid, p.286.
42Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry (1986) Broadcasting and Related
Telecommunications in New Zealand. Wellington: Government Printer.
September. p.456.
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the Treasury submission and noted that it had caught the attention
of the Peacock Committee on Financing the BBC.

Cameron was clearly impressed and influenced by the Treasury
case. In turn, Treasury would later draw attention to his dissenting
addendum when pushing its policy proposals in the lead-up to the
new broadcasting legislation.a3 As the majority report of the
Commission ignored the Treasury submission, so Treasury and the
government ministers following their plan of reform would
completely disregard the Royal Commission report. In no sense was
there competition and eventual compromise between the Treasury
view and that of the Commission in the formulation of policy. The
Treasury plan was dominant and the Government's view of the
advice of the Royal Commission is summed up in a terse comment by
the reforming Minister of Broadcasting, Richard Prebble. He
dismissed it as 'horse shit'.44

A Royal Commission Spurned.
The Royal Commission proceedings were exhaustive and

exhausting for the myriad of interested parties, many of whom were
voluntary and community groups pleading for the provision for
special needs. The Commission sat for 7 | days, received 282
submissions and listened to the oral supportive evidence of lL7
organisations and individuals. A number of the recommendations in
its report, many asking for further and tighter regulation, reflected
the advocacy by community, educational and religious groups. The
span of the inquiry, established by warrant in February 1985 and
finally reporting in September 1986, at a cost of close to a million

43In a paper entitled 'Broadcasting Policy: Two Views', Brian Easton states that
the Cameron addendum to the Royal Commission report 'was widely but
wrongly thought to support the Treasury line.' (See Easton, Brian. (1994)
'Broadcasting Policy: Two Views', A paper to the annual conference of the New
Zealand Sociological Association at the University of Waikato: 6-8 December
I 991 and reprinted 25 August 1994. p.2.) However, there is no question that
Treasury drew attention to those sections of the addendum that supported their
view.
44Lannon, Katherine. (lggZ) 'Broadcasting in New Zealand: Deregulation and
programme Standards', A Report for the British Broadcasting Standards
Council and the Commonwealth Relations Trust, August 1992. p.6.
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dollars,45 was perceived as the public's long promised opportunity
for input into the broadcasting policy process. Its repudiation was

also a rejection of this form of 'greater consultation' in policy
formulation.

'Rogernomics' eschewed the public consultative approach and
indeed condemned it for its slowness, expense and inability to
produce 'good' policy. As Hugh Oliver argues,46 Roger Douglas was

concerned 'to insulate economic policy from democratic influence'.
According to this approach, policymaking in the economic
restructuring of broadcasting was rightly the preserve of a small
elite who were isolated from the influence of pressure groups. The
public might feel exasperated by their exclusion, especially after
their encouraged input to the Royal Commission, but they would
support the elite's reforms once they saw the benefits.4T

Publicly, of course, the reforming politicians denied that elite
policy-making was taking place. In a speech in August 1988, the
Minister of Broadcasting, Richard Prebble, said that the Government
in formulating its broadcasting policy had 'gone to enormous lengths
to consult and govern by consensus'.48 According to the Minister the
Government began this process nearly four years before with the
setting up of the Royal Commission on Broadcasting. He neglected to
mention that all that feedback and policy advice was disregarded.

Even before the Royal Commission report was printed it was
portrayed as 'heading down an administrative side road, diverging
sharply from the path the Government has plotted for the rest of
state enterpris e' .49 Press and government reaction was at best
lukewarm. The Sunday Star described the report as 'a major

45smith, Paul. (1986)'commission reporr cosrs nearly $1m", New Zealand
Sunday Times, 5 October, p.3.
46Oliuer, W. Hugh. (1989)'The Labour Party Caucus and Economic Policy
Formation, l98l to 1984', pp.l 1-52 in Brian Easton(ed) , The Making of
Rogernomics. Auckland: Auckland University Press. p.26.
47See Brian Easton (1994) on this point in'Economic and Other Ideas Behind
the New zealand Reforms', oxford Review of Economic Policy, 10, 3. oxford:
Oxford University Press. p.80.
48Prebble, Richard. (1988)'speech Notes - Minister of Broadcasting Address to
the Advertising Institute of New Zealand', Wellington, 30 August. p.17.
49Editorial (1986) 'TV Licence Fee Survives', N.Z.Herald, 14 August, p.6.
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disappointment'50 which failed to provide an imaginative blueprint
for the future. Prime Minister David Lange was less than enthusiastic
about the Royal Commission's call for an immediate rise in the public
broadcasting fee. Describing the report's suggestion that the licence
fee be linked to the annual subscription for metropolitan newspapers
as 'novel and outrageous', he stated that there was 'no evidence that
broadcasting improved with generous dollops of state financing.'51

The Commission had been granted an extension of time to
complete its report. This delay seemed only to give those promoting
the ideology of deregulation more time to push their case and it
made the Commission's findings seem dated and less relevant as a

contribution to a debate which was being moved along at a fast pace.

Its lengthy discussion (the final report was 518 pages) and rhe
difficulty in extracting from the body of the document the key
recommendations and advice (the summary of recommendations
listed 186), made it easier for opponents to dismiss it than would
have been the case with a more succinct and directly argued
document. The Royal Commission's report served only to encompass
the concerns of the interested parties who had made submissions to
it and gave them the illusory comfort that their views would be
heeded when policy was enacted.

Much more in keeping with the view of cabinet was the
document's dissenting addendum and the view of its author that
much of the report was 'conventional wisdom which could have been
produced more cheaply by consultants'.S2 In an editorial the Sunday
Star53 correctly identified that the 'new wisdom' was the economic
principles government departments and agencies had been forced to
adopt in recent months. The 'Cameron Addendum' was to have
political utility while the full report was condemned and ignored by
the reforming politicians.

50Editorial (1986)'Report makes no waves
November, p.8.
5 l'Licence fee rise 'unlikely", Auckland Star, 4
52Smith, Paul. ( 1986) 'BCNZ(sic.) report 'cosrly
Sunday Times, 2 November, p.3.
5 3 Editorial ( 1986) 'Report makes no waves
November, p,8.

on airwaves', Sunday Star, 2

November, 1986. p.9.
and conservative", New Zealand

on airwaves', Sunday Star, 2
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The Treasury Plan Resurfaces.
Doug Andrew maintains5a that the Treasury were 'surprised'

when the Royal Commission report stayed with the status quo. A
Treasury officer55 wrote a report which Andrew describes as 'along
the lines of: What are we going to do about the Royal Commission
report?' The Treasury case would continue to be pressed. After the
L987 election the new Minister in charge of the portfolio had the
Treasury blueprint for reform at hand as the government's attention
turned to phase two of Rogernomics, the reform of the public sector.

As Minister of Broadcasting, Richard Prebble asked his officials to
present a report on broadcasting reform. The justification for review
was framed in terms of 'reservations' he had about the majority
conclusions of the Royal Commission and 'a number of pressures in
the broadcasting industry which require early attention'.56 The
'pressures' were identified as that of a pent up demand for more
competition in television broadcasting, as evidenced by the number
of interested applicants contesting the third channel hearings; a

growing interest in direct broadcast satellites into New Zealand; the

increasing demand for new technologies to be allowed; and the
'pressures' within the Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand
arising from the conflicting commercial and public service interests
of broadcasting.

However, these 'pressures' could
justifications for a wholesale change
predecessors had long lived with the
which the Treasury plan, despite its

be viewed as fairly slight
in policy. The BCNZ and its
contradictions of a dual role
intent, did not resolve. The

54lnterview with Doug Andrew, N.Z. Treasury, 14 March, lgg4. This was despite
the fact that the Treasury submission shared almost no common features with
any of the other 281 submissions and was rigorously criticised by Tony
Simpson representing the PSA and economist Brian Easton. Andrews admits
that 'Brian Easton picked up some mistakes and this was very useful in
pushing the debate along and
considerable more work done

developing the policy. The submission needed
it.'

in
on

55Guy Beatson.
56Prebble, Richard, Minister of Broadcasting. ( 1986)'Broadcasting: Competition
Policy and Implementing Government's Social Objectives', Office of the
Minister of Broadcasting. Presented to the Cabinet on 12 April, 1988 with some
later revision on 26 April, 1988. p.l.
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applicant for the third channel had been determined and none of the

other contenders for a licence took advantage of the forthcoming
deregulated environment to launch additional national channels. The
market was perceived to be too small for such a risk. By L995 no

commercial interest had sought broadcast rights for direct broadcast
satellites into New Zealand, and the example of new technology use

cited, the 'narrowcasting' of signals to user groups such as hotel
patrons was in use to a very limited extent.

The 'pressures' Richard Prebble outlines must be seen as merely a

construct to produce an atmosphere of urgency in order to sway
those in Cabinet who might have had lingering doubts that the
Treasury plan for the deregulation of broadcasting was essential and
correct policy. In the Minister's words 'the need to deregulate (was)

overwhelming'57 and the policy should be expedited without delay.
Other supportive 'evidence' was also employed in the Cabinet

paper. A BCNZ comment document on the proposed changes was

selectively used to argue that the public broadcaster favoured the
relaxation of entry and ownership restrictions in broadcasting, the
disestablishment of itself and the Broadcasting Tribuna[, and the
reconstitution of the BCNZ as a State Owned Enterprise.

This interpretation of the comments from the BCNZ puts an
extremely favourable 'spin' on them. On behalf of the corporation
Chairman Hugh Rennie wrote three papers on the Treasury plan.
These papers fundamentally questioned many of the assumptions
the officials had made with reference to the operation of 

^deregulated, competitive free market in broadcasting in New Zealand.
Rennie responded that 'no evidence was presented that greater
competition in the television market was sustainable'58 and would
operate in the public interest. The BCNZ chairman further
commented that the assumption in the paper that the removal of
restrictions on radio should facilitate the emergence of minority
interest stations was valid in theorv but not in fact. There was also

s7'Broadcasting Shakeup', N.Z.Herald, 27 April 1988. p.8.
58Rennie, Hugh. (1988)'Comments - Recommendations Set out in the Minister's
Paper on Reform of the Broadcasting Industry in New Zealand'. p.l. February.
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no evidence to show that any of the new technologies discussed were
yet commercially viable and considerable evidence to show that
many of them were not. Rennie was particularly prickly about the
Minister's plan that officials would undertake further work on
options for restructuring the BCNZ on SOE and/or privatised lines
without the involvement of BCNZ personnel. He responded that the
'contemplation is that officials of little knowledge (in the case of
Treasury officials, of demonstrated lack of knowledge or competence)
will plan the future of a complex industry already being effectively
managed by experienced executive teams....'59 The questioning of the
policy advice to the Minister is restated in the third 'comment paper'.

The plan is alleged to have 'material deficiencies': some of these, it is
argued, are due to inadequate research, some to a misunderstanding
of information and others 'to a failure to involve any persons with
practical media industry experience'.60

A similar approach was taken with the reform of health services
with a coruesponding disregard for the advice of sector
administrators. The theory took little regard of industry
particularities and viewed the implementation of the 'new
managerialism' as appropriate to each and every application.

Finally, Hugh Rennie points out6l that the government would be

open to serious criticism for adopting, without public or industry
discussion, a policy which was radically different to their stated
election policies, the recommendations of the Royal Commission and
the policy directives issued to both the BCNZ and the Broadcasting
Tribunal. It was suggested that the policy review should involve
broader consultation, in particular with the BCNZ, and less haste.

Although not attacking the idea of deregulation and the necessity for
change, Rennie was questioning those who would carry out the policy
and the speed with which it was planned to implement it.

Officials from Treasury and the Department of Trade and Industry
did meet with Broadcasting Corporation executives in early March

59Ibid, p.z.
60Rennie, Hugh. (1988) 'Comments - Deficiencies in Proposals - Formal Advice
to the Minister'.p.l. February.
6ltuio, p.+.
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1988. At the request of the Minister, they prepared a paper
summarising areas of agreement and disagreement on the proposals
he had submitted to the Cabinet State Owned Enterprises Committee
on 24 February. There were, in detail, considerable areas of
disagreement between the two parties; particularly on the issue of
public service broadcasting. The Officials were of the view that 'a
carefully designed grants scheme alone is adequate to secure public
service broadcasting objectives'.62 The Broadcasting Corporation did
not consider this at all adequate and felt what was required was 

^combination of Government ownership and grants and that the
grants should be directed principally to the publicly-owned
broadcaster.6 3

A letter to the Minister on 24 March, written by one of his
officials, Jim Stevenson,64 glosses over the contentious elements and

states that the Minister 'will note there is much in common between
the views...'65 of the two parties. He also stresses that they agreed on
'the desirability of early decisions on broadcasting reform'66 although
there is no confirming statement to this effect from the Broadcasting
Corporation.

Dissatisfaction with Regulated Broadcasting.
The Minister and his advising officials were not interested in

widening the scope of consultation or slowing down the policy
process. They were aided in this approach by a widespread
dissatisfaction with regulated broadcasting and, in particular, the
activities of the Broadcasting Tribunal. This was harnessed to support
the push for policy reform with the focus directed on the failings of

62comments by BCNZ and officials on recommendations in the Cabinet State-
Owned Enterprises Committee Paper SOE (88), 16, of 24 February 1988.
'Broadcasting: Competition Policy and Implementing Government's Social
Objectives'. Appended to the Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand Board
Paper, Agenda No:S(b), Meeting No:88/3. p.8.
63Ibid, p.7.
64Assistant Secretary, Communications, in the Department of Trade and
Industry.
65Stevenson, J.R.A. (1988)'Broadcasting Policy Review', Letter to the Minister
of Broadcasting, 24 March, 1988. p.l.
66Ibid, p.z.
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existing structures rather than on the efficacy of what might replace
th em.

In one area of agreement with the Treasury proposals, Hugh
Rennie commented that the documents correctly perceived that 'the

Broadcasting Tribunal as an institution and as a system has failed'.67
It was a belief widely held in the industry with the exception of
those who had benefitted from the Tribunal's actions.

As far as the public were concerned, knowledge of the
Broadcasting Tribunal's activities was largely limited to media
coverage of the long drawn out and expensive third television
channel hearings. Newspaper editorials had railed against this saga

and spoken of 'the outrageous obstacle race'68 and 'the multi-million-
dollar farce'69 which was the most recent manifestation of 'the
wretched warrants system'. The fact that the government planned an

end to this system was regarded by the N.Z.Herald as a great relief. A
later comment from the same source spoke of the 'folly of allowing
quasi-judicial hearings to decide matters best left to the market and
commercial competition'.70

The N. Z.Herald had been a disappointed applicant in the television
hearings and its executives were among those highly critical of the

actions of the Tribunal. Chief executive of the N.Z.Herald parent group
Wilson and Horton Ltd., Michael Horton, spoke of the Tribunal
chairman's 'bizarre attitude against newspapers'71 and argued that
the Tribunal's decisions and restrictions on newspaper industry
participation in broadcasting would drive out shareholders and leave
the industry wide open to overseas ownership.T2

67Rennie, Hugh. (1988)'Comments - Deficiencies in Proposals - Formal Advice
to the Minister', February. p.3.
68Editorial in the N.Z.Herald, 'Broadcasting Shakeup', 27 April, 1988. p.8.
69Editorial in the Auckland S/ar,'Open Slather on the Airwaves',27 April, 1988.
p.6. The editorial stated: 'if ever a prima facie case were made for abolishing a
system which doles out broadcasting warrants to the favoured few, it was the
farce - the muti-million-dollar farce - which preceeded the grant of the
warrant for the third television channel'.
ToEditorial in the N.Z.Herald, 'Do Adjust Your Set',20 December, 1988. p.8.
7l'Broadcasting Stand Comes Under Fire', N.Z.Herald, 28 October, 1987. p.12.
T2During 1995 the N.Z.Herald became foreign owned. TV3 came under foreign
control three years earlier.
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The Wellington Evening Post commented that the industry
reaction to the planned deregulation of broadcasting was generally
favourable.T3 Even TV3, an organisation Richard Prebble expected
would 'hate'74 the government's proposals, responded that
deregulation would result in a 'fairer fight' between Television New
Zealand and TV3.75 Tom Parkinson, on behalf of TV3, said that their
only concern with the proposals was the idea of dispensing with the

Broadcasting Tribunal. The private radio industry organisation, the
IBA, also predictably rallied to the defence of the Tribunal whilst
welcoming the relaxation of 'entry criteria' into the market.76

The initial reaction of the chief executive of the Broadcasting
Corporation, Nigel Dick, was that the policy was 'very positive'7 7

although eight months earlier he had bemoaned the desire of
politicians to constantly redesign broadcasting. He claimed then that
many of the Corporation's problems stemmed from the fact that they
had been restructured at least I I times in the last 25 years.T 8

Shortly before his resignation in June, he expressed the view that
although there were many things in favour of deregulation there
were also many dangers. He was concerned that those working on
the review might understand a lot about deregulation but they did
not necessarily know what it would do 'to an industry as complex
and as vital and sensitive to the national interest as broadcasting'.7s

For the Director-General of Television New Zealand, Julian
Mounter, deregulation was seen as an opportunity for his
organisation to 'get on with the job' and compete with less shackles
restraining its freedom to manoeuvre.S0 In the independent

73'Broadcasting Changes Hailed', Evening Post, 27 April, 1987. p.l.
74'TV3 Faces Stiff Competition if UHF Band Opens Up', N. Z,Herald , 27 April,
1988. p.9.
T5Evening Post, op.cit., p.l.
76'Swift End to Long Battles', N.Z.Herald, 27 April, 1988. p.9.
77Burns, Brendon. (1988) 'Mixed Reaction to Policy', The Press,27 April. p.3.
78Di"k, Nigel. (1987) 'Please Leave us Alone', Letter to the N.z.Herald, zz
August, 1987. p.8.
79'qualit) witl suffer with Deregulation', Otago Daily Times,2l May, 1988. p.3.
80see 'TVNZ Delighted - Ready for Deregulated Market', Evening Post,27 April.
And'TVNZ rn Gear for changes', N.z.Herald,27 April, 1988. This freedom of
manoeuvre apparently applied not merely to the loosening of the shackles of
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television industry a prominent producer announced a few months
after the policy was announced that the 'deregulation situation (was)

a constant source of glee to us'.81

The officials took on board industry concerns and utilised existing
dissatisfactions in order to sell their new policy. Deregulation was
packaged in a series of catch phrases. For example, the Broadcasting
Commission was presented to independent producers as being based

on a number of key guiding principles which were: 'using money on
priorities not bureaucracy; responsiveness to community
requirements; editorial independence for broadcasters;
broadcastability of funded programmes but allowing an element of
contestability between controllers and producel5.'82 The official
ended this particular presentation picturing 'an exciting era for New
Zealand production if the opportunities provided by the
Government's decisions are fully exploited by the industry'.sl

Very few dissenting voices emerged at the time of the
government's policy announcement. Richard Prebble described the
reaction from the broadcasting industry and the public as

'overwhelmingly favourable'.84 He added, ironically in the light of the

superficial consultative process that had occurred, that the reason
was that 'people recognised that the principles had been well thought
through after much consultation'.85 Aside from the concerns of those
who felt the demise of the Tribunal would be disadvantageous to
their interests, the only significant attack on the policy came from
representatives of Maori broadcasting interests. Derek Fox, the acting
chief executive of the Aotearoa Broadcasting System, described the

the regulators but also the overlordship of the BCNZ. Differences of opinion
with BCNZ chief executive Nigel Dick on this issue were speculated as reasons
for Dick's early resignation before his contract had run its full term. See van
Wetering, Victor. (1988) 'Silence, dismay over Dick', Evening Post, 22 June.
8 I 'Boom for Independent Programme Producers' , N.2. H e rald , 15 December,
1988. p.25.
82Stevenson, J.R.A. (1988) 'speech Notes - Address to the Television Producers
and Directors Association Annual General Meeting', I September. p.12.
83lbid, p.r4.
84Prebble, Richard. (19S8) 'speech Notes - Minister of Broadcasting Address to
the Advertising Institute of New Zealand', Wellington, 30 August. p.5.
85lbid, p.5.
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Government's plans as 'bitterly disappointing' to Maori people,.8 6

giving them no recognition.
Richard Prebble and his Treasury policy also did not face

opposition from the other side of the House of Representatives. The
National party's broadcasting spokesperson, Doug Graham, said that
his party agreed with the Minister's policy of relaxing regulations.
The only criticism centred on possible delays in implementing it.8 7

However, the government and its officials, had no intention of
tarrying.

As the editor of the N.Z.Listener, Peter Stewart commented, the
debate that occurred was brief. The political parties were in
agreement, the board of the Broadcasting Corporation 'made scant or
no attempt to justify the organisation for which it was responsible'
and 'the newspapers - more interested in watching the weakening of
commercial rivals than considering what might be best for the public
- offered little informed comment'.88 Unfortunately, he concluded,
the time left to oppose or comment on the issues is very short as 'the

frenetic pace of change continues'.

Speed and Subterfuge.
In his book Unfinished Business, Roger Douglas outlines his tactics

for the implementation of economic reform. Elite policy formulation
must be accompanied by speedy enactment into legislation.
Advances must not be taken by one step at a time but by 'quantum
leaps'. In his analogy the fire of opponents is much less accurate if
they have to shoot at a rapidly moving target. 'It is uncertainty, not
speed,' states Douglas, 'that endangers the success of structural
reform programmes.'S9 As Mulgan, Easton and others point out90,

86'Hot Time Predicted on Radio Waves', N.Z.Herald, 27 April, 1988. p.14. And
'Deregulation of Broadcasting 'Denies Maori", Auckland star, 27 April, 1988.
p.l l.
87see 'More Delay - MP', N.Z.Herald, ?7 April, 1988. p.9.
88stewart, Peter. (1989) 'Broadcasting changes' (Editorial), N.z.Listener, zl
January. p.5.
S9Douglas, R.O., with Louise Callan. (1993) unfinished Business. Auckland:
Random House. p.215.
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such a strategy depended on the lack of checks and balances in the
New Zealand constitution and its 'first past the post' electoral system
of that time. Easton draws the comparison with Australia which has

far greater 'institutional impediments'. Australian observers noting
the speed of the new right reforms in New Zealand, comment that
Australia's political structures 'makes comprehensive, rapid reform
difficult'.e l

The deregulation of broadcasting was a clear-cut example of
policy-making by 'quantum leaps'. A writer in Metro described the
changes as taking place at 'bewildering speed' with 'the big
worry...that the future of part of our culture will be decided before
the public have time to blink'.e2 This was indeed the plan.

After the April 1988 announcement of Cabinet's approval to
proceed with broadcasting restructuring, two committees were
constituted. One committee was chaired by the Chairperson of the
BCNZ, Hugh Rennie. [n this move a previous critic of the
government's approach was harnessed to the cause in the area with
which he was most concerned, the transformation of the BCNZ into an

S.O.E. or S.O.E.s. This committee's terms of reference, however, were
very narrowly defined as it was to provide recommendations only on
'the optimal organisation and financial structure' of the Broadcasting
Corporation on State Owned Enterprise guidelines. Joining Hugh
Rennie were a select group of individuals from the business
community who supported the thrust of the Government's economic
policies,e3 and two officials; Doug Andrew from Treasury and Jim

90See Mulgan, Richard. (lgg}) 'The Elective Dictatorship in New Zealand',
pp.5l3-532 in Hyam Gold(ed.), New Zealand Politics in Perspective, Third
Edition. Auckland: Longman Paul. And Easton, Brian. (1994) 'Economic and
other Ideas Behind the New Zealand Reforms', oxford Review of Economic
Policy, 10, 3: 78-94. p.80.
9lGerritsen, Rolf. (1994) 'Microeconomic Reform', pp.269-290 in Bell, stephen
and Brian Head(eds.), State, Economy and Public Policy in Australia.
Melbourne: Oxford University Press. p.280.
92Allison, Peter. (1989) 'TYNZzzzzz', Metro, May.
9 3Barbara Astill, an Auckland accountant; Robert(Bob) Jones, Wellington
property developer and founder of the New Zealand Party who told his
supporters to vote Labour in 1984, he was later knighted by the Labour
Government; Ross sayers, a government appointee to head New zealand
Railways; and David Spence, a Christchurch merchant banker. Individual
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Stevenson from the Department of Trade and Industry. In turn it
selected a local and an oversea's consultancy to assist it from a list
largely supplied by the officials. The organisations decided upon
were the London office of Booz, Allen and Hamilton, headed by a

communications' deregulation theorist, Dr. Charles Jonscher;94 and

the Wellington office of the merchant bank Fay, Richwhite, who
provided the services of analyst Pat Duignan. Duignan was a former
member of Treasury who had worked on the original submission to
the Royal Commission on Broadcasting.9s This committee had three
months to produce its report.

A broader brief was given to the so-called 'officials committee'.
This committee of government officials from the Department of
Trade and Industry and Treasury was chaired by Jim Stevenson.e 6

The brief of this group was much wider and it was given the task of
considering how to deliver the so-called social objectives of the
policy (this included provision for specialist and minority interests
and local programming), competition policy issues, broadcasting
standards, controls on foreign and cross-media ownership, the
collection and distribution of the public broadcasting fee and the
management of the radio frequency spectrum. This committee was

committee members expressed sentiments in line with deregulatory policy
during the course of the deliberations. For example, Ross Sayers in
questioning Broadcasting Corporation executives suggested that the 'only way
was to give the deregulated environment a go and take the risk and see what
happens. He also questioned why it was necessary to have quality standards in
a commercial environment for broadcasting, 'these would be determined by
the consumers'. See Broadcasting S.O.E. Committee (198S)'Minutes of a Meeting
of the Broadcasting S.O.E. Committee', Held in the Boardroom of Macalister,
Mazengarb Solicitors, Wednesday, 25 May. 1988. p.10.
94Charles Jonscher combined a M.LT. teaching post with his consultancy role
at Booz, Allen and Hamilton. In Britain he was prominent as an advisor to the
Department of Trade and Industry, the Home Office and the Cabinet Office. He
recommended greater competition in British broadcasting claiming, without
detailed supportive evidence, that it was 'a myth of broadcasters that the public
is adequately supplied with programmes'. see May, David, Michael Leapman
and Dominic Prince (1988)'Pennies from Heaven', Business, July. pp.64-71.
p.67.
9 5 Duignan is also credited by Andrew as being the co-author of the 1984
Treasury document for the incoming Labour government entitled Economic
Management. Interview with Doug Andrew, N.Z. Treasury, l4 March, lgg4.
96Assistant Secretary, Communications, Dept. of Trade & Industry.
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given the same timetable as the so-called 'Rennie Committee' but
reported a month later in August 1988.

On the management of the radio frequency spectrum, the 'officials'
committee' appointed British-based consultants to study 'options'. As
with the terms of reference for the Rennie Committee, the brief was

to be narrowly defined. The consultants were informed that the
Government of New Zealand had decided to reform regulation of
telecommunication and broadcasting markets 'with a view to
facilitating competition and improving efficiency and services.'e7 The
objectives of the study were to maximise economic efficiency in
usage of the spectrum within New Zealand; to examine the scope for
achieving a financial return for the Crown; and to evaluate and

recommend practical and equitable options for implementation of an

allocation and management regime. It was not an 'option' to continue
with current methods of allocating the radio spectrum on the merit
of the service to be provided. Modifications or improvements to this
system would not be examined. In future spectrum allocation would
be apportioned according to what the theorists believed to be a

'value free' method. It was another policy example of the

marginalisation of the political role of allocating value and priority to
social needs.

The choice of consultancy was also important in determining the
nature of the advice proffered. The chosen consultants were from the

London office of the international group NERA (National Economic
Research Associates). The project team was headed by Robin Foster
and his approach to broadcasting can be gleaned from a book he

wrote for the David Hume Institute in 7992. In this examination of
public broadcasting, he argued that a more effective means of
ensuring consumer choice than public broadcasters selecting
programming on the public's behalf, was 'to help ensure that there is

9TNational Economic Research
Radio Frequency Specftum in
December- Appendix VI, p.180.

Associates(NERA) (1988) Management of the
New Zealand, Appendices. London: NERA.
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much greater freedom of entry into broadcasting markets.'e8 One of
the means of achieving this was 'a market-based allocation of radio
frequencies'.9 9

In their November 1988 report NERA proposed a system of
spectrum management and allocation based on tradeable spectrum
property rights which was 'designed to take advantage of market
mechanisps'.I0o It embodied all the essential features of the system
of allocating the radio spectrum favoured by the Treasury in its 1985
submission to the Royal Commission on Broadcasting and Related
Telecommunications. In that submission Treasury had called for 'the
ability to transfer rights to the spectrum between uses and between
users; the definition of rights to broadcast in terms of outputs rather
than inputs'; and, 'charging a positive price for the rights to spectrum
ggg'.101

The power and effectiveness of Treasury in policy-making may be

contained by a strong challenge from a competing government
department. In the deregulation of broadcasting it might said that
Treasury worked with an acolyte department, Trade and Industry,
whose officials faithfully followed the economic prescription given to
them without deviation. There was a degree of self-interest involved.
In the restructured broadcasting environment, Trade and Industry
(later the Ministry of Commerce) would assume responsibility for
radio spectrum management (from the Post Office) and broadcasting
competition issues. The economic approach of the new
Communications Division of the Ministry of Commerce was spelled
out in its brief for the incoming government in 1990. In a phrase
that could have been written by Treasury, it saw its overall purpose

98Foster, Robin. (lgg2) Public Broad.casters:
Edinburgh: The David Hume Institute: Hume
Press. p. 16.
99Ibid, p.43.

Accountability and Efficiency.
Paper l8/Edinburgh University

l005u11onul Economic Research Associates(NERA) (1988) Management of the
Radio Frequency Spectrum in New Zealand. London: NERA. November. p.3.
I 0 I thg Treasury ( 1985) Treasury Submission to the Royal Commission on
Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications. September. p.19.
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as promoting 'economic efficiency in telecommunications,
broadcasting and postal markets in New Zealand'.loz

The consultation process of the 'Officials Committee' was very
Iimited. For example on the question of Maori needs from
broadcasting, the committee consulted only with the Department of
Maori Affairs and Aotearoa Maori Radio Trust Board. The excuse
given later to the judge hearing the Maori case against the transfer of
assets to the new broadcasting S.O.E.s was shortage of gims.l03

The recommendations of both committees were approved by
Cabinet on 22 August 1988. Guided by Treasury the reports were
marked by the f act that they added refinement and an

implementation timetable to the Treasury plan and not deviation
from it. Arguably for the Rennie Committee, its brief was too
narrowly defined to challenge the policy substantively even if it was

of a mind to do so.

Hugh Rennie believes that the adopted policies included some
specific commitments on public service programming. This was
'obtained with difficulty, &s there was strong pressure on
Government from other sources to leave the development of
broadcasting services to be influenced entirely by economic forces,
plus some limited controls on broadcasting st41d41d5'.104 At his
insistence a summary of the Government's social objectives from the
April 1988 cabinet decisions was included in the report of the
Steering Committee. Yet what he describes as minimum guarantees
are merely broad assurances which do not spell out specific pledges
or commitmsnls.l05 Hugh Rennie appears to have been caught in a

102'gorn*unications: Brief for Incoming Government', Communications
Division, Ministry of Commerce, October 1990. p.2.
l03psss1ys6 Decision of McGechan J., 3 May, 1991. P.65. David Galt, a
broadcasting policy manager in the Ministry of Commerce who worked on the
development of communications policy and the 'Officials' Committee', stated
that an additional consultative proposal with wider Maori interests 'did not
proceed given Government imposed time restraints on reporting by officials'.
(Galt, David. (1989)'Affadavit of David Alexander Galt', In the High Court of
New Zealand: Wellington Registry. 20 April. p.18.)
I 04 5s. Rennie, Hugh. ( I 991 ) 'Affadavit of Heughan Basserr Rennie', In the
High Court of New Zealand: Wellington Registry. 2l February, 1991. p.4.
10516;6, p.4. Appended to the Affadavit as Appendix wC" is the 'summary of
Government Decisions on the Regulatory Environment for, and the
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trap which befalls the 'insider', assurances are accepted which later
are largely ignored.

Cabinet pressed on with the early introduction of restructuring
legislation for the Broadcasting Corporation. This came into effecl on
I December 1988 with the Broadcasting Amendment Act(No.2). [n
the new year would follow the new Broadcasting Bill and legislation
effecting allocation of radio spectrum.

The pace at which the government was moving began to generate
public criticism. Copies of the proposed Broadcasting Bill went on sale

on December 20 and the closing date for submissions was February
7. A newly formed public pressure group in Auckland, Media Aware,
complained to the new Minister of Broadcasting, Jonathan Hunt, that
the short time for public comment on the Broadcasting Bill was
'undemocratic and against the public Ingsys5g'.106 After meeting with
Media Aware the Minister extended the date for submissions until

Government's Social Objectives in, Broadcasting'. Section 5 is titled
'Social/Public Service Objectives' and lists them as follows: 'To maintain and
develop broadcasting as a system of human communication to serve the people
of New Zealand; to reflect and develop the New Zealand identity and culture by
obtaining, commissioning, and broadcasting a range of programmes to inform,
educate and entertain; to ensure that the people of New Zealand have access to
two publicly owned television channels and a range of radio services; to
ensure that the people of New Zealand have access to television and radio
broadcasting services offering a range of programmes which will cater in 

^balanced way for the varied interests of different sections of the community;
to ensure that the people of New Zealand have access to television and radio
broadcasting services offering accurate and impartial gathering and
treatment of news and current affairs, according to recognised standards of
objective journalism; to ensure that the people of New Zealand have access to
television and radio broadcasting services that are presented with due regard
to the need for good taste and decency and the rights of the individual.' It is
interesting to note that these objectives indicate the provision of two publicly-
owned television services but merely a range of radio services. At this point
the breakup and sale of parts of Radio New Zealand was very much on the
agenda. In the minutes of the SOE Steering Committee of the 25 May 1988, Jim
Stevenson of the Department of Trade and Industry stated that the Minister of
Broadcasting was awaiting the outcome of the committee's work before
deciding on what parts of Radio New Zealand could be sold. Stevenson added
that the Minister may, in fact, look at privatising the Radio New Zealand
Community Network.
106'6svsmment Draws Fire', N.Z.Herald, 29 December 1988, p.4. A letter writer
to The Press(M.G.Donald, I Feb., 1989) also pointed our that the time for
submission neatly co-incided with the time when most of the public were on
holiday. 'It is also regrettable', M.G.Donald wrote, 'that the public has not been
made more aware of the proposed changes.'
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early April. However, the government was not looking for extensive
public debate on the bill.loT

Throughout the planning and implementation stages of the new
broadcasting policy, the government had been less than frank about
its intentions. The final policy as enacted in 1989 bears no relation to
the Labour Party's stated broadcasting policy in the Election
Manifestos of 1984 or 1987. In November 1983 the Labour Party's
main broadcasting initiative was the announced intention to have
one non-commercial television channel. Prior to the 1987 election a

spokesperson for Roger Douglas denied that there was any proposal
before the Treasury to turn the Broadcasting Corporation into a

state-owned enterprise.l o 8

The policy intentions were not merely concealed from the public.
In a television documentary made for the Australian SBS television
network in 1987, Prime Minister David Lange admitted that
Rogernomics was 'hidden' from the Labour Party at large. He
ventured the comment that, had Rogernomics been put to the Labour
Party before it was implemented, it would never have happened.lO9

Undeviating Policy.
The most discussion generated by the public submissions to the

Broadcasting Bill concerned the issue of quotas to ensure minimum
levels of local television production. A number of industry groupsll0

10716" level of debate on the deregulation of broadcasting in New Zealand
could be contrasted with West Germany where, with a 'characteristic
combination of thoroughness and emotiveness,' there was an 'especially
agonised public debate' on far more limited moves to open up the German
broadcasting market. Humphreys, Peter. (1990) Media and Media Policy in West
Germany: The Press and Broadcasting since 1945. New York: Berg. p.305.
108'pu6is station sales one oprion', N.z.Herald, l3 July, 1987. p.3. The director-
general of Radio New Zealand, Beverley Wakem revealed on the 14 August that
she had had lunch with Roger Douglas and there had been no indication from
him that he planned to turn the Broadcasting Corporation into a state-owned
enterprise. Armstrong, John. ( 1987) 'Broadcasting Shake-up Likely',
N.Z.Herald, 14 August. p.8.
109"11gn11 on Sleeve' Lange in Doco', Auckland Star,
p.2.
I I 01hs groups included the Independent Producer's
Performance and Entertainment Workers Union, the
Directors' Association, the Writers' Guild and Media

24 Jtne, 1987. Section 2,

and Directors' Guild, the
Television Producers' and
Women. Their manifesto
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coalesced to form the 'Make It In New Zealand' campaign to push for
the addition to the bill of clauses requiring compulsory levels of local
programming to be met by all national television broadcasters.
Support for local production quotas was also expressed by the
outgoing Broadcasting Tribunal, the Film Commission and the
Children's Television Foundation. The soon to be defunct Broadcasting
Tribunal, in its submission to the Broadcasting Bill, said a points
system for minimum levels of local content would not be difficult to
devise or maintain.

The campaign appeared to gather considerable support. After a

meeting between the quota campaigners and Television New Zealand
and TV3 executives, Julian Mounter announced that TVNZ would
support a quota of local content as would his competitor.lll The
Minister of Broadcasting also appeared to support quotas for local
content and he stated that he supported a television licence fee
increase as a method of paying for more local television
programmes. I l2

Despite the wide cross section of support for quotas and the
Minister's interest, they were not included in the legislation. The
Treasury view opposing regulation to ensure levels of local
programming was to prevail. Although officials acknowledged that
they had 'ideological "problems"' 113 with the notion of quotas, their
reaction to the threat to this aspect of their theory was essentially
opportunistic, raising somewhat spurious arguments at the time to
mask the fact that quotas required regulation and a regulatory body
- elements which were counter to their whole approach. Officials
stated that quotas were inflexible and would raise market rates for

called for for a minimum duration for first run screenings of local production
of 104 hours a year of prime-time drama, 104 hours a year of documentary,
excluding news and current affairs, and 208 hours a year of children's
programmes. The group also supported a minimum number of hours of Maori
pro gram mi n g
I I l14n;1hus, Nigel. (1989) 'Hint of Rise in TV Fees', Ifte Press, 28 February. p.7.
I125"" Nisen, Wendyl. (1989) "Hunt Backs TV Fee Rise Idea', N.Z.HeraId, 28
February. And Smith, Paul.(1989) 'Good Time to Lobby for Local Content on TV
and Radio', National Business Review, 22 February.
ll3 Stevenson, J.R.A. (1988) 'speech Notes - Address to the Television Producers
and Directors Association Annual General Meeting', I September. p. 10.
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programmes. They would 'override consumer choice and raise
unrealistic expectations about the commercial revenue and public
funding base available from the relatively small New Zealand
population'.1l4 The use of the public broadcasting fee to support
quotas would be an inefficient way to channel public money into
local producti61l15 and at some of the quota levels advocated 'would
almost certainly require an increase in the public 1n1'.116

A further argument, using very questionable evidence, was raised
by officials against local content quotas. The key Department of
Trade and Industry official negotiating this issue, Jim Stevenson,
stated in a speech to the Television Producers and Directors
Association that one of the more interesting findings which had
emerged in research 'over the last few months' was that New
Zealanders were seeking more New Zealand content and 'woe betide
broadcasters who seek to ignore i1.'ll7 No evidence was advanced in
support of this contention that demand for local programmes would
obviate the need for imposed quotas. A public clamour for local
programmes was a local production industry hope, rather than
able to be substantiated and certainly it could not be proven

a

on

fact
the

basis of figures from a few months prior to September 1988.

Stevenson's next assertion was even more questionable. He cited a

recent journal allislsl l8 on the experience of Italian deregulated
television which suggested that competition boosted domestic
production over time in relation to American imports. The experience
of deregulation in Italy had seen a growing penetration of foreign
programmes on ltalian television. By 1982 the country was the
leading importer of American television programmes.l l e In 1990,
legislation sought to reimpose a measure of regulatory control. As

I l4Stevenson, J.R.A. (1988) 'Speech Notes - Address
and Directors Association Annual General Meeting',
I 15'6urs Against' (1989) Evening Post, 21 February.
l l6Stevenson, J.R.A. (1988) 'speech Notes - Address
and Directors Association Annual General Meeting',

to the Television Producers
I September. p.10.

to the Television Producers
I September. p. | 0.

I 1716i6, p.l | .

llSlournol of Communications Policy, Jane 1988.
ll914n11"1urt, A. and M. (1984) International Image Markets. London: Marion
Boyars. p.30.
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part of these measures, new government broadcasting laws
'essentially guaranteed an advertising duopoly'l 20 for national
network television between the state broadcaster Radio Televisione
Italiana (RAI) and the private television empire of media mogul
Silvio Berlusconi, Reteitalia. As a result of this return to regulatory
order, these two networks announced that they would reduce the
amount of their American-made programme purchases and produce

laws also imposed quotas on foreign
networks were to devote 51 per cent

productions with half of this number

more local production. The new

films shown on television. The

of their film time to European

to be Italian films.l2l
Italy was an example of deregulated broadcasting which even the

protagonists of the theory have been extremely chary about using as

a model. It seems that a lack of pertinent examples to demonstrate
deregulatory theory in practice led New Zealand officials to cite from
the Italian experience. It was a characteristic of the policy reform
that partial assertions were made from very dubious or ill-chosen
case examples. Clear evidence in support of the policy simply was not
available.

Stevenson's final point on the question of quotas is also very
flimsy and of meagre relevance. He says that the effectiveness of
quotas is questionable when prerecorded videocassettes and cinemas
were not subject to a quota. This was meant to indicate that there
were readily available substitutes for consumers to turn to if they
did not wish to view 'quota imposed' local programming on
television. Again no evidence was put forward to demonstrate that
those media were used, or would be used, as substitutes by viewers
fleeing unwanted quota-imposed local content on television.

The debate over the quota issue clearly demonstrated that the
officials were still firmly in charge of this area of policy-making. The
Minister and the select committee hearing the submissions lacked a

l20Doyle, Marc. (lgg}) The Future of Television: A Global Overview of
Programming, Advertising, Technology and Growth. Lincolnwood (Illinois):
NATPE/NTC. p.48.
l2lp4o, Guiseppe. (1991)'Italy: In the Throes of Change', Intcrmedia, 19,2: l6-
18. p.18.
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clear broadcasting policy prescription of their own and had given
way to the advice of officials.

In the debate over the second piece of legislation which
introduced the regime of tradeable property rights for the radio
spectrum, the Radiocommunications Bill, the officials were forced to
compromise. Pressure from incumbent operators led to their being
granted initial 20 year incumbency rights over the spectrum they
held. Legislative plans which called for the tendering 'within a few
years' of the frequencies held by existing operators were shelved.

Changes to the Radiocommunications Bill in part reflected the fact
that it was the final phase of the broadcasting policy reform. By this
stage interested parties had more time to marshall their resources
and bring pressure to bear. The Independent Broadcasters
Association focused its attention on this aspect of the reform process

as the accessing and cost of spectrum rights were the source of its
members' greatest concerns. They attacked the NERA report as

academic and theoretical and claimed that it would be unworkable in
practice. It is interesting to note, however, that this group did not
frame their criticism as opposition to deregulation. The IBA said that
it favoured the policy approach but that it was 'a total misconception
to equate NERA with deregulation'.|zz The NERA prescription was 'a
device to generate revenue for the Crown'.

On the rights of incumbents, the executive director of the IBA,
Brent Impey, vowed that his members would 'fight to the end'.123
The prospect of private radio opposing the Government over its
broadcasting policy led the politicians to embark on a concerted
effort to reassure this powerful pressure group about the spectrum
reforms. In his speech to a Ministry of Commerce Radio Spectrum
Management Seminar in Auckland, Broadcasting Minister Jonathan
Hunt, spent a considerable part of his speechl24 outlining the

1 2 21mngt, Brent. ( I 989) 'Letter to J. Stevenson, Assistant Secretary
Communications, Ministry of Commerce', l0 March. p.l.
I 23 gss1s1, Alan. (1989) 'Airwaves auction in for bumpy ride', New Zealand
Financial Review. August, pp.37-42. p.42.
l24Hunt, Jonathan. (1989) 'speech Notes, Minister of Broadcasting Address to
the Radio Spectrum Management Seminar', Auckland, l7 March.
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safeguards for existing broadcasters without convincing the gathered
private radio interests. The mounting pressure had its effect and the
officials took 'a fairly careful look' at the 'transitional arrangements
and the rights of existing usersr.l25 They adopted measures to protect
incumbents which were only suggested as options in the original
NERA report and which did not fit a pure market approach.

Non-commercial users of the spectrum also gained concessions
after submissions to the parliamentary select committee conducting
hearings on the bill. The NERA plan envisaged that non-commercial
and social service users of the spectrum would be expected to
participate in the new market system on equal terms with all other
prospective spectrum users, with any financial subsidy required to
be provided out of general taxation. The Government also announced
that Broadcasting Commission would be able to assist services it
funds to acquire spectrum. It was pointed out, however, that the
Commission's limited resources meant that it could only bid for
spectrum at the expense of its other activities of funding local
production, extending coverage and providing programming for
minority and special needs.

In the final bill existing non-commercial broadcasters specified
under the seventh schedulel26 were guaranteed 20 year rights for no
payment. special provision was also made for Radio New Zealand's
Concert and National Programme Network frequencies but the
outlook for spectrum dispensation for future non-commercial
television services was not stated. As the private radio operators had
previously pointed out,l 27 non-commercial radio could not be
regarded as 'extra-market'. It gained an audience which in turn
impacted on the audience size and thus revenues of commercial
operators. Further, the allocation of spectrum for non-commercial use

l251an Hutchings of the Radio Frequency Service quoted by
(1989) 'Airwaves auction in for bumpy ride', p.42.
12616s seventh schedule lists 20 broadcasters. mostlv maori and

Cocker, Alan.

student radio
o p erators.
I 2 71tnpst, Brent. ( 1989) 'Letter to
Communications, Ministry of Commerce',

J. S tevenson, Assistant Secretary
l0 March. p.3.
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involved a value judgement and that judgement was inconsistent
with a market-based allocation.

Yet it can be argued that the essential features of the legislation
were to remain unaltered. In introducing the Radiocommunications
Bill for its second reading, the Minister of Broadcasting, Jonathan
Hunt, stated that most of those who made submissions accepted the

basic framework of the billl28 and this had not been altered in
accommodating some of the changes asked for by the submissions.

By the end of 1989 the deregulation plan had been fully
implemented and government and officials were portraying it as a

model for other nations. Jonathan Hunt proclaimed that New Zealand
had 'the best of both worlds' and had 'come to terms with the more
modern commercial thrust of deregulated broadcasting'.121 He noted
that the Radiocommunications Bill completed a process of reform that
was a first in world terms. This bill, in particular, he characterised as

'a novel and innovative mssssls'130 which had aroused considerable
interest internationally. As Minister of Broadcasting, he declared
himself 'proud to be associated with such far reaching and exciting
changes' which would be 'good for consumers as well as the
industries they support'.131 His use of the terms 'consumers' and
'industries' indicated that not only the policies but also the language
of the reforming officials had been adopted by the politicians. The
notion of 'citizens' or the 'public', and 'services' had been dropped
from the vocabulary.

The government may have been claiming the accolades but there
was a strong belief that the credit for the policy lay elsewhere. In
1992 the former director-general of Radio New Zealand, Beverley
Wakem, commented on the futility she felt in trying to stand up to
the 'juggernaut' of the ideologues in Treasury and the Ministry of

12811un1, Jonathan. ( 1989) 'Second Reading Speech: Radiocommunications Bill',
6 December.
l29smith, Paul. (1989) 'Media wait is No Joke', Broadcast, 21 April. pp.44-46.
p.46.
I 3 011nn1, Jonathan. ( I 989) 'second Reading Speech:
6 December. p.2.
I 3 I 11un1, Jonathan. ( I 989) 'second Reading Speech:
6 December. p.3.

Radiocommunications Bill',

Radiocommunications Bill'.
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eommerce" S-he believed that no amount of practical, p-.rofessional

argument or raal experionce frona the indus,try made any differenEe.
'At the end of the day what the Treia.sur5r efficials tsld the Ro,yal
Comrnission otr Broadcasfing and Toleeo,mmunioations should be the
model, was fifus rir'ods].'1'32

I3\y"i"-, Beverley. (19927.'whqtever happened 0q Radio New zealuid', pp.3,9-
5l in Cono.rie, trIdargie and Judy McGregor(ed$.), Wkase l'\lnews?. Falm:erston
North: Dunmor€ Press. p.44.
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Chapter 6.

They fiddled while we burned. New Zealand,' s adoption of
broadcasting deregulation in a comparative context.

'It is not the invasion of competitive service that threatens us at
this moment - it is the damage to our broadcasting structure
which would result from ill-considered economic decisions even
before the shock of that invasion has been felt.'

John Whitney, Director-General of the I.B.A., 1985.1

'Throughout the world...spectrum markets have only been
introduced to a limited degree. Why is this so?'

Management of the Radio Frequency Spectrum in New Zealand
(NERA Report), 1988.2

'...despite the theoretical models drawn up
free market, they have only had limited
their aims.'

by the apostles of the
success in achieving

Vincent Porter, 1989.3

'Regulation is justified to prevent any abuse of dominant
positions and ensure that competition is not distorted.'

Raymond Barre, former French P.M., 19%.4

The deregulation of broadcasting in New Zealand was part of the
package of radical and far-reaching free market reforms bequeathed
to the nation under the banner of Rogernomics by the country's
fourth Labour government. But whilst the flirtation with
broadcasting deregulation was an almost global phenomenon, what
stands out with the New Zealand example is the way in which the

lWhitney, John. (19S5) in James McDonnell, Public Service Broadcasting: A
Reader. London: Routledge. p.93.
2National Economic Research Associates(NERA) ( 1988) Management of the
Radio Frequency Spectrum in New Zealand. London: NERA. November. pp.8l-
82.
3 Porter, Vincent. ( I 989) 'The re-regulation of television: pluralism,
constitutionality and the free market in the USA, West Germany, France and
the UK', Media, Culture and Society, ll: 5-27. p.23.
4Barre, Raymond. ( 1993), quoted at the time he presented the report Trading
Telecommunications: Contribution to a European Doctrine, in Pierre Braillard,
'A Telecoms Policy for Europe', Intermedia 21(Jan.-Feb. 1993): p.47.
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theoretical blueprint was speedily consecrated to become formal
legislation.

In other nations, the policy thrust for deregulation began with the
impetus of the theoretical ardour of its proponents only to founder
on the rocks of political 'realities', roused and focused public
opposition, constitutional impediment, bureaucratic inertia or the
sturdy defence of existing orthodoxies. New Zealand's relatively
rapid, 'bloodless'5 and wholesale adoption of broadcasting
deregulation contrasts with the roadblocks placed in its path by
other nations. The identification of those factors of restraint which
slowed or halted broadcasting deregulation is necessary to solve the
riddle as to why New Zealand became an enthusiastic pathfinder in
the deregulation of broadcasting whilst other nations trod much
more warily and 'called for a prior assessment of the overall risks
and social impact of such far reaching change'.6. They may have
subjected many aspects of their economies to a dose of free market
rigour but, as far as broadcasting deregulation was concerned, they
fiddled while we burned.

In implementing all the essential elements of broadcasting
deregulation New Zealand policy-makers felt they were blazing a

trail others would undoubtedly follow. In this belief they were
encouraged by international consultants commissioned to advise on
the restructuring of New Zealand' s public broadcaster, the
Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand. Booz, Allen and Hamilton
portrayed an international scene of accelerating change and
projected that in 'the 1990s there (would)...be winners and losers in

5Foster, Robin( 1989) 'Deregulation: how to conduct a bloodless revolution?',
Media Week, l7 February. Foster, as the title of his article suggests, cites New
Zealand as an example to Britain as to how to push through 'the revolution
(broadcasting deregulation) bloodlessly'. He writes that Britain's 'early
determination to take the toughest free market line appears to be wavering'.
Foster, a consultant with the NERA organisation, advised the New Zealand
government on deregulation and felt 'New Zealand...led the way in developing
proposals for broadcasting deregulation and the introduction of auctions'.
6Hoffmann-Riem, Wolfgang. ( 1987) 'National Identity and Cultural Values:
Broadcasting Safeguards', Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 3l(l):
57-72. p.57.
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broadcasting'7 with the impact of new technologies, deregulation and
spectrum liberalisation. Their advice was a highly selective and
partial view of international trends which emphasised a gathering
momentum in the uptake of the new media, the consumers'
willingness to pay for new services, the decline of traditional
terrestrial television networks and a worldwide pattern of
governments moving to deregulate broadcasting. The nations singled
out as case studies were the United States, identified as 'a mature
deregulated market'; France,'a recently deregulated market'and
Britain, 'a currently changing market'.8 There was no case study of
Italy, even though that country provided the most immediate and
dramatic example of broadcasting deregulation. Italy was merely
mentioned to support the argument concerning the impact of new
stations on existing broadcasters.e

Apart from the ideological correctness of deregulation policy, the
New Zealand policy-makers and their advisors also believed that the
inevitable impact of new communication technologies would render
obsolete and ineffectual national regulatory policies in broadcasting.
The nation state would increasingly have less and less purchase over
key decisions. But whereas most nations concerned about the
implications of the new technologies on their political, cultural and
informational ecologies preferred to wait to judge their effect, in New
Zealand the policy was enacted before an assessment of their impact
could be made.lo

For many nations the prospect of a 'free market' in broadcasting
was not as attractive as its protagonists claimed. Experience with

7 Report of the Steering Committee on the Restructuring of the Broadcasting
Corporation of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Principles (Rennie
Committee) (1988) Wellington. July, 1988. p. 14.
8lbid, Subheadings on pp.Dl, D3, & D6 respectively.
9lbid, p. 15. In Italy, stated Booz, Allen and Hamilton, the 'new channels
(had)...taken 57 per cent audience share away from the three public service
channels of RAI'.
lODyton and Humphreys write that in some nations 'the policy impacts of the
new technologies...arrived before their major impacts on broadcasting
itself....' This was particularly true of New zealand. (Dyson, Kenneth & Peter
Humphreys with Ralph Negrine & Jean-Paul Simon (1983) Broadcasting and
New Media Policies in Western Europe London: Routledge. p.2.)
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private broadcasters indicated that there were lessons of
commercially or profit-driven broadcasting which were 'not only
logically deductible from the economic 'laws' governing television
business but (had) also been demonstrated empirically'.1t These
lessons included the scheduling of programming designed to
maximise audiences which excluded catering for specialised and
minority tastes and a reliance on cheaper imported, mainly
American, programmes with very little production being undertaken
by private commercial channels.

Furthermore, there was already some disturbing evidence that
broadcasting deregulation did not deliver the gains which its
advocates foretold. The one nation which had experience of
deregulated broadcasting since the mid 1970s, Italy, gained a

reputation as 'the Wild West of European broadcasting'.12 The
example did not appear to encourage others to dispense with
broadcasting regulations especially since the Italian government
looked to reimpose controls. This led one commentator to write that
in Italy 'first there was deregulation, then they went looking for
laws'.l 3

An Italian Lesson.
Frederico Fellini in his film Ginger and Fred savagely ridiculed 

^world in which commercial television had 'gone mad'. For observers
of Italian broadcasting a 1976 Constitutional Court ruling which
comprehensively deregulated the medium transformed Fellini's
fictional world into a shocking reality.

New Zealand may have been the first nation to implement
deregulated broadcasting as an act of deliberate policy but Italy had

already arived at it by a quite different path. The 1976 ruling of rhe

Italian Constitutional Court removed the monopoly of the state public

I I Sepstrup, Preben ( 1989) 'Implications of current developments in Western
European broadcasting', Media, Culture and Society ll: 29-54. p.35.
l2Doyle, Marc. (1992) The Future of Television: A Gtobat Overview of
Programming, Advertising, Technology and Growth. Lincolnwood (Illinois):
NATPE/NTC. p.46.
l3Mattelart, Armand. (1991) Advertising International: The Privatisation of
Public Space. London: Comedia/Routledge. p.103.
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service monopoly Radio Televisione Italiana (RAI) in an action
concerning a local pirate station. Their decision interpreted a

republican constitution which had been drafted in the post-war
years to proscribe state control of the press, a direct reflection of the
years of Fascist control of communications.

The High Court's verdict met with wide public support and an

explosion in the number of radio and television stations as private
commercial broadcasting companies took to the air. But like ltaly's
'R.D.Laing-inspired Law 180, which effectively abolished mental
illness per se, leading to chaos in the health service and the streets,
deregulation was a nice idea the practical implications of which no-
one had thought out too thoroughly'. | +. Instead of the few
community television stations contemplated, by 1982 there had
occurred a 'big bang' chaos with 1,500 television operators. An
expansion of choice for the consumer was one of the key arguments

of deregulation theory but this was consumer hyperchoice.
The explosion in the number of broadcasters, however, was a very

transitory and superficial phenomenon which was followed by a

concentration of ownership. By the mid-eighties most of the stations
established in the early burst of growth had folded for economic
reasons, reducing the number overall to around 250. In terms of
revenue, by 1979, 80 per cent of Italian television advertising
revenues flowed to the three new dominant private networks.lS By
1985, Silvio Berlusconi, dubbed Sua Emittenza (His Transmittence),16
the owner of one of these three networks Canale 5, had swallowed
the other two, [talia I and Rette 4, to complete a monopoly of the
major Italian networked private television stations. Furthermore,
Berlusconi's Fininvest Group was the supplier of programming and

advertising to three other minor networks and used the Yugoslavian
network, Capodistria, to beam live sports programmes into Italy.
Fininvest by the end of the eighties controlled a major Italian

l4Ward, William. (1984)
l5Dyron & Humphries
Europe, p.24.
I 6Glover, John ( 1993)
pp.l6-17. p.16.

'Babble! Babble! Babble!'. 7&e
( | 988) Broadcasting and New

'Boomerang Berlusconi', The

Face 84: 30-34. p.33.

Media Policies in Western

Guardian, 2l June, Sect.2
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advertising company, a radio network, several magazines, a

publishing company, major film and record production companies,
and several cinemas in addition to its television interests.l 7. From
this vertically integrated media empire within Italy, Berlusconi
expanded his broadcasting interests into other European countries,
particularly France, Germany and Spain and used his media empire
to promote his own political party and briefly attain the premiership.

The rise to hegemony of the Berlusconi private television empire
in Italy was accompanied 'by a growing penetration of foreign
(mainly American) programmes into the Italian television Slste6'.18.
This was a development which would appear to directly contradict
the view of deregulation advocates in New Zealand who believed that
regulations to require minimum local content were unnecessary
because consumers would demand local programmes and high
ratings would commercially justify them.l e

The Constitutional Court's 1976 torpedo of regulated broadcasting
led to chaos in the allocation of the radio spectrum in Italy. Major
frequencies were soon swallowed up and the judiciary was obliged to

settle conflicts between broadcasters without a clear law to apply.
The need for a new broadcasting act was a recurrent theme in Italian
politics through the late seventies and eighties. Divisions within the
majority party and the governing coalitions account for the fact that
this did not result in a new bill until 1990.

The 1990 Broadcasting Act sought to reimpose a measure of
regulatory control in a number of important areas, particularly anti-
trust and cross-media ownership laws. The anti-trust provisions seek

to contain Fininvest's power to three national networks and at a local
level only one local radio or television station licence can be awarded
to the same operator in each area. Cable stations or Pay-TV services
count as licences for the purposes of anti-trust laws. The cross-media

ownership provisions also prohibit broadcasters who control three

I TSee Rao, Guiseppe. (l991) 'Italy: In the throes of change' , Intermedia l9(2):
16-18. p.16.
lSDyson & Humphries (1988), Broadcasting and New Media Policies in Western
Europe, p.25.
| 9See discussion of this point in Chapter 5, 'Undeviating Policy'.
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networks or more from owning interests in the daily press and no
newspaper company with a 20 per cent national circulation can be

associated with broadcasting. Furthermore, no company can control
more than 20 per cent of national mass media revenues or 25 per

cent if they are mainly operating in the mass media sector.2O'

This attempt to stabilise the volatile marketplace of Italian
broadcasting, however, did have the effect of creating a government
regulated duopoly with the three state-owned RAI networks and the
three Berlusconi networks dominating the market.

The 1990 Italian Broadcasting Act is also of interest to observers
of deregulated New Zealand broadcasting in that it seeks to impose
controls on programme scheduling, content, and levels of advertising.
Among its detail are regulations requiring local stations to air no less

than 12.8 hours of news and local affairs each week; networks have
to devote 40 per cent of their film time to European Community
productions, rising to 51 per cent after three years and there can be,

since January 1993, only one commercial break in films, dramas,

operas, or musicals which last less than 110 minutes. The state-

owned network RAI cannot allocate commercials to more than four
per cent of weekly programming time or seven minutes in any hour.
Private television networks are allowed a little more leeway with
levels rising to 15 per cent of programming and not exceeding 11

minutes in any hour. This contrasts with deregulated New Zealand
television where commercial and station promotional content
regularly hovers around 25 per cent of peak viewing hours.2l

The Italian legislators have also determined that sponsored
programmes are to be treated as advertising. This regulation and

other policing duties of broadcasters, producers and advertisers
required by the act are the responsibility of a Guarantor for

20Provisions of the 1990 Broadcasting Act quoted in Rao (1991)'Italy: In the
throes of change', p.17.
Zlln l99l the Association of New Zealand Advertisers complained of
commercial and promotional 'clutter' in prime-time. They claimed that all
three national channels were broadcasting an average of l5 minutes of
commercials and station promotions every hour with the level rising to l8-19
minutes in prime-time. See Ministry of Commerce (1993) Broadcasting Policy
in New Zealand. October. p.27.
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broadcasting and publishing. The Guarantor was also given the power
to appoint a commission to draw up a list of works of artistic value
that cannot be interrupted by advertising and another 'Viewers
Consultative Group'zz. 1o safeguard viewers' interests. Legislative
provisions like these obviously imply that the Italians believe that
intervention in the broadcasting market is essential in the public
interest.

It has been said that ltaly's experience with total deregulation in
the 1970s 'has helped to inhibit any other European nation from
taking a comparable step'.23 The Italian example was one of a

collapse in the quality of television available to the Italian viewer
and the rise of powerful media oligopolies. Indeed the Italian lesson
led to a further round of regulation-making in Europe in the late
eighties and early 1990s. It was, however, a lesson lost on New
Zealand decision-makers who inexplicably did not examine this sole
example of deregulated broadcasting in practice and instead looked
to the United States for the purely theoretical blueprint for
deregulation.

Progress in the Home of Broadcasting Deregulation Theory.
The United States has been portrayed as having a broadcasting

system of minimal regulation,24 fying to eschew, at least in
comparison to Europe, all unnecessary regulation. Yet as writers have
observed,25 far more than the marketplace it has been the regulatory

22Rao (1991) 'Italy: In the throes of change', p.18.
23Smith, Anthony (1991) The Age of Behemoths: The Globalisation of Mass
Media Firms, New York: Priority Press. p.66.
24Cantor, Muriel & Joel (1985)'United States: A System of Minimal Regulation',
pp. 158-196 in Raymond Kuhn (ed.), The Politics of Broadcasting. London:
Croom Helm. The international consultants to the New Zealand policy-makers
described it as 'the most deregulated broadcasting market in the world.' Report
of the Steering committee on the Restructuring of the Broadcasting
Corporation of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Principles (1988), p.Dl.
25See Boddy, William (1990) Fifties Television: The Industry and irs Critics,
Urbana: University of Illinois Press. On p.28. Boddy states that 'the FCC rulings
on television standards and frequency allocations from l94l to 1952 were the
most important determinants of the economic structure of the subsequent
television industry.'And Smith, Anthony (1991) The Age of Behemoths: The
Globalisation of Mass Media Firms, New York: Priority Press. p.56.
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agency, the Federal Communications Commission, that has shaped the

American media since the 1920s. Broadcasting was, in that nation, a

controlled institution which absorbed the outlook of the regulatory
body.

As part of the intention to reduce the role of the state, voters from
the beginning of the 1980s elected administrations charged with
cutting government's reach and removing the restraining bindings of
regulation. Deregulation became almost an article of political faith
and it was expected that this drive would bring about a complete
reshaping of the broadcasting sector.

Behind the desire to deregulate American communications were a

number of agendas. For the New Right, of course, deregulation in
general and the deregulation of communications in particular, were
key goals. Meshed with their belief in the economic 'correctness' of
this policy was the assumption that communications were becoming
the number one industry in the world and America's leading position
was under threat. Although the United States had slipped from being
the pre-eminent hardware supplier, it still reigned supreme in the
supply of software - programming and imagery - and wished to
remain in that position. The New Right protagonists of neo-liberal
economic theory convinced presidential administrations and industry
leaders in the eighties that deregulation was the way to retain and
perhaps even extend this dominance.

The theorists also believed the theory was exportable and that the

United States could provide a pathway for communications policy.
The Booz, Allen and Hamilton consultants to the New Zealand
Government spoke of that market defining 'the overall penetration
rates and revenue growth that can be achieved in a highly
deregulated and competitive market'.26 This was not merely
intellectual leadership. If other nations imported the policy they
would also be more amenable to buying American hardware and

software. Deregulation had the neat effect of lowering regulatory
barriers.

26 R"port of the Steering Committee
Corporation of New Zealand on State

on the Restructuring of the Broadcasting
Owned Enterprise Principles, (1988). p.D?.
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Regulation's purpose, according to the U.S. Communications Act, is
to serve the 'public interest, convenience, necessity'. The American
theorists of deregulation 'set out to challenge the "public interest"
rationale for regulation...'.27 ' Their aim has not only been to
demonstrate that broadcasting regulation does not achieve the goals
it seeks but also to argue that public interest was best achieved
through the operation of a free market. In a free market the public
will would be expressed when they pushed channel selection buttons
to demonstrate preferences between competing product.

When Mark Fowler became the Reagan Administration's appointee
as Chairman of the Federal Communication's Commission in 1981, he

approached his self-proclaimed deregulation mandate with zeal. His
outlook was summed up in a 1985 speech in which he set forth his
'Popcorn Principle'. Using the metaphor of popcorn machines that
popped corn without using oil he argued: 'Remove what was thought
an essential ingredient - heavy government regulation - and our
communications' system still works, in fact, it works better.'28

Given that the United States is the spiritual home of broadcasting
deregulation theory and unquestionably the source of inspiration for
New Zealand deregulators, it might be expected that it would have
provided the lead in applying these principles in practice. Yet despite
the push for deregulation during the decade of the eighties, 'only
part of the regulatory apparatus was affected by this drive...'.2e. The
power of the American court system and existing anti-trust
legislation remains, as indeed despite changes, does the Federal
Communications Commission. After being washed by the high tide of
deregulation, the FCC remains as a regulatory commission operating
via a combination of statutes, agency rules and judicial
interpretations of its decisions. In fact, at the beginning of the 1990s,

the FCC employed 1700 people to enforce and monitor broadcasting

27 Porter, Vincent. ( I 989) 'The re-regulation of
constitutionality and the free market in the USA, West
the UK', Media, Culture & Society. ll: 5-27. p.8.
28Fowler, Mark (1985), speech reported in 'Deregulation:
second wind', Broadcasting, 30 September. pp.39-40.

television: pluralism,
Germany, France and

The Chairman gets a

29Brian Winston (1990)'Rejecting the Jehovah's Witness Gambit', Intermedia
l8(6): 21.
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regulation s.30' New Zealand abolished its part-time regulatory
watchdog, the Broadcasting Tribunal, in 1988.

Jeremy Tunstall notes that from 1975 to 1985 deregulation came

to be accepted by nearly everyone concerned with communications
policy in the United States. 'But they all had their "buts".'31 The
broadcasting industry had in the mid 1920s played an important role
in initiating the regulatory process32 to cap the unchecked growth in
radio stations and concerns lingered about uncapping the control
valves in the 1980s. There was also the experience of other recently
deregulated industries, especially the stand-out case of American
airline deregulation in 1978. Although it had given the nation some

of the world's cheapest airfares, the number of players in the market
had diminished rather than increased and the industry had run up
cumulative losses of $lObillion by 1993. In that year 'an anxious
Clinton administration...[set up] a special commission to consider how
best to help'.33

Regulations were to remain for broadcasting, and with respect to
those which disappeared as a result of deregulation, Tunstall notes
that 'having fewer rules is not the same as having no rules at all'.34 It
may have the result of making those rules that remain all the more

significant. What was swept away, according to one observer35 was
the regulatory underbrush, the 'seemingly minor or relatively
unimportant rules and policy statements that had accumulated over
50 years of regulation'.

Neo-liberal initiatives in other areas of broadcasting policy were
also blunted. A factor in this was the division of power within the

30Figure from Winston(1990), 'Rejecting the Jehovah's Witness Gambit', p.21.
3l Tunstall, Jeremy. (1986) Communications Deregulation:The IJnleashing of
America's Communications Industry. Oxford: Basil Blackwell. p.3.
32See Cantor, Muriet & Joel (1985)'United States: A System of Minimal
Regulation" pp. 158-196 in Raymond Kuhn (ed.), The Politics of Broadcasting,
London: Croom Helm.
33The Economist (1993) 'Flight to Subsidy', 27 March, pp.66-67.
34Tunstall, Jeremy (1986) Communications Deregulation: The IJnleashing
America's Communication Industry, p.6.
35MacGregor, Michael A. (1990) "Connections Among Deleted Underbrush
Policies, FCC Character Standards, and State Criminal Law', Journal of
Broadcasting and Electronic Media, 34(2): 153-170. p.153.
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political system in the United States. In particular, a Democrat-
controlled Congress achieved success in preventing the Reagan
Presidency from cutting back annual budgetary appropriations for
public broadcasting in the 1980s.36 By comparison, relative cross-
party agreement on broadcasting policy in New Zealand in the late
eighties prevented the exercise of legislative checks and balances on
broadcasting policy issues.

The broadcasting deregulation that did occur between 1981 and
1987 was thus limited despite FCC Chairman Fowler's broadcasting
model having 'a seductive persuasiveness, simplicity and elegance'.37

His desire to usher in a new era in American broadcasting foundered
on the realities of American politics. Under his direction the
Commission did move some way down the path by relaxing the

restrictions on reselling broadcast stations and increasing the
number any one owner could operate, by raising the amount of
commercial time each station had available for sale, reducing
pressure on stations to run unremunerative public service
programmes, by lifting the rules on children's programmes and

abolishing the fairness doctrine requiring broadcasters to give
balanced coverage in any controversial issue. But these moves fell a

long way short of his apparent desire to 'obliterate as totally as

possible fifty years of regulatory accretion'.3 8

And there was an ironic element. The FCC, perhaps under pressure

from the Reagan administration, actually imposed strict new
regulations on obscene and indecent programming. This was to be

one area where the free market was not going to be allowed to
operate.

Fowler was initially enthusiastically supported in his deregulation
crusade by a large number of television and radio station operators,
particularly small radio station operators who saw a chance to rid

36see Browne, Donald R. (1989) Comparing Broadcast Systems: The Experiences
of Six Industrial Nations. Ames: Iowa State University Press. p.362.
3Tquoted by Porter, Vincent. (1989)'The re-regulation of television:pluralism,
constitutionality and the free market in the USA, West Germany, France and
the UK', Media, Culture & Society, ll: 5-27. p.12.
3SFerrall Jr., Victor E. (1989) 'The Impact of Television Deregulation on Private
and Public Interests' Journal of Communication 39(l): 8-38. p.15.
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themselves of the bureaucratic overlordship of the FCC. However, the

relaxation of rules on station ownership and the increase in
commercial time has had a significant effect on the American
broadcast market. The relaxation of rules on selling stations,
especially the abolition of the 'three year rule' which required a new
licensee to operate a station for at least three years before it could be

sold, opened up the broadcast station market to station traders with
no continuing interest in operating the stations they purchased. The
increase in demand ratcheted up station prices. In the last year of
the three year rule, 1982, station transactions totalled $US 1 billion.
By 1987, this figure had grown to $US7 billion, despite the

cancellation of transactions following the October stockmarket
crash.39 Broadcasting stations found themselves caught in the
treacherous shoals of cut-throat competition. New operators forced
up bought-in programming costs. Highly leveraged station owners
who purchased licences at market inflated prices faced crippling debt

service costs whilst the expansion of the market and the FCC's lifting
of restrictions on commercial time drove down advertising rates and

income. 'During 1985- 1987, ro fewer than 23 television
stations.. .located in both large and small markets went into
bankruptcy.t4o

The situation was analogous to the Australian metropolitan
commercial television scene in the mid eighties where investors like
Alan Bond and Christopher Skase bought networks at prices based on
future expectation rather than past performance and relied upon
elaborate financing arrangements and debt financing.

By 1988 the National Association of Broadcasters in the United
States appeared to sum up the growing reservations of its members

3 9 Figures from Ferrall ( 1989) 'The Impact of Television Deregulation on
Private and Public Interests', p.l7 .

40tUiO., p.l4.See also Bates, Benjamin J. (1993)'station Trafficking in Radio:
The Impact of Deregulation', Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media,
37(l):21-30, who found that traffickers achieve higher economic returns than
other owners and that, unsurprisingly, they were most successful in radio in
the market for favoured FM stations.
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about deregulation in a White Paper entitled /s More Necessarily
Better? 4t.

Market competition squeezed operators but the object of the
deregulator's single-minded fervour was consumer benefit. The
American experience with the limited deregulation carried out by
the FCC was an increase in 'voice' diversity in broadcasting but not in
content diversity. The 'lore' of commercial television that the
deliverance of the greatest possible audience for advertisers requires
programmes that are viewed as marginally tolerable by a large
group of viewers rather than those which greatly please a smaller
number, seems to have been confirmed in this test. 'To cut costs,
networks reduced news staffs and virtually eliminated lengthy
analytical news specials. TV stations, even some owned by networks,
began replacing network news in the best time slots with game

shows promising more revenue.'42. Ferrall notes that: 'Marketplace
competition has yielded relatively little programme variety in
television' and in that medium, 'deregulation's effects on the public
interest have been strongest in the areas of public service
programming and diversity'.+r.

At the end of the Fowler era of deregulation reform, a great deal

of the regulatory apparatus was still in place. Even regulatory actions
which had fallen from favour and were expected to be discarded, like
the Distress Sale policy, have been retained.44 Another area left
virtually untouched by the deregulatory fever was regulation
covering political broadcasts. Congress in particular has been

4 I National Association of Broadcasters, (1988) Is More Necessarily Better?: A
White Paper. Washington D.C., June.
42Fink, Conrad C. (1990), Inside the Media White Plains: Longman. p.197.
43Ferrall (1989)'The Impact of Television Deregulation on Private and Public
Interests', p.29.
44This policy is an affirmative action measure which allows broadcasters who
are in danger of losing their licences to sell the stations to minority group
buyers at up to 75 per cent of market value. It was enthusiastically promoted
by the FCC during President Carter's administration as a means of increasing
minority ownership and as a measure which would lead to more programme
diversity in broadcasting. In June 1990 this measure, under deregulatory
attack, was upheld by the Supreme Court. See Stavitsky, Alan G. (1992)'The Rise
and Fall of the Distress Sale', Jaurnal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media,
36(3): 249-266,
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reluctant to eliminate content regulations dealing with political
broadcasting despite FCC proposals to that effect.a5

Some of the important Fowler reforms, such as the repeal of the

Fairness Doctrine, which held that broadcasters must 'afford
reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on

issues of public importance', and the lifting of restrictions on

ownership, were being challenged by Congress through the courts.

Senators Edward Kennedy and Fritz Hollings included a provision in
the Federal Appropriations Bill designed to limit cross-media
ownership in the same locality. It was specifically prompted by
Rupert Murdoch's ownership of both a Boston TV station and the

Boston Herald. Although the FCC's ruling to eliminate the Fairness

Doctrine was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1990,46 the court also

found as constitutional two regulatory policies designed to give
preference to minority and gender groups when competing for
broadcast licences.4T This is a decision which appears to directly
challenge the deregulation credo that market forces alone will
provide sufficient programme diversity, or as Mark Fowler has

written, would serve to ensure that the spectrum resource was put to

its 'best and highest use...'.48

4 5 See Krueger, Elizabeth and Kimberley Corrigan ( | 991 ) 'Broadcasters'
Understanding of Political Broadcast regulation', Journal of Broadcasting and
Electronic IVIedia, 35(3): 289-304.
46Se" Krueger and Corrigan (1991) 'Broadcasters' Understanding of Political
Broadcast Regulation', p.293.
47S"" Kleiman, Howard. (1991) 'Content Diversity and the FCC's Minority and
Gender Licensing Policies,u/ournal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 35(4):
4ll-429. Kleiman also notes @.al\ in another example of the role of the
courts, that although the FCC has long held that diversity of licence control is
'a public good in a free society' it required the intercession of the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals in l97l to compel the Commission to translate a generalised
interest in ownership diversity into specific policies that recognised the
linkage between ownership and programme diversity. The 1990 Supreme Court
decision concluded that there is an 'empirical nexus between minority
ownership and broadcasting diversity.'
48Fowler, Mark S. & D.L.Brenner (1982)'A Marketplace Approach to Broadcast
Regulation', Texas Law Review, 60: 207-258. p.2ll.
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It has been arguedae by observers that broadcasting regulation in
the United States will never completely disappear. Those already
entrenched and in protected positions, for example the networks and

major conglomerates, would not wish to lose the advantages and

special status they have attained over years of close collaboration
with the Federal Communications Commission. An example is the

1992 Cable Regulation Act which gives broadcasters some protection
from the encroachment of the cable industry. Under this bill some

broadcast stations are able to exercise a 'must carry' option,
essentially a demand that cable systems retransmit their signals.s 0

The justification for the rules are explicitly economic, the Federal

Communications Commission arguing that a cable system's failure to

carry local broadcast stations was an 'unfair competitive practics'.5 I

Indeed, the cable industry, operating in relatively unrestricted 'free

market' conditions was 'often guilty of exercising its economic
p o w er'52 by falling short on promises made when obtaining
franchises and engaging in economic discrimination by failing to wire
the less profitable portions of communities. A practice labelled
'economic redlining'.

Regulation is also re-emerging in the nineties on public interest
grounds. The Children's Television Act of 1990 requires television
stations to show that they have addressed the 'educational and
informational' needs of children. This act was tightened by the FCC in
early 199353 earning the praise of producers of educational
programming.

49Cantor, Muriel & Joel. (1985)'United States: A System of Minimal Regulation',
pp.l58-196 in Raymond Kuhn (ed.), The Politics of Broadcasting, London:
Croom Helm. p.187.
5OKolbert, Elizabeth (1993)'TV Stations vs. Cable Giants: New Terms of Battle',
The New York Times, I March.
Slvita, Michael G. & John P. Wiegand (1993)'Must-Carry Regulations for Cable
Television Systems: An Economic Policy Analysis', Journal of Broadcasting and
Electronic Media, 37(l): l-19. p.2.
52Copple, Robert F. (1992) 'State Coordination of Cable Communications Policy:
An Idea Whose Time Has Come Again', Journal of Broadcasting and Electonic
Media, 36(2): 137-152. p.139.
53And.e*s, Edmund L. (1993)'Children's TV Debate is Revived: What Can
Qualify as "Educational"', The New York Times,8 March, p.D9.
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At the end of the Reagan/Bush era, enthusiasts for deregulation
were still calling for its fuller implementationsa being less than
satisfied with the progress made during the 1980s. The United States

may have a more market-driven and less regulated broadcasting
environment than many other states but under no circumstances
could it be accurately described, as it was by the Booz, Allen and

Hamilton consultants to the New Zealand officials. as 'a mature
deregulated market'.

The West European Approach.
Contrary to the American model, West European broadcasting

developed very largely outside the market. Strong public service
broadcasters have provided the backbone with commercial
broadcasters excluded in some nations and in others the second

string to publicly-owned dominant operators. These institutions are

powerful and self-interested lobbyists for the regulated status quo
and for the moment most European nations are seeking to retain at

least one or two locally regulated and nationally-funded television
channels.

Their power, however, was weakened by the surge of economic
reform which embodied an ideological rejection of state intervention
and undermined the social-democratic, welfare state consensus.
There was also the impact of the development of new and alternative
distribution media like satellites, cable and video cassettes and

increasing cost structures which Ied to heavier reliance on
advertising revenue and private capital. Furthermore, cross-national
broadcasting, operated in many instances by multimedia
international conglomerates, appeared to signal the erosion of the
power of national broadcasters.

5 4 For Example, Rothblatt, Martin. ( I 99 I ) 'USA:
Intermedia, l9(4-5): 38-39. Rothblatt advocates
apportioned just like any other form of property',
that which had been implemented in New Zealand.

Let the Market Decide',
that 'spectrum should be
in a model which echoes
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In this environment the values underpinning public service
broadcasting became vulnerable.55 Growing numbers of television
channels created a new environment in many countries where there

had formerly been just one public broadcaster. This development
was used by the opponents of fee-funded public service broadcasting

to attack its raison d'etre.
The drive to deregulate at the beginning of the 1980s also

coincided with disenchantment by parties on the right with public
broadcasting institutions which they increasingly suspected of having

fallen into the hands of the political left. This was certainly a factor
in Britain and West Germany. Eli Noams 6 says that with
conservatives lending greater support to media liberalisation, the

position of the moderate left was critical. At first, some politicians of
the 'left', equally disgruntled with existing stations, went along with
liberalisation. Noam cites President Francois Mitterand of France

who, excluded from the airwaves too often to forget, put media

liberalisation on his agenda.

The other coinciding phenomenon, new technology, should not be

seen as causal in the liberalisation of the media. Although the new

technological options enabled change by providing delivery and

financial mechanisms (for example, pay-per-view television), they
could have been accommodated in regulated structures. Market
liberals who pointed to deregulation as being technology-driven
were using it as a ruse to support an economic and political agenda.

New technology could be categorised as a helpful ally, both in terms

of encouraging a belief that dramatic changes were inevitable to

regulated structures and the fact that new forms of encoded
television, narrowcasting and payment technologies made it easier to
transform the medium from a public to a private good. So although

55Dyson, Kenneth and Peter Humphreys et al. (1988) Broadcasting and New
Media Policies in Western Europe. London: Routledge. p.ix. They write of the
public service organisations of Western Europe 'being forced onto the
defensive' and the philosophy 'put into question'.
56Noam, Eli (1991) Television in Europe. New York: Oxford University Press.
p.6.
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not driving change, new technologies did help to further destabilise
structures under pressure.

The advent of European Community policy-making was also a

mixed blessing for the protectors of public service broadcasting.
Kevin Robins and David Morley state that EC policy 'increasingly
recognises that questions of culture and identity are at the heart of
the European projecl.'s7 There have been the strictures to limit non-

EC programming and to require that broadcasting serves a diversity
of tastes. However, the actual formal structures and policies of the EC

itself encourage precisely the conditions of multinational economic

enterprise and multichannel technological change that challenge so

many of the national public service values.

Yet at the end of the 1980s when New Zealand was enacting
deregulation legislation, Dyson and Humphriesss noted that new

regulatory policies had not been finalised in Western Europe and

there had been 'a good deal more debate and conflict than policy
development'. Many West European nations had begun with bold
strategies incorporating ideological commitments, for example
Margaret Thatcher's neo-liberal agenda in Britain; and many fell
'prey to naivety in the face of technological and economic hype
originating from industry' but 'policy took on the fuzzy quality of
"muddling through"'.59 Policy-makers interacted with each other in
the planning and implementation of new media policies but the

outcome was a picture of incompleteness in policy development so

that the idea of a controllable deregulation proved illusory.
This picture of muddled deregulatory policy development does not

support the notion of an inevitable tide of deregulation. Instead,
there were various approaches to adapting to a changing
broadcasting environment which reflected national conditions and

ensured some protection for established actors, especially the public
service broadcasters.

57Robins, Kevin and David
Inte rmedia. 20(4-5): 23-24.
58Dyson and Humphreys et
Western Europe, p.x.
59Iuia, p.x.

Morley (1992) 'What Kind of Identity for Europe',
p.23.

al.(1988) Broadcasting and New Media Policies in
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Another factor has been that pan-European television, spurred on

by the new technology and deregulation, proved in its early
manifestations to be a flop. Sky Channel retreated from being a pan-

European service to a solely British one and Super Channel, a 'multi-
cultural' entertainment service, had by 1992 changed hands twice
and gone bust once since its launch in 1986. The Economist6 o

reported that most of Europe's 80 or so satellite stations were

sticking to single-language markets and commented that the world
was not yet a global village.

By the end of the 1980s European television did reflect the impact

of change. There had been an increase in the number of different
entertainment programme channels available to national audiences;

satellites were delivering some of these services; and in very few

cases did public service channels still retain a monopoly of national
television programming. But in many instances 'the change was

embryonic, the public broadcast institutions were still dominant, and

barriers were still high'.61

It is valuable to look at national examples to see why this was so.

While virtually every nation in Western Europe attempted to
stimulate new media development during this era, France and West

Germany offer useful national examples. They share the common
policy of encouraging new broadcasting channels as it was 'one of the

primary objectives of an opposition party coming to power during

the 1980s in each of these nations'.62

Protecting the Constitution: The German Example.
In some nations with written constitutions, the proposals of the

reformers of broadcasting structures have raised constitutional
issues, and they have been challenged in those nations' highest
courts. Constitutional courts 'have thus been required to adjudicate

6oThe Economist (1992)'Top of the News: Satellite Television', May 9-15. pp.83-
84.
6lNoam (1991) Television in Europe, p.9.
62leDuc, Don R. (1937)'French and German New Media Policies: Variations on
a Familiar Theme', Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media. 3l(4):427-
447. p.428.
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on the very constitutionality of some of the more extreme and

dogmatic proposals which have come from the over-enthusiastic
apostles of the new media order'.63 As we have seen, this has been a

feature of American broadcasting deregulation, but its importance is
perhaps most clearly illustrated in the Federal Republic of Germany.

In Germany the Constitutional Court has played an important role
in interpreting the general guidelines and ethos of the Federal

Constitution. Article 5 of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic

directly and explicitly incorporates the freedom of broadcasting into

the Constitution, in addition to the freedom of the press. The

backdrop to these prescriptions for the media was German

experience during the Third Reich when broadcasting and a pliant
press were key propaganda tools of the Nazi state.64 The guiding

belief post-war was that 'only public broadcasting seemed to
guarantee the representation of the pluralistic interests in society.'65

Due to its perceived extraordinary power, the writers of the West

German Constitution determined that broadcasting was to be

conducted as a properly regulated public service.66 Moreover,
constitutional law and the requirements of allied occupying
authorities buttressed the notion that broadcasting in a free and

pluralist democracy should represent the public interest and seek to
prevent individual groups, certain economic interests or the central

state from exercising excessive influence.

The provision of plural voices in the German media has thus been

the fundamental consideration behind the five key decisions of the

Constitutional Court since the new Constitution was adopted in 1949.

An approach which has stressed two 'wings' to the media; a free and

Iargely unregulated press system and the countervailing power of an

6 3 Porter, Vincent. ( l939) 'The re-regulation of television: pluralism,
constitutionality and the free market in the USA, West Germany, France and
the UK', Media, Culture and Society, ll: 5-27. p.7.
64Because of a similar historical media legacy, the constitutional imperatives
which shaped the media in post-war Japan are almost identical.
65Holtz-Bacha, Christina. (1991) 'From Public Monopoly to a Dual Broadcasting
System in Germany', European Journal of Communication. 6: 223-233. p.223.
66see Humphreys, Peter J. (1990) Media and Media Policy in West Germany: The
Press and Broadcasting since /945. New York: Berg. p.132.
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exclusively 'public service', but independent broadcasting system,

which is highly regulated and structured to be free from undue state

interference. Naturally this has not been a division which the German

press barons have been happy with and there has been considerable

tension as they have sought to gain a foothold in broadcasting.

The distinctive feature of the Constitutional Court rulings is the

way they have taken little account of economic or market criteria.
For example, this passage from the'Second TV Judgement'of l97l:
'the activity of the broadcasting organisations takes place in the

public domain. The broadcasting organisations are publicly
accountable; they perform tasks of public administration; they fulfil
an integrating function for the whole of the state. Their activity is not

of a commercial kind.'67' Later judgements of the Court have further
developed the plural model of the media in the Federal Republic on

grounds of social, rather than economic rationale.

There were far-reaching changes to the West German broadcasting

system during the 1980s before the unification of the country in
October 1990, including a power struggle over the direction which

the structure and organisation of broadcasting should take.68 At the

Federal level, the Bonn government was able to force the pace of
technological change faster than the SPD-controlled state
governments (Lander) wished, and Deutsche Bundespost was given

the go-ahead to lay down co-axial cable and participate in satellite

launches with the French Government. Yet article 30 of the Basic Law

stipulates that the Lander not the Bund (the Federal Government)

are responsible for any area of activity that is not specifically

67turo, p. 163.
68In the early 1980s the rate of acquisition of Video Cassette Recorders in West
Germany was one of the highest in the world. Advocates of opening West
German broadcasting to private competition saw this rapid growth pattern as a

viewer desire for greater programming choice. However, this overlooked the
fact that German families, in contrast to American ones, have tended to use
their VCRs for time-shift viewing of existing programmes, rather than for
buying or renting features to augment their television choices. For figures see
Le Duc, Don R. (1987)'French and German New Media Policies: Variations on a

Familiar Theme', Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media. 31(4): 4?7-447.
p.441. On the same point, every satellite service transmitted in Germany in the
early and mid- 1980s lost money the day it commenced operation.
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assigned to the Bund. In the West German state, therefore,
broadcasting was the responsibility of the eleven Lander.6e In
turning to the courts for adjudication, the powers of the Federal

Constitutional Court are extensive and embrace disputes between

central and regional government.

The monopoly of the public broadcasting corporations was

challenged with the introduction of private broadcasting in 1984. In
its fourth judgement in November 1986: 'The Court emphasised the

complementarity of the new emerging private broadcasters with the

public service broadcasting services....'70' [n such a 'dual' system the

public service broadcasters would remain responsible for the

'absolutely essential' provision of the basic service to the whole

population. It was only they who could provide this, reasoned the

court, because they can be received by all the population of the

Federal Republic and can offer a wider range of programmes as they

are not dependent on high audience ratings. The private broadcasters

would provide an additional 'supplementary' service. Christina Holtz-
BachaTl argues that the Court's'balanced'solution ties the public and

private broadcasting sectors into interdependence and granted the

public corporations a guarantee of survival. In the 'dual' system the

health of public service broadcasting was seen as 'the very
precondition for an opening to a new private commercial sector'.72'

The Court saw the role of the public service broadcasters 'as more

vital than ever in the age of an expanded broadcasting slste6'.73'
This was not to be a minimum basic information service for, in the

context of earlier decisions by the Court, public opinion is shaped 'not

only by news broadcasts, political commentaries, series on past,

69this reflected the allied powers' desire to see the widespread administrative
and economic decentralisation of the defeated Germany.
7 0 Porter, Vincent ( t 989), 'The re-regulation of television: pluralism,
constitutionality and the free market in the USA, West Germany, France and
the UK', Media, Culture and Society, ll:-5-27. p.15.
TlHoltz-Bacha (1991)'From Public Monopoly to a Dual Broadcasting System in
Germany', p.224,
T2.Humphreys (1990) Media and Media Policy in West Germany: The Press and
Broadcasting since 1945. p.273.
T3Humphreys (1990) Media and Media Policy in West Germany: The Press and
Broadcasting since 1945. p.27O.
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present and future political problems; but just as much by radio or
television plays, musical shows or the broadcasting of satirical and

cabaret programmes.'74.

The Constitutional Court's one concession to the tide of
deregulation was to determine that private broadcasters could be

more lightly regulated than the public broadcasters. This was in part

a concession to their high set-up costs and also a pragmatic trade-off
after the generous guarantees given to the public sector.

In somewhat stark contrast to the United States and New Zealand,

therefore, the limits of deregulation were defined after the pluralist
needs of the German people had been satisfied by a vital and

guaranteed public service broadcasting component. There was no

belief that deregulation in itself would provide the necessary
pluralism in broadcasting.

In the nineties these decisions are still intact although potentially
vulnerable. In particular, it has been arguedT5 that the protection of
public service broadcasting at the Lander level, being essentially
defensive, is not the ideal means of positive public interest
regulation in the face of the rapid authorisation of competing private

channels. Once more it is possible that the Constitutional Court will be

called upon ultimately to establish the boundaries of policy.
This historical pattern of a judicial intervention in broadcasting

policy-making as guardian of constitutional 'first principles' stands as

the major barrier to any deregulation revolution. The Constitutional
Court's rulings have 'guided the cautious and highly incremental
evolution of the broadcasting slstem'.76

It is a history which was ignored by the New Zealand government's

advisors who, when briefly examining broadcasting in Germany,

merely noted in support of their argument of an accelerated uptake

of the new media, that the large scale investment in cable in West

7 4Berg,.Klaus. (1987), 'The Fourth Broadcasting Judgement of the Federal
Constitutional Court', EBU Review 38(3): 39.
75See Blumler, J.G. (1992) Television and the Pubtic Interest: Vulnerable
Values in West European Broadcasting, London: Sage.
T6Humphreys, Peter (199O) Media and Media Policy in West Germany: The Press
and Broadcasting since 1945. New York: Berg. p.299.
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Germany was 'beginning to see a marked upturn in cable
subscription rates'.77 This was an assertion open to challenge. Peter

Humphreys notesTs that in 1986, despite an investment by the

Bundespost of DMlbillion per annum in the cable programme, 'the

actual figures represented a thoroughly disappointing penetration

rate of only one-third of homes passed'.

Booz, Allen and Hamilton's inadequate and highly selective look at

the broadcasting market in Germany denigrates a system which has

been widely praised as one of the best in the world. 'If the BBC, ITV
and Channel 4 constitute...the least worst television in the world,
then the West German networks might be regarded as the second

least worst in Europe.'7e Although suffering from a degree of political
influence through the appointments to the public networks'
Broadcasting Councils, the role of judiciary under the constitution
avoided, in stark contrast to French broadcasting, the worst excesses

of the unashamed use of state-controlled broadcasting by the

politicians and has arguably been less elitist and more democratic

and open than the British public service 'model'.

France: 'A Recently Deregulated Market?'
Historically the French broadcasting system has been notorious for

the high degree of government guidance and authority. A long
tradition of government control over broadcasting began with the

setting up of the state broadcasting corporation Radiodiffusion et

Television Francaises (RTF, later the ORTF) in 1949. The ORTF was

proclaimed to be the 'Voice of France' by President Pompidou in
1973. Essentially it could more accurately have been titled the voice
of the French government.

During the 1980s 'no other country with the possible exception of
Italy...experienced such an indepth revamping of its broadcasting

77 Report of the Steering Committee on the Rertructuring of the Broadcasting
Corporation of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Principles,(1988) p.14.
T8Humphreys (1990) Media and Media Policy in West Germany: The Press and
Broadcasting since 1945. p.264.
79Ardagh, J. (1988) Germany and the Germans. Harmondsworth: Penguin.
p.308.
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system...t.80 However, in 1988 it could not, as it was by consultants to

the New Zealand government, be described as a 'recently deregulated

market'.8 I

In France, as in Germany, the push to deregulate broadcasting in
the mid-1980s also ran into difficulties with the Constitution. The

French Constitutional Council had a significant role to play 'in
moderating some of the ideological excesses of the government of
Jacques Chirac and in particular its wish to hand television over to
the play of market forces'.82' The effect of having a written
constitution and a role for judicial ruling on its provisions can again

be seen as a critical factor in both the manner and speed with which

deregulation proposals were appraised and implemented or rejected.

France 'has a long tradition of a mixed system in the audiovisual

sector'.83. The move by the Chirac government to substantially alter

this mix in favour of private enterprise broadcasting was in part

frustrated by the French Constitutional Council which 'ruled quite

clearly that the pluralism of thought and opinion was a necessary

goal for the regulation of the media'.84 Yet again it was the actions of
a constitutional body with the ability to play a significant role which

moderated the broadcasting policy thrusts of government. The

Constitutional Council was able to rule on the constitutionality of any

new laws which were proposed with any provisions declared

unconstitutional unable to be promulgated or implemented. As

modified after the review by the Constitutional Council, restrictions
remained on any individual owning more than 25 per cent of a

S0Sergeant, Jean Claude. ( 1994) 'Government and Broadcast Media in France',
pp.23l-241 in Meryl Aldridge and Nicholas Hewitt (eds.), Controlling
Broadcasting: Access Policy and Practice in Narth Americct and Europe.
Manchester: Manchester University Press, p.231.
8l Report of the Steering Committee on the Restructuring of the Broadcasting
Corporation Of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Principles, (1988). p.D3.
82.Porter, Vincent (1989) 'The re-regulation of television: pluralism,
constitutionality and the free market in the USA, West Germany, France and
the UK', Media, Culture and Society, ll:. 5'27- p.17.
83 Miege, Bernard and Jean-Michel Salun ( 1989) 'France: A Mixed System.
Renovation of an old concept', Media, Culture and Society, 1l:55-66. p.66.
8 4 Porter, Vincent ( 1989), 'The re-regulation of television: pluralism,
constitutionality and the free market in the USA, West Germany, France and
the UK', Media, Culture and Sociery, ll: 5-27. p.I8.
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national television network and 15 per cent of a second network.
There were also additional provisions limiting cross-media
ownership. The restrictions on ownership were in the context of the

continued provision for a public and private sector broadcasting
regime to run side by side. The main French public television
channel, Television Francaise I (TFl), was privatised as legislated by

the Chirac government, but nine organisations were to remain within
the public sector including the television channels Antenne 2 (A2),
France Regions 3 (FR3), and Radio France.

To the private sector the Chirac government, in 1987, added two
new channels, La Cinq and M6. Ironically this opening up of the

market is now criticised by industry executives who say the

government went 'too far, too fast, in expanding the number of
channels without regard for advertising'.85. While television
advertising spending trebled from 1985 to 1990,86 the growth did
not keep up with the rise in programme production costs. The result
was that La Cinq went into liquidation on April 3, 1992 and M6
struggled. In 1992 a writer commented that France's deregulation of
the television industry, even in its limited form, was 'turning out to

be a nightmare for most players'.87 In a situation which appears

analogous to that pertaining in the New Zealand television market,
the view of French broadcasting industry observers was that the

market was burdened with one national channel too many.
Furthermore, the market leader TFl, had 'deliberately kept its
advertising tariffs low and at the same time driven up the price of
programmes and sports events by overbidding',88 according to
Michel Crottin. chief of staff to the French communications minister.

This outcome of limited deregulation in France is somewhat
different to that projected by the overseas consultants who were

hired to advise the New Zealand government on the deregulation of

85Neher, Jacques.'French government goes too far, too fast', National Business
Review, 28 August, 1991. p.ll.
86lbid., p.r l.
STDilip Subramanian (1992) 'French TV Deregulation ends in Woe', T h e
Independent on Sunday l2 April. p.26.
88Ibid., p.26.
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broadcasting. Their comment in July 1988 on the increased
competition in the French television market argued that the cultural,
economic and financial barriers of regulation were disappearing and

they focused on the success of Canal Plus which introduced the

concept of pay television to France in 1984.8e However, Canal Plus

was the only successful new television service in France in the

1980s. By 1990, cable and satellite television had hardly made a

dent in France's 20 million TV households.eo

The decision to privatise TFI and create two new private channels

had 'completely altered the relations of power'91 in favour of the

private sector. But regulations, administered by the broadcasting

regulatory authority the Conseil Superieur del'Audiovisuel(CSA),
certainly remained; as did a government committment to the public
broadcasting sector. In 1993, in a highly unusual show of support for
public broadcasting, it was the plan of both the ruling Socialists and

the opposition to increase the television licence fee.e2

Television in France is heavily regulated in terms of advertising
and content with the ongoing demand for more original French

programming backed by an elaborate quota system designed to

protect domestic production. At play in policy decision-making is the

traditional concern to protect French culture. The aim has been to
establish a kind of cultural Maginot Line. Any moves toward
deregulation have to confront the defences built to resist the

American model with its implicit open access to American
programming. This has been a very real barrier to those seeking

further deregulation.
The state 'has lost some of its influence, but it would be wrong to

conclude from that that a complete hegemony of private capital has

8 9 See Report of the Steering Committee on the Restructuring of the
Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Principles,
(1e88). p.Ds.
9 0 See Neher, Jacques ( I 991) 'French government goes too far, too fast',
National Business Review.28 August, p.ll.
9 I Miege, Bernard and Jean-Michel Salaun ( l9S9) 'France: A Mixed System.
Renovation of an old concept', Media, Culture and Society. ll:55-66. p.64.
92see Amelan, Roni. (1993) 'France Television: TV Heads Ready for the Qff, The
Guardian, l5 March, Sect.2, p.19.
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taken its place,'93 or that the deregulators have held sway. The

government's control over television operations remains potent.9a

Britain: 'A Currently Changing Market'.
Britain was the third case example examined by the consultants

Booz, Allen and Hamilton in their international survey of
deregulation trends for the New Zealand government. Broadcasting in

that country was portrayed as 'a currently changing market.'9 5

Television, in particular, was 'undergoing intensive review' and there

was the implied prediction that the British system would be subject

to extensive deregulation. Yet all that was pointed to by way of
verification of this argument was the planning for a fifth channel and

possible local channels. This appears to be a confusion of a more

competitive viewing and revenue environment with 'deregulation',

the removal of regulations. The assumption that 'competition' and

'deregulation' are synonymous terms was a facile, dishonest and, in
policy-making terms, dangerously misleading argument. In this
instance, the protagonists of deregulation were looking for the

sparkle of nuggets in what must have been the disappointing residue

to what had begun as a promising decade for the theory under the

Thatcher government.

93Miege and Salaun (1989), 'France: A Mixed System. Renovation of an old
concept', p.66.
94This potency is such that there is continuing concern over the level of
political 'influence' in French broadcasting and the "'French tradition" that
every new parliamentary majority leads to a brutal shake-up in broadcasting.'
(Amelan, Roni (1993) 'France Television: TV Heads Ready for the Off, The
G u a r d i an . l5 March, Sect. 2, p.19.) In his campaign manifesto for the
Presidency in 1988, Francois Mitterand suggested that the broadcasting
regulatory body should be enshrined in the constitution to limit political
meddling. This, however, has not occurred and in the words of a Senate
Committee looking into the issue in 1992:. 'The government's incapacity to
provide the broadcasting system with an organism recognised as fully
independent...reflects the lack of maturity of our country in this highly
sensitive area.' Senat no.86, 1992. Quoted by Sergeant, Jean Claude ( 1994)
'Government and broadcast media in France' p.387. Sergeant comments that if
the 'hands-on' approach by French government is an ingrained feature then
the British system of public broadcasting remains the explicit but never
achieved model.
95 Report of the Steering Committee on the Restruring of the Broadcasting
Corporation of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Principles, (1988). p.D6.
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Britain, like New Zealand, has no constitutional guarantees of
pluralism expressed in a written constitution.e6 In the 1980s, when

both countries were governed by parties following neo-liberal
economic prescriptions it might be expected that, as in New Zealand,

Britain, unrestrained by constitutional checks, would have forged

ahead with comprehensive broadcasting deregulation. Certainly the

government expressed the 'almost uncompromisingly ideological
view'97 that an unregulated market would lead to a much more

effective broadcasting system. There was growing pressure to

privatise and deregulate communications 'so as to allow private
competition into hitherto regulated, national and public slstems'.e8

In 1984, the Thatcher government established the Cable

Authority to regulate the expansion of cable broadcasting 'with a

light touch';9e and set up the Peacock Committee to report on the

financing of the BBC. In the event the Peacock Committee

determined that for the short term the BBC was to continue to be

funded by public licence fee and not by advertising revenues.

Further reports on radio and the new British Broadcasting Act of
1990 have, like the Cable Authority, reflected a degree of
compromise on the part of the government which has led to

regulation with a lighter touch rather than pushing through with all-
embracing deregulation.

In Britain the public service broadcasters, both the BBC and ITV,
could be said to be organisations of considerable cultural, artistic and

information-gathering accomplishment. Even those who stated an

optimism about the abilities of the market felt that Britain should

96Tony Prosser argues that the concept of public service broadcasting in
Britain has been essentially cultural and the national style of regulation a
highly informal one with a limited use of formal law and of the courts.
(Prosser, Tony. (1992) 'Public Service Broadcasting and Deregulation in the
UK', European Journal of Communication, 7: 173-193.)
97Malik, Rex. (1990) 'Broadcasting's Proposed Changes', Intermedia, l8(l):
p.5.
9 8Negrine, Ralph (1989) Politics and the Mass
Routledge. p.213.
9 9 Porter, Vincent ( I 989) 'The Re-regulation
Constitutionality and the Free Market in the USA,
the UK', Media, Culture and Society, ll: 5-27. p.22.
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adopt an insurance policy: 'Do not dismantle, or disfigure, the

apparatus of public service broadcasting until we have a better idea

of what the market can, and cannot, dslivsl.'I00
The public service broadcasters were not beyond criticism. They

have been justly accused of being remote from their audiences and

indifferent to their opinions.l0l Hewsvgl, although not expressly

encouraged by the broadcasters, a strong consumer movement has

rallied to protect these institutions. The combined power of this
public show of supportl02 with interested industry groups and

opposition politicians, ensured that the 1990 Broadcasting Act was

substantially changed from that initially proposed.l03

For example, when it was intended to sell off the ITV franchises to

the highest bidder without reference to established standards of
programme quality, 'almost the entire television industry rose up in
protest, with officials of the Independent Broadcasting Authority and

executives of the 'Big Five' ITV companies joining trade bodies, trade

100p"i|, Andrew (1991) in The Sunday Times, I September, p.6, Section 2. As
editor of this Murdoch-owned newspaper, Neil also states his optimism about
the positive role of the free play of market forces in an earlier part of his
piece. Even Margaret Thatcher expressed regret when TV-AM lost its franchise
in the new-style tendering round in 1990, claiming she had not foreseen how
the new system would work. See Intermedia, (199O), l9(2): 48.
l0l pe1 example by the 1977 Annan Report.
l02gs5sn1sh conducted by the Broadcasting Research Unit on the subject of
introducing advertising on the BBC, showed that the public believed the
organisation had 'important commitments to public culture and public service
values' and 'that a move into a deregulated system for broadcasting would not
be in accordance with the public will.'Morrison, David (1986) Invisible
Citizens: British Public Opinion and the Future of Broadcasting, London: BRU.
Other research shows the British are willing to pay the Broadcasting Licence
Fee for public service broadcasting. (See The Economist (1992), 'Tuning into
the Future', 5 September. pp.63-64. p.63.) This newsweekly states that 'there
remains a consensus in middle-class Britain that the BBC is best. Those who
suspect that the BBC should be dismantled are limited to a few Tories on the
radical right, and this newspaper -' (The Economist ( 1993) "A Conspiracy
Theory',20 March, pp.65-66. p.65.) Ellis Cashmore (Cashmore, Ellis (1994)...And
There Was Television, London: Routledge. p.198.) concludes that 'BBC
Television's position in the mid- 1990s seems more tenable than it was in the
mid- 1980s'.
I 03ps6ssss maintains that the Broadcasting Act of 1990 retains 'considerable
discretionary regulation,' Prosser, Tony. (1992) 'Public Service Broadcasting
and Deregulation in the UK', European Journal of Communication, 7: 173-193.
p.173.
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unions and consumer groups in a defence of public service
broadcasting'. l o+

As an example of the powerful champions who emerged to
support regulated broadcasting, James McDonnell cites Denis Forman,

Deputy Chairman of the ITV franchise holder, the Granada Group.
Speaking of the change of mood by the government towards
broadcasting and the clamour for market reforms, Forman
remonstrated that it was not a desire for change on the part of the

viewers but from 'our masters who have come to see television as an

industry'. He chided the politicians for seeking to view the medium

in this light and sought to remind them that 'the viewer does not
want purely materialist values imposed on television, whether they

be Marx or Mammon"l0s
Ironically, the experience of British deregulation is that the 'light

touch' has gradually become heavier. There are now controls in areas

that were once free. An analysis of regulatory reform in $1i1si1106

points to regulations over British Telecom's call charges and the

electricity generators prices. In broadcasting new mechanisms of
control have been put in place, such as the Broadcasting Standards

Council which has censure power of 'taste' and 'standards'; and the

Broadcasting Complaints Commission dealing with 'unfairness' and

'invasions of privacy'. With broadcasting, as with other utilities, a
now familiar refrain is that competition has not developed as quickly
as was hoped. Consequently this has meant the imposition of some

regulations to promote or encourage competition.
Broadcasting executives have complained about the number of

'policemen' now supervising British broadcasters.l0T Aside from the

I 04Mattelart, Armand ( l99l ) Advertising International: The
Public Space. London: Comedia/Routledge. p.102.
l05Forman, Sir Denis (1987) The Richard Dimbteby Lecture.
Society of Arts/BBC. Quoted in McDonnell, James (1991)
Broadcasting: A Reader. London: Routledge. p.106.

Privatisation of

London: Royal
Public Service

l0641ms11sng, M., S. Cowan and J. Vickers (1994) Regulatory Reform: Economic
Analysis and British Experience. Massachusetts: M.I.T. Press.
1075;lu*, Colin (1991) 'Media Accountability Systems: The Case of British
Broadcasting', Intermedia l9(l): 12-16. Shaw quotes Liz Forgan (p.13), Director
of Programmes at Channel 4 who complains at the number of arbitrators not
necessarily conforming to the same understanding of the law.
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bodies previously mentioned, broadcasting can now also engage the

attention of the Office of Fair Trading (Competition issues, ensuring
'fair play' for independent producers), the Office of
Telecommunications (on frequency issues), the Monopolies and

Mergers Commission, the Home Office and the Department of Trade &
Industry. Colin Shawlos comments that 'an outsider might think that

a mad chef had made free with the minestrons'.I09
The argument is made that with the regulatory role of such bodies

the government has not made broadcasting more accountable to the

public, but, as all these bodies are ultimately accountable to the

government, more responsive to political will. Now broadcasters are

faced with two pressures: pressure from the government of the day

and pressure from new private owners with commercial, and

possibly, ideological agendas.

As the debate on changes to broadcasting in Britain continues, the

apparent policy by the Thatcher government to circumvent extensive
public debate before implementing reform seems to have been

abandoned.ll0 During the term of that administration, the practice of
setting up regular 'inquiries' into broadcasting was replaced by
partial inquiries looking at specific sectors, such as the

commercialisation of the BBC or cable lslsvisisn.l I I However, for the

renewal of the BBC Charter in 1996, the minister in charge promised

a 'civilised, rigorous and intellectually substantial 6lsf als'.1 l2 The

1081914, p.t 3.
10916s chief executive of New Zealznd On Air, Ruth Harley, commented
(seminar at Auckland University, 4 March, 1992) on the irony that post-
deregulation in New Zezland the industry had moved from being responsible
to one minister, the Minister of Broadcasting, to a situation where three
ministers claimed some jurisdiction over the sector. (The Ministers of State
Owned Enterprises's, Radio New Zealand and Communications; at that time they
were respectively Maurice McTigue, Warren Cooper and Maurice Williamson.)
I l01n New Zealand the officials and politicians implementing deregulation
policy deliberately eschewed public debate on the issue as they feared this
would delay or even derail the reform process. This issue is covered
extensively in Chapter 5.
lll5"s Shaw, Colin (1991)'Media Accountability Systems: The Case of British
Broadcasting', Intermedia. l9(1):12-15. p.13.
I I 2Macintyre, Donald (1992) 'No more handbagging at the BBC', T h e
Independent on Sunday. 17 May, p.20. However, Iater that year Peter Keighron
argued (Keighron, Peter. (1992) 'Our Master's Voice', New Statesman & Society,
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future of public service broadcasting in Britain may well be

determined by the outcome of the Charter debate. Thus far the result
of the deregulatory reform push of the 1980s appears to have been

'a failure either to achieve a market-based system or a clear
development of a concept of public service broadcasting'.lt:

More Relevant Policy Examples.
Although Britain has traditionally provided the broadcasting

'model' for New Zealand, the advisors on deregulation could have

looked further afield for more relevant case studies in terms of
market size and the pattern of recent broadcasting history.

The path of broadcasting policy in Ireland, for example, seems to
be one with many analogies to New Zealand. The Irish public
broadcaster was modelled on the British example. As with public
broadcasters in the old white Dominions,ll4 however, the RTE was

harnessed from the outset to the 'imperative of promoting a national

identity and the defence of cultural sovereignty'.1 l5 1, also shared

with New Zealand and Canada the distinction of being a public
broadcaster with an income mix of licence fee and advertising
income. Thus, it had a 'commercial imperative'.

The recent history of establishing television networks in Ireland
seems to mirror that of New Zealand. The Irish public broadcaster

expanded to a second television channel in 1978, only three years

after its New Zealand equivalent. A third private television channel

4 December. pp.31-32) that the'so-called "debate" on the future of the BBC is a
sham. The Birtist revolution has already happened, without public
consultation.' Essentially Keighron believed that the new director-general of
the BBC, John Birt, had embarked on a policy of 'managed decline' for the
public broadcaster which envisioned its future as a minority broadcaster.
I l3p165se1 (1992) 'Public Service Broadcasting and Deregulation in the UK',
p.173.
I l45ss discussion in Chapter 3.
I153s11, Desmond (1985) 'Proclaiming the Republic: Broadcasting Policy and
the Corporate State in Ireland', West European Politics. S(2).The negative
consequences of the commitment to cultural nationalism by Irish public
service broadcasting was in its social conservatism, it 'had to reflect the
restricted political and sexual outlook of the peasant and petit bourgeois
majority of Southern Ireland'. See Barbrook, Richard. (1992) 'Broadcasting and
National Identity in Ireland', Media, Culture and Society, 14:203-227- p.205.
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in Eire was granted a licence in 1988, one year after TV-3 in New

Zealand.
The early 1980s saw the emergence of a new right economic

approach by the parties dominating Irish politics and the 'adoption of
"free market" strategies to increase the competitiveness of Irish
industry'.tt0 As in New Zealand, the privatisation debate in Ireland

was posed as being between public broadcasting, 'as if synonymous

with censorship, bureaucracy, centralisation and boring
programming, and commercial broadcasting, as if opening the door to
freedom of expression, decentralisation and exciting
programming'.1l7 The Irish third channel, like its antipodean

counterpart, quickly ran into financial difficulties. In the Irish case

the commercial franchise was withdrawn by the government because

the holder was unable to provide a viable service.

Where Ireland differed from the New Zealand experience was in
gaining an earlier taste of the new technologies of Direct Broadcast

Satellite and cable. In these areas Ireland would have provided a

foretaste for New Zealand of expected uptake rates in a similar sized

market and with a roughly equivalent level of existing national

services. By 1989 Direct Broadcast Satellite penetration was very low

in lreland and consumer reaction to the new Cablelink services has

not proved particularly favourablsrl I 8 with a noted unwillingness on

the part of subscribers to pay an additional fee for new channels.

In Ireland, as throughout Europe,l l9 the uptake figures for new

technologies were disappointing for their proponents. While the

consultants to the New Zealand government were extolling the

public's thirst for new channels, the actual figures supported a much

| 169"11, Desmond (1992) 'Representing lreland', Intermedia. 20(4-5): 28-30.
p.29.
I l755ss6nn, A (1989) Irish Television and Society. Dublin. p.283. Quote in
'Review' (1990) Media, Culture and Society, 12: 403-407. p.406.
I183g11, Desmond and Niatl Meehan (1989) 'Cable, satellite and the emergence
of private TV in Ireland: From public service to managed monopoly', Media,
Culture & Society. ll:89-114. p.100.
ll95ss discussion in Chapter 2 on the impact of new technologies in Europe.
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more sober assessment. According to ss1irna1s5120 ten per cent of
European households were connected to cable systems in 1985. In
1989 this figure had grown to a little less than 15 per cent. Ole Prehn

and Else Jensen conclude that people may not be used to the new

television 'environment', but 'even so the discrepancies between the

market expectations and the actual development are striking'.12t
Despite evidence of slow consumer response to new broadcasting

technologies, this did not act in any way as a brake on the reform

process in New Zealand. A Nordic example appears to furnish a

further clue to New Zealand's speedy adoption of deregulation ideas

and welcoming embrace for new technologies. A Finnish writer has

identified two trends in F'innish mass communications which seem to
repeat themselv es.t22 First, an 'inclination to innovation adoption'
which sees new media, production modes and practices entering the

country almost simultaneously with 'core' countries; and the

'transformation of foreign impulses' somewhat after the importation
has taken place. The writer speculated that this aptitude for
innovations may be a fairly common characteristic of small nations

on the periphery, such as Finland and New Zealand. Both nations

have certainly displayed this characteristic with agricultural
developments and it also seems to have cogency with regard to
developments in mass communications.

However, there is a distinguishing element as far as broadcasting

is concerned between Finland and other Scandinavian states and New

Zealand. They have a far stronger tradition of public service
broadcasting. Yleisradio (YLE), the Finnish public service broadcaster,

is non-commercial and funded by broadcasting licence fees. It
operates two national television networks and four national radio

1205"s Prehn, Ole and Else F. Jensen (1993) 'Public Service and the Television
Marketplace: The Case of the Nordic Countries in a Changing European
Television Landscape', pp.2l7-235 in Roger de la Garde, William Gilsdorf and
Ilja Wechlselmann (eds.) Small Nations, BiS Neighbour: Denmark and
Quebec/Canada Compare Notes on American Popular Culture. London:
Acamedia Research Monograph l0l John Libbey. p.221.
1211616, p.2zl.
l22Kiu1Lutu, Ullamaija. (1988) 'From Import to Modelling: Finland - An
Example of Old Periphery Dependency', European Journal of Communication, 3:
9-34. p.18.
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channels and thus, operationally, has the same number of services as

the former Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand. Deregulatory
reform dismantled the BCNZ but in Finland YLE remains the
dominant broadcaster. Illustrative of this is the fact that it is the

operator and owner of all network television transmission facilities
and rents the third television channel to a commercial company. This

structure was underscored in a new Parliamentary Act of January

1994 which directed the YLE to provide comprehensive public
service broadcasting for all citizens under equal conditions.

YLE's role is strongly supported within the Finnish community. In
recent years the Scandinavian countries have seen the formation of
'negative alliances', various factions 'united by a common distaste for
the privatisation of public communis4lisn'.123 In Norway, the impact
of one such negative alliance delayed the decision to set up a new

television channel for nearly a decade. Faced with the prospect of
commercial and private television this coalition has turned towards

strengthening the existing public service broadcaslsl5. | 24 The

Scandinavian relevance is to demonstrate how important public
support can be in defending existing public service broadcasting
structures and holding back the tide of deregulation reform.

A Partial and Inadequate Review.
The broadcasting deregulation policy reforms in New Zealand

were enacted with a speed which foreclosed on a detailed
examination of the experience of these policies, or the policy debate,

in other nations. This in itself should be viewed as a fundamental

flaw in the reform process. But even the limited overview of
broadcasting deregulation in other countries carried out by the

London-based consultants to the committee advising on the

restructuring of the Broadcasting Corporation, fell well short of the

impartial, critical survey which was required if comparative example
was to be used as part of the policy debate. Indeed, as it can be seen

l23Syvertsen, Trine.
Norway and Britain',
12416i6, p.11.

(1991)'Public Television in Crisis:
European Journal of Communication,

Critiques Compared in
6: 95-l14. p.95.
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from this account, the experience of other nations was selectively
drawn on for the sole purpose of providing 'supportive' evidence for
the deregulation case.

The national examples chosen: the United States, Britain, and

France, were questionable case studies in the light of New Zealand's

relative scale to those nations and distinctive broadcasting ecology.

The United States may have supplied the theoretical blueprint for
deregulation but its broadcasting culture developed in a singularly
different manner to that of New Zealand and in public policy terms

there are few parallels, As Edwin Amenta and Theda Skocpol argue,

'public policy in America is often considered to be the quintessential

case of exceptionalism'.125

It is suggested here that countries such as Ireland with a similar
population size, a somewhat analogous broadcasting history and the

shared experience of the problems associated with being colonised
with the cheaper programming of the major English language

suppliers, would have provided more relevant comparative study.

Yet even with the countries chosen there were important trends

which if acknowledged should have led to greater reflection by the

policy reformers, and if the only country to have experienced

deregulated broadcasting, Italy, had been studied then extremely
important lessons about media conglomeration, commercialisation
and the dominance of imported programming could have been learnt.

The case examples chosen by the consultants appear to offer more

evidence of the continuing power of regulatory rather than
deregulatory policy. France demonstrates the desire to regulate in
the defence of a national language and distinctive culture. In the

United States the persistence of broadcasting regulations has been a

feature despite a single-minded attack on them by one of the

foremost advocates of deregulation, Mark Fowler, the chairman of
the Federal Communications Commission, aided by a supportive

Reagan administration. In Britain the thrust of Thatcherite reform

1254msn12, Edwin and Theda Skocpol. (1989)
Distinctiveness of American Public Policies in
Francis Castles (ed.), The Comparative History
Polity Press. p.292.

'Taking Exception: Explaining
the Last Century', pp.292-333
of Public Policy. Cambridge:

the
in
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was blunted by public and interest group defence of existing public
broadcasting structures.

Thus a cross-national comparative survey does serve to identify
the factors which worked to defend existing broadcasting structures.
These were absent in New Zealand and their absence accounts for the

relatively smooth passage of the neo-liberal prescription for
broadcasting and highlights this country's distinctive political, social

and judicial environment.

First, the nature of New Zealand's 'Westminster' democracy with
an unwritten constitution and a powerful executive. This can be

contrasted with cases such as France and Germany, where the

constitutionality of broadcasting reforms have been tested by

constitutional bodies with regard to the provisions of their
constitutions. The Constitutional Court in Germany asserted that

pluralism is the essential criterion the government has to take into
account when considering broadcasting reform. In the United States,

the Supreme Court has dismissed arguments advanced by
deregulators who argued that policies designed to assist minority
groups in broadcasting were unconstitutional and has generally
upheld 'public interest' provisions imposed by the Federal
Communications Commission.

In many nations there has been political, in some cases cross-

party, agreement on the validity of cultural or social values in
broadcasting which are beyond or outside of the economic focus of
the market paradigm. In Britain, Germany and Scandinavia, in
particular, governments over the years have created an extensive

regulatory framework for broadcasting based on it fulfilling a public
informational and cultural role. This has been supported by strong

interest groups which have rallied to the support of the public
broadcasting institutions which are perceived to be the guardians of
this aspect of broadcasting provision. In New Zealand there was

cross-party agreement of quite a different nature - here the

politicians were in agreement over their desire to subject
broadcasting 'to a dose of the market' and there was the almost

complete absence of political or interest group defence of 'public
service' broadcasting.
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New zealand therefore stands alone as the nation which
determined to apply the economic policy of deregulation in a pure
form to the distinctive and particular industry of broadcasting. As
such we are a test case against which other nations might be able to
judge the efficacy of the theory. In contrast to New zealand, policy-
makers, politicians and their advisors in other nations have either
heeded the lessons of other states and approached this issue with
greater caution, or have been effectively restrained in the reformist
desires. To date, far from following our read they are tarrying some
distance behind.
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Chapter 7.

Broadcasting Deregulation: The New zealand Experience.

'The recommendations...are aimed at promoting the most efficient
structures on both the demand and supply sides of the
broadcasting industry, and this wilr tend to produce levels of
quality and choice of programmes; of regional, sectional, and
minority interest programming; and of other characteristics of
broadcasting services emerging which are sociaily optimal.'

The Treasury, 1985. I

'The positive aspect of the legislation for me is the long-term
protection of public service broadcasting in its widest sense.'

Jonathan Hunt (Minister of Broadcasting), 1989.2

'I would know we have gone too far down that (commercial) road
if the balance between majority and minority interest had been
lost - if the reflection of New Zearand's identity and culture,
including reflection of the regions, had been rost. If you've tost
that you've lost your sense of responsibility.'

Brian Corban (Chairman, Television New Zealand), 19g9.3

'As a former Minister of Broadcasting I make no secret of the tact
that I am dismayed by TVNZ's performance. The 6pm Network
News should be renamed the Auckland crime show. The Holmes
show should be described as entertainment and not current
affairs and the Frontline programme should be called
docudrama.'

Richard Prebble, 1990.4

'The viewer will not be the Reithian citizen hoping to be
informed and entertained, but the Hayekian consumei, whose
attention must be grabbed and held minute by minute.,

Smith, Anrhony. 19905

An observer of New Zealand broadcasting has remarked on the
irony that a nation which was among the very first to introduce

I The 
- 
Treasury ( 1985) The Treasury Submission to the Royal Commission on

Broadcasting and Related relecommunications. september. i.qg.2Quo-ted. by Smith, Paul. (1989) 'Commission Finest Result of patchy
Broadcasting Bill', National Business Review, 3l May.
3Quoted by Drinnan, John. (1989)'TVNZ takes a Gamble on the Future,, The
Dominion, 29 August.
4Quoted by Murphy, Tim. (1990) 'prebble finds TVNZ "Appalling"', N.z.Herald,l3 June.
5smith, Anthony. (1990) Broadcasting and society in 1990,s Britain, London:
W.H.Smith Contemporary Papers No.4. p.9.
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regulation of the radio frequencies with the Wireless Telegraphy Act
of 1903, should then become a world leader in deregulation 84 years
later.6 To the reforming Minister of Broadcasting, Richard Prebble,
the about-turn on the traditional policy approach to communications
was one of the most important moves of his or any other government
in the country's history.T It was not merety the impact of reform on
the particular industries concerned but the role of the
communications sector as a generator of growth for the whole
economy.

Just over a year later, his successor as broadcasting minister,
Jonathan Hunt, added the belief that the reforms would, in addition
to their economic effects, have important and beneficial social policy
consequences. He announced that the underlying aims of the bill
included the desire 'to promote social policy objectives in those
sectors more effectively'.8 Thus there was to be no trade-off with the
new policy - greater economic efficiency for this sector would not be
at the expense of social policy goals. The new policy approach would
be beneficial in every way, there would be no adverse aspects.

The belief in a perfect policy was fostered by the deregulation
theorists. For example, Cento Veljanovski had argued that critics of
broadcasting deregulation 'fail to realise that many of the ideals that
they hold as important - choice, liberty, freedom from the state and
politics, diversity and efficiency - can be more effectively and fully
achieved by a competitive market'.e Veljanovski and other free
market economists only hedge their confidence if competition is
limited rather than free. However, the legislation deregulating
broadcasting in New zealand imposed no barriers to market entry
such as a 'quality threshold' or a local content requirement. Under

6Lannon, Katherine. (lgg}) 'Broadcasting in New Zealand: Deregulation and
Programme Standards'. Report for the British Broadcasting Standaids Council,
p.5.
TPrebble, Richard. (Minister of Broadcasting) (1988) Speech to the Magazine
Publishers' Association, Auckland on Tuesday, 24 May. Speechnotes p.z.
8 Hunt, Jonathan. (Minister of Broadcasting) ( 1 989) Introduction Speech,
Radiocommunications Bill, 17 August. p.l.
9Veljanovski, Cento. (1990) 'Market Driven Broadcasting: Not Myth but Reality,,
Intermedia , Vol.l8 No.6, November-December: 17-Zl. p.17.
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the Radiocommunications Act of 1989, radio frequencies are
purchasable and tradeable as property rights. Furthermore, since
that legislation was passed, restrictions on foreign ownership and
media cross-ownership have been removed. This has created, in the
words of the reforming Minister of Broadcasting, 'the most open
communications market in the world'10 and the conditions of free
competition so desired by the market theorists.

The New Zealand disciples of these theorists and the politicians
giving the creed legislative force, were confident that greater choice
would almost immediately become a feature of the new broadcasting
environment.l I That enthusiasm was not dented two years later
when Radio New zealand, the publicly-owned, largest, and most
diverse radio broadcaster, required a rescue injection of capital from
the government in order to keep operating. At the time the minister
in charge of broadcasting countered criticism that deregulation was
to blame. He argued that since it had been deregulated broadcasting
had never been better. To justify the claim he cited a growth in radio
and television services with most television viewers now having ,a

choice of three nationwide channels, which means increased
competition, and therefore quality, in the entertainment, information
and advertising presented'.1 2

The equation the Minister was presenting was that increased
choice and competition ipso facto led to better quality broadcasting.
Yet the critical question is whether merely increasing the number of
services in a competitive market gives the audience real choice
between different types of programming. A diversity of choices, as
opposed to just mere abundance, is frequently cited as an essential

I 0 Prebble, Richard. ( 1988) Speech to the Magazine Publishers' Association,
Auckland on Tuesday, 24 May. Speechnotes, p.4.
I I The Treasury in its Royal Commission submission stated that '...with more
efficient spectrum- allocation policies and removal of restraints on entry, acompetitive market structure is likely to provide greater programme
diversity'. The Treasury ( 1985) The Treasury SubntissTon to 'the- 

Royat
Commission on Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications. September. p.4g.l2Williamson, Maurice. (Minister of Broadcasting) (1991)'Broadcasting - now
hear the good news', N.Z.HeraId 26 September. p.S. The Minister overlooked thefact that the three television networks were the creation of regulated and notderegulated broadcasting.
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component of quality broadcasting.t3 Juy Blumler quotes a member
of a broadcasting authority in Britain who succinctly pointed out that
'if it is to be a benefit, choice must be between things worth
choosing'.14

The deregulation of broadcasting in New Zealand was to lead to
changes in the programming offered to the public. As Eli Noam points
out: 'Fundamentally, a medium's output is defined by its structure;
changing the structure leads to change in the outputs.'15 The
structural changes which saw the radio and television services of the
Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand become separate State-
Owned Enterprises led to changes in their programming. Television
New zealand, for example, dispensed with the Ian cross-imposed
'public service' idea of complementary minority and mass audience
programming on its two channels and programmed the channels to
maximise audiences within two broad demographic bands. TV1 was
shaped to appeal to a 39 years old and over audience and was
weighted towards 'information' programming. Tvz catered for the
younger demographic aged under 39 and featured a higher
percentage of entertainment programmes.l6

I 3 See the Broadcasting Research Unit ( 1989) Quality in Television:
Programntes, Programme-makers, Systems. London: John Libbey. Blumler, Jay
G' (1991) 'In Pursuit of Programme Range and Quality', Studies in Broadcasting
27_:.191-206. Mepham, John. (1990)'The Ethics of Quality in Television', in Geoff
Mulgan(ed.), The Question of Quality. London: BFI pubiishing. pp.56-72.
f 4Blumle-r, Jay G, (1991) 'In pursuit of programme Range and euality', studiesin Broadcasting 27: l9l-206. p.194.
l5Noam, Eli. (1991) Television in Eurape. New York: Oxford University press.
p. viii.
l!11-nrofilin8 its two channels in marketing terms for advertising agencies,
TVNZ described the TVI audience as traditional, older view and itronger in
socio-economic levels I and 2. The programming was characterisld as
News/Sport/Documentaries/British Comedy/Drama. In contrast the target ageprofile of TVz was l8-39 years and the programming described as General
Entertainment/Movies/Soaps/Australian and US Comedy. For 1995 TVNZ stared
that TV I would 'place an increasing emphasis on atiracting the "baby boomer"
audience' (35-50 year olds). This strltegy is aimed "t strengthening the
younger end of Television One's core demographic. This strategic move is
necessary for Television One to retain its strong position and alJo ensure an
attractive option for advertisers.' (See the pubiication by the Television
Broadcasters' Group ( 1995) Television: The New Zeiland Television
Broadcasters' 1994 Yearbook. Auckland: Television Broadcasters'Group. p.40.)
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Many of the changes which occurred during this period were
driven by the competitive clash between TVNZ and the new third
channel. This had been expected and planned for in the era of
regulated broadcasring. It is not possible to identify which
programming and organisational alterations were as a result of the
general policy of deregulation or more specific reactions to the
challenge of TV3. What can be said with certaint!, however, is that
the absence of regulation meant that Television New Zealand, entered
the era of deregulation with little 'regulatory baggage' which might
have imposed conditions enforcing it to fulfil 'public service'
broadcasting tasks in its programming.

The network television confrontation between the rwo
commercially-driven rivals was a no holds barred clash which
produced a winner and a loser. As the vanquished challenger, TV-3
was to claim that it was the first casualty of deregulation. The policy
change in this case, however, was merely a convenient scapegoat.
The situation when TV3 contested and won the third channel
warrants was that it would do battle with the two channels of TVNZ.
The contender knew that they would be programmed for the
maximum possible audiences, particularly in prime time.lT

TV-3: The First casualty of Deregulated Broadcasting?
TV-3 was placed in receivership at the beginning of May 1990

after only 157 days on air. Writing at the time, the channel's former
head of news and current affairs, Marcia Russell, claimed that the
policy change to deregulated broadcasting was mainly to blame and
that 'the deregulation experiment' was 'close to claiming its first

l TThere were proposals by private television contenders at the third channel
hearings and in front of the Royal Commission, that Television New Zealand
s-ho-uld fulfil a 'public service' television role. This was primarily motivated by
their desire to reduce competition for advertising revenue - a non-commercial
channel would free up significant revenues for the market entrant. TV3.
however, was not one of the contenders which proposed this. Indeed, it looked
forward to the competition with two channels ind submitted that if it gained
the warrants it would 'force improved efficiencies upon the Corporation by
providing a benchmark that will be available for comparison and scrutiny;.
TV3 Final submission to the Broadcasring Tribunal (1996) p.3l.para. 6.
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victim'.I8 This was an argument advanced by other TV3 executives
and investors. At a Broadcasting Industry Summit in October 1992,
Brent Impey, a counsel for the company at the third channel
hearings and an investor in the channel, stated that those involved in
the hearing had a legitimate expectation that the third channel would
be given a substantial period to establish itself before further
competition came in. 'The subsequent deregulation and opening up of
the UHF band became, in hindsight, insurmountable problems for
TV3.'l e

Although identifying deregulation as the culprit which caused
TV3's difficulties, both writers fail to supply supportive evidence as

to how the policy impacted on the channel. Brent Impey identified
the opening up of the UHF band and yef at the time of rhe
receivership no operator was utilising this part of the spectrum and
the subscriber-based Sky Television, which went to air on UHF after
TV3 was placed in receivership,2O had earlier been dismissed as a

competitor by TV3 executives.2l
Indeed at the time of the deregulation policy announcements TV3

executive Tom Parkinson 'scoffed' at the suggestion that TV3 would
face stiff competition as a result of the decision to deregulate
broadcasting.zz Looking at the possible new options for television

l8Russell, Marcia. (1990) 'Airwaves auction sold TV3 down
Star, 6 May. p.A6.

the river', Sunday

f 
9Impey, Brent. (lgg2) 'commercial opportunities in the changing

Broadcasting Industry', Address to the New Zealand Broadcastine Industrv
Summit, I October. Speechnotes p.6.
2oOn May 18, 1990.
2 I Fr:ndamentally because as a service financed largely by the subscriptions
paid by its users it would have very little impact on advertising revenue
available for national television channels. In February l9-g9, TV3
'programming president', Kel Geddes, said that he was not going to lose sleep if
he was beaten to the airwaves by pay channels. He was rJporied as saying that
'narrowcast' pay channels were a supplement to network ielevision and not a
competitor. 'And I don't care if they're first, second, third, or fifth on air.' (See
Barlow, Hugh. ( 1989) ' TV3 chiei shrugi off pay channel challenge, , T h e
Dominion, 6 February.) And in March 1989 TV3 chief executive Trevor Egerton,
was reported to be 'unfazed' by Sky Network's plans. (see van Wetering, Victor.
(1989) 'TV3: Hiccups are good for the health', Eiening post, 7 March.)
22Thompson, wayne. (1988) 'New TV Network playing It cool', N.z.Herald,7
May. Sect.2, p.l.
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services under deregulation he said that all the developments had
been anticipated. Even the stockmarket crash of October lgBT and
economic recession would not alter the company's plans. parkinson
said that as the economic recession had impacted very little on the
media's revenue, TV3's income expectations were unchanged.2 3

Later, at the time of the receivership, he believed that the only thing
the channel had lacked in its first lS7 duys on air was 'one hit
show'.24

In general there was little questioning in the press of the reasons
advanced by TV3 executives for their failure despite the fact that a

number of them appeared to be contradictory. While Marcia Russell
had pointed the accusing finger at deregulation, her former chief
executive put the company's $47.8million loss down to a variety of
other factors - a soft advertising market, lower than expected
ratings, and higher than expected costs.2S And George Andrews, an
original member of the TV3 team at the third channel hearings, felt
that the Broadcasting Tribunal had put its confidence in broadcasters
and 'then the mood changed and the market lost its confidence in
broadcasters and put in the so-called managers, and I think the
pendulum swung too far'.26 Later TV3 would launch a claim under
the Commerce Act alleging that Television New Zealand had acted in
an uncompetitive manner. Whatever the reason advanced there was
sympathy from journalists writing about the channel's problems.
National Business Review writer Paul Smith, expressed the view that
TV3 would survive 'if only because it has used up its share of bad
luck'.27

23This overlooked the fact that in an economic downturn advertising does not
immediately decline. The impact on media revenues after the 1987 irash
occurred some eighteen months to two years later. There also occurs a ,lag
time' during a consequent upswing in the economy. TV3's revenue projeitions
did not build in a margin to account for economic cycles.
z4oram, Ric. (1990) 'All for the want of a hit show,, N.Z.Herald, 6 May.
25smith, Paul. (1990)'TV3 one year on: From hard times to good omens',
National Business Review, 23 November. p.10.
26tbi o.
27Smith, Paul. ( 1990) 'Downturn in media stocks: TV3's fall parr of overseas
trend', National Business Review, 4 May. p.16.
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Only a few observers indicated that it was less a question of bad
luck than bad management. A business commentator in Wellington's
Evening Post, David Hargreaves, saw TV3's move into receivership as
a 'betrayal of trust for the viewing public, its staff, and investors'.2 8

The public, who had bought shares at $2.50 as part of a $l3.6million
issue of shares in November 1989, saw their value plunge to lOcents
on the announcement of the receivership. At the time of the public
share offer the company had stated that it did not need the capital
but was merely issuing the shares to meet stock Exchange
requirements. Hargreaves pointed out that it was now clear that this
was not correct. Figures contained in the prospectus showed that the
public's money was already committed to TV3's expenditure when
the channel began broadcasting. The only working capital TV3 had
when it went to air was a $l4million credit line from the Westpac
bank. This meant 'that unless the fledgling channel began making
money almost immediately it was always going to find itself in
financial strife a few months down the track'.29

Hargreaves described as 'farcical' the fact that TV3 had taken on
staff, raised money by a public share float and then gone to air when,
'barring miracles', it was bound to be in trouble within a few months.
surely, he argued, the channel needed to have enough money behind
it so that it could afford to take losses for at least two years. Here
Hargreaves was merely repeating arguments made against TV3 by
its opponents at the third channel hearings. In the words of one
counsel at that time, an application founded on the imperative of
obtaining profit from the outset was 'commercially foolish'.3o

TV3's pre-deregulation weakness and its fundamentatly flawed
nature were later admitted to by executives of the company. In
March 1992, TV3's then executive director Trevor Egerton, admitted
that 'we had made some business errors' and that among the lessons
to be learnt in setting up a new broadcasting entity were 'adequate

2SHargreaves, David. (1990)'public Berrayed
Post,7 May.
2eruia.
3oThomas, E. W. (1986) Final Submission to the
of ITV, p.187.

by TV3 Receivership', Evening

Broad,casting Tribunal on behalf
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reserves' and 'modest audience and revenue projections for the first
couple of years'.3l Two years later TV3's deputy chief executive, Rod
Pedersen, commenting on the channel's launch admitted: 'The fact is
that the company didn't have any capital,'32 To survive the station
was seeking a third share of television audience and at least 28 per
cent of television advertising revenue from day one of transmission.
Yet its transmission coverage at launch was only 68.4 per cent of the
population by its own estimate.33 Furthermore, the precedent of the
third commercial television station in Perth was that the new
channel in that market had gathered only 15 per cent of the
audience after six months on air.34

In its second full month on air, January 1990, Tv3 had less than
15 per cent of the audience and only one paid advertisement in its
schedule.3s A meeting of staff on New Years Day 1990, addressed by

3 l Egerton, Trevor. (lgg2) Speaking at the Auckland University Audio Visual
Centre Seminar Series 'The New Zealand Television and Video Industries'. 26
M arc h.
32Pedersen, Rod. (1994) Seminar to students of the
Communication, University of Auckland, 9 June.

Diploma in Broadcast

33Television New Zealand disputed this figure and stated that only 39 per cent
of viewers could access TV3's signal at its launch. (See Dorrington, Darryl.
(1989) 'TV3's Clayton's Coverage', Televiews (A TVNZ publication) 11 Septemblr.
pp.l8-21. And a subsequent undated press release from Dorrington, Assistant
chief Executive TVNZ, 'clayton's coverage, part 2'. See also 'TV3 Target
Questioned' (1989) otago Daily Times,8 November. And'Two-thirds of N.Z. "Can
Watch TV3"' (1989) The Press, 23 December.)
34The licensee having been determined by the Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal at approximately the same time as the New Zealand Tribunal awarded
the third channel license to TV3. Channel l0 Perth went to air in mid-1988. The
audience share figure from the end of 1988 is from Hartley, John. (1992) Tele-
ology: Studies in Television. London: Routledge. p.193. This result after six
months was little changed from the channel los inltiat impact.
Perth Television-Channel Share C ts ll t2

Source: Of Figures AGB Australia, compiled by Saatchi & Saatchi edvertising
presented in 'New channel Impact', Mediafact, Ad/Media, August l9gg. p.35.
35Pedersen, Rod. Deputy chief executive, TV3. (19g4) Seminar to srudents of
Diploma in Broadcast communication, university of Auckland, 9 June.
March 1990, TV3 chief executive, Trevor Egerton, countered claims that

and
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After Ch. l0 launch +or-

ABC | 4.37o l3.\Vo lVo
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company executives, was told 'we're utterly broke'.36 TV3's parlous
position was less the result of deregulation than a failure of
regulation. The adjudication of rhe watchdog of regulated
broadcasting, the Broadcasting Tribunal, had awarded the warrant to
an enfeebled applicant with a less than credible financial plan. The
Broadcasting Tribunal had also badly misread the television market
in New Zealand and accepted TV3's grossly overestimated projections
of the audience it would gather and the advertising revenue targets
it could be expected to achieve.

It must also be borne in mind that the TV3 which went to air was
a streamlined and slimmed down version of the structure which had
been presented to the Broadcasting Tribunal. TV3's difficulties in
raising investment finance brought about an enforced restructuring.
When it foundered it was as a national broadcaster centred in
Auckland, the more expensive structure originally required by the
Tribunal of four regional television entities was shelved nearly
twelve months before it began transmission.3T The plan required by
the regulator at the third channel hearings was later described
dismissively by a TV3 executive as 'Disneyland'.38

Television New Zealand: 'Priest and prostitute'.
Television New zealand was structured for the new era of

deregulation with a built-in conundrum. As a State-Owned Enterprise
it was required under the State-owned Enterprises Act to be 'as

channel was suffering from dwindling advertising revenue. 'February's
revenue showed a strong increase over January and for March we expect tfiattotal revenues will be at least 50vo ahead of February.' euoted in 'TV3
Advertising' ( I 990) National Business Review, Zl March.
36tuio.
t' ,.\ January 1989 TV3 announced that regional channels would not beginuntil at least l2 to l8 months after nationwide transmission from Auckland.
(see Drinnan, John. (1989) 'TV opening Expected in seven Months,, T h eDominion,9 January.) From this point TV3 steadily moved away from theoriginal regional Plan. In August, with approval from the Broadcasting
Tribunal, TV3 consolidated into a single channei in the name of 'more efficient
structuring.'(Field, Michael. (1989)'Tv3 Abandons Regional ownership,, The
Dominion, 23 August.)
38Pedersen, Rod. Deputy chief executive, TV3. (lgg4) Seminar to students of the
Diploma in Broadcast communication, University of Auckland, 9 June.
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profitable and efficient as comparable businesses that are not owned
by the crown'.39 At the same time it was expected, although not
legislatively required under the new Broadcasting Act, to continue its
public service broadcasting responsibilities. As spelled out by the
Government these included a requirement to 'reflect and develop the
New zealand identity and culture by obtaining, commissioning, and
broadcasting a range of programmes to inform, educate and
entertain' and to ensure that the New Zealand public have access to 'a
range of programmes which will cater in a balanced way for the
varied interests of different sections of the community.'40 The two
sets of demands have been characterised as placing Television New
zealand in the position of being both public service 'priest' and
commercial'prostitute'.

In the struggle between the two seemingly conflicting demands it
was never to be doubted which of them would prevail. under
deregulation, no regulatory body or legislative edict existed to
demand, monitor and police the public service responsibilities of the
broadcaster. The Government, advised by Treasury, clearly indicated
that the prime requirement under the S.o.E. Act was commercial
success with the goals of fulfilling cultural needs and reflecting New
Zealand's identity as subsidiary considerations.4l

39state-owned Enterprises Act (1986) part l, principles, section 4 (a).
40These were phrases which were included in this form or words to this effectin broadcasting legislation from l96l until the Broadcasting Act of 1989 which
contained no such requirement. The quoted statements are instead taken from
a'Public Statement'issued by the Office of the Minister of Broadcasting (l9gg)
'Government Decisions _on Implementing Broadcasting Policy Reform', August
1q p.6. Public Service Broadcasting Objectives, para. f+ tUl unO 1Oy.4l Interoffice Memoranda within the Treasury dated the 25 October, l gg9 fromB. Anderson to M.Goddard, JVI. papesch, L. Holden and p. Ryan and a responsefrom Lewis Holden to B.Anderson illustrate Treasury concerns. Robert
Anderson writes of the concerns 'we are having in rnut ing TVNZ into a
commercial operation' with the view that the Minister of Broadcasting had
appointed members to the new TVNZ Board who had 'little commercial
experience'. He was also concerned that the Minister's letter of appointmentIaid too much stress. on-_ the objective of reflecting New Zealand lAentity and
culture. In reply Lewis Holden states that the matter cannot be ignored as 'one
thing the SOEs have generally understood is that they are to bJ as profitable
and commercial a_s_ their private sector competitors;. He suggests ihat ,we
should encourage Ministers to agree either to inform TVNZ that the earlier
letter (of appointment) was meant to convey that the Board should promote NZ
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The difficulty in reaching agreemenr over Television New
Zealand's Statement of Corporate Intent illustrates the Government
and rreasury view on the priorities of the new State-owned
Enterprise. An SOE's Statement of Corporate Intent defines, among
other things,a2 the objects of the enterprise; the nature and scope of
its activities; and its accounting policies and performance targets. It
must be delivered to the shareholding Ministers no later than a
month after the commencement of each financial year. The first
revisions by the new Board of Television New Zealand to a Treasury
provided outline were presented to the Ministers of Finance and
State-owned Enterprises with expressions of concern that the
objective of being a commercial enterprise as specified in the Act
was in conflict with the objective of providing programming that
reflected New Zealand identity and culture.43 The Ministers' replied44
that: 'A large proportion of programming that reflects New Zea\and
identity and culture must be seen as commercial and earns a rate of
return for the shareholders comparable to that which could be
earned by other types of programming.' They did concede that in
certain cases 'due to high production costs or targeting of a limited
audience' some programmes that promote New Zealand, identity and
culture may not be fully commercial. In those cases funding would
be available from the Broadcasting Commission although TVNZ would
have to compete for these funds with other organisations who also
provide programmes or activities that the Commission may wish to
support. The Ministers appeared to deny that TVNZ had public

identity to the extent compatible with "normal" profits, or to the preparation
of a formal contract under section 7 of the SOE Act.' Section Z of t[e SOE
requires an agreement between the Crown and the SOE where the SOE engagesin non-commercial activities. It is also interesting to note that later
appointments to the TVNZ Board were to be almost entirely of people with
commercial experience with a notable absence of anyone with Lroadcasting
ex peri ence.
42see state-owned Enterprises Act, 1g86, part III Accountability.
43Corban, B.P.N. (1989) Letter to the Hon Stan Roger, Minister of State-Owned
Enterprises re 'Television New Zealand Limited - Draft Statement of Corporate
Intent', 3l March, 1989.
4-4Caygill, David. (Minister of Finance) and Stan Roger (Minister for State-
Owned Enterprises) (1989) Letter to B.P.N.Corban, Chairperson, Television New
Zealand Limited, 4 July, 1989.
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service responsibilities which distinguished it from other privare
broadcasters, or indeed, that it had a duty to make a range of
programmes that inform, entertain and educate if they didn't secure
Broadcasting commission support for them or if they were not
'commercial'. They stated that TVNZ should 'expect to be treated the
same as any other organisation not owned by the Crown' and that the
'suggestion that the Government should guarantee TVNZ a certain
sum of money to fund non-commercial programmes is not
appropriate'.

In response the chairperson of the TVNZ Board stated that the
$2Omillion they expected to receive from the Broadcasting
Commission would be insufficient to cover the cost of non-
commercial programming, and that such programming will therefore
have to be subsidised by commercial programmes or abandoned.a s

The officials rejected this response and suggested that if 'particular
members' of the TVNZ Board could not reconcile the conflict which
they see between TVNZ's commercial responsibilities as an SOE and
its non-commercial activities, then they should 'consider whether
their views would make it impossible for them to operate a
commercial enterprise as is required under the Act'.46

In all drafts of the statement of corporate Intent by Treasury, or
as revised by the Board of Television New Zealand, the primary
stated objective is 'to operate a commercially successful television
business' and 'serving the people of New Zealand by the presentation
of programmes which reflect New Zealand identity and culture' is
expressed as a 'subsidiary objective'.47 Television New ZeaLand

4 5 Cited in a Memorandum to the Private Secretary of the Minister of
Broadcasting titled 'TVNZ: Statement of Corporate Intent' from David Harcourt,
Communications Division, Ministry of Commerce, I August, 19g9. Later in May
1990, Brian Corban said that funding policies had led io TVNZ cancelling some
minority programmes and, as a profit-oriented state-owned enterprise, TVNZ
should not have to fund non-commercial programmes.(Drinnan, iohn. ( 1990)'IyNZ in Spending Row' Ifte Dominion,3t Mly.f
46 Memorandum to the Private Secretary of the Minister of Broadcasting titled'TVNZ: Statement of Corporate Intent' from David Harcourt, Communications
Division, Ministry of Commerce, I August, 19g9,
47 Draft Statements of Corporate Intent for Television New Zealand Ltd
presented as evidence, In the Privy Council (1991) On Appeal From the Court of
Appeal of New Zealand, Between The New Zealand Mi-ori Council and others
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argued over the amount required to fulfill social obligations but
ability 'to continue to be a good public service broadcaster' could
achieved only within the constraints 'that our finances permit'.48

within TVNZ the language was increasingly abour changing the
corporate culture. Chief executive, Julian Mounter, spoke in late 19g9
of changes he had undertaken to what had been 'an ABC/cBC-type
organisation'49 and the managing director of the SOE's Avalon studios
in Wellington said rhat it was 'a matter of changing the old public
broadcasting formula - which is to educate, entertain and inform - to
a more successful business plan'.50 One executive portrayed it as a
'strong revolution' to an environment where 'commercial success
rules the world' and gone were the days when TVNZ ,used to pretend
to try and be all things to all people'.sI

Television New Zealand's change of culture was also reflected at
Board level. By 1990 only one member of the Board was described as

a broadcaster, a year later all members of the Board had a business
or commercial background and only one claimed some experience in
broadcasting matters.52 tn announcing a record after tax profit of

4nd Her Majesty's Attorney-General and Others, Record of proceedings,
Discovered Documents. pp.5l-68.
48Brian corban, TVNZ chairperson, quoted in Hanning, pat. (l9gg),New TVNZ
Enterprise "socially Responsible"', N.Z.Herald, zg dctober, section 2, p.3. The
caveat 'when finances permit' provides a loophole which can justify any
retreat from 'obligations' or a 'statement of service' which is not 

- 
backed bi

regulatory force. Again the commercial prescription is tightly drawn and
enforced, the 'public interest' provisions are to b; pursued if t[. commercial
circumstances are favourable.
49In an interview with welford, Ross. (19g9) 'Head to head in N.Z.', rv world,
November/December. pp.16-17.
50Nissen, wendyl. (1989) 'Avalon faces hard task in new role,, N,z.Herald, 2g
F e bruary.
5l Knowles, John. (Head of TVNZ Sport) (lgg}) Seminar at Auckland University,l4 July' In the same seminar series, l0 June lgg2, Independent Producer Geoff
Steven said that TVNZ had become 'a born again iapitalist organisation.'
During 1990 TVNZ held 'culture change' workshops io that staff could shake offthe public service mentality.
52see Television New zealand Annual Reports for 1990 and 1991, pp. 5 and 7
respectively. Dona.ld Browne says that the US experience of bioadcasting
companies increasingly led by people from the business world ,shows 

^
concentration on the "bottom line" (profitability) that makes a near fetish ofhigh ratings and that imposes severe restraints on such unprofitable genresas non-serial/original prime-time drama, documentary, ana even news.'

its
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$32.6 million to the year ending December 1993, TVNZ's chairperson,
Norman Geary, said that the Government was getting a good return
in two ways 'the dividend itself, which was 60 per cent of the tax
paid profits, and a good contribution to the tax pool from the
company itself'.53 There was no mention of the services TVNZ
provided, its contribution in terms of its cultural programming or the
range, impartiality or quality of its information services. Former
TVNZ chairperson Hugh Rennie squarely laid the blame on Treasury
for having pushed TVNZ management into a drive for profits ahead
of most other considerations and which had resulted in the removal
of public broadcasting objectives.5a

In the adjustment to the new environment of deregulation and
competition, Television New Zealand 'downsized'. This in itself was a

clear sign the company culture was now that of a commercial
corporate entity. Staff cuts were announced from the beginning of
1989 and the company shed production staff in a decision which
would see local programmes, outside of news and sport, produced for
TVNZ by independent producers. The cuts also further centralised
the company in Auckland and marked a further withdrawal from
regional centres. In laying off nearly ten per cent of his staff in
January 1989, TVNZ chief executive, Julian Mounter, said the cuts
were in response to a predicted $40 million shortfall TVNZ faced
during the next two years.55 He would also blame the 'flat' economy

(Browne, Donald R. ( 1989) Comparing Broadcast Systems: The Experiences of
si-r Industrialised Nations. Ames: Iowa state university press. p.39a.)
53Money Matters (lgg4) Morning Report, National programme, Radio New
Zealand. 6.50am, 26 May, 1994.
5 4 see Drinnan, John. ( 1990) 'Treasury's push for profits criticised, , T h eDominion, 14 November. And Smith, paul. (1990)'Treasury Role Key to
Airwaves', National Business Review, l3 November.
5_5 van Wetering, Victor. (1989) 'Axed television staff tipped ro find jobs,,
Evening Post, l3-. January- The job losses included g0 fiom the 

"o1npuny',christchurch facility and 40 from Avaron's (wellington) drama and
documentary departments. The cuts did not appear to have anything to do with
the quality of the work produced. The broadCasting wrirer of ihe Evening post
said that there were 'excellent documentaries from the now decimated TTVNZdocumentary] department. The Real Lives series was consistently impressive
and sometimes brilliant.' (van wetering, Victor. (l9gg) 'Up and down 

-in 
gg,,

Evening Post, 6 January.) As an illustration of the change of approach by
TVNZ, at the time of the redundancies ten programme publicity po.iiionr *erl
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(National Business Review, zs May 1990), the soaring cost of
overseas programmes and the arrival of Sky Television and TV3
(Evening Post, 24 May). However, the downsizing of rvNZ was
planned much earlier and had been outlined to the Broadcasting SOE
steering committee in July 1988. In a Memorandum to the
Committee addressed through the acting chief executive of the BCNZ,
Beverley wakem, Julian Mounter outlined 'TVNZ's strategy' which
included the plan to reduce production capacity by around 25 per
cent.56 By May 1990 TVNZ had shed 420 from its payroll, a quarrer
of its staff since it became a state-owned enterprise l g months
earlier.5 7

As part of its competitive and commercial emphasis, Television
New Zealand placed greater stress on the role of its programming
executives and, like its private competitor, it looked to Australian
commercial television for a chief programmer. Australian expertise
was sought because the Australian market 'was recognised as the
most competitive scheduling contest in world television'.5 8 The
appointment signalled that TVNZ was modelling itself on the
Australian commercial television example and fully adopting, at least
in prime-time, commercial television's body count economics. This
formula aimed at the fattest part of the bell-shaped statistical

being advertised. TVNZs Annual Reports for 1990 and 1991 show after tax
profits of $13 million in 1990 and $20.6miltion in 199t.
5 6Mounter, Julian. ( 1988) 'Memorandum from the Director General's office:
Report for the soE steering committee', l5 July. p.3. In her accompanying
]_e1t9r to Hugh Rennie, chairman of the SoE Ste"ilng Committee, Btverle!
Wakem says of the paper: 'Needless to say it is dynamite in the wrong hands
and could be very upsetting if rvNZ's long range plans for doJnsizing
production facilities were known.' (Letter dated l9 Juiy.) 

-

sTDrinnan, John. (1990) ' 420 TV Jobs Cut in 18 months' Ifte Dominion, 25 May.
5 SJulian Mounter, TVNZ chief executive quoted in 'Australian at the helm,
( 1989) Evening Post, 2 August. There are parallels with the National
Commercial Broadcasting Service in the late 1930s. At that time the head of the
NCBS, Colin Scrimgeour, convinced his government superiors that he neededto bring in Australian commercial radio broadcasters. fne NCBS also placed
emphasis on announcing 'stars' and upgraded its head office to a level
described at the time as'unnecessarily luxurious.'See Patrick Day (1994) The
Radio Years: A History of Broadcasting in New Zealand. Vot.'1. Auckland:
Auckland University Press. pp.Z4l-244.
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distribution of viewers, what has been commonly, if a little
unflatteringly, described as the lowest common denominator.

At times, in the utterances of its executives, the redefinition of
objectives at TVNZ was explicit. More often, however, it was implicit
and only visible through an analysis of changing programme
schedules and content.59 The programmes that were once but are no
longer made and those that are no longer scheduled in prime-time,
provide evidence as to the redefinition of objectives by the
broadcasting organisation. There is evidence to show that national
broadcasters who adopt a fully commercially-driven approach
dependent on advertising and, therefore, view audience
maximisation as their k"y priority, 'schedule the narrowest range of
programming'.60

In June 1988 TVNZ announced with its winter season schedule
that it was seeking to 'broaden the appeal of its programming'.6 r

Sunday nights were being 'relaxed' with traditional 'heavyweight
British fare' being replaced and TVI increasing its quora of lighter
American programming such as Murder She Wrote, The Equaliser
and The Golden Girls. on Friday night it was reported that the
channel was 'replacing its high-quality Friday night feature-length
dramas with superior hard action movies'.62 In october 1999. the
month before TV3 began transmission, TVNZ announced that Channel
2 had been 'facelifted' with the aim of giving it 'a tighter appearance,
more youthful features and the attention of younger viewers'.63 It
was said the idea was to firmly establish Channel 2 as the
entertainment station, and to attract as many of its under forties

l'S"" Negrine, R. and S. Papathanassopoulos (1990) The Internationalisation
Te levision, London: Pinter. p.81. They describe this process with reference
the privatisation of the former state channel rFr in Fiance.
60BIumler, J., M. Brynin and T. Nossiter (1986)'Broadcasting Finance and
Programme Quality', European Journal of communication, l, :. p.lst.
6lPhillips, Jeffrey. (1988) 'TVNZ Draws Its Battle lines', The Dominion Sundav
Times, l9 June, p.23.
62tbio.
fiBarrett, Emity. (19s9) 'channel 2 Facelift Aimed at young,, N.Z.Herald, l0
October.

of
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target audience as possible. TV I would appeal to the older
'information seeker'.

Average Ratings: 6pm - l0pm, Sunday - Saturday.
Base: March, 1994. Source: AGB-McNair, Ogilvy & Mather.

r taDlel.- 
a

I N"* Zu"l"trd T"l"

ou
l0- l9 z0-34 35-49 50+

TVI 5 9 t4 38
TV2 3 l5 tl 8
TV3 5 6 l6 7
Skv t rl. * t

Table I shows how the two channels of TVNZ have been positioned to appeal
to different age groups with TVI skewed towards the older age groups and 

-tV2
focused on those between 20 and 40.

Television New Zealand executives were adamant that although
they wanted their programmes to be 'as commercially successful as
possible,' ratings would not be 'a be-all and end-all of our
operation'.64 Harold Anderson, TVNZs director of programmes, gave a

New Year pledge to viewers in January 1989 that there would
'always be a place for programmes like Kaleidoscope(Arts) and
Koha(Maori) in the schedule'.6s But Kaleidoscope had been reduced to
a commercial half-hour in October 1988, shortened from an original
non-commercial hour, put on at a later time-slot and the number of
screenings reduced.66 In 1990 the programme was shifted to the
only non-commercial time-slot in the viewing week, sunday
mornings. Koha was moved out of prime-time to a lOpm time slot on
sunday nights in 1988 and then was removed from the sunday night

64'Anderson Gives Pledge on Programming' (19g9) N.z.Herald, l9 January.
6s tui a.

on air in June 1989 running for l4
in June, July, September and October.
it was in recess. Chamberlain, Jenny.

Keep Going On?' North & Soafh, June

66 Kaleidoscope began its tenth year
programmes at 9.30pm on Sunday nights
For the other eight months of the year
(1989) 'Kaleidoscope: How Long Can It
pp.l02-105.
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schedules with the introduction of commercials after 12 noon on this
formerly commercial-free day.

In other areas of 'public service' programming, formats deemed
not to be sufficiently commercial were dropped or marginalised to
the nether regions of the programme schedule where low ratings
might be tolerated. one of the mainstays of local children's
programmes for fifteen years, Spot On, was ended in December l9gg.
A Television New Zealand programming executive said there was no
longer a market 'for a slow moving laid back programme with a high
input from presenters'. It worked well in the seventies and early
eighties, the programme's producer added, 'when people had the
time to sit around on a Sunday night and discuss television'.67 In
future, looking at its range of local production, the company would
take a more commercial approach to the kinds of programmes it
funded.68 As expressed by TVNZs chief executive, the organisation
was '100 per cent committed to making New Zealand, programmes'
but those programmes 'had to attract top ratings'.69

'Ratings driven' would be a term which became appropriate for
Television New Zealand's news services. Its flagship one Network
News on weekdays at 6pm has been subject to considerable critical
scrutiny. As a marker for measuring the impact of deregulation and
competition one commentator has written that here the 'effect of
market forces has been particularly noticeable'.70 Winning the 6.00
to 7.00pm slot is seen as crucial in the competitive television market
to gather an audience at the start of prime-time and to set the
pattern for its retention through the evening. For the commercially-
driven programmer the news must rate and in order to rate it must
entertain. Brian Edwards states that the outcome of this ratings

67'Alas, it's no longer Spot on' (1988) sunday star, 3l July, l9gg. p.Bl6.
68smith, Paul. (1989) 'TVNZ Plans to Penetrate US Market', National Business
Review 24 July. p.6.
6 9 Juliun Mounter addressing the 'Make It in New
Christchurch, February 1989. See Nissen, Wendyl. (1999)
New Schedule', The Christchurch Star, 27 February.
T0Edwards, Brian. (1991) 'Viewpoint', Listener & TV Times,

Zealand' forum in
'TV Shows Clash in

27 May. p.7.
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pressure on One Network News was that it took on the character of a
soap opera.T l

Edwards charged that one Network News became no longer a
dispassionate recital of the day's events at home and abroad, but a
dramatic and frequently melodramatic presentation of the good, the
bad and the ugly. Dramaric devices included rhe use of highly
charged and decorated language, the artificial linking of disparate
news items with a storyline commentary, newsreaders who 'emoted'
the news and 'told' the audience what they ought to be feeling, and
the deliberately choreographed construction of the bulletin which
took the viewers' emotions from 'warm fuzzy' to 'cold prickly' and
back again to leave them on a 'high' at the end of the news. But the
overriding tenet was that the audience had an exceptionally limited
attention span and could only take information in short bites. The
result said Edwards was the trivialisation and tabloidisation of the
news.

Television New Zealand characterised the changes to its news
presentations as giving them 'extra bite' and presenting a 'crisp'
vision of the world.72 Charges of trivialisation were strongly denied
with the head of news and current affairs stating that brevity was a
virtue for television news and television journalism was 'an exercise
in concise distillation'.73 Academic critic Joe Atkinson reported on
research conducted at the Political Studies Department at Auckland
University. Content analysis of One Network News, he wrote74,
revealed 'an increasing morselisation and depoliticisation of content
since deregulation'. Morselisation was illustrated by the three main
format ingredients of the programme (soundbites, camera shots and
news items) which became shorter after 1985. In each case the 'most

7l Edwards, Brian. (lggz) 'The coorchie coo News', pp.l5-25 in comrie, Margie
and Judy McGregor(eds), Whose News? Palmerston North: The Dunmore Press.
p.20.
72"'crisp" Delivery from TVNZ channel 9 Deal' (t9gg) N.z.Herald, zz July. p.17.
7 3 Norris, Paul. (lgg}) Speech to the University of Canterbury School of
Journalism, I October, 1992. p.16.
T4Atkinson, Joe. (1994)'The State, The Media and rhin Democracy,, pp.146-177
il Andrew sharp(ed), Leap Into The Dark: The changing Role oj thZ- state in
New zealand since 1984. Auckland: Auckland university Fr"tt. p. i sz.
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dramatic reduction occurred between 1988 and 1990: immediately
after deregulation.' 'Depoliticisation' referred to the loss of serious
coverage of public affairs and its replacement with stories about
accidents and disasters, crime and criminal justice, human affairs and
sport. Widening the focus of his critique, Atkinson applied similar
arguments to current affairs coverage on television which he stated
'had become too fast-paced and fragmented to be capable of
deepening our understanding of political events'.75

Television New Zealand employed American news consultants to
assist in the reshaping of one Network News. Barry Nash, a
consultant from Dallas, told TVNZ's news presenters that research in
the United States showed that people chose between channels not
always because of news content, but more because of the manner in
which the presenters related to one another.T6 The new approach to
the presentation of television news and current affairs in this
country had earlier been identified in the United States. Former
Washington Post journalist Carl Bernstein commented that for more
than fifteen years there had been a movement 'away from real
journalism toward the creation of a sleazoid info-tainment culture'.77
In this new culture viewers are taught that 'the trivial is significant,
that the lurid and the loopy are more important than real news'. Paul
TaylorTs identified this new form of journalism as the 'New News',
and argued that unlike the 'old News', 'it doesn't fail to maintain
standards of balance, nuance, perspective; it never aspired to these
standards in the first place'.

One Network News was reconstructed in order that it would hold
or increase its ratings. However, an analysis of news audience levels
prepared for New Zealand On Air and the advertising agency Saatchi

75Ibid, p. 159.
76McRae, Toni. (1989) 'Spruce Up for News presenters', sunday star. l9
Feb ru ary.
TTBernstein, carl. (lgg2) 'The Idiot culture', The New Republic, g June. pp.z4-25.

]ffay1or, Paul. (lgg}) 'Political Coverage in the 1990s: Teaching the Old News
New Tricks' pp.37 -69 in Jay Rosen and paul raylor, The New ilrr, ,. The old
News: The Press and Politics in the 1990s. Perspectives on the News, A
Twentieth Century Fund Paper. p.40.
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& SaatchiTg, found that there had been an overall decline in average
viewing levels to One Network News from 31 per cent of viewers in
September 1989 to 22 per cent in September 1993. The report noted
that although it appeared to be a decline among all categories of
viewers it was particularly dramatic among those in the middle and
upper income groups.

Deregulation and competition also saw the axing of Television New
Zealand's four regional news programmes in favour of the networked
Holmes current affairs show from Auckland. At first, in mid-19g9,
the regional shows were reduced and re-scheduled. TVNZ categorised
regional news as a public service programme and sought
Broadcasting commission funding support for their continuance.
Later they were to disappear despite earlier denials from TVNZ news
chiefs that this would happen.80 Another 'casualty' of TVNZ news
planning was the Commission-funded Maori news bulletin Te Karere.
This was moved further away from prime-time, despite strong
criticism by Maori leaders,sl from a slot immediately preceeding the
main news bulletin to a new time of 5.l5pm, and the Te Karere
headlines were dropped from TVl's late bulletin Eyewitness News. It
was ironic that prior to deregulation broadcasting regulators had
sought to cater to a perceived need for regionalism and Maori
broadcasting by framing the third channel warrants as regional
stations and calling for existing Maori programming 'to be continued
and enhanced'.8 2

Beyond revamping its two television networks to meet increased
competition, Television New Zealand also developed an expansionist
'grand strategy' to meet the challenges of deregulation. The

79AcB-ucNAIR (_1994) Analysis of "News" Audience Levels: prepared for New
zealand on Air and saatchi & saatchi. April. Auckland: AGB-McNAIR.
80In March 1989 the TVNZ Editor of Daily News, Shaun Brown, denied that the
shift of regional news to Channel 2 and its reduction to ten minutes was a
"resting place" for the programmes before they were phased out completely.
(van Wetering, Victor. (1989) 'TVNZ Revamps News Bullitins', Evening pbst, l7
March.) On 20 November TVNZ announced it would stop making regional
programmes in 1991.
8l'Maoris Say Te Karere Move An Insult'(1988) N.z.Herard, 14 June. p.13.
82Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry (1986) Broadcasting and Related
Telecommunications in New Zealand. Summary of Recommendations, p.443.
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fundamental elements of this strategy were outlined to the
Broadcasting SOE Committee by director-general Julian Mounter in
July 1988.83 Aside from the reform of rvNZ into a slimmer, more
commercially-focused company, there was a strong international
component to the strategy. The following income opportunities
overseas were identified: satellite services to the Pacific rim
countries; narrowcasting to countries within the coverage of the
Intelsat satellite; acquiring a major Australian production house;
acquiring an international distribution company; acquiring a facilities
company off-shore. Julian Mounter characterised his business
philosophy as 'diversify or die' and he maintained that without
revenue-earning investments there would be no spare cash for
homegrown programmes.84 He saw 'a good chunk of the predicted
profits' from the organisation's first five years as a deregulated
broadcaster coming from these projects and depicted the strategy as
'a little ahead of the game' with the prospect of it transforming TVNZ
into 'one of the most successful media companies in the world'.S5

The strategy, however, appeared to mirror that being pursued by
the TVS (Television south) company in Britain. At that rime TVS was
viewed as a model for similarly sized commercial television
companies because it had embarked on an ambitious and initially
successful diversification programme and had bought, among other
acquisitions, the independent production company MTM (Mary Tyler
Moore Productions) in the United States and the MIP-TV marketing
organisation in France which ran the annual television trade fair in
Cannes. However, the TVS diversification strategy was to turn sour
and by 1990 the company found itself in financial difficulty.so

For TVNZ the diversification plan was pursued with very limited
success. It failed to acquire either a major Australian production

S3Mounter, Julian. ( 1988) 'Memorandum
Report for the SOE Steering Committee', 15
S4Barrett, Emily. (1990) 'The Mounter
N.Z.Herald, 2 November.
85tbid.
86tVS was to lose its ITV franchise in 1992.

from the Director General's Office:
July. p.3.

Philosophy of Business Survival',
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hou se,87 or an international distribution company, or a facilities
company off-shore. In early 1990 Television New Zealand sought to
become part of a consortium seeking to buy-in to the ailing Bond
Media's Channel 9 network but this plan was apparently stymied by
the Australian government tightening the rules concerning foreign
investment in lhe country's television stations. A Pacific satellite
service was set up in 1989 but only the tiny states of Nuie and the
Cook Islands bought the TVNZ transmissions.

In November 1993 TVNZ announced that it's strategy to generate
new revenue streams from offshore had taken'a major step
forward'88 with the launch of the satellite-delivered Asia Business
News channel. This channel was initiated by TVNZ who put together
the consortium and also took responsibility for the project
management of the channel's launch. The company took a 29.5 per
cent stake in the venture and contributed to meeting the $US20
million start up costs. However, advertising revenues were small and
Time magazine commented that before the channels first broadcast it
had managed to sell only us$150,000 worth of advertising.sl In June
1995 TVNZ sold its shareholding in Asia Business News to its joinr-
venture partners and appeared to be abandoning the overseas
diversification plans. The spokesperson announcing the ABN share
sale said that TVNZ would look into investment opportunities such as
pay television in New zealand. 'New zealand' he said, 'was a pretty
exciting market, probably more exciting than Australia in a lot of
wavs'.90

8 7 TVUZ had sought to acquire the Australian production house Grundy
Television Pty.Ltd. in 1988 whilst still part of the Broadcasting Corporation of
New Zealand. It was speculated that TVNZ's advocacy for greiter autonomy atthe time of deregulation came after frequent disagreements between Julian
Mounter and BCNZ chief executive Nigel Dick which culminated in an
argument over the purchase of Grundy. This disagreement was thought to
!-1u" b"9l 

_ 3 major factor in Dick's resignation that year. (See van WJtering,
Victor' (1988)'TVNZ Change Looks Good to Mounter', Evening Post,3l August.f
8 8 Television New zealand Limited ( | g93) Annual Report - ,Group chief
Executive's Review', p.8.
S9Brettkelly, Sharon. (1993) 'Asian Satellite Service Keeps Drawing on TVNZ,s
Funds', The National Business Review, l0 December. p.l0-
90Alistair Carthew, TVNZ's manager of corporate communications, reported in
'TVNZ Sells Stake in Channel' (1995) N.Z.Heraid, l5 June. p.20.
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Number of Commercial Radio Stations

The Radio Explosion: A Deregulation success story?
That deregulation has greatly increased the number of radio stations
in New Zealand is indisputable.

Table 2

I98l 1987 1993
37 53 I 16

Source: Ogilvy & Mather, New Zealand. The 1995 estimate is 140 commercial
radio stations.

However, most of this growth has occurred in the main
metropolitan markets. Of the country's 116 commercial radio stations
identified at the end of 1993, 24 were in the largest city Auckland.
The expansion in numerical choice has been much less a feature of
small town and rural New Zealand.

Before deregulation, overseas consultants commented that
commercial radio was well developed by international standards
with 'a highly diversified range of stand-alone, syndicated and
networked stations'.el At sixteen stations per million of population,
New Zealand had the fourth highest ratio of the 14 countries it was
compared with. The impact of deregulation appears to have been the
squeezing of a greater number of stations into the main markets with
a shrinking of the revenue earned per station. In the face of the
increased competition, the largest private commercial radio operator
has determined that the way of the future is 'multi-plex radio'.92 Six
of the company's Auckland stations broadcast out of one studio
'supermarket' sharing staff, recordings and facilities. This saved the

9l Report of
Corporation
Wellington,
92Campbell,

the Steering Committee on
of New Zealand on State

July. p.44.
Paul. (1993) 'Bringing Order

the Restructuring of the Broadcasting
Owned Enterprise Principles (1988),

to Chaos', Sunday Star, 28 March. p.D3.
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operator, the Independent Broadcasting Company (IBC), $3.5 million.
The other main development has been networking. A signal
originated in one centre relayed to other stations down the country
who play only a limited amount of their .own locally produced
material or none at all.

Measures such as this and the relatively low capital costs to set up
stations, account for the post-deregulation boom in radio services
despite radio's decreasing share of media advertising revenue (by
the mid- 1990s at around 1 I per cent).e3 As Helen Wilson points
out,e4 the virtual absence of licence conditions with deregulation
encourages radio operators to try methods which are not common in
Australia and would not, in any event, be allowed by regulating
bodies. The decline in the coverage of local news and the shedding of
journalists by a number of radio operators, are developments which
would probably lead to a revoking of a station's licence in Australia.

In a market where the medium experienced relatively static
advertising revenues in the early l990ses and the number of
operators has dramatically increased, it would be expected that there
would be casualties. Radio New zealand, the market's largest
operator, has been the most prominent. In March lgg} RNZ required
a government rescue package worth $5.6 million to enable it to keep
operating. As part of the rescue deal, the state-owned enterprise was
restructured with the three non-commercial divisions: National
Radio, concert FM and RNZ News and current Affairs, forming the
wholly owned subsidiary, New zealand public Radio. By late lgg5 a

plan to privatise the commercial radio divisions of Radio New Zealand
was well advanced.

n'Po*_1_.f-tom a,high of l3Vo in the mid-1980s. See The Radio Book 1994, p.26 andp.6l.wilson, Helen. (ed.) (1994) The Radio Book Igg4. christchurch: New
Zealand Broadcasting School Christchurch polytechnic.
94Wilson, Helen. (1994) 'Radio in New Zealand: The New Policy Environment',
flp"t prepared for the ANZCA Conference, Sydney, ll-15 July. p:9.
95Radio's advertising income was $137m in 1990, $140m in 1991, $142m in lgg2,
$139m in 1993 and $144m in 1994. See yeabsley, John., lan Duncan and Doug
James (1994) Broadcasting in New Zealand: Waves of Change (A Report to the
Communications Division, Ministry of Commerce). Wellingt6n: NZ Institute of
Economic Research. October 1994. p.142. Figures from Advertising Agencies'
Association of NZ Ltd.
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Again, like TV3, Radio New zearand was viewed as a victim of
deregulation. Although in this instance the claim contained a grearer
measure of truth, the companyrs problems predated the change of
policy. In the early 1960s, the radio-derived resources of the New
Zealand Broadcasting Corporation (NZBC) were called on 'to develop a

consuming twin in the form of television which went on eating into
the radio advertising income which it had helped bring into being.'e6
By the late 1970s and early 1980s it was the revenues from
television advertising which were helping to support radio. Radio
New zealand management were able to pull it into profit by 19gg
when it became a separate state-owned enterprise but believed that
the organisation would have to restructure in order to remain
profitable. An international consultancy, McKinseys, was brought in
to advise and they concluded that the 'running of radio services was
never again going to generate large surpluses ,,.'.97 Indeed, McKinsey's
investigation had shown that commercial radio was making virtually
nothing for Radio New Zealand and that this sector of its business
'was in deep trouble and improvements could only make it less
worse.'e8 A McKinsey analyst told the Broadcasting SoE Steering
committee in May 1988 thar the BCNZ could make more money by
selling its commercial radio stations than by keeping them.ee The
consultancy's advice to Radio New Zealand was to divest itself of
some of the smaller stations and to look at franchising, management

96Rep_ort of the Committee on Broadcastin g 0973) The Broadcasting Future of
New Zealand. Wellington: Government printer. p.99.
97wakem, Beverley, (lgg2) 'whatever Happened to Radio New Zealand?' pp. 39-5l in Margie Comrie & Judy McGregor(eds) Whose News? Palmerston North:
The Dunmore Press. p.41.
9SBroadcasting SOE Steering Committee (1988) 'Minutes of a Meeting of the
Broadcasting SOE Steering Committee Held in the Boardroom of Macalister
Mazengarb Solicitors on Wednesday ZS May.
99tbid. The analyst was lan Sheppard of McKinseys and he elaborated that
when each micro unit was looked at, each community or provincial station was
making a contribution but when the network infrastructure was taken into
account the financial position was about breakeven. The situation for the
larger metropolitan stations was better. Radio New Zealand's infrastructure
was considerable, it presented 17 pages of head office management
organisation charts to the Broadcasting SOE Steering Committee in April 1988.
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contracts and sales of products and services to new entrants into a

deregulated market.
Radio New Zealand was unable to divest itself of community

stations when Maori interests took court action under the Treaty of
Waitangi to prevent the transfer of assets to the new SOE's from the
Broadcasting corporation of New zealand. It thus pursued the
possibilities of marketing its expertise and pursuing business
opportunities overseas. However, forays into revenue-generating
schemes such as a management contract to assist Polish state radio
and an involvement with an in-store supermarket radio service in
Britain were both unsuccessful.l00

But the most costly foray by Radio New zealand, was when it
bought control of the privately owned Auckland radio station 89FM.
This purchase followed an assessment of the impact of deregulation
by the leading radio operators. They envisaged that the larger
organisations would be strong enough to weather the storm if their
hold on the main markets was consolidated. Deregulation's victims
would be found among the host of new market entrants, some of
whom would find a niche but most of whom would fail. For Beverley
wakem, RNZ's chief executive at the time of the 89FM 'buy-in', the
move was 'a natural part of Radio New Zealand's long-term plans to
strengthen its position in the important Auckland market'.101

The 89FM operator, cara Everard, was one of the few non-
affiliated private radio companies in Auckland. The Auckland radio
market was dominated by Radio New Zealand, Soundwaves Ltd
(owned by Brierley Investments), and Metro Media Ltd. In early
1990 soundwaves and Metro Media were seeking commerce
commission approval to merge. The combined group would then
have three stations in Auckland covering key audience segments:

| 0016" failure of the plan to assist Polish radio cost RNZ a number of airfaresto Poland but the loss on the in-store supermarket radio venture in Britain was
estimated at $lmillion and was blamed for a number of job cuts which RNZ
made during l99l . See smith, paul. ( l99l ) 'Broadcaiter loses $ I m. in
Supermarket Venture: Offshore Opportunites Turn Sour for RNZ', N ational
Business Review, 29 November.
l0l woolliams, Grant. (1990) 'Radio NZ spends $3.5m. for control of ggFM',
N.Z.Herald, 14 April.
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9lFM, aimed at a core female audience of 15-30 years, Radio Hauraki
aimed at males 18-39, and i98FM aimed at females 30-54.toz Radio
New Zealand with two commercial stations (Newstalk IZB and Classic
Hits) catering to demographic segments of the audience over 30
years of age, sought to counter its competitor with the purchase of an
FM station designed to cater for the under 30 year old sector of the
market. However, 89FM was to prove a poor performer and a costly
mistake for Radio New Zealand. lts first year losses were $6.5 million
and continuing losses forced its closure in early 1993.

As far as the private radio industry was concerned Radio New
Zealand's severe financial crisis in t9g2 was proof 'that the
government should not be in the business of commercial 1adis.'103
Less publicised, however, were the problems of the newly merged
Soundwaves and Metro Media groups. As the Independent
Broadcasting Company (IBC) it faced insolvency in lggz and 1993.
when a new chief executive was appointed in october lggz he was
told that his job was to 'salvage' the company.l04 According to the
appointee, IBC had to reduce its costs by at least $2-$3million and so
the three stations then owned were merged and about 35 staff were
made redundant. RNZ and IBC stitl dominated the Auckland radio
market in 1993 with respective shares of the audience of 25.4Vo and
34.3Vo, but the cost to the two organisations had been considerable.

The dominant position of the major companies and the declining
share of advertising revenue for radio did not prevent the growth of
a plethora of new stations. With a more than doubling of the number
of radio stations in the first four years of deregulation it might be
expected that there would have been the emergence of niche
services over the range of musical tastes. Yet the definition of a niche
used by the industry is one based either on audience age and gender

l02p.orn Impey, Brent. (lgg}) 'Commercial
Broadcasting [ndustry'. Address to the New
Summit, October L speechnotes p.2.

Opportunities in the Changing
Zealand Broadcasting Industry

lo' _ 
Impey, Brent. (lgg2) 'commercial opportuniries in the changing

Broadcasting Industry'. Address to the New Lealand Broadcasting Indu-str!
Summit, October l. Speechnotes p.4.
I 04 5s. IBC chief executive John ('Josh') Easby quoted in 'Radio firm nearly
insolvent: Witness', N.Z.Herald, 4 November, 1994. p.10.
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(demographics) or lifestyle (psychographics). Radio starion owners
zero in on the k"y age groups with spending power and shun the
rest. Table 3 is an advertising agency's analysis of the country's ll6
commercial radio stations as at October 1993.

Commercial Radio Station Formats
ormat Number of Stations M arket

Newstalk t2 35+
Current Hits Radio ll lo-?+
Adult Oriented Hits t2 t8-44
Adult Contemporav 24 25-44
Communitv 2l 25-44
Oldies/Easy Listenins t2 30-54
Classic Rock 6 (Male) l8-34
Iwi + l8 (Maori) l8-54

Table

Source: Ogilvy & Mather
*Tribally-based Maori stations receiving public funding assistance.

An analysis of Table 3 which looked at the range of music played
rather than the age clusters of listeners, reveals that nearly all of the
stations, apart from those with a 'Newstalk' format, play popular
music from the 1960s to the 1990s. Other niches of musical taste
such as jazz or classical music, are not catered for by the operation of
the free market.
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Auckland Radio Station Shares - Mav lgg4
24 Stations

Station dienceu share( 7o Tvpe
Newstalk ZB t4.2 Newstalk
Classic Hits 97FM r 1.6 Hits of the 60s-80s
i98 9.9 Hits of the 60s-80s
H au raki 9.6 Classic Rock
Mai FM88 8.4 Iwi(Current Hits.Rao)
Pacific 6.5 Newstalk
National Radio 6.4 Public Radio (Info).
The Breeze 9lFM 6.3 Hits of the 60s-80s
More FM 5.4 Hits of the 60s-80s
Concert FM 2.9 Public (Classical)
FM Countrv 2.8 Country music
Kool 93 2.3 Hits of the 60s/70s
Today 1.9 Hits of the 60s-80s
Others 10.9

Source of figures: N.Z.Herald 5/05194

Focusing on the largest radio marketplace, Auckland, shows the
clustering of commercial radio around the popular music hits of the
last three decades. Diversity, in the form of a classical music station
and a national information service is provided by the non-
commercial and publicly-funded National Radio and concert FM.

The glossary of formats used by the radio industry and listed in
The Radio Book 1994r0s, has a choice of 2s different rypes of radio
station. On the surface, a range catering for most tastes in listening.
But on analysis many of these formats are minor variations on an
'Adult Contemporary' music theme,l06 and aimed primarily at the
baby boom generation. 'This very restricted scope has promoted
concern at the lack of mainstream outlets for new music, and the lack
of appeal radio as a medium may have for young people.'l0z An

l05ygi1ton, Helen. (1994) The Radio Book Igg4. Christchurch: New Zealand
B_roadcasting School Christchurch polytechnic. p.204.

l?Uagr _e_1amp!e, Album Oriented Rock (AOR); Conremporary Hir Radio (CHR);
Cfassic Hits; Classic Rock; Beautiful Easy Listening (BIED; Gold; Middte of the
Road (MOR); New Adult Contemporary (NAC); Hot Adutt Contemporary; New
Rock (NR); New Music (New); and Urban Conremporary (UC).
1071y;15sn, Helen. (1994) 'Radio in New Zealand: The New Policy Environment,,
Paper prepared for the ANZCA Conference, Sydney, ll-15 July. p.S.
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Auckland rock music critic, lamenting the fact that the closure of
89FM by Radio New Zealand had meant that there was no outlet
playing contemporary rock music, stated that it was 'hard to
remember a time when there were so many stations and so few new
songs to hg41'. | 08

Those interested in contemporary rock music were not the only
group of radio listeners to be ignored by the deregulated market. A
short-lived attempt to provide commercial or sponsor-supported jazz
and 'Easy to Remember' programmes on the AM band by Radio New
Zealand was curtailed in May 1991. A commercial classical music
station was launched in Auckland in November l99l with promises
of a significant local content including spoken features on cultural
issues and 'vignettes about travel and wine'.109 At the time of its
demise in November 1993 it had a staff of two who played pre-
recorded tapes from the United States interrupted by only the very
occasional commercial. other groups not perceived to have any
significant spending power, such as the elderly and the very young,
were also ignored by commercial radio broadcasters. Their needs
were in part catered for by the public broadcaster on the National
Programme with its sessions of pre- 1960s popular music and
childrens programming. This station was also the only one providing
significant hours of radio documentary, current affairs, and drama.
What the deregulated market provided was a great deal less than the
'very exciting' services with 'endless choices for listeners' promised
by the Minister of Broadcasting in May 1990.110

A Diverse Range of relevision services and programmes.
As in the case of radio, the pledge of deregulated television was

that 'having long endured a strictly limited choice! in television
programing'llt New zealand viewers would be provided with a

l08laxon, Andrew. (1993) 'Rock-bottom radio', N.z.Herald, 5 August. p.16.
lo9smith, Paul. (1991) 'Fine Music goes to air', National Business Review, I
November. p.7.
I l0R"po.t of a speech by Richard Prebble, Minister of Broadcasting, at the
opening of a new Radio i studio in Auckland. 'Radio Stations facing tougher
competition' (1990) Otago Daily Times,2l May.
l l l'Television Switches Channels' (1989) N.Z.Herakl, Editorial, 28 February. p.6.
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'supermarket range' which promised 'to indulge viewer tastes in a
manner nof previously possible'. A N.Z.Herald editorial proclaimed
that 'television choice has arrived',112 whilst a feature writer in the
same paper announced with unabashed hyperbole that: 'Life will
never be the same again.'ll3

The first service to be heralded as a result of the new era of
deregulation came just one day after the Broadcasting Minister had
outlined the Government's plans to deregulate broadcasting.
Television New Zealand and the hotel and brewing group the Lion
Corporation, launched a four-nights-a-week 'narrowcast' service
called TVXtra which supplied mainly sports programming to motels
and hotels. It was to last a little over six months, sunk by increased
costs and too few subscribers.l14

A supermarket range of new television services was certainly
promised in 1989. In many cases the promoters were 'kite-flying',
hoping to attract attention and investors. In other cases, companies
from the United States attracted by deregulation, appear to have
overestimated the local market size and potential. For example, an
American cable television developer planned to offer ten to twelve
cable channels in five New Zealand cities by early 1990.1 I 5 The
project did not appear to take into account the high reticulation costs
for cable in New Zealand due to low population densities in the cities.
Both the communications Advisory Council and the l9g6 Royal
Commission on Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications had

I 121616.

ll3Ansley, Greg. (1989)'TV Set to Bloom with New Global Links', N.Z.Herald, 22
February. p.7.
I l41yy7's business development director Bill Earl said that 'costs increased,
and subscribers held back because of services offered under deregulation'.
smjth, Paul. (1989)'sky Falls in on TVNZ's pubs Link', sunday star, 12 March.

]lsl-arly D. Hudson of LDH Inc. Kansas, planned to spend $34omillion throughhis New zealand company Telecable. He claimed financing from
Telecommunications of Denver. See Drinnan, John. (1989)'Pick of l8 -Channels

in cable TY offer', The Dominion, 16 April. And smith, paul. (1990) 'Look out
Sky, Here Comes Cable', National Business Review, 8 October.
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advised that the small population base of New Zealand would militate
against the successful introduction of widespread cable services.ll6

Journalists mistook expressions of interest in purchasing
frequencies for television broadcasting with the imminent arrival of
many more channels on air. By June 1989,38 companies had
registered their interest with the Ministry of Commerce to tender for
UHF(Ultra High) frequencies. They included proposals for regional,
Maori and music television stations, and yet these tentative
expressions of interest should not have led to the conclusion that the
airwaves would be 'flooded with new sfstisns'l lt or that viewers
'could soon have 20 television channels glowing at us in the next
YOar'.1 l8

The total amount the government raised from the UHF frequency
sale, $2.9 million I I 9, indicated that there had not been strong
demand for the frequencies. Radio Rhema, a meagrely resourced
Christian radio network run by largely voluntary labour, was able to
secure a UHF frequency. The main winner was Sky Network
Television which planned a subscription television service of three
channels offering news, sports and movies. It gathered all the

I l64111out1t both bodies foresaw that well into the future 'fibre optic cable,
would provide th9 capacity for cable television and telephone to be integrated
into the one cable into the home. The Royal Commission offered a table of
comparable cost for cable, satellite and terrestrial delivery of television
channels which showed the significantly lower costs of using the UHF
frequencies to provide new television services over the use of cable or
satellite. See Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry (1986) Broadcasting
and Related Telecommunications in New Zealand.- Wellington: Government
Printer. September. p.35, Table l.
llTDrinnan, John. (1989) 'UHF Television Stations would Flood Airwaves', The
Dominion, l4 June,
ll85ti11t, Paul. (1989) 'Television Choices Set to Overload Viewers', National
Business Review, 27 April. In October 1990 Smith calculated that: 'Barring hot
air, by this time next year, there might be l2 Pay-TV channels, three broidcast
channels, two Auckland UHF regional music channels, and seven national UHF
channels.' smith, Paul. (1990) 'can Tom Bring Home the Bacon', National
Business Review, 17 October.
I 

I 
eSVs national 

. 
frequencies cost $401 ,000 each for the twenty year rights.

Th" TAB paid $100,000 for its national UHF frequency whilst regional
frequency costs ranged between $ I .00 (Sky's frequencies in Timaru, Dunedin
?nd Invercargill) to $52,000 in Auckland. ,Space on the Airwaves Cost Sky
$2.2m' (1990) N.Z.Herald, 28 March.
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frequencies needed to fulfill its aim of covering g0 per cent of the
country within l8 months of going tp ai1.l20

Sky Network was the most significant new television operator to
emerge in the first five years of television deregulation. Its
promoters had planned a service to hotels and clubs using Bond
Media of Australia's Sky Channel service, but with the announcement
of deregulation they expanded this concept into a subscription
service for domestic viewers.lzl In February 1989 TVNZ invested in
Sky taking a 25 per cent shareholding in the company.

Sky was launched with high expectations of its performance and
return for shareholders. TVNZ's director-general Julian Mounter
predicted that within a few years 'the television rankings would be
headed by TVNZ's two broadcast channels, followed by Sky's three
narrowcast channels'.122 The company looked to a threefold return
on its investment within that periodt 23 with a target of 345,000
households subscribing to the ss1yisg.l24 Sky also claimed that it
would not be merely a relay of overseas programming and would be
producing its own sport, news and specialist programming.tzs

After six years on air, sky was not a programme producer and
although it had extended its signal to the main population centres of
the country, its progress in building up subscribers numbers had
been unspectacular. It reached 200,000 subscribers after five and a
half years, delayed the planned addition of a fourth and fifth channel

t_"H^y, Di. (19s9) 'canterbury May Get pay TV soon', christcharch star, 22
Fe b ru ary.

l.z lf_o,r a . description of Sky's initial plan see 'Videos Via Satellite' ( 1988)N.z.Herald,8 March, section 3, p.r. This proposal would not have required
licensing or approval from a regulatory boay such as the Broadcasting
Tribunal.
l2zQoot"a by Malthus, Nigel. (1989)'Sky Television Unveils Plans for Network',
The Press, 22 February.
l23.van Wetering, Victor. (1989) 'Tactical Victory', Evening Post, 23 February.
I 2416s 1989 Yearbook(p.167) records the number of households in the counrryas 1,069,446. Thus Sky Network were seeking a third of New Zealand'i
households as subscribers, a penetration level in excess of any other
subscription service in international comparison.

ltt"of - 
example, Rod Dixon, Sky's sports and special evenrs manager, stated in

June 1989 that: 'Sky Media will be creating sport, nor taking Television New
Zealand's hand-me-downs.' McLarin, Hayley. (l qSq) 'Dixon Predicts Exciting
Times with Sky Media', Sunday Star, ll June.
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until its fifth year on air and had yet to return a significant dividend
to its investors. In fact the original investors sold down their
holdings after a year of the service when subscriber levels had
reached a mere 25,000 subscribers. At that time majority ownership
passed to United States interests with an original New Zealand
shareholder commenting that: ''We're lucky having these big
operators coming down to this funny little country with their
financial, programming and technological resources.rl26 As a

prototype of new forms of television service in New Zealand's

deregulated market, the Sky Television experience indicated that
uptake rates by consumers were slow, the demand for additional
services limited and that companies providing them would need very
deep pockets.

The relatively minor impact on viewing patterns of the new forms

of television service is illustrated in Table 5. The figures illustrate
the market power of Television New Zealand. The continued grip on

viewership by its two television networks and its investment in new

services such as Sky, and the 1995 launch of the wholly-owned
regional stations of Horizon Pacific, has seen the company consolidate
its position as the dominant television operator. In 1990 two
members of the Commerce Commission, commenting on TVNZ's
application to take up rights for a UHF network it would later use for
regional television, stated that the operator was getting too dominant
in markets for buying programmes, advertising, transmission
services and for rights to the airwaves. They concluded that TVNZ
was 'likely to be able to exert appreciable influence on the price,
availability, and conditions for buying programmes for the
foreseeable fu1u1e'.1 27

The prospect that Television New Zealand would gain such 
^dominant place in the local television market was not envisaged by

I 264u"L1an6 businessman Alan Gibbs reported in 'us Buyers in $ l00m sky
Deal'(1991) N.z.Herald,4 May. p.l. The ownership structure of the company
after the buy-in was TCI Time Warner 26Vo, Ameritech Bell Atlantic 25Vo, TVNZ
l6.3%o(Down from 25Vo), Heatley/Jarvis Investments l5.9Va, Todd Corporation
8.8Vo, Tappenden Holdings 7.5Vo and ESPN .57o.
127'1yp7 Gets Warning' (199O) The Dominion,30 July.
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the advocates of deregulation. The Rennie Commillssl2 8

recommended that TVNZ should retain its two channels, production
capacity and ownership of transmission facilities, so as it could have
sufficient strength to compete with new services in the local market.
The failure of those competitors to emerge, particularly those who
would offer satellite television, was a major miscalculation by
deregulation planners.

u

T
& Mather for the 1993 figures and
for the 1995 figures. Both are based

Table 5

New Zealand Television Station Shares
1993(All people 5+ / October / All day.)
1995(All people 5+l All yeari6pm-10.3Opm)

TVI 42.7

4 3.0

TV2 37.3

34.0

TV3 17.8

Others 1993 2.1129

41995

Source: Ogilvy
Section l, p.2l

t ltf!" Steering Committee on Broadcasting (Rennie Committeexlg8S) Report
o! the Steering Committee on the Restructuring of the Broadcaiting
C-orporation of New Zealand on State Owned Enterprise Principles. July".
Wellington.
1291611 1o1u1 includes sky Television r.5vo (sky Movies o.7?o, sky sport, g.svo,
Sky News O.3Vo), Canterbury Television 0.4Vo, and Action Ty 0.3Vo.
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the N.Z.Herald, December 30, 1995,
on AGB-McNair data.



Another widely propagated misrepresentation about deregulation
was that the winners of the battle for market share would be those
who produced significant local programmes. But the emphasis of the
operators focused on top rating overseas programmes. competition
with TV3 for overseas programming in the eighteen months prior to
the channel's launch and for its first few months on air, cost TVNZ
about $60 million dollars.l3o This figure was what it estimated it paid
in addition to the pre-competition price to secure imported
production. This is despite the fact that both operators claimed that
the ratings battle would be won with local programming and Julian
Mounter at TVNZ went further to insist that the 'survival and growth
of a television channel depends on local programmes'.131

Table 6

Levels
Voage

of
of

Local Production
Total Transmission

1964 1972 197 6 r 980 I 983 1 988 l 990 1993
20Vo 25 7o 35 7o 34Vo 28 Vo 22Vo 24Vo 23Vo

Notes: | 3 2

1301y57'5 in-house magazine Networks commented that the $60m. should have
g9l9 to 

- 
local productions. The company also revealed that the competitive

bidding for overseas programmes had inflated the cost of some programmes by
300vo. see 'TV Rivalry costs Millions' (1990) Auckland star, 9 octo-berl
l3lquo,ted by McRae, Toni. (1990) 'More Kiwi Content Is Needed', Sunday Star, I
April. See also May, Sue. (19s9)'TVNZ'(Editorial), onFilm, February/March. p.6.
May writes that: 'Although both operators claim that the ratings battle will be

Yon with local programming, there is little real evidence of preparation forthat "battle", as very few programmes are being produced in-house or
commissioned from independents.'
1321. Figu.es for 1964, lg72 and 1983 from Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry
(t986) Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications in New Zealand, pp.204-205. The
figures for 1964 and 1972 had been estimated by the New Zealand Television euota
Committee. The figure for 1983 was for the 1983/84 financial year and had been estimated
by the Film Commission using the following definition of a local programme: '...distinctly
New Zealand in content and character and [which] uses the services of New Zealanders inits production and presentation.'

2. Figures for 1976 and 1980 from the Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand using
the definition of a local programme established by the Broadcasting Rules Committee
which defined a New Zealand programme as 'one which has not been purchased from
overseas in a finished form.'The BCNZ Annual Report for l98l claimed that nearly 45Vo of
all television programmes shown in peak viewing time in l9gl were local.
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Those concerned about the impact of deregulation on local
programming, particularly the interest groups representing local
programme producers, had pushed for the imposition of a local
content quota in the belief that cheaper foreign programmes would
dominate. TVNZ was to insist that the 'impact of deregulation has
been a sharp increase in New Zealand television, even though a lot of
people predicted it would reduce'.|33 As Table 6 indicates, however,
the percentage of television time devoted to New zealand
productions rose only slightly on that of 1988, the year just prior to
deregulation. Furthermore, a greater proportion of television time
was devoted to New Zealand productions during two other regulated
policy regimes - the 'competition' between two public channels of the
mid to late 1970s and the re-amalgamated 'complementary'
structure after 1980.

The number of hours of local programming did increase with the
advent of a third television channel but as Table 7 shows, TVNZ did
not immediately increase its local production hours in the new
environment of competition and deregulation when compared with
previous years.

Table 7

Levels of Local Production
Hours per Year on TVNZ

Notes: | 3 4

3. The 1988 tigure is from 'TYNZzzzzz' by peter Allison in Merro, May 19g9.
4. The 1990 figure is from New Zealand On Air, published in a research document

entitled'Local Content Research'compiled by Dr Geoff Lealand and dated November 1990.
p.3.
5- The 1993 figure is from Broadcasting in New zealand: waves of Change, p.76,
1331y52'5 director of public affairs, Graeme Wilson, quoted in'TVNZ plans New
Arls Programme' (1990) Evening post, 6 February.
134411 figures provided by TVNZ using the BCNZ definition of a local programme. (See
previous table). The t980 figure was for the first year of the reamalgamated TVI and TV2,
March 1980-March 1981. See '2733 Hours of Local Contenl' (1981) N.Z.Herald, 8 July.
p.15. The 1983 figure was for the 1983/84 financial year and was presented by the BCNZ
to the Royal Commission of Inquiry (1986) Broadcasting and Related. Telecommunications
in New zealand, p.204. The 1989 figure is from TVIIZ Annual Report 19g9.

I 980 I 983 I 989
2733 2500 2506
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When the content of local production hours are compared for time
periods pre- and post-deregulation, significant shifts in the nature of
the local production can be discerned. Competition and deregulation
saw a dramatic rise in local sports programming with the number of
hours on TVNZ's two channels increasing more than two-fold.
However, the number of hours of drama, comedy and Maori
programming were reduced. The figures, presented in Table g, also
mask the fact that many of the local sports programmes contained
very little local sport. In some instances a local presenter introduced
overseas sports events but this was sufficient to classify the whole
programme as local production.l35

l351hg debate over the classification of local programming is reflected in the
notes to Table 6. The figures in that table are reasonably comparable for 1976,
1980 and 1990 as they use the BCNZ definition of i local programme. By
comparison the other figures may be underestimates as they use criteria for
local production which is judged on greater New Zealand involvement in the
production' See Report of the Royat Commission of Inquiry (1986) Broadcasting
and Related Telecommunications in New Zealand, pp.iO+-ZOS.
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Local Content
Local content on television comparing Dec 3l
1 990.

on Television
1988 - June 23 1989 and Jan I - June 24

Type of Programme

Drama & Com
S port
News & C.A.
Entmt.
chitd
Maori
Doco

Info.& Relig.

Total Local Hrs
Voage Local Prime Time

Hours

1989 r990
1 9.5 6

336 703
258 291
l3 ll0

62.5 40.5
40.5 25
l3 3l
48 79

7 90.5 r286
4OVo 29Vo

TV2
1989 1990

0 5

0 2

27 49
t28 tt2
109 158
t2 l6
I 0

55 l5

332 355
18.57o 8.SVo

TV3
1990

5

345
t7 2.5

60

41.5
2

2

628
32.5Vo

Data supplied by the Broadcasting Commission, Table simplified from that which appeared
in the Evening Post (Moore, Chris. 'Independent Producers call for local TV quota'), Zl
June, 1990.

As its 1990 figures of local programmes in Table 8 exhibir, Tv3
began its first six months on air with a higher proportion of local
programming in its schedule than Tv2. However, these programmes
did not generate acceptable ratings and the channel increasingly
sought to fight the competitive battle with overseas programming.
The company's chief executive during that period later said that 'TV3
over-estimated the draw of local programming' and that the channel
concluded that it would'have to treat them as loss ls2dsys'.136

TV3 from that point barely commissioned a single programme
outside of news and sport unless it had funding support from New
zealand on Air. Indeed in 1990, it even successfully sought
assistance from New Zealand On Air for these two genres. The
channel's major current affairs programme, 60 Minutes, was granted
public fee funding to remain on air and TV3 was also assisted in its
coverage of some 'minor code' local sports events.

l36Egerton, Trevor. (lgg}) Auckland University Audio Visual Department
seminar series 'The New Zealand Television and Video Industries', 26 March.
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Television New Zealand stated in 1988 that the vasr majority of
local programming it would make would be funded from its own
revenue. They 'would only go to the Commission [Broadcasting
Commission/New Zealand On Airl with minority television - a Maori
language drama, for inrl4nss'. I 37 However, by 1990 TVNZ was
seeking the support of New Zealand On Air for a broad range of local
programming which included popular and high rating local
productions such as Country Calendar, Fair Go, and Crimewatch,
which it had previously funded entirely from its own resources.

Proportion of Local Content Funded by the Public Broadcasting
Fee

source: Yeabsley, John., Ian Duncan and Doug James (1994) Broadcasting
waves of change (A Report to the communicarions Division, Ministry
Weflington: NZ Institute of Economic Research. October 1994. p.76.

in New Zealand:
of Commerce).

Table 9 clearly shows the growing role of New Zealand on Air in
providing key funding for local content on New Zealand television. Its
intervention obscures the degree to which the broadcasters would
fund local production outside of news and sport under 'pure' market
conditions where the public broadcasting fee was not available. The
confidence expressed by reforming officials and politicians at the
time of the deregulation reform announcements that local television
operators would be strongly motivated to produce local programmes
appears to be a case of wish fulfilment. For example, the admonition
to local producers by Ministry of Commerce official Jim Stevenson,
that there was evidence that a local content quota was unnecessary

I 3 7;o11un Mounter,
'Prebble to Win Case
August. pp.l&2.

TVNZ director-general, quoted by
for TV and Radio SOEs'. National

Clark, Linda. (1988)
Business Review, 7l

Year PBF Funded
IIours

Total Local
Content Hours.

PBF Share
Vo aee

r 990 s34 4249 r2.6
1991 688 4039 r7.0
1992 944 57 15 16.6
r993 I126 47 88 23.5
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because New Zealanders were seeking more New Zealand content and
'woe betide broadcasters who seek to ignore 11'.138 For broadcasters
there are strong financial imperatives to ignore the more expensive
genres of local production. An overseas drama can be purchased for
a fraction of the cost of producing it locally. In Canada, a Commission
recommending public agency support for local programming
estimated that the cost of an American programme to a Canadian
station was generally no more than five to eight per cent of the cost
of production. It concluded that 'left to operate freely' without local
content regulation or public assistance funding for Canadian
programmes, 'economic factors would quickly tend to make Canadian
private television stations mere extensions of American nstwslks'.139

The Commercial Imperative.
Deregulation did not bring about the commercialisation of New

Zealand television, it had always been to some degree commercially-
driven, but it did greatly exaggerate it. To the viewing public the
deregulation of broadcasting brought a very noticeable, even
shocking, increase in the medium's commercial content. Advertising
and promotion content in prime-time moved to 25 per cent of any
programming hsu1.l40 This gave New zealand one of the highest
levels of television advertising in the world.

The amount of advertising opportunity on New Zealand television
was also greatly expanded by the third channel and the sanctioning

l38Stevenson, J.R.A. (1988) 'Assistant Secretary (Communications), Department
of Trade and Industry, Address to the Television Producers and Directors
Association, Annual General Meeting, I September. speechnotes p.I l.
13916" Commission was the second Fowler Commission. See Rutherford, paul.
(1990) When Television Was Young: Primetime Canada Ig52-1967. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press. p.106. The Report of the Royal Commission of
Inquiry (1986) Broadcasting and Related Telecommunicationi in New Zealand,
p-179, received evidence from the BCNZ that programme purchase costs were
US$25 per minute compared to NZ$550 for Telivision New Zealand's own
productions. The Royal Commission supported a 'points' based quota system
regulated by the Broadcasting Tribunal to ensure minimum levels of local
production. (p.21 3 ).
I 401n 1991 the Association of New Zealand Advertisers claimed that all three
national channels were broadcasting an average of l5 minutes an hour, withup to l8-19 minutes per hour in prime-time. Ministry of Commerce (1993)
'Broadcasting Policy in New Zealand', October. p.27.
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with deregulation of advertising after 12 noon on what had been the
sole remaining 'advertising free' day, sunday. It has been calculated
that in the period from 1988/89 ro 1993194, aggregare adverrising
time grew by close to 60 p€r cen1.l4l Essentially, TVNZ and rv3 have
pushed the level of advertising and promotion up to the maximum

'switch-off point' identified in overseas 1s5sa1sh.t42

they believe the viewing public will tolerate before an apparent

Table 10

The Growth in Advertising Content on N"ro Ze.lurrd T"l""iriorr.

Year Minutes Der Hour Commercial Nishts
To 1973 6 4 on the one channel

973
975 7 4 on each channel
976 8 il[il

977 9 [[tl

980 9 5 on each channel
981 9 6 on TV2, 5 on TVI
985 9 6 on TV2 and TVI
988 10
989 (Deregulation) l4* 7 (From Julv l)

* Average across the viewing day, includes Station Promotions. The Prime-time average
was higher' In 1994 the average in Prime-time was 14.8 minutes. See 'More Adverts in
Primetime' (1995) N.Z.Herald, z0 February. p.zo.Figures from yeabsley, John., ran
Duncan and Doug James (1994) Broadcasting in Ne l.r Zealand: Waves of Change(A Report to
the Communications Division, Ministry of Commerce). Wellington; NZ Institute of Economic
Research. October 1994. Figures up to 1985,'Commercial Growth Gradual'(1989)
N^Z.Herald, 3 April.

Advertising interruptions of
frequent with deregulation. In
patterns were changed so that
from three to four an hour and

programming also became more
June 1989 television presentation
advertising breaks were increased

the breaks placed within rather than

l4 | Yeabsley, John., lan Duncan and Doug James (lgg4) Broadcasting in New
Ze-aland: Waves of Change (A Report to the Communications Division, Ministry
of Commerce). Wellington: NZ Institute of Economic Research. October lgg4.
p.76.
| 426 June I 989 TVNZ's networks manager, John McCready, discussed the
'switch-off point' and said that the company's programmers had taken note of
viewer indignation of the increased commercial content and were monitoringthe situation. 'If they switch off there is a rebound effect for us. Oui
advertising revenue drops.' See 'Commercial Breaks Anger Viewers ( 1989)
Otago Daily Tintes, 14 June.
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between programmes. However, viewer dissatisfasljenla3 with the
impact of greater commercialisation was to manifest itself most
stridently when it was revealed that some popular British
programmes were being edited so that they would fit the new
commercial hour or half-hour time-slots. TVNZ admitted that the BBC
comedy Blackadder had seven minutes edited from it so that it could
be slotted into a 23 minute commercial half-hour. Public protest,
including 200 turnips each wrapped in a letter of protest,l4+ 1"o ro u
rescinding of this practice to enable the programme to be shown in
full.

Another target for broadcasters in the era of deregulation has
been to increase revenue from sponsorship. In February l9g9
Television New Zealand relaxed its rules governing sponsorships and
set up a unit to increase revenue from this source. The client was
encouraged to be involved in the production of the promotional
trailers and to develop marketing around the sponsorship.las Mobil
Masterpiece Theatre was described by TVNZ as the first corporate
sponsorship of prime-time drama on New zealand television.

The push for sponsorship marked a return to the early days of
commercial television. Television in the United States in the 1950s
was funded by sponsors who not only sponsored the programmes
but organised the production of their own programmes and through
the mechanism of 'time franchise', the control of a specific scheduling
slot by a single advertiser, controlled the programme schedule.l46 As
was noted earlier in the United States with the sponsorship of
commercial radio, sponsors wanted to create goodwill between

I 4 31hs1g has been very limited research into audience attitudes towards
commercialisation, however, an Insight Research Poll for the National
Business Review found that 72Vo of those polled felt that there was too much
advertising on television. See Hunt, Graeme. (1992) 'Pensioners the most picky
over TV standards', National Business Review, 27 November. p.4.
I 44Mclennan, Patrick. (1990) "'Blackadder" Now Going Forth in Full,, T h e
Press, 9 March.
14551469, Maria. (1989) 'TVNZ Targets Sponsorship in Revenue Drive', National
Business Review, I February.
1463o66t, William. ( 1990) Fifties Television: The Industy and lts Critics.
Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois press. p.160.
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consumer and producer. 'Programming had to be cautious, accessible,
time-tested, and, above all inoffensivs.'r47

By the mid-1990s most programming on New Zealand television
was either sponsored or carried an introductory trailer which
associated an advertiser with an upcoming programme. The impact
of sponsorship also saw the creation of programmes purely to serve
sponsors' requirements. In 1992 the 'documentary' series This Week
in San Diego was a vehicle whereby Television New Zeal,and could
provide promotional exposure for companies which had joined it in
sponsoring that year's New Zealand challenge for the America's Cup
being held in the waters off San Diego. TVNZ had organised the
sponsorship packages and this entailed a guarantee to each sponsor
of a certain amount of television exposure. The programmes were
described as documentaries by the broadcaster although they were
es sentially adverti sing features. In another post-deregulation
programming development the pretense of the separation of
programme and advertisement has been dropped with the arrival of
the infomercial or advertising programme.l4s

An assessment of the impact of broadcasting deregulation by the
economists of the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research in
their 1994 report titled Broadcasting in New Zealand: Waves of
Change, commented on the significant rise in advertising intensity.
They viewed this as one of the main changes the reforms had
producsd.lae Yet this'assessment'fails to attempt any analysis of the
impact of this on programming. It is as if the authors observed the
waves without noting the changes they wrought. But any judgement
of the reforms is fundamentally inadequate if it does not seek to

l47Jones, Gerard. (lggz) Honey, I'm Home! sitcoms: selling the American
Dream. New York: Grove Weidenfeld. p.10.
l48go11t TVNZ uld rv3 have played examples of this form of 'programming,.
For example, TVNZ's The Breakfast club and rv3's rAe Infomercial 

-Hoir.
14916" assessment stated that: 'The main changes the reforms have produced
or sped up are a significant rise in the number of free-to-air broidcasting
hours and in advertising intensity, and some growth in local content.'
Yeabsley, John., Ian Duncan and Doug James (lgg4) Broadcasting in New
Ze,aland: Waves of Change (A Report to the Communications Division, Ministry
of Commerce). Wellington: NZ Institute of Economic Research. October lgg4.
p.79.
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evaluate the output of the industry it is examining. In the case of
broadcasting there were observable and important changes to the
programming offered to viewers and listeners.

A Greater Choice of Programmes?
In their 1986 report for the Peacock Committee on Financing the

BBC, Blumler s1 nl.l50 seek to draw some'reasonable inferences'from
the impact of different broadcasting funding arrangements on the
range and quality of television programming. In terms of overall
range, they concluded that from their survey of thirteen
broadcasters the greatest variety was provided by the public service
broadcasters BBC 1 (Brirain), zDF (Germany), RAI (Italy),
TVl(Sweden) and Australia's ABC. They further made the general
observation that broadcasting systems which are most dependent on
advertising also schedule the narrowest range of programming.

Robin Foster in his study of public broadcasterslsl quotes a NERA
(National Economic Research Associates) analysis measuring the
output of three public service broadcasters and three commercial
television channels. The finding was that compared with public
service channels, 'the new private operators broadcast far fewer
cument affairs, documentary, cultural and minority interest
programmes'. Their schedules were packed with game shows, light
entertainment, situation comedies and popular dramas.

The table used by Blumler and his associates to demonstrate the
narrower range of private commercial broadcasters is reproduced as
Appendix I with the two channels of New Zealand's public
broadcaster added to place them in the comparative context.
Appendix I shows that the New Zealand public channels in 1986 had
a reasonable range of programming across the two channels with
examples of arts, childrens and minority programmes in prime-time.
These are lacking in the American commercial channels and the

I 5031,rm1gr, Juy G. and Malcolm Brynin, T.J. Nossiter ( l 986) 'Broadcasting
Finance and Programme Quality: an International Review', European Journil
of Communication Vol.l, pp.343-364.
l5 I Foster, Robin. (lgg}) Public Broadcasters: Accountability and Efficiency.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh university Press/The David Hume Institute, pp.4-5.
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private stations Canale 5 in Italy and Ten, Australia. The spread
across the spectrum of geffes, however, is nowhere near as even
with TVNZ as the European public service channels. New Zealand
television at that date betrays its reliance on advertising income in
comparison with non-commercial public broadcasters.

The Blumler genre analysis of content is then used to compare
peak-time schedules prior to and post deregulation in Appendix z.
Post-deregulation the programme range has narrowed with the
genres of music, minority and special interest, arts, religion.
education, public access and childrens programming disappearing
from the prime-time schedule. By lg94 plays, once a mainstay of the
prime-time schedule, no longer feature and in their stead are
action/adventure series and movies.

To illustrate the bald statistics with actual programmes, Table 11

shows Sunday evening schedules on Television One five years before
deregulation and five years after. Although the range of programme
genres in the two illustrative schedules obviously may not hold for
other sundays, they typically show the narrowing spread of the
channel's output which is revealed in the content analysis. Even
where the same genre continues to occupy a similar time-slot, as
with drama in the mid-evening, there is a discernible change in the
nature of the programming offered. The sponsored drama of lgg4 is
billed as a mini-series, a high rating commercial television format.
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Television One (Television New Zealand)
A Sunday Prime-time Schedule for I and 1994.(Note l.

9E4(non-commercial
6.00 The Herd Relieion(N.2.)
6.30 News National News(N.2.)
6.45 Koha Maori Arts, People & Places(N.Z.)
7.00 The Young Musicians
Competition 1984

Classical Music(N.2.)

7.45 Countrv Calendar Rural/Farmi ns(N.2. )
8.00 Mastermind Quiz(N.2.)
8.30 The Jewel in the Crown Drama series(Britain)
9.20 News National News(N.2.)
9.30 Sundav Current Affairs(N.2.)

rncfudes a commercial content of 23Va
6.00 One Network News National News(N.2.)
6.30 Frontline Current Affairs(N.2.)
7.30 Barrvmore Lieht Entertainment(Britain)
8.25 Montana(Sponsor) Sunday
Theatre: Callinc the Shots

Drama: Mini-series(Britain)

9.25 Fraser Current Affairs(N.2.)
Note l. Sunday October 7,

lOpm.
1984 and Sunday May 1, 1994. Prime-time 6pm-

Under the pre-deregulation broadcasting legislation, the public
television service was required 'to ensure that each Service operates
as a public service to provide and produce, with the maximum
practicable independence, programmes which inform, educate and
entertai n'. I -5 2 rn the early and mid- 1980s Television New Zealand
interpreted its public service programming duties as embodying the
following requirements: 'to present two equally attractive
complementary schedules; to present a broad mix of the best
available programmes; to schedule New Zealand. productions to
optimum advantage; to cater for specialist interests at appropriate

l5231sn6gasting Act, 1g76, part iii, Section 22a. Similar clauses were a feature
of broadcasting legislation from the establishment of the New Zealand
Broadcasting Corporation in l96l until deregulation in 1989.
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and accessible times' and 'to ensure the commercial viability of the
medium'.153

It might be argued that the importance of the last imperative was
gaining pre-eminence over the others, yet an analysis of Television
New Zealand's programme output over its two channels during this
period reveals that the goal of complementarity was by and large
achieved. Barry Litman's measure of 'horizontal diversity' shows that
in 1987, two years before broadcasting deregulation, Television New
Zealand with two channels was offering viewers the selection
between two different genres of programme across almost every
half-hour in prime-time. On three channels in the year following
deregulation the number of options had increased but not in
proportionate ratio. Three years later the range of types of
programme available to viewers over each prime-time half-hour had
declined and represented only a very marginal increase in choice
over that in 1987. Table 12 examines the number of options
available to the viewer in any half-hour of prime-time.

wo National TV Channels Three National TV Channels
l98l I 984 l 987 I 990 t993
r.89 1.96 r.98 2.36 2.12

Number of
Programming

Viewer Options
1981-1993

I 5 3 Monaghan, Des. ( | 986) Evidence of the
Television New Zealand in the application for
the Broadcasting Tribunal, A Report on
Zealand).pp.8l -82.

Per Half Hour of Prime-time

Controller of Programming for
renewal of warrant in front of

Stewardship (Television New

Source: N.Z.Listener programme listings for the second week in October for each year.

Adapted from Litman's method of contructing an index of "horizontal"
diversity, p.4a4 in Barry Litman, 'The Television Networks, competition and
frogram Diversity', Journal of Broadcasting, vol.23, no.4, Fall t979, pp.3g3-40g.
In afl five years a score of I shows no choice whereas z in a 2 channli
environment and 3 in 3 is a maximum score.

The decline of horizontal diversity supports the critical view of
deregulation that it leads to 'more of the same'. At various times
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since it began broadcasting, the new competing channel has targeted
and competed for the audience of either Television 1 or Channel z
and mirrored either channel's programming mix. In the face of this
competition Television New Zealand has sought to dominate the
market by maintaining its demographic division between the two
channels. The latest response by TV3 to being squeezed out of the
market is to try and drive a wedge of light entertainment between
the demographic peaks of Television New Zealand's two channels
rather than offer the viewer an alternative to this style of
programming.

The Schlock of the New.
In the words of former TV3 executive and independent producer

Tom Parkinson, 'entertainment has taken over every area of
television'.1s4 This, he argued, was an entirely positive development
and he contrasted the ease of communication that now occurred since
television news in New Zealand had taken on-board entertainment
values with the 'disaster' of the BBC World Service or Radio New
Zealand's National Programme. In his view television had to cater for
the fact that 50 per cent of the population had an Ie of less than 100
and that was why entertainment television had worked its way
through all the genres. Few champions of marketplace broadcasting
would be prepared to express their support for it in such an
ingenuous manner.

The reduction in the diversity of programme types offered the
viewer, especially in prime-time, has been accompanied by the
growing dominance of entertainment programming on the national
New Zealand television stations. To measure and compare the growth
in entertainment programming Preben Sepstrup's155 I}BT analysis
was taken as a starting point and Television New Zealand added to
the original table.

lS4Parkinson, Tom. (lgg}) Seminar at the Audio Visual Department, Auckland
University. l4 July.
l55sepstrup, Preben. (1989) 'Implications of current developments in West
European broadcasting', Media, culture and society, Vor. lr, pp-.29-54. p.4g.
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I

Share of Entertainment Programme Hours in Prime Time related to
Commercialisation in 4l channels in l3 West European countries and Z pan-
European channels, with relevision New zearand(1 channels) added to the
original table. (1986, I Week).156

l E.tt"rt"io-"

Non-
commerci al
public service
channels
(note l )

Commercial
public service
channels
(note 2.)

Te le vi si on
New Zealand
two channels
(note 3.)

Terrestrial
pri vate
commercial
channels
(note 4.)

Satellite
pri vate
co mmercial
channels
(note 5.)

The addition of Television New Zealand to Table 13 positions this
broadcaster in 1986 between the public service and private
commercial channels in terms of the level of entertainment
programming in prime-time. A broadcaster reliant on commercial
revenue but retaining public service responsibilities. The level of
entertainment programming providing a rough measure of a

broadcasters commitment to public service programming or,

I 5 6 Sourc"t (Original Table) Television Programming in Europe 2. Summary Report
198617(1987), p.l0' Cited by Preben Sepstrup, 'Implications of currenr developments in
west European broadcasting', pp.29-54, Media, culture and Societ\, (sage, London), vol.
I l(1989), p.48.

Notes:
1. Nine channels:RTBF; BRT; DR; NRK; STVI; STV2; BBCI; BBC2 and the satellire delivered
3-sat.
2.Twenty-one channels: FSI: FS2; YLEI; yLE2; TFI;A.2; FR3; ARD; ZDF; RAII; RAI2; RAI3;
NL I ; NL2; TVE2 and the five regional channels ETB I TVG (Spain) I TSR; DRS and
TST9(S witzerland).
3.Television New Zealand's(TVNZ) two national channels, TVI and TV2. Prime-time in New
Zealand 6pm.- lOpm. In 1986 TVNZ claimed that approximately SOVo of its revenue was
derived from advertising and 20Vo from the Broadcasting Licence Fee. Sunday was
commercial free. Television New Zealand described itself as having public service
broadcasting responsibilities.
4.Nine channels: RTL; Canal Plus(pay channel); RTL plus;
Teleclub(pay channel); ITV and Channel 4.
5.Three channels: SAT-l(West Cermany); Sky Channel and Music

RETE4; Canal5; Italia l;

Box(Creat Britain).

46 52 67 86 88
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conversely, the degree to which it is driven by a commercial
imperative.

There has been a measurable change in the proportion of
entertainment programming on New Zealand television pre- and
post-deregulation. From 1986 to 1990 there occurred a significant
increase in the share that entertainment programmes contributed to
Television New Zealand's total output. The change was particularly
startling on Channel 2 which adopted an almost solely entertainment
format in prime-time. The only programme on that channel in the
week surveyed in Table 14 which was nor an entertainment
programme was the science magazine Beyond 2000.

Table 14

share of Entertainment Hours in prime-time on New zealand's
National Television Stations. ( I Week in Each year - Note l.

1986 199U(Z 199 4
TVNZ 67 74 73
TVI
TV2

65
68

52
96(3)

61
86

TV3 14) 79 47(5\
Notes: l. First Week in May: 1986, 1990, 1994.
2. Legislation was passed deregulating New Zealand broadcasting during 1988/89.
3. Only one programme in prime-time during the week surveyed was not classified in the
'entertainmentr category, Beyond 2000 (a 'science magazine').
4. TV3 began transmission on November 26, 1989.
5. The decline in TV3's 'entertainment' programme hours between 1990 and lg94 was
accompanied by a commensurate rise in 'information' programming. TV3 increased its ;|
Ntttional News on weeknights from a commercial half hour to a commercial hour. Also in
the week surveyed the station scheduled what it billed as the 'Tabloid-style news
programme' Hard Copy every weeknight from 7.00 to 7.30pm. These factors alone account
for an 187o rise in 'information' programming on that channel.

The entertainment share across the two channels of the public
broadcaster remained just below three-quarters of prime-time hours
in 1994. Table 14, however, also appears to show a dramatic decline
in the level of entertainment programming on TV3 between that
recorded in 1990 and the 1994 figure. This statistic veils a muddying
in the definition of certain television genres and points to the
problems involved with mere classification by genre without an
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examination of the changes taking place within the traditional genre
categories. Since deregulation there has been the emergence of
'hybrid' forms within genres, particularly those within 'information'
programmes which are driven by entertainment values, such as
'infotainment' current affairs, 'tabloid' news and the 'docudrama'. In
May 1994 TV3 was running what it billed as the 'Tabloid-style news
programme' Hard Copy five nights a week at 7pm. Although not
counted as an entertainment programme this might be considered an
error given the programme's style and content.

An examination of a particular genre of programming, children's
programmes, reveals the general trend with deregulation of the
narrowing of choice in the types of programme shown and the rapid
growth of entertainment programming at the expense of the
educational or informative. The 'commercial truth' for children's
programming is harsh in its homogenising effect because 'children
are not a sufficiently rich advertising market to justify spending
more than a limited amount of money on a limited range of
programmes for narrowly defined time-slots'.1s7 That is, of course,
'unless a regulator forces commercial operators to do s1hsnil/i5s.rl58

In Britain children's programming has been viewed as a core
feature of public service broadcasting since its beginnings and it has
developed as a microcosm of mainstream television. In the children's
slot can be found the same range as in the rest of the television
schedule: drama, documentaries, current affairs, magazines, news
animation, quiz and game shows. New Zealand followed this British
example and pre-deregulation a range of children's programmes
could be found on TVNZ. A research paper by Jeanette Forbes at the
University of Canterbury, analysed the different types of children's
programming offered in 1982 and compared it to that shown after
deregulation in L992.rse She found that the diversiry in the rypes of

l5TEfstein, David. (1990) 'children's Television Afrer lggz', pp.g7-102 in Janet
Willis and Tana Wollen (eds), Ifte Neglected Audience. London: BFI Publishing.
p.99.
I 5 816i6, p.99.
1596 summary of
( 1993) 'The Effect

her
of

findings in presented in Appendix 3. Forbes, Jeanette.
Deregulation on Children's Television Programming in
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programme had halved by 1992. of the 15 categories of programme
described that were present in l98z: documentary, news, craft,
science, natural history, music and Maori programmesl60 for children
had all disappeared by that date and drama was reduced from fifty-
two minutes per day to two minutes per day. The one category of
children's programme that had flourished with deregulation was
animated cartoons, there were almost five times as manv animated
programmes in 1992 compared to 1982.

Forbes also noted other important changes in the pre- and post-
deregulation approach. In lg82 the weekday children's programmes
were carried on one channel, TVl, which was kept free of advertising
between 2.30 and 5.30pm. TVNZ proudly proclaimed that it was 'the
longest daily schedule of children's programmes offered by any
comparable organisation in the wslld'.161 By lggz TVNZ and TV3
played a combined total of 74 commercial minutes a day of children's
programming. Forbes noted that a great deal of this production
comprised New Zealand presenters linking overseas material, 'mainly
animation of variable quality'. t 0z Children's television producers
interviewed by the researcher were 'unanimous in feeling that
creativity and originality had been sacrificed by lggz and that
entertainment formats had replaced original and inventive
m41s1ial'.163

The removal of regulatory incentive and policing of children's
programming had led ro a similar decline in the diversity of
television production for children in the United States. In 1974 the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued a policy statement

New Zealand'. Unpublished Journalism B.A. Hons. Research Paper, University
of Canterbury, November 1993.
l60Among the programmes in these categories in lg82 were Video Dispatch
(News and Current Affairs), You and Your Child (Parenting), Playschool(pre-
school), Science Express and Koha(Maori).
I 6 I y7"t1on, Hal. ( 1 986) 'Children's and Young People's programmes', Evidence
of the Head of Children's Programmes in the 'Application foi the Renewal of a
warrant by the Broadcasting corporation of New zealand, A Report on
Stewardship, Appendix III, p.95.
I 62Forbes, Jeanette. ( 1993) 'The Effect of Deregulation on Children's Television
Programming in New Zealand'. Unpublished Journalism B.A. Hons. Research
P1per, University of Canterbury, November 1993. p.40.
| 6316;4, p.44.
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that said that television stations had to provide a reasonable amount
of programming 'designed to educate and inform - and not simpty
entertain' children. In 1984, the FCC, led by Chairman Mark Fowler,
repealed this policy stating that the marketplace would take care of
children's needs. The result of the elimination of regulatory pressure
to present educational and information programmes was that they
were replaced by more commercially viable programmes, such as

cartoons and situation comedies, which were deemed less expensive
and higher rating vehicles to carry advertising aimed at this
3u6llen6s.164

Bruce Owen comments in Television Economicsl|S that experience
as well as economic theory and research show that oligopolistic
competition (in his example the three commercial U.S. television
networks, but perhaps equally applicable to the two New Zealand
national operators), tends to adversely affect programme variety.
Under conditions of unrestrained commercial oligopolistic
competition, the best strategy is perceived to be to schedule more of
whatever the competition finds successful rather than counter with
some entirely different type of programme. One writer has explored
this phenomenon with regard to Taiwanese television in the 1970s
and 1980s. The case of three fiercely competing networks offered 'a

vivid empirical illustration of the thesis that oligopolistic competition
leads to a content homogeneity (rather than content diversity) and
reduces audience choices'.166

Patrick Barwise and Andrew Ehrenberg state that: 'Market forces
and competition can be in the consumer's interest. But they are not

I 64p"ttu11, Victor E. Jr. ( 1989) 'The Impact of Television Deregulation on
Private and Public Interests', Joarnal of communication, 39, l: l9-31. pp. 23-24.
l656vvgn, Bruce et al. (1g74) Television Economics. Lexington, Maryland:
Lexington Books. See also Crouch, Colin. (1994) 'Commentary: The Perveriity of
Television Markets', The Political Quarterly, 6s, l: l-6. p.3. Colin Crouch writes
of the 'perversity of markets in broadcasting that economists have long
known. When a market is characterised by a large and accessible common
denominator surrounded by many small, often less accessible, varieties of
taste, all producers in a freely competitive situation will try to attract the
largest audiences, appealing to the lowest common denominator. They will all
do the same things as each other, producing a lack of variety.'
l661sg, chi-chuan (1990) Media Imperialism Recon.sidered: The
Homogenisation of relevision culture. Beverley Hilrs: sage. p.151.
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synonymous.'167 When television programming is determined by an
unregulated market it does not in practice give the people the degree
of choice that they want. A slight slackening of demand for more
demanding programmes most often leads to them being driven off
the screen or rescheduled to a 'twilight zone' at the extremities of
off-peak television. Thus, conclude Barwise and Ehrenberg, 'just
because less than a 'majority' might watch a programme, viewers
would find they were deprived of it altogether'.I68

Post deregulation New zealand broadcasting also appears to
confirm another economic tenet, that of Gresham's Law.169 This
argument, which holds that the good, in the long run, will
inescapably be driven out by the bad, was first used in relation to
broadcasting by the BBC in its evidence to the Beveridge Committee
in May 1950. The BBC argued that because commercial competition
in broadcasting must in the long run descend to a fight for the
greatest possible number of listeners, 'it would be the lower forms of
mass appetite which would more and more be catered for in
programmes'.170 Direct competition in broadcasting was avoided in
Britain by regulation and separate streams of funding for public and
private broadcasters, the BBC retaining its monopoly of the public
broadcasting fee. But Gresham's Law has been used to describe
commercial broadcasting in the United $1a1ssl7l and must be even
more appropriate in the less regulated environment existing in New
Zealand.

l67Barwise, Patrick & Andrew Ehrenberg (1983) 'Do we Need to Regulate TV
Programmes?' Intermedia, 1l-415(July-Sept.): lZ-15. p.15.
I 6 81616, p. 15.
l69Gresham, a sixteenth-century financier, held that when both sound money
and debased money co-exist in the marketplace, people will hoard the 'good'
money, leaving only the bad in circulation.
1701ry"6g11, E.G. (1968) Broadcasting and Public Policy. London: Michael Joseph.
p'46. Also Paulu, Burton (1981) Television and Radio in the tlnited Kingdom.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota press. p.13.
I 71By, for example, media writer Todd Gitlin at a seminar at the John F.
Kennedy School of Government entitled 'The Future of Television'. See
Goodman, Walter. (1993)'All that Piffle on TV? It's Someone Else's Fault', New
York Times, 2l February. p.H27.
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Five years after deregulation the executive director of New
Zealand On Air commented to a summit on the country's broadcasting
that what the audience seem to be getting 'is more and more of the
same and at exactly the same limg'.172 From the evidence provided
by a New zealand on Air commissioned survey, Ruth Harley argued
that perhaps what the audience wanted was diversity. 'Diversity of
programme type, diversity of style, diversity of voice and opinion,
diversity within genre. Choice.' She concluded that if one of the
intentions of the regime that began in 1989 was to provide choice
then she thought 'that a case can be made to say that the audience
does not believe that the the reforms have been totally successful'.
Her successor as chief executive of New Zealand On Air declared that
in future the organisation 'mus[ focus on diversity not volume' in the
funding of programming.

The Public's Choice?
'Monopoly means monotony' was one writer's assessment of the

television programming offered prior to the changes brought about
by competition and deregulation,173 f glevision New Zealand's
programming was blamed for New Zealand having one of the lowest
television viewing levels in the western world.l74 TV3 claimed that
its presence on air would attract viewers back to television in large
numbers. Its president of programming, Kel Geddes, was so confident
that he predicted that the viewing audience would double.lT5 Even
TVNZ felt that viewing levels would rise in the deregulated market.
Director of sales and marketing, Michael Dunlop, said a predicted ten

l7 2y1ur1ur, Ruth (1994) 'what is/will be the shape and form of public
broadcasting in television'. A paper presented at the New Zealand Broadcasting
Summit, Auckland, 4-6 May, 1994. p.9.
lT3Allison, Peter. (1989) 'TyNZzzzzz', Metro, May. pp.l10-124. p.ll?..
l T4Maurice Urlich, TV3's executive chairman of national sales, quoted by
Slade, Maria. (1989) 'More Choice Brings Tough Sales Pitch', National- Busineis
Review, 28 February. Urlich also cited a high penetration of video casstte
recorders as further evidence of TVNZ's poor programming.
l75logan, claire. (1988) 'TV3 Lifts lid on New shows', Auckland star, 17 June
1988, sect. 2, p.l. see also Tuxford, Lynne. (1988)'TV3 Head Exhaustingly
Enthusiastic', Dominion Sunday Times, 26 May- p.27.
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per cent rise after TV3's launch would hopefully be sustainable and
increase slightly with the introduction of more channels.lT6

Initial audience figures for three channel television in early 1990
appeared to confirm the prediction of a dramatic rise in
viewershi p.177 However, the figures in press reports comparing
February 1990 with the same period the previous year failed to take
into account the lift to viewing during this period because of
coverage of the 1990 Commonwealth Games in Auckland.
Furthermore viewing figures in 1990 and later years are recorded
trsing the new 'peoplemeter' electronic recording devices which are
promoted as more accurate indicators of viewing than the old
method by which the viewer filled in a diary.

Based on overseas experience with the peoplemeter it was
believed that they would show higher viewing levels than those
recorded by diaries. Viewers were often coy about what they
recorded in the diary, particularly those who watched television
during the day and didn't want the extent of this revealed. But the
peoplemeters were also expected to lift peak-time viewing because
of a number of refinements they embodied over the diary system.
For example, their ability to measure short viewing periods which
may be ignored by diary-keepers; the fact they could measure guest
or visitor viewing not adequately measured by diaries; and their
ability to guage videocassette Recorder usage and allow for the
'adding back' of timeshift viewing.lT8

After running the diary system and the peoplemeter concurrently
for a month, it was found in New zealand that the use of the

I76g6"k, Helen. (1989) 'Television competition Brings Guns and Roses,,
National Business Review, 30 August.
I 7 7 3q1h the Dominion sunday Times and rhe press commented on
'dramatically' increased viewing in February I990. Looking at the week
February 18-24, The Press said that the audience had grown to more than 36Vo
of all viewers nationally, compared to under 307o in 1989. 'Television Audience
Increases' (1990) The Press, 3 March. And Drinnan, John. (1990) 'Lie Back and
Relax into the couch Potato Years', Dominion Sunday Times, l8 February.
l786ru1rurn,. Leigh. (1989) 'People Merers' (Media comment by colenso
Communications), Marketing Magazine, March. p.10.
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electronic system had lifted overall viewing levels by 12 per ssn1.l7e
Furthermore, one of the most significant differences between the two
systems was in the 15- to 24-year-old group, who were found to
watch more television than previously recorded. one reason put
forward for this was that they found the diary system cumbersome
and time-consuming to fill out. Michael Dunlop, TVNZ's director of
sales and marketing, commented that: 'In the past New zealand
viewing levels have appeared to be low - now we know that this is a

result of inconsistent measuring techniques.'180
Therefore, it can be argued that a significant part of the lift in

viewership with three channel television and the deregulation of
broadcasting can be attributed to a change in the way audiences
were mensulgd. I 8 1 Furthermore, viewing levels in 1988 and I 989
could be described as artificially low as Television New Zealand held
back high rating programming so that it could be used in the battle
for ratings when TV3 went on air.l82

l79oram, Ric. (1990) 'viewers watch rv Longer Meter Reveats', N.z.Herald, 23
May.
lS0Quoted in 'Peoplemeters Hailed As Accurate' (1990) The press,6 June.
I 8 I Barry Williamson, the Auckland media director of Saatchi &. Saatchi, wrote
in the winter of 1990: 'But is viewership up? I believe people meters are
merely picking up viewers that were never previously reported, particularly
in a three channel environment.' williamson, Barry. ( r 990) 'Media
M_achinations May Cause Rethink on the Rules', AdMark, Winter, p.8.
l821t"uot Egerton, chief executive of TV3 when it went to air, later commented
that: 'In 1988 viewing levels were very low because TVNZ held back a year's
worth of good programming.' Egerton, Trevor. (l9gz) seminar at Auckland
University, 26 March 1992 in the Audio Visual Department series titled 'The
New Zealand Television and Video Industries.'
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Table l5

Annual Average Audience
(Percentage of Total Possible Audience)

Peak: 6-l0pm. All People 5 years and over.
Note: Peo lemeters introduced June 1990.

Source: AGB-McNair.

Viewing levels in peak, which reached 40 per cent of the potential
audience in 1990, declined by one percent in each of the following
years of 1991 and 1992, plateaued, and then declined again in 1995.
Though not dramatic this picture of a slow decline in viewership
nonetheless countermands the confident assertion that greater choice
with deregulation would lead to increased viewing. It also challenges
the argument that in a free market commercial broadcasters would
gather greater numbers of viewers because they would give the
consumers what they rs,'nn1sd.l 83

Greater channel choice was expected to lift viewing to at least the
levels of our near neighbour, Australia. But this has not happened.
An international perspective of New Zealand's television viewing
levels is provided in Appendix 4. It shows that by Seprember 1993
New Zearand adults watched less television than those in the

I 8 3 gitlt viewing levels were recorded during the period of complementary
programming on two channels. AGB-McNair figures for 1981 and 1982 record
ratings over two months of 40Vo and 39Va respectively. (AGB-McNair no longer
have recorded the yearly figures). See Dobbs-Wiggins McCann-Erickson ( l982)
'Media Bulletin'. September, p.l. Yearly McNair data for 1983 and 1984 record
ratings of 377o for those years. All data is for peak (6-l0pm, All people 5+).
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compared nations of Australia, Canada, France, Germany and the
United Kingdom.

Deregulation advocate Cento Veljanovski asserts that at the heart
of the attack on the free market is 'the fear that it might work too
well'.r84 After five years of its operation in New Zealand broadcasting
there is firm evidence of its failings. Rather than a solution to the
past ills and an ideal policy to meet future needs, it has instead
provided a new set of problems and highlighted the inadequacies of
commercially-driven broadcasting. In television there has to date
been very limited growth in the number of services and evidence of
'like against like' programming. Content diversity can be seen to have
narrowed, especially during peak viewing times, with a shrinking in
the range of programme genres offered to the viewers.

New Zealand's small market might be offered as an explanation
for why more television services have failed to develop, but even
where lhey have developed, in radio, the variety of service offered is
once more quite limited. In Auckland, where there are over 24
stations, the market ignores a broad swathe of music and information
tastes. If New Zealand is a model for those contemplating the
deregulation of broadcasting, the testing of that model appears to
indicate that it is an inadequate mechanism for increasing real choice
in programming, catering for the variety of audiences in society, and
serving the needs of viewers and listeners as 'citizens' rather than
solely as consumers.

I 8 4y"1lunovski, Cento( 1990), 'Market Driven
Reality', Internzedia, I 8,6: 17 -21 . p.19.
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Chapter 8.

'The Other Eden'

'Only relatively recently has the focus of the debate been economics.
Most of the endless series of official enquiries have concerned
themselves with structures and public accountability, with essentially
political issues.' Anthony Smith, 1986.1

'The policy framework...will add up to another key step in the
Government's overall programme of economic liberalisation. It will
leave New Zealand with one of the most open communications
environments in the western world.' Richard Prebble, 1988.2

'We are all born equal before the law, but unequal before the market.'
Armand Mattelart, l99l .3

'...the economy
culture is based
different strategies.'

gives priority to uniformity, while the strength of a
on its diversity, and each requires correspondingly

'I vowed...that one day I would
insulting division between
banished forever. The shows,
mutually complementary.'

It has been

case'.6 For the

for creating
wants and

and seductive attraction for politicians
absolve themselves from their public
that the market will provide.

Jan Drijvers, lgg2.4

own a network and on that network the
entertainment and adverts would be
the ads, even the news would all be

Ben Elton, 1993.5

said that deregulation is the 'idee fixe of the market liberal
theorists it is the core policy and unsurpassed mechanism

truly competitive market which will satisfy the consumer's

desires. In broadcasting, deregulation theory has a pragmatic
held in its thrall. It enables them to

responsibilities in this area confident

I Smith, Anthony. ( 1986) 'Licences and Liberty: Public Service Broadcasting in
Britain', pp.l -21 in C. MacCabe and O.Stewart (eds.), The BBC and Public Service
Broadcasting. Manchester: Manchester University Press. pp.l&2.
2Prebble, Richard. (1988)'Speech Notes - Richard Prebble, Minister of Broadcasting,
Address to the National Press CIub, Hotel Waterloo, Wellington,26 April.p.l8.
3Quoted by Roncagliolo, Rafael. (1991) 'Notes on "The Alternative"', pp. 206-208 in
Nancy Thede and Alain Ambrosi(eds) Video: The Changing World- Montreal: Black
Rose Books. p.206.
4Driivers, Jan. (1992) 'Community broadcasting: a manifesto for the media policy of
small European countries', Media, Culture and Society, 14: 193-201. p.196.
SElton, Ben. (1993) This Other Eden.London: Simon & Schuster. p.28.
6Keane, John. (1991) The Media and Democrocy. Cambridge: Polity Press. p.54.
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Thus the adoption of this policy in New Zealand is not merely the
triumph of a purely economic schema for broadcasting, it also requires the
severing of any social contract between state and citizens over the
provision of fundamental communication rights and its replacement by a

marketplace of individual 'contracts' between broadcasters and consumers.
The results of the market approach have been examined in the previous
chapter, but it is the essential hypotheses which underpin this blueprint
which must be dissected to expose their essential erroneousness. First, the
belief that broadcasting is no different in nature and function to other
consumer activities and should be 'freed' to perform like any other
industry. Second, that the broadcasting market can operate without
regulation, although some interim regulatory bodies may be required in
the early phases of the transition to a fully deregulated marketplace. Third,
that quantitative mass ratings are a fair and adequate measure of audience
needs and can be used as a veracious test of public satisfactions from
broadcasting. It is argued that the adoption of these claimed truths and the
breaking of the social contract in this sphere of public life has effects which
are dysfunctional for democratic civil society. In the words of one
dissenting government minister, if we accept the market theorist's view
that if public debate is really important it will be able to sustain itself on
the back of ratings that advertisers will support, then, 'the end point of this
logic leaves the continuation of civil society almost entirely to chance'.7

At a time when governments have been under intense pressure to
improve the economic performance of their nations and control or curb
levels of public expenditure, it is tempting for them to try and depoliticise
the issue of broadcasting by shifting the debate from one of public
provision to that of solely market and private operation. Yet the notion
that the government can remain above the fray is flawed. In this, as in
other policy areas, governments can never be neutral. Even under
deregulation the state is an important actor by dint of its non-intervention.
In broadcasting a 'hands-off' policy will have important repercussions over
the whole range of broadcasting issues from 'standards', to provision for
minority audiences, and media concentration and foreign ownership. A

Tupton, Simon. (1996)'The Case for Public Debatd, The Dominion, l0 March. p.10.
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decision by government not to intervene in these areas leads to particular
policy outcomes.

The regulation of information and the industries and trades that handle
it, have always been a major concern of the state. In the ongoing debate
about the freedom of information no society 'has ever finally resolved the
question of when a piece of text ceases to be the just concern of
government'.8 Given that it will always be an issue of public policy, a

starting point has to be what a society wants from its broadcasting media,
then it can look at ways of how to achieve those ends. This approach was
lacking in the formulation of New Zealand's current broadcasting policies.
There is no statement of philosophy in the 1989 Broadcasting Act and
recent holders of the broadcasting portfolio have been notable for their
inability to articulate one. The only clear trace in the tide of reform of the
language of social and public objectives was to be found in an April 1988
Cabinet memorandum.9

These objectives were: 'To maintain and develop broadcasting as a

system of human communication to serve the people of New Zealand; to
reflect and develop the New Zealand identity and culture by obtaining,
commissioning, and broadcasting a range of programmes to inform, educate
and entertain; to ensure that the people of New Zealand have access to two
publicly owned television channels and a range of radio services; to ensure
that the people of New Zealand have access to television and radio
broadcasting services offering a range of programmes which will cater in a

balanced way for the varied interests of different sections of the
community; to ensure that the people of New Zealand have access to
television and radio broadcasting services offering accurate and impartial
gathering and treatment of news and current affairs, according to
recognised standards of objective journalism; to ensure that the people of

8S-mith, Anthony. (1987)'Telecommunications and the Fading of the Industrial Age:
Information and the Post-Industrial Economy', pp.33l -338 in James Curran, Anthony
Smith and Pauline Wingate. (eds), Impacts and Influences: Essa.ys on Media power in
the Twentieth Century. London: Methuen. p.332.
9 Summury of Government Decisions on the Regulatory Environment for, and the
Government's Social objectives in, Broadcasting, Section 5. Appendix c of the
Affadavit of Heughan Bassett Rennie, In the High Court of New Zealand : Wellington
Registry,2l February, 1991. p.4. see chapter 5 for the source and use of this
docu ment.
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New Zealand have access to television and radio broadcasting services that
are presented with due regard to the need for good taste and decency and
the rights of the individual.'

Taken as a template for the New Zealand public's requirements from
broadcasting, the list can be used to measure the degree to which
Government policy since 1988 has fulfilled those needs. In truth they have
been largely disregarded and, therefore, unfulfilled. Their status can be
judged from the fact that this document never entered the public domain.
In their stead has been the simple ideological policy solution of
deregulation. The market sees the public's needs purely in terms of them
as consumers and not as citizens. Market-driven broadcasting also has the
effect of screening out opinions and outlooks which have little economic
potential. The medium becomes a distribution system for entertainment
'products' rather than a communication system disseminating information
of utility to the citizen. What is created is Ben Elton's 'other eden' where
the shows, the commercials and even the news, ate all mutuallv
complementary as part of the one vehicle for advertising.

New Zealand broadcasting policy-making has moved from a traditional
concern for information equality, expressed most clearly in the drive for
universal signal coverage, to a situation where there is only token
acceptance of the importance of the social dimension in communication
policy. Part of the justification for the triumph of the market approach is
that in the new environment 'almost everyone's an insider'.10 By basing
their programming judgements on the ratings, promoters of the market
approach argue that what is broadcast is thus governed by democratic
consensus. The weakening of public authority and overlordship is 'justified
as a step towards freedom and a move away from restriction'.ll In market
broadcasting systems, needs are determined by the active consumer.

This is illusory. The technologies of mass communication have been used
to create a uni-directional flow of information 'with very little opportunity

| 0Bianculi, David. (lgg}) Teleliteracy: Taking Television Seriously. New York:
Continuum. p.6.
I I Schi[er, H. (1979) 'Transnational Business, the Free Flow of Information and the
Question of Regulation', pp.92-106 in T. Haight (ed) Telecommunications Policy and
the Citizen. New York: Praeger. p.95.
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for the audience to respond directly to the communicator'.12 Commercial
broadcasting organisations which claim to be 'open' and non-paternalistic
as far as their audiences are concerned, are in essence elite-controlled and
have a deeply cynical attitude towards their consumers. Film-maker peter
Watkins accuses the commercial broadcasting industry as having a
'bouncing, superficial contact' and a 'total psychology of contempt' for the
audience. | 3

Experience with the market approach to broadcasting and its limitations,
confirms that there is an essential requirement for the sector to be
regarded as a social good to be operated in the public interest. This
encompasses consideration of the role broadcasting should play in a
functioning democracy. To the political theorist, Jurgen Habermas, has gone
the credit for conceptualising the idea of the 'public sphere' - a

metaphorical space in which there can take place 'the free expression of
views and interest claims' and 'rational debate and public decision-making
on political and judicial matters'.14

Habermas used history to illuminate the debate about the role of the
media in society. This historical analysis has been criticised as being
'deeply flawed' - based on contrasting 'a golden era that never existed with
an equally misleading representation of present times as a dystopia'.t s

However, the concept of a 'public sphere' is not reliant on historical
verification. It can be used in a very straightforward and commonsense
manner to describe how the mass media can help the public make sense of
the world, debate their responses to issues and to reach informed decisions

l2Ward, Ken. (1989) Mass Communications and the Modern Wortd. London: Macmiltan.
p.8.
I 3Watkins, Peter. ( 1990) Seminar, University of Auckland Centre for Continuing
Education, 23 April.
l4McQuail, Denis. (1992) Media Performance: Mass Communication and the public
Interest. London: !,ug". p.6. Habermas wrote of the concept: 'By "the public sphere"
we mean first of all a realm of our social life in which something approaching public
opinion can be formed. Access is guaranteed to all citizens.'Habeimai, Jurgen. itgZg)(First published 1964), 'The Public Sphere', pp.l98-201 in Armand Mattelari and Seth
Siegelaub (eds) Communication and C/ass struggle Vol. L New York: International
General. p. 198.
I 5Curran, James. ( l99l ) 'Rethinking the Media as a Public Sphere', pp.Z7 -57 in peter
Dahlgren and Colin Sparks (eds), Communication and Citizenship: Joiinalism and. the
Public Sphere in the New Media Age. London: Routledge. p.46. James Curran argues
that the contrast does not survive empiricar historical lcruiiny.
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about their approaches to problems. As such, a version of the public sphere

'has always existed as an appendage to democratic theory'.I6
The approach to broadcasting which treats the audience as merely

consumers can be seen as antithetical to the notion of them as citizens and

part of a public sphere. The commodification of media channels and the

impact on the content of their output has far reaching consequences for the

conduct of public affairs. There is a pressing requirement to assert

community and citizenship needs against the exclusive commercialism and

homogenisation of the market approach to broadcasting. Broadcasting is
more than just a channel to sell consumer products wrapped in a palatable

but not very nourishing recipe of light and diverting entertainment.
Television, in particular, has been debased by its treatment as a

commodity. New Zealand's declining viewership figures are arguably one

sign that the status of the medium is sagging and receding from its position

as a vital information reference point of a few years ago. Its current
commercially-focused role has reduced it to a distraction, a placebo and

purveyor of dispensable entertainment. Once broadcasting, first radio then

television, captured the social space of the domestic living room and 'with

the allied capture of social time' they completed their 'integration into day-

to-day life'.17 But this is a hold which is breaking down as television
recedes more into the background and becomes less 'essential'. This is not
entirely the result of the commodification of the medium. Social change

and the distractions of other leisure activities have played their part. Yet
the 'seriousness' with which television is viewed has diminished with its
tumble into the trivial.

Despite this broadcasting, and television in particular, could still play a

more worthwhile and vital role in the operation of the public sphere. To do

so it has to be regarded as an 'exceptional' or particular industry within the

functioning of the market economy. An exception to any general rules, or

absence of them, which are used to govern the market. To be viewed as

fulfilling a special social, political and cultural role in a healthy and

functioning democracy.

l6Dahlgren, Peter and Colin Sparks (eds), Communication and Citizenship: Journalism
and the Public Sphere in the New Media Age. London: Routledge. p.l.
l TMoores, Shaun. (1988) 'The Box on the Dresser: Memories of Early Radio and
Everyday Life', Media, Culture and Society, l0 23-40. p.36.
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The Particular Industry of Broadcasting.
The 1980s were unkind to the followers of John Maynard Keynes and

his theories. They had dominated the economic policies of western states

since the Great Depression but the new economic orthodoxy, variously
described by terms like neo-liberal or new classical, rejected the Keynesian
notion that an economy needed central guidance.l 8 The neoliberal view
was that coordination was best left to the market. The impact of this on

broadcasting was profound and yet there was another dimension to this
sea change in economic thinking. Keynes believed that economics was 

^moral science. There were no economic laws demanding blind obedience,

they were really a means to an end. The real point about economic policy
was 'to ally value judgements about what was desirable with technical
expertise about what was feasible'.19

The extensive regulation of broadcasting in the public interest was an

exception to the general rules of competition and the operation of
capitalism. When the more flexible prescription of Keynes dominated
economic policy-making, granting broadcasting an exceptional status was

rational in terms of the ends being sought. But the more rigid market
orthodoxy of the 1980s was dismissive of arguments that broadcasting
should be treated differently from other areas of economic activity. Policy
planners following the new rules sought to bring this industry back into
the fold. In the words of one neo-liberal economist 'the media is no

different to cheese...an industry or service which is like any other economic
activity. It is subject to the laws of supply and demand, and it reacts in a

predictable fashion to changes in the economic conditions of production
and distribution. Media are commodities.'20

If this policy direction is to be criticised &s, at best inadequate, and at

worst, destructive and deleterious; then the argument has to be made that

broadcasting is a special case and demands a particular policy approach.

Three points are raised in support of this supposition. First, it is argued

l8See Howitt, Peter and Philip Allan. (1990) The Keynesian Recovery and other
Essays. Hemel Hempstead: Harvester Wheatsheaf.
l9Clarke, Peter. (1992) 'The New Age of Keynes', The Independent on Sunday,
Business Section, 29 March. p.15.
20Veljanovski, Cento. ( 1990) 'Market Driven Broadcasting: Not Myth But Reality',
Intermedia, 18,6: 17-21. p.I7.
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that the economic nature of broadcasting is different to that of other
activities. Second, that it has a cultural role which is non-market. Third,
that the media perform a crucial service in meeting the citizen's right to be

informed and this requires that they are viewed as other than purely
market commodities.

The cultural issue, according to Nicholas Garnham, should not be used as

often as it has 'to avoid the properly economic Questiols'.21 Garnham
contributed to an examination of the economics of television which
criticised the 'cultural elite who see it as their business to keep

broadcasting free of what they see as the philistine influence of economic

analysis'.22 If the economic analysis is undertaken then incontrovertible
evidence is soon discovered of broadcasting's special economic character.

Aside from the new technology of 'pay' or 'pay-to-view television',
broadcasting is a 'commodity' which lacks a mechanism for direct
consumer purchase. Commercial broadcasting which derives its revenue

from advertising owes its primary allegiance to the advertiser buying time.

The audience is the commodity for sale. That in itself is peculiar, It also

means that the form that competition takes in the sector is highly unusual

because the basic mode of competition among suppliers, by price, is

virtually non-existent.
Broadcast programmes are 'public goods'. The consumption of them by

one person does not prevent anyone else from watching them, so there is
no need to ration them by price. They are, therefore, what economists call
'non-rival'. They are also, unless encoded to be available only to particular

subscribers, 'non-excludable' and will be able to be viewed or listened to

by anyone within the transmission area who has suitable equipment.
Broadcasting has what Milton Friedman has called 'neighbourhood effects'.
These are actions by individuals that 'have effects on other individuals for
which it is not possible to charge or recompense them'.23 Furthermore,

2lGarnham, Nicholas. (1994)'The Broadcasting Market and the Future of the BBC', The
Political Quarterly, 65,1: I l-19. p.l l.
22Collins, Richard. with Nicholas Garnham and Gareth Locksley. (1988) T h e
Economics of Television - The UK Case. London: Sage. p.2.
23Friedman, Milton. (1962) Capitalism and Freedom. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press. p.30.
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once a programme has been made the marginal cost of an extra consumer
in range of the transmission is zero.

Garnham and others point out that a number of things follow from these
peculiar economic characteristics, particularly for large-scale television
broadcasters. The costs of producing programmes is high compared to the
marginal costs of their distribution. A programme costs the same if it is
viewed by one person or several million and this obviously favours
economies of scale where the audience is maximised. Pressures to
maximise the audience, comments Garnham, 'favour oligopoly'.2a

The commercial imperative to dominate a market or market segment is
also encouraged by uncertainty of demand for the programmes offered.
Just as the consumer cannot know in advance if his needs and expectations
will be met by a programme, so the producer has no certainty which
programmes will be successful and which will not. Usually a small number
of hits will cover the costs of the rest of the schedule. As hits can not be
predicted the television broadcaster will spread the risk by offering a wide
spread of programming on the market. This favours large-scale operators
who are able to utilise a wide distribution network. It also places a high
premium on marketing and those broadcasters who have the financial
muscle to spend large sums promoting their schedule of offerings. Thus
there are, apart from setup and capital costs, a number of formidable
barriers to market entry.

Broadcasters must chase constant novelty. Once a programme has been
seen its value diminishes and a new product must fill its slot the following
week. Although a number of industries are driven by the need for product
innovation, 'only in the cultural industries is extremely rapid product
innovation a central condition of existence'.25 Rather than being described
as production this is a form of constant reproduction.

These economic idiosyncracies of the broadcasting industry provide the
insights as to why broadcasting does not operate like other sectors and
why the advocates of relying solely on a free market solution are
misguided. Even in conditions of apparent channel abundance the

24Garnham, Nicholas. (lgg4) 'The Broadcasting Market and the
Political Quarterly, 65,1: I l-19. p.13.
2 5 Collins, Richard. with Nicholas Garnham and Gareth
Economics of Television - The UK Case. London: Sage. p.9.

Future of the BBC'. The

Locksley. (1988) The
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broadcasting market does not appear to work in the way neo-liberal
protagonists hope. Experience in places where consumers are offered 40 or
more channels show that they typically only use about six. Researchers
studying the channel repertoire in such a market, commented that: 'Media
policy analysts should be aware that availability and use are not
sYnonymous.'26

Where a free market, or a situation featuring key elements of a free
market, exists in broadcasting, oligopoly, inequity and a lack of real
diversity in programming emerge as the salient features. The experience of
deregulation in Italy in the 1970s and 1980s saw 'borh a collapse in the
quality of television available to the average Italian and the arrival of
powerful oligopolies in the media field avid for further acquisitions'.27 In
the multi-channel environment in the United States, the powerful over-
the-air, generalist networks retain a significant audience(currently over 60
per cent) while 40 per cent of the population is still excluded from the
cable system whatever its benefits.2S Furthermore, Garnham comments
that the ownership of both the cable systems and the programmes
delivered over them is highly concentrated, the main cable networks being
part of huge multi-media entities.2e

A report to the Council of Europe commented that the expectations of
diversity and radical change flowing from deregulation and the advent of
new technologies have often been unfulfilled. The new media 'have been
taken over by existing systems and swallowed up by traditional processes.
Technical diversification and economic concentration have come to
complement each other closely through the "natural laws" of the market.'30

26Ferguson, Douglas A. and Elizabeth M. Perse. (1993) 'Media and Audiences
lnfluences on Channel Repertoire', Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media,
37,1: 3l-47. p.43.
27Smith, Anthony. (1991) The Age of Behemoths:The Globalisation of Mass Media
Firms. New York: Priority Press. p.66.
2SFigures from Garnham, Nicholas. (1994) 'The Broadcasting Market and the Future of
the BBC', The Political Quarterly,65,l: ll-19. p.15. The Economist argued in September
1994 that the niche cable channels with the brightest future in the United Statls may
be those financed by the big broadcasting networks - NBC, ABC, CBS and Fox. ("'Not
Now Darling": American Cable Television' (1994) The Economist, 3 September. p.69.)
29lbid, p.15.
3Olohest, H. (1983) The Interdependence of the Media, Mass Media Files 4: Council of
Europe. p.56.
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Theoretically the end of the twentieth century was meant to bring a
transformation of the media which would see the birth of thousands of
small companies taking advantage of new technology and deregulation to
bring the public infinite free choice and the satisfaction of every taste.
Instead the really powerful outlets for creative work are falling into the
hands of a few powerful multi-national, multi-media corporations.
Independent producers have little alternative but to be bound, like tithed
smallholders, to dominant market broadcasters.3l

The actions of pressure groups and politicians, not market forces, have
been responsible for most of the initiatives to meet the needs of ethnic and
other minority audiences. In New Zealand intense pressure on the
government by Maori saw the provision of financial resources from public
money to enable the establishment of a Maori television production fund.
The support of public money through New Zealand On Air enabled the
growth of local Iwi radio stations throughout the country. The story is the
same for Welsh, Breton or Inuit stations overseas and only the most
fervent neo-liberal could imagine that the market would ever have created
such services. In fact, it has been the New Zealand experience that the
growth of the new technology of television itself was successfully managed
by the state, and expedited by close co-operation between the public
broadcaster and domestic television manufacturers. New Zealand was not
alone in using this 'remarkably successful and stable model'.32

It has been said that media studies 'is not renowned for its historical
imagination'.33 A study of history would show that market media have
rarely been a socially neutral force. Instead they have usually been an
expression of the relations of power. Media history also shows that
attempts to utilise mass communication technologies in an active rather

3l Independent Producer, Geoff Steven, told a seminar at Auckland University (10
June, 1992) that the term independent producer was a misnomer in the New Zealand
context as they were dependents of the two national broadcasters. Globally the
pattern is that new cable and satellite channels are commissioning very little work
but replaying existing material such as old programming or movies. News and sports
channels have very limited use for the programmes of small independent produ-tion
companies.
32Joosten, Matthieu. (1993) 'The Debate about HDTV -"Let rhe Market Decide" - But Can
It?' Intermedia, 21,2: 28-3O. p.29.
33schwarz, Bill. (lgg2)'Reviews of A Social History of Broadcasting VoLI and Popular
Television in Britain: Studies in Cultural History',screen 33,4: 455-461. p.455
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than a passive way by the grass roots have usually been shortlived.
there is commercial gain to be made from any new form by controlling
and disseminating it to a passive public, then that motive will triumph.

In the early years of radio, listeners emerged who were unlike later
passive audiences. There was an active, committed and participatory
audience which formed itself into wireless clubs atl over the United States.
By 1912, the New York Times estimated that L22 wireless clubs had been
set up. Most of the club meetings took place "in the air" on a prearranged
wavelength. It was a phenomenon which occurred before there was the
allocation of spectrum and the privilege of utilising that frequency for
commercial gain. The amateurs were to argue, unsuccessfully, that they
were the rightful heirs to the spectrum and that individuals, and not the
Navy or big business, should determine how the airwaves were used.
Although defeated, it could be said that this legacy 'contributed to the
legitimation of the public's claim to, and stake in, the air'.34 A similar
pattern to that of the early days of radio can be discerned with the present
use of the Internet. The widespread active use of this new technology by
its users has attracted the attention of commercial interests who are
seeking to muscle in.

What has developed with broadcasting markets is not a 'free for all',
commercial interests prefer order. In a deregulated market the larger
media concerns seek to dominate their sector of the market. In New
Zealand, Television New Zealand has moved to consolidate its pre-eminent
share of network television while also becoming the leading regional
television provider and taking a stake in a subscription television service.
In the similarly sized market of the Republic of lreland, Desmond Betl and
Niall Meehan report the same trend of 'structures of managed monopoly in
the "deregulated" communication sector'.35

A number of commentators argue that the so-called 'information
revolution' with an explosion in the numbers of information providers is a

3-4Douglas, Susan I. ( | 9S6) 'Amateur Operators and American Broadcasting: Shaping
the Future of Radio', pp.35-57 in Joseph J. Corn (ed), Imaging Tomorrowt ntsfory,
Technology and the American Future. Massachusetts: MIT. p.53.
35Bell, Desmond and Niall Meehan. (1989)'Cable, Satellite and the Emergence of
Private TV in lreland: From Public Service to Managed Monopoly', Media, Cilture &
Society, I l: 89-l14. p.90.

If
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myth. As the information technologies become concentrated in the hands of
a few this leads, as Michael Traber notes, to a 'closed sky, an information
implosion rather than explosion'.36 The neo-liberals do not deny the

tendency towards monopoly. Anyone in business, it is admitted, will seek

to widen the market and narrow the competition. If the environment in
which they operate permits, any capitalist worth their salt will attempt to
monopolise supply. But such manoeuvrings are to no avail if competition is

free and not limited. Competition, they argue, is a self-policing system of
control, operating continuously, and minimising the likelihood of monopoly.

In any event, say neo-liberal economists, it would be perfectly possible

for there to be only one firm in the market yet for it to operate

competitively if the barriers to entry are low. This is because the threat of
entry and competition by a new competitor forces the single firm to

operate as if it were in a competitive market. For this reason access,

particularly the removal of legal barriers to entry with deregulation, is so

crucial to the neo-liberal argument. It is also why the partial deregulation

of the media is unacceptable, since it would not demonstrate the merits of
a competitive media and may contain the seeds of market dominance if
any operator's status is protected.

This argument, judged by the New Zealand deregulation case example, is

specious. In this country one subscription television service has emerged

since deregulation. Backed by major shareholders from the United States it
has steadily grown in market power within the very limited market. There

is no sign that any other operator is attracted to setting up a rival service

or that the economics would in any way be encouraging for them to do so.

Thus it has a monopoly with no 'threat of entry'. Furthermore, the same

shareholders have invested in the major telecommunications operator
TeIecom. This company has an unthreatened monopoly on telephone

connections to the domestic household and is currently undertaking trials
to supply television and phone services by the one cable link. In this way

the shareholders of the two companies, Sky Television and Telecom will
monopolise both subscription television and the cable distribution network

3 6Traber, Michael.
Ethical Implications

(ed) ( 1986) The Myth of the
of Communication Technology.

Information Revolution: Social and
London: Sage. p.3.
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to

or
New Zealand homes. There will be no competitive check on service level
charges.

In New Zealand the removal of regulations governing cross-media
ownership has seen the growth of cross-media power. Irish media
entrepreneur Tony O'Reilly, has taken control of the country's largest
newspaper, the N.Z.Herald, and the largest commercial radio operator. The
operation of the media 'free market' in New Zealand has been characterised
by agglomeration rather than the flowering of a myriad of independent
operators. This situation mirrors that which occurred with deregulation in
Italy where silvio Berlusconi built a vast cross-media empire.

An Absence of Regulation?
The deregulation of broadcasting in New Zealand contained two major

elements which compromised the operation of a totally free and
unregulated market. One was the establishment of a regulatory body to
monitor 'standards of fairness and decency', the Broadcasting Standards
Authority. The other was the continued intervention of public funding
from the broadcasting licence fee now channeled through a new body
called the Broadcasting Commission, which later relabelled itself as New
Zealand On Air.

The Broadcasting Standards Authority represents a blind spot in the
logic of the theoretical thinking of the reforming politicians. While
governments have pushed towards a market economy in the broadcasting
sector, they have also increased regulation over the content of broadcast
programmes, particularly in relation to sex, and violence.

Jilt Hills and Stylianos Papathanassopoulos write that it is 'a paradox of
the I 990s'3 7 that on the one hand governments have limited state
intervention with market approaches and yet on the other, they have
increased it by the establishment of new bodies to act as their watchdogs.
In October 1995 New ZeaLand broadcasters said they were 'puzzled and

37Hills, Jill and Stylianos Papathanassopoulos ( l99l ) The Democracy Gap: The Politics
of Information and Communication Technologies in the United States and Europe.
New York: Greenwood Press. p.82. Desmond Bell and Niall Meehan state that in the
case of Ireland the"'freedom" of neo-liberalism does not entail any lessening of
regulation over content'. Bell, Desmond and Niall Meehan. (1989)'Cable, Satellite and
the Emergence of Private TV in Ireland: From Public Service to Managed Monopoly',
Media, Culture & Society, ll: 89-114. p.91.
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dismayed'38 by plans to extend the powers of the Broadcasting Standards

Authority. Under the Broadcasting Amendment Bill before Parliament, the

authority would be able to edit or change the timing of programmes, and

ban them before they went to air. This went further than the regulatory
restraints in this area that existed prior to deregulation. It was proposed

by a Minister of Broadcasting known for his advocacy of the free market,
Maurice Williamson.

For the market theorists, deregulation did not include special exemption

for regulations governing taste and decency. For example, the Peacock

Committee in Britain in 1986 recommended that British broadcasting
should move towards 'a sophisticated market system based on consumer

sovereignty'.3e As part of that process they expected the need for negative

censorious controls'to disappear or much diminish'.40 In contrast to

Maurice Williamson's legislation, the committee believed that pre-
publication censorship had no place

censorship arrangements 'would be

a free society and that the end of all
sign that broadcasting had come of

in
a

4ge'.41

As with the belief that censorious regulation should and could be

dispensed with in a consumer-driven marketplace, so also did neo-liberal
purists forsee a time that any intervention in the market to support
universal coverage, minority and special interest or local programming,
would become unnecessary. A free market would serve every niche,
satisfy every consumer's needs. But until that consumer utopia was

achieved, it was conceded that the 'outputs' from the initially limited
competitive pool of broadcasters would probably not cater for some

minority and special interest needs.4 2

38'Dismay at New Bill' (1995) N.Z.Herald, 23 October. p.20.
39Report of the Comntittee on Financing the BBC (Peacock Committee) (1986) London:
HNSO Cmnd. 9824. p.133.
4olbid, p.133.
4lIbid, p.l5o.
42ln a key memorandum proposing the deregulation of broadcasting to his
government colleagues, Richard Prebble, said that the Government may wish to
intervene in the sector for public service reasons but that'the removal of entry
barriers in broadcasting is likely to facilitate the provision of some of these services
by the private sector without assistance. For example, the removal of restrictions on
the establishment of radio...should facilitate the emergence of minority interest
stations such as Maori or Pacific Island broadcasting. Some form of assistance
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In New Zealand, the public broadcasting fee, which formerly went
directly to the public broadcaster to help fund 'non-commercial'
programming was be channeled to the Broadcasting Commission (New
Zealand On Air). That body would allocate funding to assist any producer or
broadcaster, public or private, who was undertaking the production of non-
commercial programmes.

But to this role the legislators also added two other requirements to the
Commission's brief. It was to assist in the funding of local programmes
which reflected New Zealand's identity and culture and as such to act in the
stead of a statutory local content quota.43 It was also to help fund the
extension of national broadcaster's signals so that they could achieve
universal, or near universal, coverage. Thus it could be said that for the
drafters of the new deregultory broadcasting legislation, the public
broadcasting fee was to act as an extremely malleable putty which could
be used to fill in all the cracks which they feared would initially open up in
a purely market approach to broadcasting.

What types of local production were to be assisted and which were not
was not specified. Nor did the politicians provide any guidance as to which
signals were to be accorded universal coverage. And finally, the legislators
provided no indication of which of the funding areas to be supported by
the Commission had priority - minority and special needs, local production
or universal coverage.

The Government and its advisors had differing notions about the role of
the Broadcasting Commission. In economic terms, stated the leading
Treasury official involved in advising Ministers on this issue, 'the main
focus of New Zealand On Air should be the provision of minority and
special needs programming'.44 This priority Treasury shared with the

however may be necessary for the delivery of these objectives particularly in
television.' Prebble, Richard. ( 1988) 'Broadcasting: Competition Policy and
Implementing Government's Social Objectives. Summary.' Paper to the Cabinet State-
Owned Enterprises Committee SOE(88) 16. 24 February. pp.Z&3.
43The chairman of the Independent Producers and Directors' Guild was to comment
that a quota would have been less expensive to administer. He said that the
Broadcasting Minister, Jonathan Hunt, indicated that the effectiveness of the
Commission would be monitored and a quota considered if it was felt that local content
was suffering. See 'Fears Accompany Welcome to the Industry's New Arrival',
Evening Post, 8 September.
44Andrew, Doug. (1994) Personal Interview, l4 March.
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British Peacock Committee which felt that in the first phase of deregulation
it was necessary 'to ensure an adequate range of diversity and programme
quality in a period when the 'ratings war is likely to increase'.45 However,
the politicians were much more pragmatic. Under pressure from local
producers demanding more local content and voters unhappy about
marginal reception or the inability to access one of the national radio or
television signals, these demands became important issues for the
Commission to address.

The bureaucrats assigned to come up with a structure which would deal
with these issues turned to Canada for a working model. The Broadcast
Program Development Fund (Telefilm Canada) created in 1983,46 provided
a number of the core operating prescriptions for the New Zealand
Broadcasting Commission. For example, it was initially conceived to be a
'part funder' and independent producers needed agreement from a

broadcaster that they would air the production before they could access
Commission funds.aT The New Zealand legislative drafters who borrowed
these ideas failed to recognise that the Canadian body had been established
purely to get local production to air. In the words of one Canadian media
writer, its 'purpose is to grease the wheels of industrial development'.4 8

The Canadian government still gave nine times Telefilm's funding to the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation49 and it was this body's duty to provide
for non-commercial programming for minority and special needs. The CBC-
type subsidised public broadcaster would be missing in the New Zealand,

45Report of the Committee on Financing the BBC (Peacock Committee) (1986) London:
HNSO Cmnd, 9824. p.135.
46See Hoskins, C. and S. McFadyen. ( 1989) 'Television and the New Broadcasting
Environment: Public Policy Lessons from the Canadian Experience' , E u, o p 

" 
oi

Journal of Communication, 4,2: 173-189. p.174.
47 The Canadian body usualty funded up to 49 per cent of eligible Canadian
productions and to gain Telefilm funding a programme had to be an independent
(non-broadcaster) Canadian production which was accompanied by a letter of intent
from a Canadian broadcaster promising to exhibit the programme within two years of
ilt completion. The programme also had to be a drama, children's, variety or
documentary production.
48Raboy, Marc. (1991)'Lack of Bucks Riles Canucks: Public Broadcasting Taking the
Heat in Canada', Screen, 32,4:429-434. p.431.
49For the financial year 1988/89 the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation received an
appropriation from government of $Can772million, the Telefilm Board $CanS6million.
Collins, Richard. ( 1990) Culture, Communication and National Identity: The Case of
Canadian Television. Toronto: University of Toronto press. p.Z
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context and it was going to be almost impossible to get a broadcaster to

commit to play a minority programme in prime time or put up part of its
funding. There were two different mechanisms in Canada to fund local
production and minority programming, but in New Zealand it was the task

of one body.

The Broadcasting Commission's brief was unenviable but at least the

lack of agreement between advisors and politicians about its priorities
meant there was no clear prescription in the legislation and the

Commission was left to set its own. This was recognised by its first director

who then proceeded to identify its key role as 'presenting popular images

of New Zealand for New Zealanders'.So She believed that her task was to
back local mass audience programmes with prime time potential, rather

than very specialised shows that few would watch. There was, she stated,

'so much interpretation of what "public service" means. Audiences are

better served if the Commission puts money in the direction of what a lot
of them want to watch, rather than in minority programming, where they

could marginalise themselves into off-peak hours and the people they'll
reach are two men and a deaf dog.'51

New Zealand On Air's own view of its funding priorities was clearly
demonstrated when it adopted its new name. Merv Norrish, chairman of
the Commission, said the name New Zealand On Air better reflected the

organisation's role in using New Zealanders' broadcasting fees to fund
programmes made by, for and about New Zealanders.52 Ruth Harley has

SORuth Harley quoted in Loates, Lynne. (1989) 'Media Stars', More, May 1989. In June
1989 Harley stated that: 'The problem is the commission has so many things to do. The
Bill's saying please do the following things, and do two of them at once. So it'll have to
set its own priorities.'Oomen, Monique. (1989)'Pass the bill, Pass the buck', OnFilm,
6,4(June): 28-31 . p.30.
5l Ibid, p.30. Ruth Harley also believed that the Broadcasting Commission was required
to make editorial judgements as that 'inevitably flows from the Act'. Such an editorial
judgement was the decision to assist in the funding of the TV3 current affairs show 6 0
Minutes. Harley said that part of the reason was the way journalism had evolved in
New Zealand. 'It means there are certain kinds of stories which are of interest and
they tend to be urban and male.' She said there was a need to redress the balance.
(Smith, Paul. ( I 990) 'Beehive Politicians Stars of Own Comedy Company: TVNZ
Commission Now Hot Topic for Box', National Business Review, 6 June.)
52cerritsen, John. (1990) 'Broadcasting Commission becomes New Zealand On Air', The
Dominion, 26 June.
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described herself as 'a passionate cultural nationalist'53 and soon after
taking office asked: 'Where are our sitcoms, where's our soap? That's what
we need.'S4

This definition of its role by New Zealand On Air was viewed with
displeasure by Treasury officialsss and led to a public attack by Television
New Zealand. Brian Corban, the Chairman of TVNZ, claimed that New
Zealand On Air saw itself as a type of investment bank 'seeking a role in
the more popular component of the television business'.56 His organisation
had expected it to be 'the "prudent steward" of public funds from the
broadcasting fee to ensure minority programming was not lost in the
deregulated market...'.57 The chief executive of TVNZ, Julian Mounter,
issued a news release that stated that if the Broadcasting Commission
persisted in its new policy of subsidising commercial drama, soap operas,
and comedies, 'non-commercial programmes will disappear without
trace.'5I

Television New Zealand and New Zealand On Air were to reach a
measure of compromise in their dispute. Some of the minority programmes
for which the broadcaster sought funding received assistance but, more
significantly, TVNZ applied for funding help for some of the more popular
local productions on its schedule.Se These grants posed the question as to
whether public funding was being used to subsidise services that may not
need this support, as the commercial operators would have funded them in
any event.60 Brian Corban, expressed the view that by assisting commercial

53Harley, Ruth. ( 199-5) Interview with Brian Edwards, National Programme, Public
Radio, 22 Jaly.
54'Local Material Peak-time Aim', (198g) N.Z.Herald, l9 June.
55DouB Andrew commented that in his view there was a need to enhance New Zealand
On Air's accountability to Parliament. 'The tools are there in terms of the Public
Finance Act.' (Andrew, Doug. (1994) Personal Interview, 14 March.)
56Barrett, Emily. (1990) 'Sharp Words over Funding Policies', N.Z.Herald, I June.
57Smith, Paul. (t990)'Cost Savings bring TVNZ $26m. Profit', National Business
Review, 30 May.
5SMounter, Julian. (1989) 'Television New Zealand, News Release', 28 September.
59TVNZ asked for public money for the part funding of Fair Go, Crimewatch and
Country Calendar, See Drinnan, John. (1990)'TVNZ Seeks Public Funds for Commercial
Successes', The Dominion, 4 December.
60e' w.Z.nerald editoriat posed this question when the concept of the Broadcasting
Commission was announced.'Paying Broadcasting's Tune'(Editorial) (1989) N.Z.Herali,
7 March. In another editorial three days later ('Broadcasting Subsidy', 10 March) the
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programmes that would probably be made anyway, the commission was

actually adding to the profits of broadcasters.6l Ruth Harley's response was

that if local drama and comedy were so viable then the viewers should
have been seeing much more evidence of them on the screen. New Zealand
On Air seemed to be positioning itself as a local programme investment

fund with the ability to support risk taking. She argued that it was difficult
for commercial broadcasters to take risks, 'after all,' she stated, 'it's their
money and their ratings'.62

When she stepped down as chief executive of New Zealand On Air in
mid-1995, Ruth Harley cited the success of the high rating local soap opera

funded by her organisation, Shortland Street, as one of the highlights of her

tenure.63 However, a Television New Zealand executive, Paul Norris, argued

that Shortland Street was not the sort of programme they would have

initially considered for New Zealand On Air funding. He indicated that

Television New Zealand would probably have made the programme

without this assistance but 'as New Zealand On Air was clearly interested in
going beyond where we thought their mandate was...we thought they

would fund Shortland Street'.64
There is no question that New Zealand On Air has seen itself as having

an imperative to get popular local production to air to redress the

imbalance that has occurred with overseas programmes dominating prime-

time. Concerns have been expressed about the impact of this foreign
cultural barrage. However, in Australia the goal of getting more Australian
programmes produced and shown has been achieved by local content
quotas. Public funding has been used to support the non-commercial

paper questioned the role of public broadcasting 'in the absence of a clear
demarcation between public and commercial broadcasting'.
6lBarrett, Emily. (1989) 'TVNZ Chiefs Furious at Letters to Producers', N.Z.Herald, 14
December.
62Lang, Rachel and Monique
October/November. p.12.
63Dixon, Greg. (1995) 'NZ Content A "Pitiful Amount"', N.Z.Herald,23 June. p.18. In
four years up to the beginning of 1995, Shortland Street received $9million in public
funding assistance from New Zealand On Air. (Figure from 'What Price Quality TV?'
(1995) Sunday Star-Times (Editorial) l5 January. p.C4.)
64Norris, Paul. ( 1994) Seminar at Auckland University, 20 September. Norris also
stated that the lack of 'hard-edged' documentaries on television in recent years was
in part reflective of the interest of New Zealand On Air in funding 'human interest'
s to ri es.

Oomen. (1989) 'Dollar Dramas', OnFilm,
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services of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation and the minority and
ethnic television channel sBS (Special Broadcasting service).

The detrimental impact of foreign programming on national cultures has
also been questioned by a number of writers observing the Canadian
example. Richard Collins states65 that what is most striking about both of
Canada's main cultural communities is the robustness of their identities
and the weak linkage between their long-standing consumption of foreign
culture and 'their confident assumption of non-American identities.' Paul
Rutherford writes that the so-called colonisation of the imagination by
non-Canadian programming didn't prevent the flowering of the arts and
letters that has been so notable a feature on the cultural landscape of
English Canada over the past three decades.66

Furthermore, there has been little attempt to ask the fee-paying public
how it wanted its fees spent. A telephone poll conducted for Television
New Zealand in November 1990 revealed that 62 per cent wanted the
broadcasting fee to support commercial free television on Sundays while a

third said they wanted to see it used to provide more local content.6T In
that year New Zealand On Air chairperson, Mervyn Norrish, reported on a

formal process of consultation that had been undertaken with people and
organisations interested in the work of New Zealand On Air. He stated that
two conclusions could be drawn. First, that 'there was a strong constituency
in New Zealand for public sector-type broadcasting' and second, that this
'constituency is widely spread over many sectors of the population'.68 It
was not revealed whether those consulted regarded popular local
productions as'public sector-type broadcasting.'

65Collins, Richard. (1990) Culture, Communication & National Identity: The Case of
Canadian Television. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. p.339.
66Rutherford, Paul. (1990) When Television Was Young: Primetime Canada 1g52-1967.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press. p,491. Marjorie Ferguson says that 'Canada
demonstrates the hazards of media policy attempts to nurture identity....with over 90
per cent of Anglophone television drama being imported, there is minimal evidence
that programme quotas and production subsidies are changing Canadian audience
tastes for US primetime.' Ferguson, Marjorie. (1992) 'The Mythology about
Globalisation', European Journal of Communication, T: 69-93. p.81.
67'TVNZ Viewer Poll Figures Reject Sale of Channels'(1990) N.Z.Herald, 13 November.
68Norrish, Mervyn. (1990) 'A Focus on Public Sector Broadcasting', p.4. in G.R.Hawke
(ed) Access to the Airwaves: Issues in Public Sector Broadcasting. Wellington: Victoria
University press for the Institute of Policy Studies.
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New Zealand On Air was presented with two tasks by the legislators
which are essentially contradictory. The nationalistic provision of popular
local programming is majoritarian6e - dedicated to the production of a

consciousness and sentiment of shared identity. The provision of public
service programmes for minority and special interest needs is minoritarian
- dedicated to the service of a plurality of distinct 'publics'. In setting its
own priority, New Zealand On Air has shared its majoritarian and
maximising goals for local programmes with commercial broadcasting. This
has undoubtedly been at the price of more fully serving its minoritarian
responsibilities.

However, the most important aspect of the existence of New Zealand On
Air and the Broadcasting Standards Authority, is that they give the lie to
the theoretical deregulator's belief that a broadcasting market can be
created without regulatory bodies or intervention in the market. The
Broadcasting Standards Authority does not have the appearance of a

temporary body, necessary only during the early phases of deregulation
before a self-regulatory regime is established. The range of tasks assigned
to New Zealand On Air - minority and special interest programming,
extension of coverage to regions where it would not be commercially
feasible for a commercial operator to venture, and the provider of cash
grants to achieve desired levels of local production - reflects the
weaknesses immediately apparent in the market schema.

A feature of New Zealand On Air's policy has been that it has adopted
the commercial operator's definition of quality. 'In many ways', Ruth
Harley has stated, 'quality control will be self-imposed by broadcasters: if a

programme doesn't rate and is not commercially viable, it is not tikely to
be supported'.70 This is some distance from the notion that its role was to
be specifically non-commercial, set up to safeguard social services on radio
and television and providing funding for activities commercial
broadcasters would not undertake. By agreeing with the view of audience
members as active consumers who express their desires through
quantitative ratings, New Zealand On Air could stand accused of having

69see Collins, Richard. (1990) Culture, Communication & National
Canadian Television. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. p.338.
70Moore, Chris. (1989) 'Broadcasters Scramble for Cash', Evening

Identity: The Case of

Post, 9 September.
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followed the neo-liberal agenda rather than undertaking broadcasting
tasks on behalf of the audience as citizens whose needs were not being met

by ratings-driven broadcasting.

The Tyranny of the Ratings.
Deregulation advocates accept the quantitative ratings measurements

used by commercial broadcasters as accurately reflecting what the

audience desires from television and radio. They argue that commercial
broadcasters give the audiences what they want rather than the 'public
service' credo of what it is thought is good for them. Commercial
broadcasters react swiftly to the voice of the ratings to readjust their
schedules to immediately respond to the audience's expressed wishes. The

consumer is sovereign.

The reality, however, is at odds to this picture of the apparent

expression of popular will. Commercial broadcasters seek predictable

behaviour on the part of their consumers so they can pre-sell stable blocks

of them to advertisers. Because of this an entire industry has developed in
broadcasting dedicated to studying, analysing and pigeon-holing consumers

to enable the broadcasters to predict and manage them. This is not the

sovereignty of the consumer but an attempt to systematically mould his or

her behaviour.T l

The business of broadcast ratings is not a simple record of mass taste.

What is important for the television industry is not a scientific sample of
actual audiences but the audience commodity registered by the ratings
companies. The real complexities of audiences' tastes and choices are

simplified to form the coherent data given to the broadcasters. Viewers
and the differences between them are described in terms of a few
generalised and standardised viewing behaviour variables. For example, in
New Zealand the AGB-McNair ratings for television categorise viewers in
demographic groups such as those aged from 10 to 19 years. This takes no

account of the differences in taste, needs and interests between viewers at

the opposing ends of this age scale. The degree to which the individual
differences between viewers are suppressed is starkly illustrated by the

7 I For a discussion of this see: Gabriel, Yiannis and Tim Lang ( 1995) T h e
Unmanageable Consumer. London: Sage.
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lumping of l0 year old and 19 year old viewers together in the one
statistical classification.

The commercial need to measure and 'know' a multifaceted and
multifarious audience leads to inevitable distortions. David Morley
characterises ratings as converting 'an elusive occurrence (people watching
television) into calculable units on which economic transactions can be
based'.72 Furthermore, the process of watching television is reduced to the
measurable activity of merely having the set on. A simple act which
essentially has the 'same meaning and salience for everybody'.73

David Morley concludes that although broadcasters may be hesistant to
admit it, the means of measuring audience choices are woefully
inadequate. The result of reducing the audience to an economic factor, an
objectified 'other' or product, is also disturbingly dehumanising. As
Raymond Williams put it: 'There are in fact no masses, only ways of seeing
people as masses.'74 The 'mass' audience is a statistical abstraction, the
actual audience for broadcasting is a series of individual minds. This being
the case, a former director-general of the BBC, Hugh Greene argued that 'no

subject can be excluded from the range of broadcasting simply for being
what it is'.75

The focus on quantitative ratings is the law of large numbers. But this
extremely blunt indication of preference is used to make qualitative
judgements and shapes the programming decisions of the broadcasters.

Quality becomes equated with apparently satisfying and holding a large
audience but the quantitative method does not allow for the measurement
of how much a viewer or listener 'liked' a programme. The equation that
large audience numbers mean quality programming restricts 'the sorts of
programme quality that can be realised' and 'bars appeals to quality from
the decision making process as considerations to be weighed in their own

7zMorley, David. (1990) 'Behind the Ratings: The Politics of Audience Research', pp. 5-
12 in Janet Willis and Tana Wollen (eds) The Neglected Audience. London: BFI. p.6.
73Iuia, p.6.
T4Williams, Raymond. (195S) Culture & Sociery. London: Chatto & Windus. p.300.
75Hugh Greene quoted in Smith, Anthony. (1g74) British Broadcasting. Newton
Abbot: David & Charles. p.183.
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right'.76 As the British Annan Committee stated in its report of 1977, the
'obsession with obtaining as large a mass audience as possible...contorts the

scheduling of programmes and constricts the creativity of producers'.77

The failings of ratings have probably never been better articulated than

by a former chairman of the United States Federal Communications
Commission, Newton Minow. In a speech which bequeathed to the critical
literature about commercial television the phrase 'a vast wasteland',

Minow went on to say that: 'A rating, at best, is an indication of how many

people saw what you gave them. Unfortunately, it does not reveal the

depth of the penetration, or the intensity of reaction, and it never reveals

what acceptance would have been if what you gave them had been better

if all the forces of art and creativity and daring and imagination had been

unleashed.'7 8

The means to measure other factors aside from mere audience size, such

as audience reaction to programming, have long existed but have been

rarely used by commercial broadcasters. They are viewed as having more

utility for regulators than advertisers. In the early 1960s commercial
television in Britain built a sizeable audience lead over the non-commercial

BBC by catering successfully to the fattest part of the audience 'bell curve'

while neglecting minority tastes. The Pilkington Commission of Inquiry
deplored the fall in quality standards and so the Independent Television
Authority invoked new regulations on content and scheduling and created

a Research Department. This department initiated a means of measuring

audience reaction 'as subjective evaluation, psychologically distinct from
anything implied by audience size'.1e The resultant Appreciation Index was

adapted for New Zealand's public broadcaster in 1980. The stated policy
was that the qualitative information would be used for programme

76Jay Blumler quoted in Greenberg, Bradley S. (1991)'Production, Technological,
Economic and Audience Factors in Assessing Quality in Public Service Television',
Studies of Broadcasting, 27: 133-190. pp. 138-139.
'17 The Annan Report. (The sixth British committee of inquiry into broadcasting
chaired by Lord Annan) (1977) London: HMSO. p.16.
78Minow, Newton. (1961)'The Vast Wasteland', Speech to the National Association of
Broadcasters(NAB) on 9 May, reprinted in Intermedia, 19,4-5: l4-15, August-
September 1991.
79Wober, J. Mallory and Barrie Gunter. ( 1986) 'Television Audience Research at
Britain's Independent Broadcasting Authority, 1974- 1984', Journal of Broadcasting
and Electronic Media, 30,1: l5-31. p.16.
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scheduling whilst the quantitative information was of prime interest to

advertisers and their agencies.s0

New Zealand experiments with audience appreciation surveying lasted

only a few years, the current peoplemeter survey system is used for
quantitative evaluation. A button whereby viewers can register their liking
for a programme on a 1 to 5 scale exists on the peoplemeter handset but

the sample size of viewers with the device in this country is considered to

be too small to make its use worthwhile. For the television ratings
company in New Zealand, AGB-McNair, an executive has remarked that

qualitative research is 'a whole area we don't get involved in as much'.81

Thus the research carried out in the deregulated broadcasting

environment in New Zealand is largely for the purposes of trying to

rationalise the audience rather than trying to understand them. As the

paying client is the advertiser and not the consumer, the programming

shaped to meet their needs of audience maximisation can be quite

different from a schedule which would maximise the listener or viewer's

satisfaction. As the Peacock Committee in Britain stated, 'there is no reason

why the value of programmes to advertisers should correspond to the

value attached to the programmes by viewers and listeners'.82 The

'peculiar' economics of broadcasting mean that advertisers have greater

programming clout than the consumer. As the Peacock Committee
elucidated,83 advertisers can bid for the service of supplying a message to

a particular size and type of audience, but the audience has no way of
bidding for programme services apart from watching or not watching a

programme. This may often lead to programmes being shown because they

are popular numerically, even though programmes that are less popular

80S"" 'Monitoring Survey Next Year' (1979) \,t.Z.Herald, 3 Decernber. p.15.
SlJones, Nick.(AGB-McNair New Zealand) (1993) Seminar to the Diploma in Broadcast
Communication Course at Auckland University, 3 June. He indicated that with the
peoplemeter sample size of 440 households or ll50 people it would be very difficult to
represent minority groups. The qualitative research carried out by TVNZ he
described as 'market research' rather than 'audience research'.
8zR"port of the Committee on Financing the BBC (Peacock Committee) (1986) London:
HNSO Cmnd. 9824. p.100.
83Ibio, p. r oo.
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numerically but more intensely demanded by the audience are not
shown.84

The Peacock Committee actually argued against financing the BBC from
advertising revenue because of its central belief that the purpose of
broadcasting was the satisfaction of consumer demand. It considered that
the public service broadcaster financed by licence fees had done a better
job in replicating a true consumer market than advertising-funded
broadcasting and was always likely to do so until the consumer had a more
direct means of expressing programme preferences.

An advertising-driven service favouring numbers of viewers over
satisfaction of viewing or listening experience, naturally gravitates towards
low-risk mainstream programming over diversity and innovation. As
competition becomes more intense the effect is exacerbated. Experience in
New Zealand since deregulation illustrates many of the programming
trends noted in Italy and the United States as competition for the
advertising dollar intensified. In the United States the drive for profits
available through entertainment programmes strongly squeezed other
forms of programming. In 1988, for example, the CBS-owned flagship
television station in New York, WCBS, shifted CB.S Evening News with Dan
Rather from the favoured 7pm slot to 6.30pm to make way for the game
show Win, Lose or Draw. CBS officials explained that the switch would
increase revenue by US$5million annually.8s In Italy ar the height of the
competitive battle among commercial operators, television was described
as 'a deregulated circus of banality, baubles and sex'.86

There is also a trend for new services in the broadcasting marketplace
to be more willing to make 'commercial' compromises.ET This may go as far

8 4Peacock then demonstrated how if the consumer could express that demand by
price, as in a 'normal' market, fewer numbers of people may be willing to pay more
for a programme less popular in numbers terms and therefore demand that it is
shown instead. Advertising finance favours numbers of viewers or listeners over
intensity of satisfaction.
85Boyer, Peter J. (1988) 'The Shift of Rather', New York Times,6 August, p.20. See also
Fink, Conrad C. (1990) Inside the Media. White Plains: Longman. p.197. Fink discusses
the trends in news where: 'Many true news professionals were replaced by sound-
alike, look-alike anchors who combined happy-talk entertainment with news in an
entirely new form of "newscast"....'
86Ward, William. (1984)'Babble! Babble! Babble!', The Face 84: 30-34. p.31.
87see Tunstall, Jeremy. (1986) Comrnunications Deregulation: The Unleashing of
America's Communication Industry. Oxford: Basil Blackwell. p.19.
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as allowing advertisers to control editorial content. In New Zealand TV3
initiated viewers to the 'infomercial' - a programme length advertising
feature masquerading as a programme. Even if the broadcaster does not go

this far, the needs of the advertiser leads to a 'commercial bias' which is
manifested in the subtle promotion of stereotypes and the preference

commercial programming gives 'to specific values or one-sided conceptions

of the world'.88 The Peacock Committee sought evidence of the impact of
advertising on programme content when it investigated the prospect of the

BBC being part or fully funded by commercials. It found the example of the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) particularly instructive.
The CBC, like the BCNZ in New Zealand in the 1970s and 1980s, has

found itself increasingly reliant on commercial revenues. The CBC's director
of programmes told the Peacock Committee that it was essential that the

sales director went with him whenever he was contemplating purchasing

programmes as he needed his view as to whether he could sell advertising

time to go with a particular programme. Canadian networks rarely bought

British programmes for scheduling in prime time because few advertisers

will buy slots alongside them. British drama is often seen as unpredictable

or abrasive in the eyes of advertising agencies and thus foreign shows in
prime time are usually American. But these shows are heavily influenced
by the needs of advertisers in the United States. Advertising agencies are

interested above all in urban women aged l8 to 49, especially affluent
ones. The casting of men to appeal to them is more important than the

casting of women to appeal to males, although the second most desirable

audience group is affluent urban men aged l8 to 55.8e It has been

observed that although the 'vulnerable' publics (poor, unemployed,
disabled, children) watch the most, 'they are the least attractive to

8 SHoffman-Riem, Wolfgang. ( l9S8) 'International Regulation of Direct
Broadcasting: Illusions and Alternatives', European Journal of Communication,
274. p.262.
89The evidence of Jack Craine, Director of English Programmes at the CBC,
the Peacock Committee. Report of the Committee on Financing the BBC
Committee) (1986) London: HNSO Cmnd. 9824. p.79.

Satellite
3: 247-

given to
(Peacock
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advertisers and are, therefore, the least researched and most poorly
served'.9 o

Advertising-funded media edges out non-commercial opinions and does
not recognise non-market forms of living. If there are choices they are only
those within the framework of commercially-viable alternatives. In the
words of John Keane 'it fosters the undemocratic assumption that a

consumer way of life is the life'.e l Less popular or controversial viewpoints
are often excluded and so the listener or viewer is offered a very restricted
and repetitive diet of programmes which celebrates what they already are

and does not confront or challenge them. Experimentation is squeezed out
as programmes are reduced to bland, user friendly fare. 'Market forces
traditionally lead to imitation, not originality,e2 and globalisation reinforces
this pattern as programme producers look for universally acceptable global
product.

Innovation should be a key element of the broadcasting mix. To the
traditional public interest belief that radio and television should entertain,
inform and educate, one writer has added the term inspire.93 Yet in a

highly competitive deregulated market broadcasters are reluctant to take
risks on the inspirational or innovative. Stations are reluctant to change
even marginal programming, fearing the new replacement programming
might not perform as well. The president of the major United States
network CapCities/ABC has stated that because of the pressures of mass

audiences 'we have fallen into the trap of being repetitive to the point of
nauseum.(sic) Derivative has become the order of the day.'9+ It has been

confidently asserted that 'lack of innovation will be a feature of
commercial television in the 1990s'.es

9OHuston, A.C. et al. (1992) Big World, Small Screen: The Role of Television in
American Society. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. p.10. See also Willis, Janet
and Tana Wollen (199O) The Neglected Audience. London: BFI Publishing.
9lKeane, John. (1991) The Media and Democracy. Cambridge: Polity Press. p.88.
92Cashmore, EIlis. (1994) ...and there was television. London: Routledge. p.197.
93Head, Sydney. (1985) World Broadcasting Systems: A Comparative Analysis. Belmont:
Wadsworth. p.9.
94Herb Granath quoted in Doyle, Marc. (1992) The Future of Television: A Global
Overview of Programming, Advertising, Technology, and Growth, Lincolnwood,
Illinois: NAPTE/NTC Business Books. p.81.
95Cox, Barry. (1989) "Debate on the Broadcasting Bill', pp.l57-170 in N.Miller and
R.Allen (eds) The Broadcasting BilI. London: John Libbey. p.l6l.
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Also marking a strong return in the 1990s is the sponsorship of
programming. There is a trend back to the early days of commercial
television in the United States, where sponsors not merely sponsored
programmes, but made them and controlled their slots. The impact of this
trend is often hard to discern as agreements or understandings between
broadcasters and sponsors are usually kept shielded from public scrutiny.
Public statements are only normally made to reassure the public that the
sponsor will not interfere editorially in the programme they are
sponsoring. Yet the history of sponsorship in broadcasting and the attitudes
of sponsors indicate that editorial interference is a common occurrence. A
survey of 150 top advertisers by Granard Rowland, a division of the
Saatchi and Saatchi advertising agency, showed that advertisers believed
that sponsors should influence programme content.96 Sponsors of
programmes in the United States look for programmes that support their
calculated image. Shows like Kraft Television Theatre, from the early days
of television sponsorship, always had to endorse basic American values
and social structures. They conformed to a pattern, dubbed by one writer
as 'right wing theatre'97 and included a worldview that embraced, among
other things, a belief in God, a love of country, a respect for law and a

sense of family. 'No seering critiques, no Beckett or Pinter, would ever be

tested on the cheese-buying public.'e8 Corporate sponsors today often
impose their worldview by negative injunctions. The code used by
household products giant Proctor and Gamble states that 'members of the
armed forces must not be cast as villains'. Furthermore: 'If there is any
attack on American custom, it must be rebutted completely on the same

show.'ee These are regulations imposed by the market which regulate

96Reported in The Ind.ependent, London, l0 October, 1989, p.2l and cited in Negrine,
R. and S Papathanassopoulos (1990) The Internationalisation of Television. London:
Pinter. p.l 18.
9TMartin Gottfried quoted in Jones, Gerard. (l9gZ) Honey, I'nt Home! Sitcoms: Selling
the American Dream. New York: Grove Weidenfeld. p.34.
98Ibid, p.34.
99Parenti, M. (19S9) 'The Mass Media: Free and Independent?', pp.3l8-333 in A. Cigler
and B.A.Loomis (eds), American Politics: Classic and Contemporary Readings. New
York: Houghton Mifflin. p.322. The advertising director for General Motors has stated
that: 'When it comes down to it [advertising executives] have to look through the eyes
of what we think is General Motors or Proctor and Gamble and what we think we
stand for. We can be scared out of some things, yes, because we know that subjects
can raise the rats, and we're not in the business of antagonising peopte.' Turow,
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against informative, thought provoking or confrontational programming.
They also reinforce the truism that every television system is regulated. 'If
it is not regulated by the public authorities, it is regulated by the laws of
the marketplace.'l oo

These laws of commercial broadcasting are recognised generally 'as

supporting the establishment's enduring uuluss'.101 Commercially-driven
broadcasters reflect the fact that they are corporate entities in an
environment of liberal capitalism and they, not unnaturally, promote the
ideology that supports and protects the acquisition and private ownership
of goods and services. Although the dominant and widely accepted view,
this is still a partial view of the world that attempts to present itself as a

complete view.l02 The view they present, however, under-represents non-
market interests and publics which have views differing to their own.

A brief flowering in this country of television and radio current affairs
critical of established norms occurred in the 1970s and early 1980s and at
that time Raymond Williams's statement that broadcasting had 'markedly
broadened the forms of public argument and discussion'I03 may well have
been true. However, commercial pressures have foreshortened both the
time devoted to such programming and the nature of the issues covered.
American playwright, David Mamet, has said that 'instead of calling the

Joseph. ( | 984) 'Pressure Groups and Television Entertainment: A Framework for
Analysis', pp.142-162 in Willard D. Rowland Jr. and Bruce Watkins (eds) Interpreting
Television: Current Research Perspectives. Beverley Hills: Sage. p. 156. In the 1950s
the sponsored show General Motors Theatre gained the reputation among producers
as 'General Motors Prevents' because of the negative interference of the sponsor.
I 0 0 Porter, Vincent. ( I 9S9) 'The Re-regulation of Television: Pluralism,
Constitutionality and the Free Market in the USA, West Germany, France and the UK',
Media, Culture & Society, ll: 5-27. p.5.
I 0 I 1u.6v/, Joseph. ( I 984) 'Pressure Groups and Television Entertainment: A
Framework for Analysis', pp.l42-162 in Willard D. Rowland Jr. and Bruce Watkins
(eds) Interpreting Television: Current Research Perspectives. Beverley Hills: Sage.
p.142.
l02pn6i"ul critics of television have long maintained that 'on the surface TV output
has a great variety. Beneath the surface there is far less variety: the construction of
a consensus view of the world.' Gardner, Carl with Julie Sheppard. ( 1984)
'Transforming Television: Part l, The Limits of Left Policy', Screen, 25,2: 26-38. p.26.
Noam Chomsky talks of the media subtly mobilising public support for special elitist
interests and homogenising a narrow spectrum of 'thinkable thought' as part of their
total manufacturing of consent. Chomsky, Noam. (1992) Deterring Democracy. New
York: Vintage.
l03Williams, Raymond. (1g74) Television: Technology and Cultural Form. London:
Fontana. p.49.
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process by which we limit our expression of dissent and wonder
"censorship" we call it 'oconcern for commercial viability"t.l04 Any mode of
expression hostile to the commercial norm will seem incongruous or will
simply not be aired. This trend has been magnified in New Zealand by
deregulation and the imposition of purely commercial goals on the public
broadcasters.

In presenting their case for the deregulation of broadcasting to The

Royal Commission on Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications in
September 1985, Treasury officials were prepared to argue the superiority
of the laws of the marketplace to achieve comprehensive services to the

public over measures of public regulation. For example, the acceptance that

in commercial broadcasting market audience size was the sole and

satisfactory measure of programme guality. t os Commercial definitions
would thereby suffice in the new era and the impact of commercial
pressures on programming were presumably acceptable and the results

compatible with the public interest.

Consumers or Citizens?
When the policy of the deregulation of broadcasting has been

monitored, it has been done so purely in the jargon-wreathed language of
commerce. In March 1994, the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research

was commissioned by the Ministry of Commerce, Communications Division,
to evaluate the new broadcasting regime introduced by the deregulation
reforms of 1988/89.106 The commissioning of a report which sought an

assessment of the extent to which social policy goals had been achieved

solely from an economic research organisation was analogous to asking the

Arts Council for an economic appraisal of the Clutha Dam project. Thus

when asked to examine fhe welfare impacts of the reforms the NZIER

l04puu14 Mamet quoted in Price, Monroe E. (1992) 'USA: Channeling the Speaker',
Intermedia, 20,3: 22.
l055se The Royal Commission on Broadcasting and Related Telecommunications,
Evidence 29 November, 1985, pp.l 18- | 2l . The interchange between Treasury official
and Tony Simpson of the Public Service Association is also quoted by Easton, Brian.
(1990)'Broadcasting:1985-1990 Commercialism vs Culture', Landfall 175:-276-290.
p.282.
l06yga651sy, John., Ian Duncan and Doug James (1994) Broadcasting in New Zealand:
Waves of Change (A Report to the Communications' Division, Ministry of Commerce).
Wellington: NZ Institute of Economic Research. October 1994.
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researchers responded that: 'Welfare in economics encompasses two main
concepts - consumers' access to desired goods and services (dependent on

the choice of goods and services produced and the real price of them) and

distribution of this access across the community.'l0z Their reflex reaction

was to view listeners and viewers as consumers and broadcast services as

products distributed to them.

This blinkered approach and inadequate analysis resulted in the the

NZIER coming up with a very ambivalent set of findings. The report found

that since the reforms most consumers had enjoyed increased choice in
terms of broadcast hours and access to channels or stations. 'Potentially'

this had brought with it 'more focus in broadcast material, closer matching

of programmes to preferences and thus for some groups reduced search

costs'.108 But fhe NZIER found that the information on consumer

satisfaction tended to be inconsistent or unrepresentative. Their conclusion

was therefore tentative and stated that although some evidence suggests

that consumer choice has expanded, 'welfare gains have been constrained

by the limited breadth and depth of new material'. This they stated more

emphatically, but without any evidence (even inconsistent or
unrepresentative), was not due to the broadcasting reforms but to 'an

inevitable gulf between rapidly increasing efficiency in broadcasting
distribution and much slower gains in the creative software needed to
meet heightened audience expectations'.1o9

Even inadequate monitoring of the deregulatory reforms to broadcasting

in New Zealand has been an advance on what has occurred in the United
States. In that country the more limited deregulation measures of the early

1980s were presumed by their initiators to be entirely beneficial and it
was unnecessary to study their effects. Elizabeth Krueger and Kimberly
Corrigan report that 'as of 1989 the Federal Communications Commission

had never monitored the results of its deregulatory 6slfens'.110

10716;6, p.4.
10815i6, p.15. The NZIER do not explain what they mean by'reduced search costs'.
1091616, p.15. By 'creative software' the NZIER presumably meant the programmes.
I I 0Krueger, Elizabeth and Kimberly Corrigan ( l99l ) 'Broadcasters' Understanding
Political Broadcast Regulation', Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media, 35,
289-304. p.289.
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The recent desire of Western governments to shrink the role of the state

and minimise its financial burden, encounters the countervailing pull of
social and community obligations. Even in a situation where the

Government's role is contracting, people still expect more from the political
system than the market, particularly to see action on national issues and

performance in safeguarding certain basic rights. Although a perception
has grown, and been encouraged among the public, that the market is less

likely to make mistakes or squander resources, nonetheless 'the political
system is often called in to redistribute fairly what the market has

distributed unfairly'.1 I t

In the economic reform of broadcasting policy, the social and cultural
role of the medium is the vital part of the Lego kit which doesn't seem to
fit. For the neo-liberal theorists there was the long-term view that the

market would eventually cater for many of the social and cultural needs

which had been funded directly from government or from public
broadcasting fees. In Britain the Peacock Committee looked to a third stage

when technology and the development of the broadcasting market would

enable the BBC to become a subscription service and viewers would be able

to register directly the intensity of their preferences through pay-per-view

or pay-per-channel. At that stage the broadcasting fee would dissappear

although Peacock still felt government finance would still be needed for
some public service-type broadcasts. In the meantime the arrangements

suggested by the committee for the continued funding of the BBC from the

public broadcasting fee were 'designed to bridge the period before

subscription becomes practicable'.1 l2

In New Zealand the public broadcasting fee was also to continue after

the deregulation reforms but in this instance it was to be spread more

thinly. Rather than be directed to funding the public broadcaster it was to
be spread like a very thin cultural film across the services of public and

private broadcasters. The reformers enunciated no Peacock Committee-like
plan for the eventual abolition of the fee and some hints as to how 'public

service' programming might be provided as part of the broadcasting scene

I I l1un", Robert. (1986) 'Market Justice, Political
Review, 80(2): 385-391. p.386.
I l2 p"oorv of the Committee on Financing the
London: HNSO Cmnd. 9824. p.l5l.

Justice', American Political Science

BBC (Peacock Committee) ( I 986)
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in future years. In that regard the reforms of 1988/89 in New Zealand
must be regarded as merely temporary, leaving important questions to be

resolved in future years.

Where the deregulation plan was eschewed, the social and cultural role

of broadcasting was to continue to be embodied in government regulation.
For example, the new Broadcasting Act of 1992 in Australia recognised 'the

importance of broadcasting in Australian cultural and political life.'l l3

Commercial broadcasters were encouraged to provide comprehensive

services with what the Act called a 'recognisably Australian character.' To

enforce its provisions there was a new regulatory authority, the Australian
Broadcasting Authority. Under its Television Programme Standard 14, at

least 50 per cent of commercial television transmissions must comprise of
Australian programmes and this quota includes specific programme types

to stimulate diversity and high-cost drama. This is in addition to the major
mechanism for achieving social objectives in Australian broadcasting which

is through the taxpayer funding of the ABC and SBS. In 1992193 this

amounted to approximately $AUS700 milliqn.l la

The Australian Broadcasting Act and its regulatory measures reflect a

government which believes its role is to take positive steps to maintain a

diversity of information sources and a variety of content from the mass

media. That broadcasting is a business affected with a public interest and

that the citizen's rights to be informed is an essential component of a

political democracy and so requires special treatment under law and

government policy. This is not recognised by economic reformers who view

broadcasting as just another industry.
Martin Smith argues l l5 that with deregulation and privatisation

citizenship is no longer seen as a function of the welfare state, the 'new

common experience'l16 of liberal social democracies, but of the ability to
buy the various accoutrements of society. A consumerist definition of
citizenship erodes the universalist ideal and makes it a particular

I I 3Moriaty, Gerry.
Broadcasting Across
1 r 416;6, p.37 .

I I 5 9t1116. Martin J.
Wheatshe af .p.216 .

(1993)'Australia and New Zealand Compared: Telecoms and
the Tasman', Intermedia, 21, 3: 32-37. p-33.

(1993) Pressure, Power & Policy. Hemel Hempstead: Harvester

I l6Marshalt, T.H. (1950) Citizenship and Social Class Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. p.58.
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phenomenon, available only to those who can purchase it. In broadcasting,
a full range of information will only be available to those who can afford to

access it. This would be part of 'the swift debasement of the concept

"gi1[2gn"'.1 l7

Any definition of full citizenship embodies both formal and substantive

rights. Formal rights giving equality before the law are inadequate without
the capacity to exercise and enjoy those rights. A number of writers have

outlined the nature of the substantive rights of citizenship. Ralf
Dahrendorf 118 outlines three sets of basic rights of citizens: those

associated with the rule of law, political rights and elementary social rights

which include such things as the right not to fall below a certain level of
income, and the right to education. His elementary social rights included
those of information and communication. Graham Murdock argues that
communicative rights - 'rights in relation to the production and circulation
of public knowledge and public culture '- are central to any definition of
full citizenship in a complex democracy'.lle

Although Dahrendorfs basic rights can be regarded as a minimum from

which no democratic government can absolve itself, it cannot be assumed

that even states following the neo-liberal prescription of 'less government'

intend to resile from the social contract which embodies the 'full'
citizenship advocated by Murdock. In the United States there is increasing

concern over the phenomenon dubbed 'videomalaise' - a term used to
describe the dual occurrence of a loss of trust in political institutions and

individuals' increasing reliance on 'market-driven' television as a means of
obtaining political information. The advent of television in that country

held the promise that television would open up the electoral system,

encourage candidates to be more candid with voters, increase the turnout
at the polls and create a more responsive democracy. But these

I l7gv7sn, Stuart. (1992) 'From Citizen to Consumer?', Reprint of an article in N ew
Perspectives Quarterly, Spring 1992, in Intermedia, 20,3: 22-23. p.23.
I l SDahrendorf, Ralf. (1990) Reflections on the Revolution in Europe. London: Chatto
& Windus.
| 1914ut4o"L, Graham. (1994) 'Corporate Dynamics and Broadcasting Futures', pp.3-19
in Meryl Aldridge and Nicholas Hewitt (eds.) Controlling Broadcasting: Access Policy
and Practice in North America and Europe. Manchester: Manchester University
Press. p.3.
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expectations have been dashed in an era 'dominated by packaged

campaigns and avoidance of issues'.120

It is arguedl2l that in the mind of the BBC's first director-general, John

Reith, the concept of public service had as a core element an ideal of
broadcasting's role in the formation of an informed and reasoned public
opinion as an essential part of the political process in a mass democratic

society. Reith envisaged the emergence of 'a new and mighty weight of
public opinion' where the emergence of radio enabled people to make up

their own minds where previously they had had to accept 'the dictated and

partial versions of s1hs1s'.122 As the concept of citizenship became an

important issue in 1990s Britain, the BBC once more sought to place Public

Service Broadcasting as part of citizens' rights. A research project was

undertaken on viewers as citizens in an attempt to key the BBC into Prime

Minister John Major's'Citizenship 61tut1g1t.123

In New Zealand the importance of broadcasting for citizenship could by

described as recognised but never given the legitimacy of a true social

right with the obligation to provide a genuine commitment to diversity and

open argument. At the opening of radio station 2YA in 1937, New Zealand

Prime Minister Michael Joseph Savage, said that 'radio will soon be as

necessary for the mind of a citizen as water is for the human body'.I2+ The

deregulation of broadcasting, however, appears to lead to a situation where

broadcasting is unable to meet the Reithian benchmark of being able to 'be

shared by all alike, for the same outlay, and to the same e11en1'.1 2 5

Audiences are being screened out of basic services and the

l20h41sks1son, Sig. (1989) Whistle Stop to Sound Bite: Four Decades of Politics and
Television. New York: Praeger. p.44.
r2tgy Scannell, Paddy and David Cardiff. (1991) A Social History of British
Broadcasting:Volume One 1922-1939 serving the Nation. Oxford: Basil Blackwell. p.8.
122p"111t, John. (1925) 'Memorandum of Information on the Scope and Conduct of the
Broadcasting Service', p.4. Quoted in Scannell, Paddy and David Cardiff. (1991) A Social
Historll of British Broadcasting: Volume One 1922- I939 Serving the Nation. Oxford:
Basil Blackwell. p.8.
123Docherty, David. (1991) Seminar at Auckland University by Dr. David Docherty,
Head of Research, BBC, I August.
l24Quoted in Gustafson, Barry. (1986) From the Cradle to the Grave: A Biography of
Michael Joseph Savage. Auckland: Reed Methuen. p.195.
l251e6n Reith quoted in Smith, Anthony. (1974) British Broadcasting. Newton Abbot:
David & Charles. p.14.
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commodification of the medium has begun to place a price and restriction
on events previously provided free and universally.

The purchase of rugby test and major provincial match rights in
February 1996 by the geographically limited subscription service, Sky
Television, was a rude awakening for a rugby obsessed nation. It clearly
signalled that deregulated broadcasting involved restriction as well as its
heralded opportunities. In New Zealand the ability to watch major sports
events has been a central broadcasting policy goal and community demand
of the public broadcaster. Now the public television network stated it did
not have the resources to outbid the subscription channel. More than any

other development since deregulation this issue led to widespread
questioning of why viewers should pay the public broadcasting fee.

The issue of rights to major sports events signified the transformation of
hitherto universally available public services into private ones. In New
Zealand the response by politicians pressured by angry constituents was to
threaten legislation to impose new regulations. In reaction to similar moves

of buying national sports rights by Rupert Murdoch's Sky Channel in
Britain, the House of Lords passed an amendment to the Broadcasting Bill
designed to prevent the rights to eight key sporting events from being
bought exclusively for subscription television. This was a move back to the

regulations before the limited deregulation of the new broadcasting
legislation in Britain. Previous legislation embodied the notion of
'protected' or 'listed events', such as the football Cup Final. The
Conservative government, having opposed the amendment in a half-
hearted way, 'suffered its biggest defeat in the Lords since the debate on
the hated poll tax in 1988'.126

The defeat of the British government on this issue pointed to the
impermanence of the deregulation solution for broadcasting. Faced with
strong public discontent or the actions of a well organised and motivated
pressure group backed by some distinctive moral of legal force, such as

Maori demands for greater equity in the distribution of broadcasting
resources in New Zealand, the ideological purity of deregulation policy is
compromised. However, the outlook for isolated regions, under-resourced

126'pay-1s-watch Sports Debate Has an Echo in the House of Lords'(1996) N.Z.Herald,
l5 February. p.7. (reprinted from the Economist).
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special interest groups or minorities seeking to challenge the new
structures must be pessimistic until there is wholesale change to the policy
approach. The deregulation of broadcasting is part of the breaking of a

social contract 'which held that while some might be richer and some
poorer, all could expect both protection and a chance in the social
slstern'. I 27

It is argued by the deregulators that the new broadcasting of the
unregulated market is 'of the people' and 'driven by the consumer'. These

are self-evident falsehoods. Elites determine what programmes are made
and transmitted. The structures of broadcasting are rigid examples of
vertical communication where messages flow from the few at the top to
the broad mass below.l 2 8 John Mackenzie states that one of the
characteristics of the later nineteenth century was the manner in which
many aspects of popular culture 'came to be controlled, aimed at rather
than created by the people'.12e This is equally applicable to commercial
broadcasting in the late twentieth century.

New Zealand could be said to have exchanged one form of broadcasting
dominated by elites - the 'administered' broadcasting of the civil servant
from the mid-1930s to the 1960s - for another, dominated by the
commercial need to supply packaged parcels of viewers and listeners to
advertisers. Both forms have only attenuated links with the audience and
the audience's needs. They are also subject to being influenced by those, in
the first case by self-interested politicians and in the second by profit-
obsessed executives, who exercise their power to serve their own rather
than collective interests.

l2TGalbraith, John Kenneth. (1989) 'Assault: An Overview', The Guardian, l6
December (Weekend Section) pp.l5-17. p.15. In his book The Culture of Contentment
(1992), Galbraith touches on the hurdles for those seeking a more social and cultural
role for the broadcasting media. He speaks of the mood in Western communities
which rejects public investment paid for by taxes, the public's minimum measure of
social concern and the degree of unlimited, unguided private activity which he views
as just as destructive as unlimited socialist public control and interference.
I 2 8 pg1 a discussion of the structure of vertical communication see the International
Commission for the Study of Communication Problems (The MacBride Report) (1980)
Many Voices, One World. London: UNESCO/Kogan Page. pp.167-168.
I 2 9 Mackenzie, John M. ( I 986) Imperialism and Popular Culture. Manchester:
Manchester University Press. p.9.
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The future task of broadcasting in New Zealand should be ro avoid the
two poles of these approaches - between 'giving the public what's good for
it' and the dishonest claim to be 'giving the public what it wants'. Both are
patronising and arrogant. In the latter case the claim appears to appeal to
democratic principle but the definition of the public is no more than the

audience as mass, a rough stab at the average of experience. As the British
Pilkington Report stated in 1962, 'what the public wants and what it has

the right to get is the freedom to choose from the widest possible range of
programme matter. Anything less than that is deprivatiol.'130

What the Pilkington Committee saw as a crucial part of any alternative
to these two poles, was public service broadcasting of the type which, as

has been previously argued, New Zealand never experienced. An entity
independent of both political and commercial control and a vital
component of a 'balanced' broadcasting structure. At the time of the
deregulation of broadcasting those who argued that commercial television
alone could not satisfy this country's television needs, were met by a

campaign against the creation of a non-commercial channel by executives
of the public television service, TVNZ. The fear that the two channels of
Television New Zealand would be split into a non-commercial channel and

a commercial channel which would be sold to private enterprise was the

motivation behind the campaign. The public was told that to provide a

non-commercial channel like that operated by the BBC would require a

broadcasting licence fee of about NZ$6000 a ]ear.l3l In the absence of
independent study of the non-commercial television options, this 'evidence'
was used by reforming officials and the Government to justify foreclosing
on this option.

It is, therefore, profoundly ironic that senior TVNZ executives should
admit a few years later that there should be a non-commercial channel. In

l301hs Pilkington Report (1962) Report of the Committee on Broadcasting tg60 (Cmnd
1753). London: HMSO. Para. 50.
l3l6tu"-" Wilson, TVNZ's director of planning and public affairs, quoted in Allison,
Peter. (1989) 'TYNZzzzzz', Metro, May pp.ll0-124. p.lt4. In May 1990 Wilson argued
that: 'To provide a non-commercial system like that in Germany would mean a licence
fee of approximately NZ$4993 plus GST.'See Cocker, Alan. (1990)'Real Need for Some
Balance', N.Z.Herald,30 May.p.6. Different figures were presented on different
occasions but how they were arrived at was never explained in detail. The figures on
the BBC were presumably for an equivalent service with a 85 per cent level of local
production. A figure never achieved or even contemplated in New Zealand.
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July, 1995, the company's recently retired director of programming who
had been noted for his obsessive desire to win the ratings battle, John
McCready, declared that there should be a non-commercial television
option and that 'the system is wrong but people within it don't have the
power to change it'.132 La|r.r the same month, TVNZ's departing chief
executive Brent Harman, stated his belief that the Government should sell
TVI and TV2 and 'set up a network to meet its public service broadcasting
obligatioa5'. I 3 3

The new structures to accommodate existing non-commercial radio
services and a new non-commercial television service must combine old
principles, such as universality of service, with new guarantees and

structures which would guard against political interference, insecurity of
public funding and any future desire to part finance the services with
commercial revenue. The aim would be broadcasting in the public interest
which avoided the treacherous shoals of government control or
commodification. It would serve the variety of 'publics' rather than the

mass, encourage innovation in programming rather than the repetition of
ratings safety and seek to cultivate the operation of a functioning public
sphere of substantive citizenship rather than the excluding of non-market
voices and the penalising of less affluent consumers.

What would be traditional would be the mix of regulation and public
service non-commercial services. What would be new would be the
methods used to achieve these ends and the democratisation of the
processes. Of importance would be to learn from other national
experiences. One commenta1s1l34 has suggested looking at the constitution
of Britain's Channel 4 which commits it to a range of social tasks.
Australia's SBS service may offer direction on catering for ethnic
minorities. What would be sought would be a more thoughtful, diverse,
informative, and less hysterical channel of communication.

l32McCready, John. (1995) 'Interview with Brian Edwards on National Radio', l5 July.
( I I .30am).
133'5s11 Two Channels: Harman'
that TVI was too commercially
decommercialise it. There's an
goodbye to.'
I 34Murdock, Graham. (1994)
Seminar, Auckland University,

(1995) N.Z.Herald, 29 July. p.21. Brent Harman added
successful to be changed. 'You would not want to
awful lot of revenue there you would be kissing

the 'New Politics of Broadcasting in New Zealand'
August.

At
6
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In telling the story of the deregulation of communications in the United
States, Jeremy Tunstall says that 'it had no neat beginning, and is unlikely
to have a neat end'.13 5 By contrast, in New Zealand broadcasting
deregulation could be portrayed as having a neat beginning. A policy
enacted with speed and without the messying influence of significant
compromise. What has been less concordant has been the results of that
policy in practice, the testing of the theoretical blueprint as an example for
other nations. But the exploration of broadcasting policies in this country
reveals that it has always been a poor model. It has presented extremes.
From the mid-1930s until the 1960s that of a sullied state administered
medium far from the supposed ideal of public service. In the late 1980s it
demonstrated to the world a narrow and limited form of market-driven
broadcasting.

The deregulation of broadcasting in New Zealand represents a low point
in the policy-maker's attitude towards its role and value, Its treatment as

just another business in a free market denigrates the social, political and

cultural role broadcasting performs. The 1980s was the decade of
deregulation, privatisation, increased competition, the supremacy of
market forces and the rolling back of the public sector. To argue for a

renewal of the public sphere in broadcasting is to argue against the tide of
change. Yet it is important that the inadequacies of the New Zealand model
of broadcasting deregulation are exposed and a revised approach to this
most central of media be adopted.

I 3 51ur51n11, Jeremy. ( I 986) Communications
America's Communication Industry. Oxford: Basil

Deregulation: The Unleashing of
Blackwell. p.6.
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Appendix 1.

comparison of Peak-Time Schedules of Fifteen Television
Channels in Eight Countries

Percentage of Content in Various Categories on Three Weekday Evenings in
October 1985.
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4. Lsht. Ent. Domestic t7 l4 27 8 t2 4l 3 l0 7 8 8 3

5. Leht. Ent. Foreisn 2 36 30
6. Series. Domestic t8 30 6 J 49 JJ 46
7. Series. Foreisn 9 I l5 l0 l6 9 I2 l6 I 33
8. Plays / Films
Domestic

l5 II ll l5

9. Plavs / Films Foreisn l9 ll l6 2l 5

10. Music )
I l Minoritv I
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Source: Original Table (excluding New Zealand) from Blumler et al. (1986) 'Broadcasting
Finance and Programme Quality: an International Review' in European fournal of
Communication Vol.l, pp.343-364. p.350.

I. New Zealand content taken from Wednesday 9 October, Thursday l0 October
and Friday ll October 1985.
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Appendix 2.

Comparison of Peak-Time Schedules in New Zealand
Percentage of Content, 1 Week,

Mav 1986 Mav 1990 Mav 199 4
GENRE TVI TV2 TVI TV2 TV3 TVI TV2 TV3

l.National News t4 l0 t0 23
Notel

2. Local News 4
3. Current Affairs ) J t2 3 ll 5 4
4. Light
Entertainment,
Domestic.

+ l0
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8
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I I
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Entertainment,
Foreign.

a. Comedv l6 9 l0 l9 l0 7 25 f
b,--Qc.il9-sge- 3

c. Other I 3 4 5 3 4
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b. Other 3

7. Series,
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d. Other J 3 5 3 9
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10. Music 5
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13. Children 3
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16. Other 2 2 6 4 6 ) 4
Advertisements
& Promotions. t7 t7 23 23 23 23 23 23

1007o lOlTo lOl Vo 99Vo lOlVo l0l7o 99Vo 99Vo

lNot"rt l.7Vo of this figure is the 'tabloid-style news programme' Hard Copy. 2.
SaIe of the Century accounts for 807o of this figure. 3. Wheel of Fortune.
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Appendix 3.

Children's Television 1982 - Lggz.
Overview of Programming Genres.
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App-endix 4.
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